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PREFACE 
The l a s t  major Transonic Symposium was he ld  a t  NASA Ames Research Center 
i n  February 1981. Since then, s i g n i f i c a n t  advances have been made i n  computer 
hardware, t h e o r e t i c a l  and computational methods, appl i c a t i  ons, experimental 
f a c i  1 i t i e s ,  and t e s t i n g  techniques. A1 though much research remains t o  be 
done, these advances now p rov ide  us w i t h  c a p a b i l i t i e s  i n  the  t ranson ic  regime 
which we ha rd l y  envis ioned 7 years ago. 
a r t  i n  t ranson ic  f l o w  d i s c i p l i n e s  and t o  glimpse a t  f u t u r e  d i r e c t i o n s ,  
t h e  NASA Langley Research Center h e l d  a Transonic Symposium on A p r i l  19-21, 
1988. Emphasis was placed on steady, three-dimensional external ,  t ranson ic  
f l o w  and i t s  s imulat ion,  both numer ica l ly  and exper imenta l ly .  
I n  order t o  assess the s t a t e  of t h e  
Papers were presented by researchers f rom NASA, i n d u s t r y ,  and 
u n i v e r s i t i e s .  The symposium inc luded t e c h n i c a l  sessions on wind tunnel  and 
f l i g h t  experiments; computat ional  f l u i d  dynamics appl i c a t i o n s  ( i n d u s t r y  over-  
views and c o n f i g u r a t i o n  a n a l y s i s  design) ; i n v i s c i d  methods and g r i d  generat ion;  
viscous methods and boundary-layer s t a b i l i t y ;  and wind tunne l  techniques 
and w a l l  i n te r fe rence .  
The proceedings a re  publ ished i n  two volumes as fo l l ows  because o f  t h e  
range o f  c l  a s s i  f i c a t i o n s  : 
Volume I ,  U n c l a s s i f i e d  (Par ts  1 and 2 )  
Volume 11, U n c l a s s i f i e d ,  FEDD R e s t r i c t e d  
A l i s t  o f  at tendees i s  inc luded i n  t h i s  document. 
General Chai m a n  : P. J .  B o b b i t t  
Organiz ing Committee: M. D. Salas 
Technical  Committee Chairman: 
L. E. Putnam 
J .  T. Foughner 
Theory and Computational J .  L. Thomas 
A p p l i c a t i o n s  E. G. Waggoner 
Experiments L. W .  McKinney 
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AIRFRAME/PROPULSION INTEGRATION CHARACTERISTICS AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS 
W i l l i a m  P. Henderson and Bobby L. B e r r i e r  
NASA Langley Research Center 
Hampton, V i r g i n i a  
ABSTRACT 
The aerodynaini c cha rac te r i  s t i  cs f o r  both s i  ngle and t w i  n-engi ne high- 
performance a i r c r a f t  are s i  gni  f i c a n t l y  a f f e c t e d  by shock induced f l o w  
i n t e r a c t i o n s  as w e l l  as o the r  l o c a l  f low i n t e r f e r e n c e  e f f e c t s  which u s u a l l y  
occur a t  t ranson ic  speeds. These adverse i n t e r a c t i o n s  can n o t  on ly  cause h igh  
drag, b u t  a l s o  cause unusual aerodynamic loadings and/or severe s t a b i l i t y  and 
c o n t r o l  problems. Many new programs are under way t o  n o t  o n l y  develop methods 
f o r  reducing the adverse ef fects ,  b u t  a l s o  t o  develop an understanding of t h e  bas i c  
f l o w  cond i t i ons  which are the primary con t r i bu to rs .  It i s  a n t i c i p a t e d  t h a t  
these new programs w i l l  r e s u l t  i n  technologies which can reduce the a i r c r a f t  
c r u i s e  drag through improved i n t e g r a t i o n  as w e l l  as increase a i r c r a f t  
maneuverabi l i t y  through the a p p l i c a t i o n  of t h r u s t  vector ing.  Th is  paper w i  11 
at tempt t o  i d e n t i f y  some o f  the pr imary i n t e g r a t i o n  problems f o r  twin-engine 
a i r c r a f t  a t  t ranson ic  speeds, and demonstrate several  methods f o r  reducing o r  
e l i m i n a t i n g  the undesi rab le c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ,  whi l e  enhancing c o n f i g u r a t i o n  
e f fec t i veness .  
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Mach number 
Nozzle pressure r a t i o  
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F low t u r n i n g  angle 
I d e a l  f l ow  t u r n i n g  angle 
D e f l e c t i o n  o f  the nozz le upper and lower f l a p s  
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Rear l o c a t i o n  
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STOL and Maneuver Technology Demonstrator 
INTRODUCTION 
requirements f o r  the  nex t  generat ion f i g h t e r  a i r c r a f t  may 
v e r s a t i  l e  v e h i c l e  capable o f  opera t ing  over a wide range o f  
f l i g h t  condi t ions.  Th is  a i r c r a f t  w i l l  most l i k e l y  be designed f o r  h igh  
maneuverabi l i ty  and a g i l i t y ,  operate i n  a h i g h l y  h o s t i l e  environment, and 
possess STOL land ing  cha rac te r i  s t i  cs t o  operate from bomb damaged a i  rf i e  Ids  
( re ference 1). Many design gu ide l i nes  tend  t o  be con t rad i c to ry  f o r  the 
2 
subsonic and supersonic Speed regimes and a i r c r a f t  performance can be 
compromi sed by smal l  changes i n  these desi  yn consi d e r a t i  ons. 
The a t ta inment  o f  h igh  performance i s  h i g h l y  dependent upon the 
min imiza t ion  o f  i n t e r f e r e n c e  r e s u l t i n g  from the i n t e g r a t i o n  o f  the  p ropu ls ion  
exhaust system i n t o  the air f ra ine, one o f  the most c r i t i c a l  design fea tures  o f  
an a i r c r a f t  ( re fe rence 2 ) .  
area i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  f i g u r e  1 where the  percent o f  t o t a l  a i r c r a f t  dray 
a t t r i b u t e d  t o  the  a i r c r a f t  a f terbody i s  presented f o r  f o u r  twin-engine f i g h t e r  
a i r c r a f t .  Representat ive a i r c r a f t  froin an ' ' i dea l "  research c o n f i g u r a t i o n  
t e s t e d  i n  1961 t o  the  F-18 a i r c r a f t  t es ted  i n  1978 are shown. The a f te rbod ies  
o f  these models comprised froin 20 t o  35 percent  o f  the t o t a l  model length,  but  
produced 38 t o  50 percent  o f  the t o t a l  a i r c r a f t  drag. 
a f te rbody  drag r e s u l t s  from adverse i n t e r f e r e n c e  i n  the af terbody reg ion  and 
pressure drag on the af terbody (see reference 3 - 6 ) .  
An i n d i c a t i o n  o f  the  r e l a t i v e  importance o f  t h i s  
Up t o  h a l f  o f  t he  
A t  the  same t ime the designer i s  s t r i v i n g  f o r  a low drag con f igu ra t i on ,  
he i s  a l so  r e q u i r e d  t o  improve the maneuvering c a p a b i l i t y  o f  the a i r c r a f t .  
Th i s  u s u a l l y  requ i res  h igh  t h r u s t  t o  weight and l i f t  drag r a t i o ,  h igh  usable 
lift c o e f f i c i e n t ,  and adequate s t a b i  l i t y  and c o n t r o l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  over a 
very w i  de opera t ing  envelope. 
I n  responding t o  the need t o  reduce nozz le/af terbody drag and enhance 
veh ic le  maneuverabi li ty, the Propuls ion Aerodynamics Branch a t  the  Langley 
Research Center has conducted a number o f  responsive exper imental  and 
t h e o r e t i c a l  research programs. I n  these programs, i teins such as empennage 
l o c a t i o n  and nozz le boa t ta i  1 geometry have been inves t i ga ted .  Inc reas ing  
maneuverabi l i t y ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  a t  post  s t a l l  cond i t ions  where convent ional  
c o n t r o l s  are i n e f f e c t i v e ,  requ i res  the u t i  l i r a t i o n  o f  a l t e r n a t i v e  c o n t r o l  
devices. One o f  the  most e f f e c t i v e ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  a t  h igh  angles o f  a t tack ,  
r e l i e s  on vec to r ing  o f  the  engine t h r u s t .  As ind ica ted ,  the  empennage i s  a 
source o f  h igh  i n t e r f e r e n c e  drag. Therefore, reducing the s i z e  o f  t he  
empennage o r  e l i m i n a t i n g  i t  a l toge the r  would increase a i r c r a t t  perforlnance, 
bu t  could cause ser ious  problems f o r  a i r c r a f t  s t a b i l i t y  and con t ro l .  Thrus t  
vec to r ing  can be a means t o  p rov ide  the necessary c o n t r o l  power, o r  a t  l e a s t  
augment it. 
across the  a i r c r a f t  speed regime. Var ious concepts have been s tud ied  (see 
references 7 and 8 )  a t  t ranson ic  speeds and t y p i c a l  r e s u l t s  w i l l  be discussed 
he re i  n. 
Th i s  means t h a t  e f f e c t i v e  t h r u s t  vec to r ing  must be prov ided 
WIND TUNNEL 
A l l  o f  the  exper imental  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  discussed here in  were conducted i n  
the  Langley l6-Foot  Transonic Tunnel. 
s ing le - re tu rn ,  atmospheric wind tunne l  w i t h  a s l o t t e d  octagonal  t h r o a t  and 
t e s t  sect ion,  and continuous a i r  exchange. The tunne l  has a v a r i a b l e  speed 
range from M = 0.20 t o  M = 1.30. 
d e s c r i p t i o n  and c a l i b r a t i o n  i s  presented i n  re fe rence 9. 
Th is  tunnel  i s  a continuous f low, 
A d d i t i o n a l  i n fo rma t ion  regard ing  tunne l  
3 
I DISCUSSION 
Nozzle/Afterbody I n t e g r a t i o n  
twin-engine high-performance a i r c r a f t  are being studied, i t  i s  impor tant  t o  
develop an understanding o f  the c o n t r i b u t i o n  of the var ious nozz le/af terbody 
components t o  the t o t a l  a i r c r a f t  drag. The model used i n  conducting t h i s  
ana lys i s  i s  presented i n  f i g u r e  2. 
I n  an ana lys i s  o f  t h i s  type, where the i n t e g r a t i o n  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  
The centerbody fuselage o f  t h i s  model was e s s e n t i a l l y  rec tangu la r  i n  
cross sect ion having a constant width and h e i g h t  o f  10.0 in .  and 5.0 i n .  
respec t i ve l y .  
cross-sect ional  area o f  the centerbody ( fuselage)  was 49.14 in2.  The support  
systern forebody was t y p i c a l  o f  a powered model i n  t h a t  the i n l e t s  were f a i r e d  
over. The "wings" of the support  system were mounted above the model 
c e n t e r l i n e  i n  a "h igh wing" p o s i t i o n  which i s  t y p i c a l  o f  many c u r r e n t  f i g h t e r  
designs. The support system "wing" had a 45" leading edge sweep, a tape r  
r a t i o  o f  0.5, an aspect r a t i o  o f  2.4, and a cranked t r a i l i n g  edge. The 
a i r f o i l  was symmetrical and the th ickness r a t i o s  near the  wing fuselage 
j u n c t i o n  were r e a l i s t i c  (approximately t / c  = 0.067). 
support booms, however, ' ' w i  ng" th ickness r a t i o  increased from t / c  = 0.077 t o  
t / c  = 0.10 t o  prov ide s t r u c t u r a l  support  f o r  the model and t o  pe rm i t  t r a n s f e r  
o f  compressed a i r  from the booms t o  the model p ropu ls ion  system. 
The f o u r  corners were rounded by a rad ius  o f  1.0 i n .  Maximum 
From BL 11.00 t o  the 
I 
The twin-engine a f t -end  was at tached t o  the support  system wing/ 
f o rces  and moments f o r  the af terbody s h e l l ,  empennage surfaces, and ou te r  
nozzles were measured by the  balance and are termed t o t a l  a f t -end  forces i n  
t h i s  paper. 
o f  the model. The af terbody l i n e s  were chosen t o  be t y p i c a l  o f  c u r r e n t  close- 
spaced twin-engine f i g h t e r  designs, t o  f a i r  the af terbody smoothly from the 
constant cross sec t i on  o f  the centerbody down t o  the nozzles, and t o  house t h e  
af terbody balance, p ropu ls ion  s imu la t i on  system, and r e l a t e d  inst rumentat ion.  
Nozzle geometry s imulated a convergent-divergent nozzle design w i t h  f u l l y  
v a r i a b l e  t h r o a t  area and expansion r a t i o .  
I centerbody by mounting on a six-component s t r a i n  gage balance. The combined 
Clearance was prov ided between the m e t r i c  and nonmetric p o r t i o n s  
The c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  the var ious nozzle/af terbody components t o  the  t o t a l  
a f terbody drag i s  presented i n  f i g u r e s  3 t o  5. 
from data i n  re ference 10) i s  f o r  the twin-engine c o n f i g u r a t i o n  w i t h  dry power 
ax i  symmetric nozzles a t  a scheduled nozzle pressure r a t i o  (NPR). 
nozzle pressure r a t i o  f o r  the var ious t e s t  mach numbers i s  as fo l l ows :  
Th is  drag breakdown ( taken 
Scheduled 
M NPR 
0.60 3.5 
.80 4.5 
.90 5.0 
.95 5.3 
1.15 6.7 
1.20 7.0 
4 
The c i r c u l a r  symbols i n  f i g u r e  3 represent  the dray aata f o r  the  complete 
af terbody con f igu ra t i on  and the square symbols f o r  the nozz le/af terbody 
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  w i thou t  h o r i z o n t a l  o r  v e r t i c a l  t a i  1s. An est imate shown by 
the dashed l i n e  was made o f  the drag increment a t t r i b u t e d  by the h o r i z o n t a l  
and v e r t i c a l  t a i  1s. Th is  increment represents the s k i n  f r i c t i o n  and form 
drag a t  subsonic speeds and the s k i n  f r i c t i o n  and wave drag a t  supersonic 
speeds. 
can be a t t r i b u t e d  t o  an adverse i n te r fe rence  e f f e c t .  
increment i s  smal l  a t  M = 0.60 but increases dramat ica l l y  as the  Mach number 
approachs 0.95. From t h i s  curve i t  i s  obvious t h a t  the h o r i z o n t a l  and 
v e r t i c a l  t a i  1s and t h e i r  assoc iated adverse i n te r fe rence  e f f e c t s  are the 
major c o n t r i b u t o r s  t o  t h e  nozz le la f terbody drag. This  i s  b e t t e r  i l l u s t r a t e d  
i n  f i g u r e  4 where the drag c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  the t a i l  surfdces ( t a i l  drag + 
i n te r fe rence  e f f e c t s )  i s  presented as a f u n c t i o n  of the t o t a l  a f terbody drag 
f o r  severa l  con f igura t ions .  As shown i n  t h i s  f i g u r e ,  the  h o r i z o n t a l  and 
v e r t i c a l  t a i l s  c o n t r i b u t e  as much as 60 t o  70 percent  o f  the  nozz le/af terbody 
drag, and as shown i n  f i g u r e  3 a t  t ranson ic  speeds, about h a l f  o f  t h i s  drag 
can r e s u l t  from adverse i n t e r f e r e n c e  e f f e c t s .  
The d i f f e rence  i n  dray between the dashed l i n e  and the t o t a l  drag 
Th is  adverse drag 
Exp lo r ing  the drag c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  the var ious model components i n  a 
l i t t l e  more d e t a i l  can be accomplished w i t h  the a i d  o f  f i g u r e  5. The square 
symbols i n  t h i s  f i gu re ,  nozz le/af terbody drag ( h o r i z o n t a l  and v e r t i c a l  t a i  1s 
o f f )  are the same as the data shown on f i g u r e  3. 
represent  the data f o r  the nozzle alone. These datd i nc lude  the pressure drag 
obta ined by i n t e g r a t i n g  t i le nozzle s t a t i c  pressures and an es t imated s k i n  
f r i c t i o n  drag. 
and t h i s  i s  shown added t o  the  nozzle drag as the s o l i d  l i n e .  The remain ing 
dray i s  a t t r i b u t e d  t o  the pressure drag on the af terbody which i s  seen t o  be 
about 20 drag counts a t  subsonic speeds and about 60 drag counts a t  supersonic 
speeds. Poss ib ly ,  w i t h  some c a r e f u l  contour ing and the e l i m i n a t i o n  o f  the 
gu t te rs  between the engine, t h i s  drag increment can be reduced. From these 
data i t  would appear t h a t  the two major areas f o r  inc reas ing  the performance 
(decreasing the  drag) o f  a t y p i c a l  afterbody con f igu ra t i on  are i n  t h e  
e l i m i n a t i o n  o f  the i n te r fe rence  drag associated w i t h  the h o r i z o n t a l  and 
v e r t i c a l  t a i  1s and reducing the pressure drag associated w i t h  the  af terbody.  
The diamond symbols 
An est imate was made o f  the f r i c t i o n  drag o f  the af terbody,  
honaxi syinmetri c Nozz les  --
F o r  a number o f  years,  the Langley Research Center has recognized t h a t  
there  are a number o f  advantages t o  the a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  nonaxisymmetric nozzles 
i n  p lace o f  the cu r ren t  axisymmetr ic nozzles. Some o f  these bene f i t s  are 
i n d i c a t e d  i n  re ference 11. One o f  these bene f i t s  i s  the poss ib le  reduc t i on  i n  
nozz le/af terbody drag due t o  a b e t t e r  i n t e g r a t i o n  o f  the af terbody.  
o f  con f i gu ra t i ons  have been studied; one o f  these mounted i n  the 16-Foot 
Transonic Tunnel i s  shown i n  f i g u r e  6. The wings and forebody are the same as 
those o f  the prev ious model w i t h  the axisymmetric nozzle. Only the a f t  
p o r t i o n  o f  the model ( a f t  of the m e t r i c  break) has been changed. The m e t r i c  
p o r t i o n  o f  the model cons is ted  o f  the  i n t e r n a l  p ropu ls ion  system, af terbody,  
t a i l s ,  and nozzles. The af terbody l i n e s  ( b o a t t a i l )  were chosen t o  p rov ide  a 
length o f  constant cross-sect ion a f t  o f  the noninetr ic centerbody , and t o  
enclose the fo rce  balance and j e t  s imu la t i on  system, whi l e  f a i r i n g  smoothly 
downstreain i n t o  the c lose ly  Spaced nozzles. The af terbody s h e l l  and t a i l  
surfaces were at tached t o  an af terbody fo rce  balance which was a t tached t o  the 
main fo rce  balance. The main fo rce  balance i n  t u r n  was grounded t o  the  
A number 
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nonmetri c wing-centerbody section. The nozzles were attached direct ly  to  the 
main force balance t h r o u g h  the propulsion system p i  p i n g .  
t h i s  investigation simulated a dry-power or cruise operating nozzle w i t h  a 
design NPR of about 3.5. The nozzle throat  area (17.48 an') and expansion 
r a t i o  (1.15) were sized t o  be consistent w i t h  advanced mixed flow turbofan 
cycles. The r a t io  of t o t a l  throat  area t o  maxiinum body cross-sectional area 
was 0.11, and the nozzle throat  aspect r a t io  was 3.45. 
The nonaxisymmetric (two-dimensional convergent-divergent) nozzle Used i n  
The experimental drag charac te r i s t ics  for  t h i s  configuration (taken froin 
reference 12)  are shown compared t o  the configuration w i t h  axisymmetric 
nozzles i n  f igures 7 and 8. In figure 7,  the drag charac te r i s t ics  f o r  the 
complete afterbody ( t a i  1s on) configurations are presented. The drag 
charac te r i s t ics  for  the configurations w i t h o u t  the horizontal and ver t ica l  
t a i l s  are presented i n  f igure 8. A t  the lower t e s t  Mach numbers, the 
configuration ( t a i  1s-on) w i t h  the nonaxisymmetric nozzles has the lowest 
drag. As the Mach number i s  increased, t h i s  trend changes and the drag for 
the conf i gurati on w i  t h  the axi symmetri c nozzles is  si g n i  f i cantly lower. For 
the t a i  1s off configurations, the configuration w i t h  the nonaxisymmetric 
nozzles has the lowest drag a t  inach numbers up to  0.90. T h i s  would seem t o  
indicate tha t  the nonaxisymrnetric nozzle concept may be more sensi t ive t o  
adverse t a i  1 in te r fe rence  e f f e c t s  than the ax i  symnietri c nozzles a t  the Mach 
numbers where these e f f ec t s  are generally very h i g h .  A t  supersonic speeds, 
nozzle drag is s igni f icant ly  h i g h e r  for  the nonaxisymrnetric nozzle, which 
means tha t  some changes i n  the nozzle geometry and area d i s t r i b u t i o n  may have 
t o  be made i n  order t o  reduce drag. 
Nozzle Boattail  Drag Effects  
A number of studies on methods of reducing the drag on nonaxisymetic 
nozzles have been conducted. One such study, aimed a t  determining the e f f ec t s  
of nozzle boat ta i l  geometry on the nozzle drag, i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  ky several 
typical models which are shown i n  figures 9 and 10. The only difference 
between these two models i s  i n  the nozzle geometry; a 7.5" boat ta i l  nozzle i s  
shown i n  f igure 9 and a 12.5" boat ta i l  nozzle is  shown i n  figure 10. The 
nozzle drag charac te r i s t ics  (taken froin reference 13) presented as a function 
of boat ta i l  angle is  shown i n  figure 11. The nozzle boat ta i l  angle f o r  the 
model previously shown i n  figure 6 was about 17". 
s ign i f icant  drag reductions could be obtained w i t h  a small reduction i n  
boat ta i l  angle. T h i s  of course would have to  be traded against  a potentidl 
weight increase usually associated w i t h  reducing boattai 1 angle. 
Based on these data, some 
Most of the nonaxi symmetri c nozzle desi gns  t ha t  have been previous ly 
s tud ied  have taken almost a l l  of the nozzle boat ta i l  on the t o p  and bottom 
surfaces of the nozzle, leaving the sidewalls nearly f l a t .  Dur ing  e a r l i e r  
tests, where surface pressures were measured on the external surfaces o f  the 
nozzle, some s igni f icant  difference i n  pressure d i s t r i b u t i o n s  was noted. 
Pressure d i s t r i b u t i o n s  on the upper and lower nozzle surfaces were much lower 
than pressure d i s t r i b u t i o n s  on the nozzle sidewalls. 
difference would cause some cross flow around the nozzle creating a potential  
drag problem. 
Corporation to measure the nozzle/afterbody drag fo r  a configuration i n  which 
I t  was f e l t  t ha t  this  
As a r e su l t ,  a study was devised w i t h  the General Dynamics 
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the nozzle upper and lower surface b o a t t a i l  angles are t raded  against  the 
s idewa l l  b o a t t a i l  angle. The sketch of the model used i n  t h i s  study ( taken 
from reference 14) i s  shown i n  f i g u r e  12, and the nozz le la f te rbody  drag 
c o e f f i c i e n t  v a r i a t i o n  as a f u n c t i o n  o f  the r a t i o  Bside/Bflap f o r  Mach numbers 
o f  0.90 and 1.20 i s  presented i n  f i g u r e  13. 
nozzle upper and lower f l a p s  and the s idewa l l s  t h a t  correspond t o  the r a t i o s  
presented i n  f i g u r e s  12 and 13 are as fo l l ows :  
The b o a t t a i l  angles f o r  t he  
's i  de/'f l a p  ' f lap,  deg 'si  de, deg 
0.50 15.0 7.5 
1.00 13.5 13.5 
1.77 11 .0 19.5 
The r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  study i n d i c a t e  t h a t  minimum nozzle/af terbody drag occurs 
when t h e  b o a t t a i l  angles on a l l  o f  the surfaces are approximately the same. 
It should a l so  be noted t h a t  f o r  B,ide/Bflap = 1.0, the b o a t t a i l  angles are 
13.5" which, according t o  f i g u r e  11, may be near the  most optimum b o a t t a i l  
angle f o r  nonaxisymmetric nozzles a t  M = 0.90. The drag c o e f f i c i e n t  increases 
more r a p i d l y  as the  r a t i o  BSide/Bflap decreases below 1.0 than when i t  
increases above 1.0. 
and lower f l a p  b o a t t a i  1 angle increases whi l e  the s i  dewall  b o a t t a i  1 angles 
decreases. Since the upper and lower f l a p  are considerably l a r g e r  than the 
s idewa l l  f l aps ,  any adverse drag e f f e c t s  on the upper and lower f l a p s  would be 
more s i g n i f i c a n t  than any p o t e n t i a l  decreases on the smal l  s i dewa l l  f l a p s .  
This  occurs because as BSide/Bflap decreases, the upper 
E f f e c t  o f  Empennage Loca t ion  _ _ _  
While the re  are some s i g n i f i c a n t  b e n e f i t s  t h a t  can be r e a l i z e d  w i t h  
changes i n  the  geometry o f  the nozzle/af terbody, the l a r g e s t  drag penal ty  a t  
t ranson ic  speeds according to f i g u r e  3 was a t t r i b u t e d  t o  the h o r i z o n t a l  and 
v e r t i c a l  t a i l s .  Several s tud ies  have been conducted t o  determine the e f f e c t s  
o f  h o r i z o n t a l  and v e r t i c a l  t a i l  l oca t i ons  on the nozz le/af terbody drag. The 
r e s u l t s  o f  these s tud ies  are summarized i n  f i g u r e s  14, 15, and 16 and were 
taken from reference 10 f o r  the c o n f i g u r a t i o n  w i t h  axisymmetric nozzles and 
from reference 12 f o r  the con f igu ra t i ons  w i  t h  nonaxi symmetri c nozzles ( see 
f i g u r e  6 ) .  The af terbody had p rov i s ions  f o r  mounting both the v e r t i c a l  and 
h o r i z o n t a l  t a i l s  i n  three a x i a l  l oca t i ons  as i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  f i g u r e  14. Note 
t h a t  the leading edge o f  the r o o t  chords f o r  both h o r i z o n t a l  and v e r t i c a l  
t a i l s  cou ld  be p laced a t  the same fuselage a x i a l  s t a t i o n .  These l o c a t i o n s  
w i  11 be termed fwd, mid, and a f t  respec t i ve l y .  
The e f f e c t s  o f  h o r i z o n t a l  and v e r t i c a l  t a i l  l o c a t i o n  on the nozzle drag 
a r e  shown i n  f i g u r e  15 f o r  dry power nozzles a t  a = U0 and Mach numbers o f  
0.90 and 1.20. The open symbols are f o r  the c o n f i g u r a t i o n  w i t h  axisymmetric 
nozzles and the s o l i d  symbols are f o r  the c o n f i g u r a t i o n  w i t h  nonaxisymmetric 
nozzles. Moving e i t h e r  the h o r i z o n t a l  or v e r t i c a l  t a i l s  from the a f t  p o s i t i o n  
( l o c a t i o n  c l o s e s t  t o  the nozz le)  to the mid p o s i t i o n  r e s u l t s  i n  a s i g n i f i c a n t  
reduc t i on  i n  the nozzle drag. 
nozzles had on ly  a minor e f f e c t  on the nozzle drag. However, when you look a t  
the t o t a l  a f t e n d  drag, the r e s u l t s  are no t  so c lear .  I n  f i g u r e  16, the t o t a l  
Fu r the r  movement o f  the t a i l s  away from the  
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nozzle/afterbody drag i s  presented as a function of horizontal and ver t ica l  
t a i l  location. While a s l i g h t  drag reduction trend can be deduced as the 
t a i l s  are moved away from the nozzles, there are s t i l l  some configurations 
tha t  show opposite e f fec ts .  
iiioved away froin the nozzles on these twin-engine configurations, the adverse 
t a i l  interference e f f ec t s  on nozzles are t ransferred t o  the afterbody. T h u s ,  
i t  would appear t ha t  there may be only two ways tha t  can be u t i l i zed  to  
eliminate this  large adverse interference e f fec t .  One i s  t o  simply eliminate 
the ho ,ental and ver t ical  t a i l s  and u t i l i z e  some other method of achieving 
the necessary control power. T h e  other i s  t o  develop an adequate 
computational method which can be u t i l i zed  to carefully contour the 
nozz le/afterbody thereby eliminating the adverse interference e f fec ts .  
T h i s  would seem to indicate tha t  as the t a i l s  are 
I Computational Methods 
Several computational methods are  b e i n g  developed tha t  can be u t i l i zed  i n  
s o l v i n g  t h i s  complex nozzle/afterbody/empennage integration problem. One of 
these is  a ful l -potent ia l  finite-volume transonic code called FLO-30V 
(reference 151, which i s  used to  calculate the pressure d is t r ibu t ions  over the 
nozzle/afterbody including the e f f ec t s  of the empennage. 
integral  boundary-layer calculation is performed i n  strip fashion. T h e  
resul t ing e f fec t ive  body and t a i l  geometries are used as i n p u t  t o  the code. 
T h i s  developmental code u t i l i z e s  the method of Caughey and Jameson which i s  
based upon the f u l l  potent ia l  equation and a mesh generation technique which 
wraps a C-type grid around the body and t a i l s .  
methods used i n  these calculations and of the comparisons of calculations w i t h  
experimental data can be found i n  reference 16. 
In t h i s  code an 
Further discussion o f  the 
T h i s  code was applied to the sting-strut supported single-engine model 
which i s  presented i n  f igure 17. This type of support system places the model 
center l ine on the center l ine of the wind tunnel and minimizes support 
interference on the afterbody and nozzle. The  overall  model arrangement, 
representing a typical single-engine fighter a f t  end,  i s  composed of four 
major par ts  located as shown i n  the following table:  
Pa r t  x , i n .  x/ 1 
Fore body 0-40.85 0-0.57 
Afterbody 40.89-64.89 0.57-0.91 
Nozzle 64.89-71.70 0.91-1 .oo 
Tai 1 surfaces Variable Variable 
The forebody consists of an ogive nose 24 inches i n  length w i t h  an 
i n i t i a l  angle of 14' and a constant-radius cylinder thereaf te r .  
was designed to simulate closure ahead of the nozzle typical o f  a single- 
engine f igh ter  configuration. 
ver t ica l  and horizontal t a i l s  a t  two d i f fe ren t  axial  locations (forward and 
a f t ) .  The t a i l  surfaces were tested i n  three empennage arrangements: a f t ,  
staggered, and forward. The nozzle used for  t h i s  investigation simulated a 
variable geometry ( f i x e d  i n  dry power mode for this t e s t ) ,  convergent- 
divergent, axisymmetric nozzle typical of those currently i n  use on modern 
The afterbody 
The afterbody had provisions for  mounting the 
~ 
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f i g h t e r  a i r c r a f t .  A complete desc r ip t i on  o f  the model i s  given i n  
re ference 16. 
An assessment o f  the e f fec t i veness  o f  the Flo30V code a t  p r e d i c t i n g  the 
nozzle/afterbody/empennage pressures can be made w i t h  the a i d  o f  the 
comparisons presented i n  f i g u r e s  18 and 19. A comparison o f  the t h e o r e t i c a l  
c a l c u l a t i o n s  w i t h  exper imental  data f o r  two rows o f  pressure o r i f i c e s  on t h e  
staggered empennage arrangement, one near the v e r t i c a l  t a i l  a t  a r o l l  angle o f  
18" and the o the r  near the h o r i z o n t a l  t a i l  a t  a r o l l  angle o f  7 Z 0 ,  i s  
presented i n  f i g u r e  18 f o r  a Mach number o f  0.60 and f o r  a Mach number o f  U.9u 
i n  f i gu re  19. The staggered t a i l  arrangment was chosen f o r  these comparisons 
because the data i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  f o r  the s ingle-engine con f igu ra t i on ,  the  
empennage i n t e r f e r e n c e  e f f e c t s  were lowests f o r  t h i s  t a i  1 arrangement. The 
c a l c u l a t e d  r e s u l t s  show reasonably good agreement w i t h  the exper imental  datd 
a t  the  lowest t e s t  Mach number ( M  = 0.60). A t  the h igher  subsonic t e s t  Mach 
numbers ( M  = 0.90), the discrepancy between the experiment and theory becomes 
more s i g n i f i c a n t .  The major reason f o r  the  discrepancy could probably be 
a t t r i b u t e d  t o  the approximat ions made t o  model the v e r t i c a l  t a l  1 and the lack 
o f  a model o f  the  wake o f  the  v e r t i c a l  t a i l .  The FLU-30V c a l c u l a t i o n s  do 
account f o r  v iscous e f f e c t s ,  but  the boundary layers  on the body and t a i l  were 
computed separate ly  as two-dimensional elements, so t h a t  the i n f l uence  o f  t h e  
empennage i s  n o t  i nc luded  i n  the af terbody boundary-layer ca l cu la t i ons .  As a 
r e s u l t ,  the FLO-30V c a l c u l a t i o n  shows some in f l uence  o f  the empennage on 
nozz le/af terbody pressures, but does n o t  p r e d i c t  the s e v e r i t y  o f  the 
i n te r fe rence  e f f e c t s .  
Thrus t  Vec tor i  na 
As i n d i c a t e d  prev ious ly ,  one o f  the most e f f i c i e n t  ways o f  reducing the 
adverse i n t e r f e r e n c e  drag caused by the h o r i z o n t a l  and v e r t i c a l  t a i l s  i s  t o  
s imply remove them from the conf igura t ion .  This  cou ld  be accomplished i f  some 
o the r  method were found t o  prov ide the necessary c o n t r o l  power f o r  t h e  
con f igu ra t i on .  One o f  the obvious so lu t i ons  woula be t o  r e l y  on t h r u s t  
vec to r ing  t o  f i l l  t h i s  void.  Thrust  vec to r ing  has been s tud ied  f o r  some t ime 
and has been found t o  prov ide a number o f  p o t e n t i a l  enhancelnents t o  a i r c r d f t  
performance and e f fec t i veness .  Many o f  these are i n d i c d t e d  i n  the f o l l o w i n g :  
Increased Capabi li t i e s  
- Expanded envelope 
- STOL 
Improved Performance - Con t ro l  Augmentation 
- Post s t a l l  opera t ion  
- Higher instantaneous t u r n  r a t e s  
- Fuselage aiming 
- D i r e c t  f o r c e  c o n t r o l  
- Lower Drag 
- Reduced trim drag 
- Reduced c o n t r o l  sur face drag 
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- k l i i i i i n a t i o n  o f  c o n t r o l  surfaces 
- Less Design Const ra in ts  I 
- Supersonic winy design 
- Low q c o n t r o l  surface s i z i n g  
I Improved Surv ivabi  li ty 
Metnods o f  p rov id ing  p i t c h  vec to r ing  have been under study f o r  some time, 
(see reference 8 ) .  These s tud ies  have shown t h a t  many nozzles can be designed 
t o  prov ide h igh  l e v e l s  o f  p i t c h  vec to r ing  w i thou t  a s i g n i f i c a n t  adverse impact 
on d i r c r a f t  t h r u s t  performance. The chal lenge now becomes one o f  p rov id ing ,  
i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  the p i t c h  vector ing,  a h igh  l e v e l  o f  yaw vector ing.  A number 
of con f i gu ra t i ona l  concepts have been stud ied.  Some o f  these, shown i n  f i g u r e  
2U, were based on con f igu ra t i ons  s tua ied  i n  re ferences 17 ana 18. 
The upstream yaw vec to r ing  concept was achieved by mod i fy ing  one o f  t he  
nozz le s idewal ls  w i t h  a rec tangu lar  p o r t  loca ted  upstream o f  the nozz le 
th roa t .  The p o r t  was s i zed  t o  have an area equal t o  30 percent o f  t h e  
unvectored dry paver no rz le  t h r o a t  area. The p o r t  operates by d e f l e c t i n g  two 
f l aps .  The fOrWdrd f l a p  was a simple f l a p  hinged a t  the nozzle s idewa l l  and 
extended i n t o  the e x t e r n d l  f low. The a f t  f l a p  was a lso  h inged a t  the nozz le 
s idewal l ,  but  i t  de f lec ted  both i n t o  the ex te rna l  f l ow  as w e l l  as i n t o  the  
i n t e r n a l  f low (about 45 percent  o f  the i n t e r n a l  nozz le w id th ) .  
Here de f l ec ted  a t  an dngle o f  about 70" t o  the  a x i a l  t h r u s t  d i r e c t i o n .  
These f l a p s  
The downstream ( o f  t h r o a t )  yaw vec to r ing  concept ( s i d e w a l l  f l a p s )  i s  
based on modi fy ing e i t h e r  the  l e f t  o r  r i g h t  s idewa l l  o r  both s idewal ls  w i t h  a 
hinged f l d p  extending downstream o f  the nozz le th roa t .  The s idewa l l  f l a p s  
hinged d i r e c t l y  a t  the nozzle th roa t .  Consequently, f o r  a p o s i t i v e  yaw vec tor  
angle (produces p o s i t i v e  s ide fo rce ) ,  the l e f t  s idewal l  f l a p  extends o u t  from 
the i n t e r n a l  nozzle f low (expansion t u r n ) ,  wh i l e  the r i g h t  s idewa l l  f l a p  
extended i n t o  the f low (compression t u r n ) .  Th is  type o f  concept does have 
soiiie l i m i t a t i o n s  i n  t h d t  there  could be some i n t e r f e r e n c e  between sur faces 
when simultaneous p i t c h  and yaw vec to r ing  are requi red.  
The t h i r d  concept cons is ted  o f  e x t e r n a l l y  mounted vanes, one on each s ide  
o f  the nozzle. The vanes hinged a t  the nozz le e x i t  are d e f l e c t e d  such t h a t  
one vane extends i n t o  the  j e t  exhaust f low whereas the o the r  extends away from 
the j e t  exhaust f low. The he igh t  o f  the vanes was deterniined by the  l o c a t i o n  
o f  the no rz le  when p i t c h  vec to r ing  i s  included. 
vec tor  angle, the lower ( o r  upper) t r a i l i n g  edge o f  the nozz le co inc ides w i t h  
the lower ( o r  upper) edge o f  the vane. 
For a t15" nozzle p i t c h  
The s t d t i  c yaw vec to r ing  r e s u l t s  f o r  these th ree  concepts are presented 
i n  f i g u r e  '21. On the l e f t  s ide o f  the f i gu re ,  the  measured yaw vec tor  angle 
determined froin s t a t i c  t e s t s  i n  the Langley S t a t i c  Test  Stand i s  presented. 
On the r i g h t  s ide  i s  the r a t i o  o f  the measured yaw vec tor  angle t o  the  
expected yaw vec tor  angle ( determ ned geometr ical  l y  from the known d e f l e c t i o n  
ang les  o f  the s u r f  dces i nvo lved)  . 
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The r e s u l t s  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  the rectangular  p o r t  concept produced a 
h igh yaw vector  ( t u r n i n g )  angle, about the magnitude a n t i c i p a t e d  (based on 
Gy/dyy,i = 1.0). 
exhaust f l o w  upstream o f  the nozzle t h r o a t  i s  subsonic and past experience has 
shown t h a t  subsonic f l ow  can be tu rned  w i t h  on ly  very small  losses. The data 
f o r  the s idewa l l  f l a p s  show s i g n i f i c a n t  v a r i a t i o n  i n  yaw vec to r  angle w i t h  
nozzle pressure r a t i o .  A t  the lower N P K ' s  the f l ow  i s  probably separated o f f  
o f  the d e f l e c t e d  f l a p  on the expansion s ide ( f l a p  a e f l e c t e d  away f ro in  the j e t  
exhaust). 
around the f l a p  and the vector  angle increases. The f u l l  p o t e n t i a l  o f  the yaw 
vector  angle i s  probably no t  reached simply because the e n t i r e  j e t  exhaust i s  
n o t  a f f e c t e d  by the smal l  s i dewa l l  f l a p s .  The p o s t - e x i t  vanes produce the 
smal lest  l e v e l  o f  yaw vec to r ing  o f  any o f  the vec to r ing  concepts s tud ied  a t  
these s t a t i c  condi t ions.  For  t h i s  concept, the f low over the vane t h a t  was 
d e f l e c t e d  away from the j e t  exhaust was t o t a l l y  separated. Therefore, i t  was 
t o t a l l y  i n e f f e c t i v e  a t  producing any c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  yaw v e c t o r i n g  a t  a l l  
nozzle pressure r a t i o s .  I n  t h i s  case only  the vane extending i n t o  the f l o w  
produced any yaw v e c t o r i n g  and i t  had t o  t u r n  a supersonic exhaust stream 
which from pas t  experience i s  very i n e f f i c i e n t .  
Th i s  l e v e l  o f  vec to r ing  would be expected s ince the 
As the nozzle pressure r a t i o  increases, the f low tends t o  expand 
The e x t e r n a l  f l ow  e f f e c t s  on the yaw vec to r ing  produced by these th ree  
concepts are shown i n  f i g u r e s  22 through 24. I n  these f i gu res ,  the yawing 
moment m u l t i p l i e d  by free-stream ctynamic pressure i s  presented as a f u n c t i o n  
of Mach number. It should be noted t h a t  f o r  p resen ta t i on  purposes, the s ign  
on yawing moment was changea froin negat ive values (which would r e s u l t  froin the 
p o s i t i v e  f l a p  d e f l e c t i o n s  shown i n  f i g u r e  20) t o  p o s i t i v e  values (which would 
r e s u l t  from negat ive f l a p  d e f l e c t i o n s ) .  
p ieces o f  data are presented. 
based on the d i r e c t  t h r u s t  c o n t r i b u t i o n .  These data were obta ined from the  
yawing moment measured a t  s t a t i c  (w ind -o f f )  cond i t i ons  m u l t i p l i e d  by the r a t i o  
o f  the f r e e  stream s t a t i c  t o  the f r e e  stream Qndmic pressure. The shaded 
area i s  the aerodynamic c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  the vec to r ing  device t o  the yawing 
moment measured by conducting the exper imental  t e s t  a t  j e t - o f f  cond i t i ons  w i t h  
e x t e r n a l  f low. The square symbols are the measured yawing moment a t  j e t  on 
cond i t i ons  w i t h  e x t e r n a l  f low. The arrows shown i n  f i g u r e s  22 t o  24 i n d i c a t e  
an induced e x t e r n a l  f l ow  c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  yawing moment caused by any 
interaction of the external flow with the jet-on vectored exhaust plume and 
any surrounding model surfaces. For the three cases presented i n  f i g u r e s  22 
through 24, the j e t  nozzle pressure r a t i o  i s  3.0. The yawing moment as a 
f u n c t i o n  o f  Mach number i s  presented f o r  the upstream p o r t  i n  f i g u r e  22, f o r  
t he  s i d w a l l  f l a p s  i n  f i g u r e  23, and f o r  the post  e x i t  vanes i n  f i g u r e  24. 
the upstream rec tangu la r  p o r t  con f i gu ra t i on ,  the smal l  f l a p s  p r o t r u d i n g  from 
the  s ide  o f  the nozzles r e s u l t s  i n  a smal l  p o s i t i v e  increment (aero. f l a p  
e f f e c t )  i n  yawing moment which increases as the Mach number increases. The 
induced e x t e r n a l  f l o w  c o n t r i b u t i o n  a t  j e t  on condi t ions,  i l l u s t r a t e d  by the 
arrows, i n d i c a t e  t h a t  the e x t e r n a l  f low has an adverse c o n t r i b u t i o n  to  t h e  
yawing moment. 
by the e x t e r n a l  f low a l t e r i n g  the angle o f  the j e t  plume as i t  eminates from 
the  s ide  o f  the nozzle o r  by c r e a t i n g  large negat ive pressures on the s idewa l l  
behind the j e t  plume. For the s idewa l l  f l a p  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  (see f i g u r e  23), 
both the f laps themselves and the induced e x t e r n a l  f l ow  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  produced 
a p o s i t i v e  increment i n  yawing moment. The increments are r e l a t i v e l y  small ,  
which i s  expected s ince the f l a p s  are smal l ,  and the d e f l e c t i o n  angle i s  on ly  
On each o f  these f i gu res ,  t h ree  
The c i r c u l a r  symbols are the yawing moment 
For  
It i s  thought t h a t  t h i s  adverse e f f e c t  could e i t h e r  be caused 
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20'. The l a r g e s t  e x t e r n a l  f low e f f e c t s  show up on the p o s t - e x i t  vane 
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  (see f i g u r e  24).  As shown, i nc reas ing  Mach number causes l a rge  
increases i n  the yawing moment obtained. The major p o r t i o n  o f  t h i s  increase 
i s  the r e s u l t  o f  a j e t  o f f  aerodynamic e f f e c t  on the vanes themselves. T h i s  
i s  t o  be expected since the vanes are f a i r l y  l a rge  and prot rude i n t o  the 
a i r f l o w ,  a c t i n g  e s s e n t i a l l y  l i k e  a v e r t i c a l  t a i l .  
A summary of the t h r u s t  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  these three yaw vec to r  
concepts a t  s t a t i c  cond i t i ons  i s  presented i n  f i g u r e  25. On the l e f t  s i de  o f  
the f i gu re ,  the r a t i o  F/Fi which i s  the measured t h r u s t  along the body a x i s  
d i  v i  ded by the i deal t h r u s t  i s  presented. For t h r u s t  vectored conf i g u r a t i  ons 
(symbols), reduct ions i n  t h i s  r a t i o  from 1.U are caused by the f o u r  f o l l o w i n g  
mechanisms: 1) sk in  f r i c t i o n ,  i n t e r n a l  f low separat ion and exhaust f l o w  
divergence losses, 2 )  under- and over-expansion losses, 3 )  t u r n i n g  o f  the 
yross t h r u s t  vector  away from the a x i a l  d i r e c t i o n  and 4) a d d i t i o n a l  s k i n  
f r i c t i o n  and pressure losses caused by the deployed t h r u s t  vec to r ing  hardware 
and the ac tua l  t u r n i n g  process i t s e l f .  The unvectored basel ine c o n f i g u r a t i o n  
(dashed l i n e )  i s  a f f e c t e d  by the f i r s t  two mechanisms only.  
o f  the f i gu re ,  r e s u l t a n t  t h r u s t  r a t i o  Fr/Fi i s  presented as a f u n c t i o n  o f  
nozzle pressure r a t i o .  Th i s  parameter e l im ina tes  the losses due t o  t u r n i n g  
the gross t h r u s t  vector  away from the a x i a l  d i r e c t i o n  (mechanism 3 . )  Thus, 
any d i f ferences between Fr/Fi f o r  the basel ine c o n f i g u r a t i o n  and Fr/Fi f o r  the 
vectored con f igu ra t i ons  are caused by a d d i t i o n a l  losses due t o  the t h r u s t  
vec to r  hardware and the t u r n i n g  process i t s e l f  (mechanism 4). Resu l tan t  
t h r u s t  r a t i o s  f o r  the s idewa l l  f l a p  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  are very c lose t o  those o f  
the basel ine con f igu ra t i on .  Th is  r e s u l t  i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  l i t t l e  o r  no 
a d d i t i o n a l  losses occur due t o  t u r n i n g  the exhaust f l ow  f o r  t h i s  yaw v e c t o r  
concept. S i m i l a r  r e s u l t s  t o  these have been measured f o r  p i t c h  vec to r  
concepts which use upper and lower f l a p s  t o  o b t a i n  a p i t c h  v e c t o r i n g  
c a p a b i l i t y .  The p o s t - e x i t  vane c o n f i g u r a t i o n  had 4 t o  6 percent  lower 
r e s u l t a n t  t h r u s t  r a t i o  than the basel ine con f igu ra t i on .  Lower performance f o r  
t h i  s conf i g u r a t i  on probably resu I t s  from supersoni c exhaust f l o w  separat ion 
(on the vane d e f l e c t e d  away from the exhaust) and a d d i t i o n a l  s k i n  f r i c t i o n  
drag on the vanes. The r e s u l t s  f o r  the upstream rec tangu la r  p o r t  
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  show extremely l a rge  r e s u l t a n t  t h r u s t  r a t i o  losses. Th is  l o s s  
i s  no t  s u r p r i s i n g  s ince about 30 percent  o f  the f l ow  d i d  no t  pass through the  
main nozzle t h r o a t  and thus was no t  e f f i c i e n t l y  expanded by the nozzle 
d ivergent  f l aps .  I n  add i t i on ,  t h i s  concept probably a l so  has a d d i t i o n a l  
separat ion losses from the backside o f  the a f t  f l a p  which extends i n t o  t h e  
i n t e r n a l  exhaust stream. 
On the r i g h t  s ide  
One disadvantage o f  the m u l t i p l a n e  v e c t o r i n g  concepts i s  t h a t  they 
r e q u i r e  a d d i t i o n a l  mechanism ( f l a p  surface o r  o the r  geometry) t o  achieve both 
p i t c h  and yaw t h r u s t  vector ing.  Th is  i s  undesi rab le because o f  the added 
weight and complexity. 
u t i l i z e  t w i n  canted nozzles (see reference 7 ) .  
f i g u r e  26 and a close-up o f  the nozzles i n  i s  shown i n  f i g u r e  27. 
the nozzles i s  genera l l y  accomplished by r o t a t i n g  each o f  the nozzles about 
the1 r respec t i ve  t h r u s t  a x i  s. W i  t h  the nozzles canted, p i  t c h i  ng moment i s 
obta ined by symnietri c nozzle p i t c h  v e c t o r i n g  whereas yawing moment i s  produced 
from asymmetric nozzle p i t c h  vector ing.  The advantage o f  t h i s  concept i s  t h a t  
a p i t c h  vec to r ing  nonaxisymmetric nozzle can be u t i l i z e d  w i t h o u t  having t o  
modify the nozzle t o  accommodate a d d i t i o n a l  mechanisms t o  ob ta in  yaw v e c t o r i n g  
capa b i  1 i ty . 
One method o f  reducing some o f  t h i s  complexi ty i s  t o  
Th is  concept i s  shown i n  
Cant ing o f  
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The v a r i a t i o n  o f  p i t c h i n g  and yawing moment c o e f f i c i e n t s  w i t h  angle-of-  
a t tack  are shown i n  f i g u r e  28 a t  M = 0.20 and NPR = 3.2. These r e s u l t s  show 
t h a t  the  increment i n  e i t h e r  Cm o r  Cn due t o  vary ing  the nozz le f l a p  
d e f l e c t i o n  angle i s  constant  over the angle-of -at tack range tested.  Pure 
p i t c h i n g  moment (no yaw) was obta ined by a +Zoo d e f l e c t i o n  o f  the f l a p s  on 
both nozzles (square symbols on l e f t  s ide o f  f i g u r e  28). Pure yawing inoriient 
(no p i t c h )  was ob ta ined by a +Zoo d e f l e c t i o n  o f  the  r i g h t  hand nozzle f l a p s  
and a -20" d e f l e c t i o n  o f  the l e f t  hand nozzle f l a p s  (square symbols on r i g h t  
s ide  o f  f i gu re  28). 
on Cn over the angle-of -at tack range tested.  
e f f e c t s  o f  a simultaneous p i  tch/yaw combination obta ined by d e f l e c t i n g  the  
l e f t  nozzle 0" and the r i g h t  nozzle 20". This  i s  equ iva len t  t o  10" o f  p i t c h  
t h r u s t  vec to r ing  t o  ob ta in  p i t c h i n g  moment o r  +loo o f  d i f f e r e n t i a l  p i t c h  
t h r u s t  vec to r ing  to ob ta in  yawing moment. For  example, the p i t c h i n g  moment 
c o e f f i c i e n t  l e v e l  shown f o r  6 
measured f o r  6 = loo ( n o t  shown). Th is  r e s u l t  again i l l u s t r a t e s  t h a t  there  
i s  genera l l y  no coup l ing  o f  the  l o n g i t u d i n a l  and l a t e r a l  c o n t r o l  moments when 
us ing  powered cont ro ls .  
Although no t  shown here, there  was no e f f e c t  o f  s i d e s l i p  
Also shown i n  f i g u r e  28 are the 
= Oo/200 was e s s e n t i a l l y  equal t o  t h a t  
V Y P  
V,P 
The e f f e c t  o f  can t ing  the nozzles on the nozz le/af terbody dray i s  
presented i n  f i g u r e  29. Shown i n  t h i s  f i g u r e  i s  an increment i n  dray 
c o e f f i c i e n t  which i s  de f ined as the d i f f e rence  i n  drag f o r  the c o n f i g u r a t i o n  
w i t h  a nozzle cant  angle o f  30' and the same con f igu ra t i on  w i t h  a cant angle 
o f  zero, p l o t t e d  as a f u n c t i o n  o f  Mach number. As shown i n  f i g u r e  29, t he re  
i s  a drag reduc t i on  associated w i t h  cant ing  the nozzles which d t  t ranson ic  
speeds becomes very s i g n i f i c a n t .  It i s  f e l t  t h a t  the pr i i i iary cause f o r  the 
drag reduc t i on  i s  t h a t  t he  g u l l y  between the engines has been near l y  
e l im ina ted  on the lower sur fdce o f  the af terbody and opened up on the upper 
sur face (see f i g u r e  27) .  There may be some d i f f e rence  i n  c ross-sec t iona l  
area, but  t h i s  i n fo rma t ion  has no t  been developed. 
An example o f  a p o t e n t i a l  i n t e g r a t i o n  o f  the canted nozzle i n t o  the F-15 
STOL and maneuver a i r c r a f t  i s  shown i n  f i g u r e s  30 and 31. For  t h i s  
i n t e g r a t i o n  concept, no t  on ly  the p i t c h  and yaw vec to r ing  advantages are 
obtained, but  the  i n s t a l l a t i o n  o f  a t h r u s t  reverser  can be more e f f i c i e n t .  
For example, on the a i r c r a f t  under surface, the  reverser  exhaust i s  deflected 
outwards poss ib l y  reducing the i n l e t  h o t  gas re inges t i on  problem dnd un the 
upper surface, the reverser  exhaust i s  def lected away from the v e r t i c a l  t a i l s  
poss i  b l y  easing some adverse i n te fe rence  problems. 
CONCLUSIOdS 
A s i g n i f i c a n t  research program i s  ongoing i n  Langley 's  Propu ls ion  
Aerodynamics Branch on i n t e g r a t i n g  the propu ls ion  system i n t o  n igh  perforcriance 
a i r c r a f t  concepts. This  program has inc luded nozzle design, nozz le la f te rbuay  
i n t e g r a t i o n ,  empennage i n t e g r a t i o n ,  and mu l t i p lane  vec to r ing  s tud ies.  
r e s u l t s  o f  some o f  those s tud ies  presented i n  t h i s  paper are d s  follollJs: 
The 
1. A s i g n i f i c a n t  p o r t i o n  o f  the af terbody drag i s  due t o  the h o r i r o n t d l  
and v e r t i c a l  t a i  1s. 
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2. Nonaxisymnietric nozzles are compet i t i ve  wi th axisymmetric nozzles. 
3. Computational methods can prov ide necessary guidance i n  p ropu ls ion  
i n t e g r a t i  on. 
4. Thrust  vec tor ing  concepts are e f f e c t i v e  i n  p rov id ing  combined p i t c n  
and yawing moments. 
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Figure 1. Nozzle/afterbody/ewpennage drag for  high-performance a i r c r a f t .  
Figure 2. Model w i t h  t w i n  axisymmetric nozzles. 
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Figure  3. Nozzle/afterbody/empennage drag breakdown. 
Axisymetric dry power nozzle, aft horizontal tails, a=Oo 
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F igu re  4. Ra t io  o f  t a i l  drag t o  af terbody drag. 
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a = Oo, scheduled NPR 
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F i g u r e  5. Nozzle/afterbody drag breakdown. 
Figure 6. Model w i t h  t w i n  nonaxisyinmetric nozzles. 
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Figure 9. Model wi th  7.5" boattai  1 nonaxisymmetric nozzles. 
Figure 10. Model with 12.5O boattai  1 nonaxisymmetric nozzles. 
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F i g u r e  12. Model showing nozz le  b o a t t a i l  a n g l e  t r a d e  s t u d y .  
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FLIGHT RESEARCH AND TESTING 
Terrill W. Putnam and Theodore G. Ayers 
Dryden Flight Research Facility 
Edwards, CA 
INTRODUCTION 
Flight research and flight testing form a critical link in the aeronautics 
research and development chain. Brilliant concepts, elegant theories, and even 
sophisticated ground tests of flight vehicles are not sufficient to prove beyond a 
reasonable doubt that an unproven aeronautical concept will actually work and 
perform as predicted. 
that an idea or concept performs as expected. 
flight research and testing have been the crucible in which aeronautical 
concepts have advanced and been proved to the point that engineers and 
companies have been willing to stake their future to design and produce new 
aircraft. That is still true today as shown by the development of the 
experimental X-30 aerospace plane which will be used to validate advanced 
concepts by testing them in an experimental aircraft prior to committing to the 
production of a military or commercial vehicle. 
Flight research and testing provide the ultimate proof 
Ever since the Wright brothers, 
As modern aircraft have become more sophisticated and complex, flight 
research has become increasingly important as a way to validate both overall 
aeronautical concepts and individual technology experiments. 
that new approaches to flight research be developed that range from experi- 
mental construction techniques, advanced instrumentation and computer 
controlled maneuvers to new real-time and postflight analysis and display 
techniques. The development of high speed, large capacity computers has 
paved the way for the emergence of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as a 
tool for the aircraft conceptual design process. 
is critical that the fluid dynamic models be validated in a realistic environment. 
This has also pushed the development of new wind tunnels and associated test 
techniques, but the final validation still requires the design of carefully 
formulated flight research programs and experiments to provide the kind of 
comprehensive data that is required for code validation. There is still much 
flight research to be done to develop and provide the data that adequately 
describe a maneuvering airplane in a dynamic, nonstandard atmosphere for 
validation of both CFD and ground test techniques. 
This has required 
For these CFD tools to be useful it 
The Dryden Flight Research Facility of NASA Ames Research Center (Ames- 
Dryden) continues to be involved in a number of flight research programs that 
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require understanding and characterization of the total airplane in all the aero- 
nautical disciplines, for example the X-29. 
variable sweep transition flight experiment, have focused on a single concept or 
discipline. 
experiments to improve and expand the ability to test and evaluate advanced 
aeronautical concepts. 
programs and experiments is presented here to illustrate both the progress 
being made and the challenges to come. 
Other programs, such as the F-14 
Ames-Dryden also continues to conduct flight and ground-based 
A review of significant aeronautical flight research 
FLIGHT RESEARCH 
Historically, flight research has played a pivitol role in the advancement of 
aeronautical science and technology. 
gliders (Fig. 1)  that led the Wright brothers to the discovery that the camber of 
1 to 12 recommended by Otto Lilienthal was not as good as the camber of 1 to 
22 that the Wrights used in one of their designs. 
flight that the center of pressure on a cambered surface moved aft as angle of 
attack is reduced at low angles of attack, which is opposite to the center of 
pressure movement on a plane surface. This led, of course, to the construction 
of their wind tunnel so they could acquire data that allowed them to design the 
first successful self-powered airplane. 
Indeed, it was the flight research with 
The Wrights also discovered in 
One of the first projects completed by the executive committee of the 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) in 1915 was a facilities 
survey of industry, government, and universities. 
concluded that NACA would require both a laboratory and a flight test facility. 
This led to the establishment of the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
in 1920. 
tests and full scale flight tests-established the interdependence of these two 
test disciplines. 
is today a cornerstone of the NASA aeronautics program. 
Out of that work, it was 
The two pronged approach to aeronautical problems at Langley-model 
Emphasis on this dual approach has been strong ever since and 
The loss of a Lockheed P-38 Lightning and the pilot during a dive test early 
in World War I1 focused the need for a more complete understanding of the 
essential characteristics of transonic flight. 
wind tunnels to operate and produce reliable data in the transonic speed range, 
Robert Gilruth, a NACA engineer devised a method of conducting transonic 
research. He had observed that significant supersonic flow existed on the top of 
a North American P-51 wing during dives, even though the aircraft speed was 
only approximately Mach 0.75. 
technique, a small airfoil model was mounted perpendicular to the P-51 wing 
upper surface (Fig. 2). Subsequently, many other airfoils were tested, and this 
technique provided the most systematic and continuous plots of transonic data 
Because of an inability of current 
As the first application of the wing-flow 
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assembled by NACA at that time. 
confirm that thin wings were best for supersonic flight. 
technique was also the first experimental validation of R.T. Jones' theory which 
predicted that in transonic and supersonic flight the drag of a wing would be 
significantly reduced if it were swept. 
This approach was used to experimentally 
The wing-flow 
The research airplane was conceived by John Stack of Langley in 1933 
when he designed an airplane which he used to assess the performance that 
was theoretically achievable. 
NACA management and the military on the need for a research airplane that 
would provide the data necessary to understand the compressibility problems 
that the military airplanes were experiencing in high-speed dives. The golden 
era for experimental research airplanes began in 1944 when the Army Air 
Force undertook the development of an experimental rocket-powered aircraft, 
the Bell XS-1, which was designed to penetrate the "sonic barrier" (Fig. 3). At 
about the same time the Navy contracted with Douglas for the development of 
the turbojet-powered Douglas Model 558 high-speed test airplane designed to 
gather research data in the critical transonic speed range. 
by the X-2, X-3, X-4, X-5, and the XF-92A. The Bell XS-1 met its objective of 
achieving supersonic flight on October 14, 1947 with Captain Chuck Yeager at 
the controls in the skies over the California desert. The X-2 also was dedicated 
to solving the problems of supersonic flight, while the other aircraft were 
designed to investigate advantages of and problems with new configurations. 
The Douglas X-3 had a low-aspect-ratio thin wing; the Douglas D-558-2 had 
swept wings; the Northrop X-4 was semitailless; the Bell X-5 had variable sweep 
wings; and the Convair XF-92A was designed with a delta wing. 
In 1940 he began to have active discussions with 
These were followed 
By 1954 it became apparent that the problems and challenges of hyper- 
The Air Force, Navy, and NACA signed a 
sonic flight could best be addressed through the development and flight test of 
a manned Mach 7 research aircraft. 
Memorandum of Understanding establishing a Research Airplane Committee to 
provide the technical direction necessary to develop and test the X-15 airplane 
(Fig. 4). The program was designed to assess the problems and develop solu- 
tions associated with hypersonic flight such as structural design, aerodynamic 
heating and heat transfer, energy management and the transition from the 
reaction controls used in space to the aerodynamic controls used in the atmos- 
phere. The X-15 was the most successful research airplane program ever 
undertaken as shown by the 199 flights accomplished in just over nine years. 
Until the first orbital flight of the space shuttle Columbia in1981, the X-15 held 
the altitude and speed records for winged aircraft, with flights as high as 
67 miles and a maximum speed of Mach 6.7. 
gained in the X-15 program led directly to the systems and techniques used in 
the space shuttle. 
The knowledge and experience 
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As NASA moved into the space age in the early 1960s, it became apparent 
that lifting re-entry spacecraft would be much more useful than ballistic cap- 
sule craft in that they could maneuver in the atmosphere and land horizontally 
on the earth at a predetermined location. 
developed at NASA Langley, NASA Ames, and under contract to the Air Force 
that culminated in the development and flight test of several designs (Fig. 5). 
The vehicles were designed to use rocket propulsion to boost them to the 
Mach 3 speed regime, at which time the rockets would be turned off and they 
would glide back to an unpowered landing at Edwards. 
low lift-to-drag ratio and therefore decended very rapidly. The need to know 
and monitor the kinetic and potential energy state of these vehicles in real time 
in order that decisions on landing locations could be made in case of emergency, 
further developed and refined the energy management concepts that were 
initially started for the X-15 program. The primary research objectives for 
these vehicles centered around the flying qualities issues associated with 
essentially wingless craft in the critical landing phase and in the transonic speed 
range where vehicle characteristics are typically less well-defined in ground 
tests. The successful completion of this program with the successful runway 
landing series of the Martin X-24B (Fig. 6) provided the confidence that the 
space shuttle could indeed re-enter from space unpowered and land precisely at 
a predetermined location by carefully managing the total vehicle energy. 
ability to land unpowered was critical to the success of the shuttle progam since 
a large weight penalty would be incurred at launch if air-breathing engines 
were required to land the vehicle. 
A series of lifting body concepts were 
All the craft had a very 
The 
Even with this extensive base of data and knowledge of the flying qualities 
the need for flight test and research was amply demonstrated of lifting bodies, 
during the shuttle approach and landing tests (ALT) program (Fig. 7) when 
pilot-induced oscillation (PIO) tendencies were exhibited by the shuttle on its 
first concrete runway landing. 
accepted the challenge to develop modifications to the shuttle control system 
that would suppress any PI0  tendencies during the critical approach and land- 
ing phase of flight. A PI0  suppressor was developed using the Dryden shuttle 
simulation, and it was then verified in flight using the F-8 Digital Fly-By-Wire 
aircraft (to be described later). Because of the potential problems associated 
with pilot-induced oscillations and the convincing demonstration of a reasonable 
and cost-effective solution, the PI0 suppressor was incorporated into the shuttle 
flight control system prior to the first orbital flight and subsequent landing. 
Researchers at NASA Ames-Dryden then 
The late 1960s and early 1970s brought a resurgence of interest in the 
problems associated with supersonic flight, principally those impeding the 
development of an efficient, economically viable and environmentally 
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compatible supersonic transport. A flight research program was initiated using 
the North American XB-70 aircraft (Fig. 8) to acquire supersonic cruise data. 
This aircraft was used in an extensive program to acquire data to assist in the 
development and validation of computer codes to predict the sonic boom 
overpressure signature characteristics of large, high-flying supersonic aircraft. 
In addition, studies of flying qualities were conducted at both supersonic speeds 
and during landing approach, as well as experiments to characterize boundary- 
layer noise and the aeroelastic response of large aircraft to gusts. This program 
provided valuable insight into and developed solutions to some of the problems 
associated with high-altitude, high-speed cruise flight. 
The Lockheed YF-12A and YF-12C aircraft (Fig. 9) were loaned to NASA to 
conduct research in propulsion, structures, and flight dynamics at supersonic 
cruise flight conditions. One particularly difficult problem was to assess the 
relative contributions of aerodynamic and thermal loads imposed on the aircraft 
structure at Mach 3 cruise conditions. Extensive data acquired in flight from a 
heavily instrumented YF-l2A, in conjunction with data acquired from heating a 
complete airplane in the Ames-Dryden Flight Loads Research Facility, allowed 
the aerodynamic and thermal load contributions to be separated. The YF-12C 
was instrumented for propulsion system measurements and the program 
yielded such surprising results as the fact that the inlet bypass system provided 
more yaw power at cruise than the aircraft rudders and that the mixed com- 
pression inlets were producing more than 1/2 the total propulsive thrust at 
Mach 3.2. Flight dynamics problems encountered in the XB-70 program also 
resurfaced. 
speed cause variations in speed (because Mach number is a function of pressure 
and temperature) with subsequent changes imposed on the aircraft attitude by 
the autopilot, which resulted in altitude variations of several thousand feet. 
This problem was successfully overcome by integrating the control of the 
propulsion and flight control systems. An unexpected benefit of this control 
integration was an aircraft range increase of 7 percent. This technology was 
incorporated in the operational SR-71 fleet several years ago as a result of the 
NASA flight research program. 
Flying through local pressure and temperature variations at high 
Flight research and test have long been the preferred way to prove new 
aerodynamic concepts or configurations. 
performance in the transonic speed range have routinely been validated in 
flight because of the difficulty in making accurate and precise measurements in 
wind tunnels at transonic speeds. 
was very successful was the application of Dr. Richard Whitcomb's supercritical 
wing concept to a Vought F-8A aircraft (Fig. 10). 
because the wing could be easily removed and replaced with a new design, the 
landing gear retracted into the fuselage, not the wing, and because the F-8 had 
Concepts that improve vehicle 
One of the proof-of-concept programs that 
This aircraft was chosen 
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supersonic speed capability. The concept did indeed improve the transonic 
efficiency of the F-8 by as much as 15 percent and was widely accepted, as 
shown by the numerous commercial and military aircraft produced with 
supercritical airfoils. 
wind tunnel and flight research community, and indeed provided very good 
correlation between the wind tunnel and flight results. 
This program was a model for cooperation between the 
As new aircraft were designed to achieve higher and higher levels of 
performance, it became increasingly difficult to design hydromechanical flight 
control systems that were lightweight, survivable, and had adequate levels of 
redundancy to assure that the aircraft would not be lost due to control system 
malfunctions. 
seemed to be the cure for many of these problems. In the early 1970s, Ames- 
Dryden embarked on a flight research program using a modified Vought F-8C 
(Fig. 11) to identify problems associated with digital flight controls and to assess 
the postulated benefits. When the aircraft first flew in 1972, it marked the first 
time a manned aircraft had flown with a digital flight control system with no 
mechanical backup. 
using modified Apollo computers to control flight, while the second phase 
involved the development and flight test of a new triplex computer system. 
This program was a technology pacesetter, as shown by the wide-spread 
application of the technology to aircraft designed and produced subsequently. 
Another very important contribution from this program was the development 
of the processes and procedures necessary to verify and validate software and 
hardware for flight-critical systems. These approaches have been imitated and 
expanded upon by all the organizations that have successfully produced and 
flown digital flight control systems in manned airplanes. 
Electronic controls and especially digital electronic controls 
The program progressed in two phases, with the first one 
One of the keys to obtaining significantly improved performance for sub- 
sonic transport aircraft is to reduce the drag by maintaining laminar flow over 
large portions of the wing and fuselage. 
aircraft (Fig. 12) as a test bed have indicated that laminar flow is achievable 
naturally at transonic speeds on swept wings at representative sweep angles. 
Gloves of foam and fiberglas were fabricated and attached to the production 
F-14 wing with the section designed to provide a favorable pressure gradient 
over much of the wing chord. This was another example of the requirement 
and viability of conducting basic research on boundary -layer transition in flight. 
Only in flight is the researcher able to evaluate boundary-layer transition under 
realistic noise and natural turbulence levels at the design conditions. The flight 
environment also allows the experiment to be evaluated at off-design yet 
realistic flight conditions. Innovative instrumentation developments and low- 
cost glove fabrication techniques have been applied to acquire boundary-layer- 
transition data in flight and in the real atmosphere that is definitive and of 
Recent tests with a Grumman F-14 
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laboratory quality. 
the feasibility of constructing a swept-wing transport that can achieve consider- 
able amounts of natural laminar flow with the attendant drag reductions and 
fuel economy, and it has provided the benchmark data from the flight environ- 
ment for the validation of airfoil design and boundary-layer stability codes. 
This flight experiment has provided critical data that prove 
Another way which laminar flow can be achieved is by properly tailoring 
the pressure distribution and removing a small portion of the boundary layer 
near the airplane skin by sucking through slotted or porous skin. 
JetStar airplane (Fig. 13) was used to demonstrate the effectiveness and 
reliability of laminar-flow control under representative flight conditions by 
simultaneously testing alternative leading-edge flow control concepts on each 
wing. A spanwise section of the JetStar wing leading edge was modified to 
include laminar-flow control, insect protection, and deicing capability. One 
leading-edge test article used a slotted skin, while the other test article used a 
porous skin. 
flight conditions, and the airplane was operated at a number of commercial 
airports throughout the United States in representative airline operational 
environments, including winter and summer weather conditions. This program 
has demonstrated the effectiveness and reliability of leading-edge laminar flow 
control in a realistic environment for two different concepts (slots and porous 
skins) and has shown that while laminar flow is greatly reduced in clouds and 
ice particles, it immediately returns upon exiting the clouds. 
The NASA 
Both test articles were tested under rigorously controlled research 
As previously noted in the discussion on the YF-12 program, the integration 
of the propulsion and flight control system can provide significant improve- 
ments in airplane performance with minimum weight or cost penalties. An 
integrated flight and propulsion control system has been developed and flight- 
demonstrated on a McDonnell F-15 aircraft (Fig. 14). The program was entitled 
highly integrated electronic control (HIDEC) and several different control modes 
were investigated. 
modulated the engine stall margin as a function of flight condition and engine 
state. It also anticipated dynamic maneuvers by using pilot stick inputs which 
were then traded off for increased thrust. 
as 11 percent at subsonic flight conditions, resulting in significantly improved 
aircraft performance. Rate of climb was increased approximately 14 percent 
and constant-altitude acceleration at maximun power was increased by 
24 percent. Other control modes have been implemented which greatly 
improve engine life by reducing engine temperatures while maintaining thrust, or 
reducing fuel usage while maintaining constant thrust. 
research in flight has been very effective since the behavior of the integrated 
control system in a dynamic environment is critical to its usefulness, and it has 
accelerated the acceptance and application of the technology previously noted 
One mode, the advanced engine control system (ADECS), 
Engine thrust was increased as much 
Integrated controls 
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with respect to the operational SR-71 aircraft. The USAF has also incorporated 
the ADECS technology into their improved-performance F110 and FlOO engines 
that power the advanced F-15 and F-16 aircraft. 
The new aerodynamic concepts that are developed analytically and in 
ground facilities continue to require validation in the dynamic environment of 
flight, as shown by the advanced fighter technology integration (AFTI)/F-1 1 1 
mission adaptive wing program (Fig. 15). 
variable-camber wing have been validated, and an advanced digital control 
system that optimizes aircraft performance throughout the flight envelope is 
~ being evaluated. Automatic performance-seeking control modes attempt to 
approach that couples the flight control and wing camber contol systems to 
produce either an optimum cruise configuration or an optimum maneuvering 
configuration, while at the same time compensating for random gust inputs to 
the airplane. Results to date indicate that range improvements of 25 percent 
and increased sustained maneuver capability of 20 percent are achievable. 
The performance benefits of a smooth 
I maximize the relevant performance parameter through an on-line control 
I 
I 
~ 
The Grumman X-29 airplane (Fig. 16), the first new experimental airplane 
in more than twelve years, has been exploring the performance and configura- 
tion advantages of the forward-swept-wing concept. At the same time, several 
other emerging technologies that were incorporated into the airplane have been 
tested and evaluated. These include relaxed static stability (-35 percent); 
three-surface longitudinal control; thin, supercritical, aeroelastically tailored 
composite wing; close-coupled wing and canard; and digital flight control 
system. The successful integration of these technologies and the performance 
benefits accruing from them have been demonstrated and are in the process of 
being correlated with predictions and wind tunnel test results. 
program has required the development and application of new instrumentation 
and real-time analysis techniques in order to safely and efficiently expand the 
to accurately measure the wing deflection in flight for correlation with ground 
test results and to characterize the shape for aerodynamic correlations. 
methods for extracting aerodynamic derivatives from highly unstable aircraft 
were developed, based on parameter estimation techniques. Ground-based 
methods for predicting the divergence of forward-swept wings had to be 
adapted for use in flight to assure the safe expansion of the flight envelope. 
Other real-time analyses have been developed and will be discussed later in 
I 
The X-29 
, flight envelope. A new optical deflection measurement system was developed 
New 
I this paper. 
The NASA high-angle-of-attack program has recently focused on the F- 18 
configuration as representative of designs that can achieve high-angle-of-attack 
flight. The program consists of coordinated computational fluid dynamic 
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analysis, simulation, wind tunnel testing, and flight research. 
responsibility for conducting the flight research using a specially instrumented 
McDonnell F-18 aircraft (Fig. 17). 
leading-edge extension (LEX) from the nose to the wing leading edge. 
LEXs generate strong streamwise vortices at angle of attack, caused by the 
separated flow emanating from the sharp edges, which then roll up into a pair 
of vortices. 
additional lift at moderate angles of attack, supplementing the lift of the wing. 
They can have unfavorable effects if the vortices burst near vertical tails or 
stabilizers and cause buffet on the structure. 
been directed at characterizing the aerodynamic flows associated with the 
forebody and LEXs, both on the surface and off the surface of the airplane. 
Ames-Dryden has 
The F-18 airplane features a long strake or 
These 
This vortical action can have favorable effects by generating 
The initial flight research has 
A smoke generator system has been installed in the airplane so that smoke 
can be injected into the vortex core at the apex of the LEX in order to make the 
vortex visible. 
high-angle-of-attack research vehicle (HARV) using a remotely operated camera 
installed in the wingtip. The vortex burst is evident in the figure and is char- 
acterized by a rapid expansion of the core, coupled with a rapid deceleration of 
the axial velocity. The impingement of these vortices on tail surfaces has sig- 
nificant impact on the structural fatigue life of the tail structure, and methods 
for minimizing interaction of these vortices with the tails are being investigated. 
These vortices have been photographed (Fig. 18) on the F-18 
I At high angles of attack vortices are also generated on the upper surface of 
can be either symmetrical 
I the forebody of the F-18. 
with respect to the nose or asymmetrical depending upon the angle of attack 
and nose apex angle. 
vortices has been installed on the F-18 HARV. Proplyene glycol monomethyl 
ether (PGME), a liquid, is mixed with dye and emitted out of surface orifices on 
airplane, the fluid is released and the airplane flight conditions are held 
constant for approximately one minute while the dye dries. The resulting dye 
patterns are then photographed on the ground after the flight. Presented in 
Fig. 19 are the results of one test at an angle of attack of 30°, angle of sideslip 
2", and chord Reynolds number of 8.9 x 106.  
together, a separation line has formed that indicates where the surface flow 
separates from the surface to form streamwise vortices. Secondary vortices of 
opposite rotation are induced by the primary vortices and the separation lines 
for both primary and secondary vortices are visible in the figure. When these 
vortices are symmetrical, the side forces on the forebody are small, but at 
higher angles of attack these vortices can become asymmetrical and produce 
significant side forces. 
Previous studies have shown the existence of two 
I primary and two secondary vortices. These vortices I 
l 
I 
A system to visualize the surface flow of these forebody 
~ 
I 
~ 
the nose cone and forebody while flying. When the pilot has stabilized the 
I 
Where the streamlines flow 
At approximately 40" angle of attack the directional 
~ 
I 
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stability of the F-18 diminishes to near zero, and the airplane goes into a mild 
wing rock with the angle of sideslip varying from +14 to -7". 
be caused by the oscillatory nature of the asymmetric nose vortex shedding. 
This is believed to 
The F-18 HARV has produced some very dramatic results for correlation 
with wind tunnel and computational efforts and many challenges remain to 
provide the high-quality, detailed data necessary for a thorough understanding 
of the complex nonlinear flow phenomena that characterizes high-angle-of- 
attack flight. 
The development and application of new instrumentation, test, and analysis 
techniques is the lifeblood of any experimentally oriented organization, and 
flight research is no exception. The key to this activity is a core of experienced 
and innovative flight researchers working together with instrumentation 
development engineers and technicians. Several new approaches have already 
been highlighted in this paper, such as using liquid crystals to detect transition, 
smoke generators for vortex visualization, and the optical deflection measure- 
ment system; however, much remains to be done. 
of flight data are also required to enhance flight safety and improve produc- 
tivity. 
control system dynamic stability analyses in real time and the ability to 
measure, compute, and display in real time the aircraft aeroperformance. 
New methods for the analysis 
Two recent advances in this area include the ability to conduct flight 
The design criteria for the statically highly unstable (up to -35 percent at 
certain flight conditions) forward-swept-wing configuration of the X-29 aircraft 
included minimum levels of gain and phase margins in the digital flight control 
system. These margins are normally obtained from the open-loop frequency 
response of systems with feedback control in an extensive postflight data 
reduction and analysis process. Using the old methods of envelope expansion, 
only one new flight condition or control system configuration could be flown 
each flight because a stability analysis had to be performed before proceeding 
to the next condition and was therefore quite time-consuming. 
ments in the computational capabilities of the Western Aeronautical Test Range 
have allowed a significant amount of flight data to be analyzed on line. Conse- 
quently, a capability to perform a frequency domain analysis of the combined 
airframe/flight control system using fast Fourier transform (FFT) techniques has 
been developed. At the same time the ability to compare the response of the 
airplane with that of the simulator-again while the airplane is in flight-in both 
the frequency and time domains was implemented. 
Recent improve- 
Figure 20 depicts schematically how the open-loop frequency response is 
obtained from pilot-generated frequency sweeps, on line, without altering the 
control system structure. An actual misson control center display is in the 
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lower right-hand corner, and an experienced flight control engineer can "read" 
the gain and phase margins directly from the plot; of course those margins are 
also displayed in digital format. The predicted response of the airplane control 
system combination is generated from a linearized aircraft simulation for the 
exact input provided by the pilot and is immediately overlaid on the plot so 
that near-real-time comparisons between predicted and actual response can be 
accomplished. The linear equations of motion are also utilized to produce time- 
history comparison plots in real time showing the differences between the 
airplane and the linearized version of the simulator (Fig. 21). 
A very important side benefit has accrued from the development of this 
capability. 
faster and at lower risk because the necessary information is presented to the 
flight test team in near-real time. 
several test points on the same flight, it has been estimated that the use of this 
on-line capability resulted in a 30-percent reduction in time required to clear 
the X-29 flight envelope. 
flight data reduction requirement for stability margins. 
The inherently hazardous initial envelope clearance can proceed 
Since envelope clearance was possible at 
Furthermore, the on-line analysis eliminated the post- 
A new real-time aeroperformance analysis technique has been developed 
as part of the X-29 flight research program. This ability to compute and 
graphically display real- time aeroperformance flight results includes the 
calculation of the flight-derived drag polar, lift curve, and aircraft specific 
excess power. 
development of a real-time in-flight net thrust algorithm in conjunction with 
Computing Devices Company of Ottawa, Canada. 
A key element of this new method was the concurrent 
The performance flight research phase of the X-29 program required the 
rapid acquisition and evaluation of flight data to model the aircraft lift and drag 
the aerodynamics and determine the performance potential of the forward- 
I characteristics. A limited number of flights were available to completely define 
1 swept wing and its related technologies, such as the close-coupled wing/canard 
configuration and the wing automatic camber control mode. Dynamic flight I 
maneuver techniques, coupled with body-mounted accelerometer measurement 
methods, were used to quickly define the drag polar shape and minimum drag 
level. Maneuver dynamic effects, instrumentation system capability, maneuver 
flight techniques, attainment of target flight conditions, and other factors 
affected the quantity-and more importantly-the quality of the flight data 
obtained. The real-time aeroperformance analysis capability allowed for quick, 
accurate, postmaneuver evaluation of maneuver technique and data quality, 
increasing the productivity of the flight program. 
schematic of drag polar creation by a series of aircraft maneuvers. Starting 
from 1 -g stabilized flight, a pushover-pullup maneuver was performed that 
I 
Shown in Fig. 22 is a 
~ 
~ 
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reduced both the lift and the drag. 
turn that steadily increased both lift and drag. 
immediate postflight measure of performance for comparison with predictions 
or other analyses. Accuracy of the drag polars was estimated to be better than 
22.5 percent over the entire engine power range, based on the extensive test 
cell calibrations of the flight engine conducted at Lewis Research Center. 
This was immediately followed by a windup 
The technique also gave an 
The gross thrust and inlet air flow momentum, or ram drag, were computed 
in real time at up to 12.5 times/sec. 
thrust based on a one-dimensional isentropic flow analysis in the engine after- 
burner section and the exhaust nozzle. The algorithm requires gas pressure 
measurements from three afterburner locations and includes the turbine 
exhaust total pressure, the afterburner entrance and exit static pressure, as well 
as the free-stream static pressure. Because no additional instrumentation was 
required to compute ram drag, the real-time value of net thrust was computed 
from gross thrust minus ram drag. The resulting net thrust was corrected for 
the inlet spillage and nozzle propulsive drag components in real time from table 
look-up estimates to yield the net available propulsive force required to com- 
pute in-flight aircraft drag. A real-time graphics display was also developed to 
display drag polars, lift curves, and specific excess power as a function of Mach 
number. An example of a drag polar that was computed and displayed in real 
time is shown in Fig. 23. 
The gross thrust algorithm calculates 
An accurate aeropropulsion analysis technique has been developed that 
significantly improves the productivity of the flight research team, and because 
it all but eliminates the requirement for extensive postflight data reduction and 
analysis, the transfer of flight results to the user should be increased 
dramatically. 
I FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
The need for and payoff of flight research continues to be required for the 
Many opportunities are looming on advancement of aeronautical technologies. 
the horizon and promise significant breakthroughs in performance and the 
economics of flight. The resurgence of interest in high-speed transports 
(Fig. 24) has caused the identification of several technology development areas 
that need or would greatly benefit from flight validation. 
the development and demonstration of viable supersonic laminar-flow concepts. 
Conceptual experiments have been defined for test on a General Dynamics 
F-16XL (Fig. 25), and planning for a coordinated ground and flight research 
program is under way. To understand and assess the effects of aerodynamic 
heating on laminar flow, experiments using a YF-12 aircraft as a testbed air- 
plane are in the preliminary discussion phase. 
Chief among these is 
Similarly, flight demonstration of 
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advanced propulsion concepts such as the supersonic throughflow fan and air 
turboramjets will require flight validation in order to reduce the risk suffic- 
iently for commercial development. 
To establish the viability of a short takeoff, vertical landing (STOVL) fighter 
aircraft (Fig. 26) with an acceptable weight penalty will likely require the 
development of an experimental or technology demonstrator aircraft. 
cant advances in propulsion system and integrated contol system capability are 
required, and validation of these advances will be required in the real and 
dynamic flight environment before the risk is acceptable. 
government are predicting that the military is going to need aircraft that 
possess supersonic dash performance, all-weather operational ability, high air- 
to-air agility, and short takeoff and vertical landing capability. The key to the 
integration and maturing of these capabilities will be the development and 
flight test of an aircraft. 
Signifi- 
Strategists in the 
One of the biggest challenges facing the aerospace community, if not the 
biggest, is the development and flight test of the X-30 hypersonic research 
airplane (Fig. 27). 
vehicle, which is to be used to demonstrate the successful merging of aero- 
nautical and space technologies across the speed range from takeoff to orbit 
velocities. There are enormous challenges in developing airbreathing propul- 
sion systems that will provide the necessary thrust at all required speeds and 
altitudes. 
frame to maintain their structural strength in extremely adverse environments. 
Integration of the propulsion control, flight control, and thermal management 
systems is crucial to the operational success of this vehicle. The flight research 
community is faced with the development of new instrumentation, air data 
systems, real-time analysis techniques, ground structural test, simulation and 
ciently conduct the X-30 flight research program. 
will continue to be the critical link in the development, 
application of advanced aeronautical concepts. 
This program focuses technology development on the X-30 
I New structural materials are essential for both the engine and air- 
I 
I integrated test capability, and other capabilities in order to safely and effi- 
Flight research has been and 
acceptance, and 
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Fig. 1 Wright brothers glider. 
Fig. 2 P-51 wing with model. 
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Fig. 3 X airplanes. 
Fig. 4 X-15. 
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Fig. 5 M-2, HL-10, and X-24A. 
Fig. 6 X-24B. 
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Fig. 7 747 with shuttle. 
Fig. 8 XB-70. 
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Fig. 9 YF-12 aircraft. 
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Fig. 10 F-8 Supercritical wing. 
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Fig. 1 1  F-8 digital fly-by-wire. 
Flow Visualization Results 
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Fig. 12 F-14 flow visualization with liquid crystals. 
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Fig. 13 JetStar. 
Fig. 14 HIDEC airplane. 
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Fig. 15 Advanced fighter technology integration (AFTI)/F-l 1 1.  
-.. - . .. Fig. 16 X-29. 
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Fig. 17 F-18 at high alpha. 
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Fig. 18 F-18 vortex. 
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Fig. 19 PGME patterns on F-18. 
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Fig. 20 Flight-determined frequency response for unstable airframes. 
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Fig. 21 Real-time comparison of linear simulation to flight. 
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Fig. 22 Flight test maneuvers for drag polar creation. 
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Fig. 23 Sample real-time drag polar. 
Fig. 24 Drawing of high-speed transport. 
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Fig. 25 F-16XL. 
Fig. 26 Conceptual STOVL fighter. 
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Fig. 27 National Aero-Space Plane (NASP). 
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SHOCK-BOUNDARY-LAYER INTERACTION IN 
FLIGHT 
A r i l d  Bertelrud 
H i g h  Technology Corporation 
Hampton, Vi rg in ia  
SUMMARY 
A b r i e f  survey i s  given on t h e  s tudy  of t r a n s o n i c  shock - 
boundary-layer e f f e c t s  i n  f l i g h t .  Then the  p o s s i b i l i t y  of a l l e v i a t i n g  
t h e  adverse shock e f f e c t s  through passive shock cont ro l  i s  discussed. 
A Swedish f l i g h t  experiment on a swept wing a t t a c k  a i r c r a f t  i s  used 
t o  demonstrate how it i s  poss ib le  t o  reduce t h e  ex ten t  of separated 
flow and inc rease  t h e  drag- r i se  Mach number s i g n i f i c a n t l y  using a 
moderate amount of per fora t ion  of t h e  sur face .  
BACKGROUND 
T h e  problem of shock-induced separa t ion  and a s soc ia t ed  bu f fe t ing  
became an important problem i n  a i r c r a f t  development i n  the 1 9 4 0 s  and 
t h e  1 9 5 0 s .  I n i t i a l l y  a l a r g e  p a r t  of t h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  performed 
concerned f l i g h t  t e s t s ,  a s  it was a problem very much concerned w i t h  
t h e  d i rec t  f l i g h t  a p p l i c a t i o n .  Also, a s  long a s  t h e  phenomenon was 
r e l a t i v e l y  unknown, it was not c l e a r  how much information t h e  wind 
t u n n e l  t es t s  w e r e  a b l e  t o  g ive .  Often observa t ions  i n  f l i g h t  were 
v e r i f i e d  i n  wind tunne l s ,  and gradual ly  it was p o s s i b l e  t o  develop 
empirical  r e l a t ionsh ips  of u s e  i n  t h e  a i r c r a f t  design.  
Some of t hese  e a r l y  observat ions were of use much l a t e r .  Notably, 
t h e  a i l e r o n  buzz  phenomenon on t h e  Lockheed F-80A a i r p l a n e  (Gadberg 
and Z i f f ,  ref.1) was success fu l ly  computed by S teger  and 
Bai ley ( r e f . 2 )  and Levy and Bailey ( r e f . 3 )  w i t h  an unsteady, t h i n -  
l aye r  Navier-Stokes code t h i r t y  years l a t e r .  
For f u r t h e r  information t h e  reader i s  r e fe r r ed  t o  S p r e i t e r  ( r e f . 4 )  
who has given an ex tens ive  h i s t o r i c a l  survey concerning t h e  e a r l y  
f l i g h t  expe r imen t s  and  h o w  t h e y  w e r e  correlated w i t h  t h e o r y  and  w i n d  
t u n n e l  t e s t s .  Pearcey and Holder ( r e f . 5 )  give an  account of var ious 
i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  performed up t o  t h e  mid-50s ,  inc luding  a v a r i e t y  of 
shock-modifying schemes. 
Another per iod  of i n t ense  e f f o r t  a l s o  i n  f l i g h t  t e s t i n g  was the  
discrepancy between t u n n e l  p r e d i c t i o n s  and f l i g h t  r e a l i t y  
experienced f o r  t h e  Lockheed C-141, where shock loca t ion  i n  t h e  w i n d  
t u n n e l  case  was 2 0 %  chord i n  f r o n t  of t h e  f l i g h t  da t a  ( r e f . 6 ) .  A 
series of wind tunnel  and f l i g h t  experiments ( r e f . 7 )  eventua l ly  led  
t o  improved methods of e x t r a p o l a t i n g  t h e  low Reynolds number w i n d  
t u n n e l  d a t a  t o  h i g h e r  Reynolds number f l i g h t  d a t a  (Paterson 
e t . a l . ,  r e f . 8 ) ;  (Blackerby and C a h i l l ,  r e f .  9 ) .  I n  mgland (Browne 
et.al., ref.10) a VC-10 was instrumented w i t h  pressure tubing, and an 
ex tens ive  comparison was made between t h e  f u l l - s c a l e  f l i g h t  r e s u l t s  
and da ta  from a 1:15 modelin a wind tunnel .  Extensive work, was done 
i n  f l i g h t ,  a s  w i tnes sed  by  t h e  symposium on S u p e r c r i t i c a l  Wing 
Technology (ref. 1 1 ) .  The experimental information co l l ec t ed  was 
compiled and r e s u l t e d  i n  empir ica l  " r u l e s  of thumb" ( r e f . 1 2 )  f o r  
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e x t r a p o l a t i o n  o f  wind t u n n e l  da t a  t o  f l i g h t .  I n  g e n e r a l  t he  s t a t i c  
p r e s s u r e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  a t  t u n n e l  c o n d i t i o n s  ( w i t h  a p p r o p r i a t e  
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  as shock l o c a t i o n  e tc . )  w a s  scaled th rough  c r e a t i o n  of 
empir ical  parameters. One r e c e n t  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  by Cunnningham and 
S p r a g l e  ( re f .13)  u s e s  more r e c e n t  d a t a  f o r  b o t h  two- a n d  
three-d imens iona l  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s .  
D e l e r y  a n d  Marvin ( r e f .14 )  have made a n  e x t e n s i v e  review of  
shock-wave boundary- layer  i n t e r a c t i o n s  ( expe r imen t s  a s  w e l l  a s  
computa t iona l  m e t h o d s ) , a n d  i n  t h e  p r e s e n t  c o n f e r e n c e ,  Ayers  gives a 
pape r  on f l i g h t  research and t e s t i n g  ( r e f . 1 5 ) .  
Over t h e  y e a r s  a v a r i e t y  o f  d r a g - r e d u c i n g  t e c h n i q u e s  have been 
i n v e s t i g a t e d  f o r  u s e  i n  t r a n s o n i c  f lows .  One method e x p l o r e d  e a r l y  on 
w a s  i n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  v o r t e x  g e n e r a t o r s .  A l r e a d y  i n  t h e  e a r l y  1 9 4 0 s  
ac t ive  c o n t r o l  t h r o u g h  s u c t i o n  and  b lowing  on shock  wave/boundary 
l a y e r  i n t e r a c t i o n  w a s  e x p l o r e d  (refs.  16-17)  . Krogmann ( re f .  1 8 )  has 
r e c e n t l y  reviewed t h e  s u b j e c t  area b o t h  r e g a r d i n g  active and  passive 
c o n t r o l ,  and  o n l y  l i m i t e d  r e f e r e n c e  w i l l  t h e r e f o r e  be g i v e n  here t o  
o t h e r  work. 
PASSIVE SHOCK CONTROL 
While t h e  ac t ive  s u c t i o n  may give a g r o s s  drag r e d u c t i o n ,  t h e  
energy  r e q u i r e d  f o r  pumping may p r e c l u d e  a n e t  g a i n .  However, several 
a u t h o r s  have  o b s e r v e d  t h a t  e v e n  w i t h o u t  pumping ( p a s s i v e  cont ro l )  
t he re  i s  o f t e n  a drag  r e d u c t i o n ,  i . e .  a direct  g a i n .  N a g a m a t s u  
e t . a l .  ( r e f . 1 9 )  tes ted a 1 4  % t h i c k  s u p e r c r i t i c a l  NACA p r o f i l e  made 
po rous  from 53 t o  85 % chord  t h r o u g h  u s e  o f  a large number of  h o l e s .  
The r e s u l t  w a s  s l i g h t l y  i n c r e a s e d  drag a t  lower  Mach numbers w h i l e  
t h e  drag-r ise  Mach number w a s  i n c r e a s e d .  Krogmann e t  a l . ( r e f s .20 -21)  
i n v e s t i g a t e d  t h e  f l o w  on  a n o t h e r  s u p e r c r i t i c a l  p r o f i l e ,  t h e  
VA-2. T h e i r  p e r f o r a t i o n  w a s o b t a i n e d  b o t h  th rough  u s e  of h o l e s  as w e l l  
as  s i n g l e  and  d o u b l e  s l o t s  i n  t h e  s u r f a c e  a t  selected p o s i t i o n s .  
Again t h e  drag-rise Mach number w a s  i n c r e a s e d ;  t h e  b u f f e t  boundary 
w a s  moved. 
T h e  a s sumpt ion  i s  t h a t  t h e  p a s s i v e  shock  c o n t r o l  decreases d r a g  
t h r o u g h  an  a u t o m a t i c  a d j u s t m e n t  i n  t h e  shock  r e g i o n .  A t  t h e  f o o t  o f  
t he  shock  boundary l a y e r  a i r  i s  pushed  i n  t h r o u g h  t h e  p e r f o r a t i o n s ,  
wh i l e  it i s  blown o u t  f u r t h e r  u p s t r e a m  where t h e  p r e s s u r e  i s  low. 
Thus t h e  maximum Mach number is  reduced.  
F i g u r e  1 (ref.  1 8 )  i l l u s t r a t e s  t he  p r i n c i p l e  of t h i s  i n t e r a c t i o n  
and  a l s o  i n t r o d u c e s  t h e  c o o r d i n a t e  sys t ems  and t h e  d e f i n i t i o n s  t o  be 
used .  I t  a p p e a r s  t h a t  t h e  main effect o f  the p e r f o r a t i o n  i s  t o  a l l o w  
a s t r o n g  shock  t o  be s p l i t  i n t o  several weaker  s h o c k s ,  t h u s  i n  some 
cases a v o i d i n g  shock-induced s e p a r a t i o n s .  I n  two-dimensional f lows it 
i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  d e t e r m i n e  t h e  o v e r a l l  e f fec t  on p e r f o r m a n c e ,  and 
F i g u r e  2 (Krogmann), shows t h e  effect  o f  p a s s i v e  (Cs = 0 )  and act ive 
shock c o n t r o l  on t h e  b u f f e t  boundar i e s  of a s u p e r c r i t i c a l  p r o f i l e .  A t  
l e a s t  i n  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  case, t h e  main e f fec t  a p p e a r s  t o  be t h e  
s u r f a c e  p e r f o r a t i o n  i t s e l f .  
The s i z e  of t h e  s u r f a c e  p e r f o r a t i o n s  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  l o c a l  
boundary l aye r  t h i c k n e s s  i s  i m p o r t a n t ,  as t o o  large h o l e s  a c t u a l l y  
may c a u s e  a m a j o r  d i s t u r b a n c e  t h r o u g h  s u c t i o n  a n d  b l o w i n g .  
Raghunathan a n d  Mabey ( r e f . 2 2 )  d i d  a n  e x p e r i m e n t  on a 6% h a l f  
c i r c u l a r  a rc  a i r f o i l  t o  e x p l o r e  t h e  e f f ec t s  o f  h o l e  geometry;  i . e .  
normal,  forward-  o r  backward f a c i n g  h o l e s .  The fo rward - fac ing  h o l e s  
were f o u n d  t o  g i v e  b e t t e r  r e s u l t s  t h a n  t h e  o t h e r .  They a l s o  
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investigated the effects of the perforation on the static pressure 
fluctuations. Savu (ref.23) did computations on the flow around a 
NACA 0012 profile with massive perforations, and conjectured the 
change in shock characteristics. Chen et.al.(ref.24) developed a 
full potential code to compute the flow over porous airfoils. 
EXPERIMENT 
Wind tunnel tests at transonic speeds are often cumbersome, as 
minor changes to a wind tunnel configuration easily may cause severe 
problems in the interpretation of data; both wall effects as well as 
free stream turbulence and disturbances tend to cause problems. Also, 
the added complication of manufacturing porous surfaces for small 
wind tunnel models, make wind tunnel tests of passive shock control 
hard. Computational tools under development often need good 
experimental data for comparison, and to avoid all uncertainties due 
to the wind tunnel environment, flight data has been utilized as a 
database in the present study. 
The experiment was performed on a swept wing attack aircraft 
(ref .25), a SAAB 32A Lansen, and the results are available as a 
computerized database (refs. 26-27) allowing a comprehensive 
description of aerodynamic flow on a swept wing in the entire 
subsonic flight regime. Figure 3 shows the geometry of the aircraft 
and the flight envelope while Figure 4 yields the wing geometry and 
coordinate systems. 
The wing geometry was used as baseline for a series of transonic 
wings developed at the FFA in the 1970s - extensive studies of the 
force and moment characteristics as well as pressure distributions 
with a scale model at high Reynolds numbers were made. 
INSTRUMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Comprehensive transonic measurements in flight require ample 
flight time, good description of reference conditions and a well 
organized data handling system. It is in general necessary to perform 
the measurements with only a few probes per flight to make sure that 
the shock pattern stays the same. One of the experiences using glued 
on tubing for pressure distributions in the VC-10 experiment was 
that the tubing indicated the correct pressure, but the value and the 
flow field were affected by the tube presence. In the present 
experiment the transonic flow mapping was performed over a large 
portion of the test, adding information a small piece at a time. In 
Figure 5, the sensor types used have been indicated. The modular 
approach, allows sensor complement, location and type to vary from 
flight to flight; as has been .done recently on a Boeing 737 (ref.28). 
The validity of one sensor type often requires information obtained 
with another type of sensor. For example the static pressure measured 
with the modified Preston tube (refs.29-30) must be compared with the 
wall pressure taps at some locations. Also the cross-flow must be 
small, which requires information from dual hot films. These in turn 
require information on the static pressure for a proper evaluation. 
The solution to this apparent maze is use of redundant data and an 
efficient data handling system that solve most of the interrelations 
automatically. In general each aerodynamic parameter should be 
measured with at least two methods. 
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Another problem i s  t h e  c h o i c e  and r e p e a t a b i l i t y  of f l i g h t  
cond i t ions .The  a b i l i t y  t o  keep Mach number c o n s t a n t  and have 
minimized c o n t r o l  s u r f a c e  d e f l e c t i o n s  w h i l e  a l s o  keeping a l t i t u d e  
r e q u i r e s  a l o t  from p i l o t  and a i r c r a f t .  Also t h e  weight of t h e  
a i r c r a f t  and i t s  t r i m  should i d e a l l y  be r epea tab le  from f l i g h t  t o  
f l i g h t ,  t o  e n s u r e  t h e  same angle of a t t a c k .  The weather v a r i e s ,  both 
t h e  turbulence  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  and parameters l i k e  temperature  and 
humidity. 
The wing was equipped with a l a r g e  number of s t a t i c  p re s su re  t a p s  
- mostly i n  t h e  leading-edge region ( r e f . 2 4 ) ,  but  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  
of  p r e s s u r e  and l o c a l  s k i n  f r i c t i o n  were a l s o  determined us ing  
modified P r e s t o n  tubes.  
This gave a coarse  gr id  information i n  the chordwise a s  well  a s  
spanwise d i r e c t i o n  a l s o  a s  t h e  Mach number increased, although t h e  
chordwise reso lu t ion  was i n s u f f i c i e n t  f o r  proper shock documentation. 
The main source  of in format ion  used i n  t h e  p r e s e n t  s tudy  on 
shock/boundary-layer i n t e r a c t i o n  i s  51 s t a t i c  pressure  t a p s  c lose  t o  
t h e  wing t i p  - see Figure 4 .  This row covers t h e  region from 5 =  0 . 2  
t o  t h e  t r a i l i n g  edge, and i s  supplemented by 13 s t a t i c  pressure taps  
i n  t h e  leading-edge region. T h e  pressure t a p s  a r e  loca ted  i n  a plane 
i n t e r s e c t i n g  t h e  leading edge a t  q= 0 . 9 1 2  and t h e  t r a i l i n g  edge a t  
q= 0.812, being the non-dimensional spanwise location. 
From previous experience it i s  known t h a t  t h e  shock i s  loca ted  
somewhere between 5= 0 . 4  and 0 . 6  depending on t h e  f l i g h t  a l t i t u d e ,  
and t h e  pressure taps  were posi t ioned accordingly.  To monitor spanwise 
v a r i a t i o n s  two a d d i t i o n a l  rows of p r e s s u r e  t a p s ,  inboard  and 
outboard, were used i n  t he  shock region i t s e l f .  
I t  i s  very hard t o  document whether o r  not flow is  separated u s i n g  
only t h e  s t a t i c  pressure a s  an ind ica tor ,  and i n  t he  present  s t u d y  a 
three-s tep  technique was employed: 
During one f l i g h t  t h e  row of pressure  t a p s  was used uncovered, 
t o  document Cp. 
During a second f l i g h t  some of t h e  t a p s  were covered by razor 
blades w i t h  t h e  edge point ing forward; ac t ing  a s  Stanton tubes .  
During a t h i r d  f l i g h t  some of t h e  pressure t a p s  w e r e  covered by 
razor  blades fac ing  backwards, a c t i n g  s i m i l a r  t o  Stanton tubes and 
intended t o  de tec t  backflow. 
Figure 6 shows boundary-layer development i n  f r o n t  of t h e  shock. 
A t  5 = 0 . 6  a pressure  rake was pos i t ioned ,  a l igned  w i t h  t h e  f l i g h t  
d i r e c t i o n .  I n  most cases a l imi ted  shock-induced separa t ion  would be 
loca ted  c lose  t o  5 = 0 . 6 ,  and it  was considered important t o  have 
v iscous  l a y e r  in format ion  a s  f a r  back a s  p o s s i b l e .  Both t o t a l  
p ressure  and Mach number p r o f i l e s  were monitored; t h e  wal l  s t a t i c  
pressure was normally used  f o r  evaluat ion of i n t e g r a l  p rope r t i e s  b u t  
t he  s t a t i c  pressure 3 0  mm from t h e  wall was a l s o  measured. 
I n  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  region t h i s  may be ques t ionable ,  but a s  t h e  
purpose of t h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  i s  t o  explore  p o s s i b l e  e f f e c t s  of 
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s u r f a c e  p e r f o r a t i o n ,  u s e f u l  comparisons can be made. T o  v e r i f y  
whether o r  not t h e  flow i s  separated i s  a l s o  a d i f f i c u l t  t a sk  w i t h  
t h e  pressure  rake da ta ,  and f o r  t h i s  purpose e x t r a  f l i g h t s  were made 
w i t h  Stanton tubes  ( r azo r  b lades)  over some of t h e  pressure  t a p s .  
Local s k i n  f r i c t i o n  may be determined i f  a un iversa l  c a l i b r a t i o n  law 
i s  assumed v a l i d .  
One heated dual wall f i l m  probe was located i n  t h e  shock region t o  
monitor flow a n g u l a r i t y  and turbulence,  b u t  t h e  d a t a  have not been 
evaluated so f a r .  
The s u r f a c e  p e r f o r a t i o n  was l o c a t e d  a t  k =  0 . 4 2  and 6 ~ 0 . 5 8  
r e spec t ive ly ,  a s  can be seen i n  Figure 4 .  They cons i s t ed  of 2 and 
3 mm diameter holes  w i t h  a spacing of 15 mm; t h i s  i s  equivalent  t o  
t h e  p e r f o r a t i o n  u s e d  by Krogmann e t . a l .  ( r e f . 2 0 ) .  I n  t h e  f i g u r e  the  
var ious  conf igura t ions  used a r e  defined ranging from 0 t o  3 . 1 4  % 
poros i ty .  The cav i ty  u s e d  i n  t h i s  case was a reasonably w e l l  sealed 
box i n  t h e  wing s t ruc tu re ,  extending from t h e  f ron t  t o  t h e  r ea r  beam. 
Cavity pressure  was monitored using f i v e  s t a t i c  pressure  t a p s  on the  
cav i ty  wal l s .  
FLOW CONDITIONS 
Two f l i g h t  a l t i t u d e s  were used f o r  t h e  f l i g h t  experiments, 7 and 
1 0  km, and Figure 7 may serve  t o  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  type of r e s u l t s  
obtained. A t  t h e  same Mach number, t he  shock i s  moved forward roughly 
3% chord due t o  changes i n  a l t i t u d e .  From t h e  Figure it i s  c l e a r  t h a t  
pressure-r  i s e  region and t o  monitor t h e  s e p a r a t i o n  bubble 
beneath/behind. 
One parameter used when comparing 2 D  and 3 D  flows a t  t r anson ic  
Mach numbers i s  t h e  Mach number component normal t o  t h e  shock, MLN.  
I t  p lays  a dominant r o l e  when p red ic t ing  separa t ion  l i m i t s .  I n  the  
i n  t h e  spanwise d i r e c t i o n .  I n  f a c t ,  shock s p l i t t i n g  e t c .  may occur, 
and  therefore t h e  experimental r e s u l t s  have been evaluated using the  
Mach number normal t o  t h e  l o c a l  surface generator .  U s i n g  t h e  measured 
p r e s s u r e  c o e f f i c i e n t ,  t h e  Mach number component normal t o  t h e  
genera tor  may be determined (comparable t o  a 213 flow) t o  f i n d  a t  
what f l i g h t  Mach number the re  is a p o s s i b i l i t y  of a shock. Figure 
8 shows t h e  peak Mach number normal t o  t h e l o c a l  genera tor ,  PYLN,aS a 
funct ion of f l i g h t  Mach number f o r  one choice of pe r fo ra t ion .  A s  can 
be seen only M > 0 . 8 7  should be of in te res t  i n  t h e  present  case.  I t  
I can a l s o  be noted t h a t  shock-induced separa t ion  occurs a t  M = 0 . 8 9 5  
This f i g u r e  may a l s o  serve  t o  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  r e p e a t a b i l i t y  of t h e  
d a t a .  
A note of caut ion i s  needed before d iscuss ing  t h e  general  r e s u l t s  
from t h e  t es t s .  I n  a three-dimensional case of shock wave/boundary 
l aye r  i n t e r a c t i o n  almost any combination of flow p a t t e r n  i s  possible ,  
hysteresis ,  uns teadiness  as w e l l  a s  i n t e r f e r e n c e  from probes may 
a c t u a l l y  dominate t h e  flow, and Figure 9 may be used a s  a reminder of 
t h i s .  D u r i n g  nominally s t a t i o n a r y  cond i t ions ,  t h e  p i l o t s  of t h e  
l a high r e so lu t ion  i s  needed t o  f i n d  t h e  pressure  grad ien t  i n  t he  
I present  case t h e  three-dimensional shock p a t t e r n  i s  not w e l l  defined 
I 
I 
I 
I f o r  H = 1 0 k m  and M = 0 .905  a t  H = 7 km f o r  t h e  present  pe r fo ra t ion .  
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p r e s e n t  t e s t s  a r e  r equ i r ed  t o  maintain an i n d i c a t e d  speed and 
a l t i t u d e .  A s  a consequence of reasonable t o l e r a n c e s  i n  t h e s e  two 
parameters, t h e  Mach number may vary.  T h i s  does not normally c rea t e  
any problems, but i n  t h e  present  Figure an increase  i n  f l i g h t  Mach 
numbers of 0 . 0 0 5  has caused t h e  flow t o  separa te ,  causing a drop i n  
t h e  pressure  c o e f f i c i e n t  upstream of t h e  shock. T h e  t o t a l  pressure 
c o e f f i c i e n t s  a s  well a s  t h e  ind ica ted  Mach number p r o f i l e s  a t  
5 = 0 . 6  a r e  d r a s t i c a l l y  changed, and the  main question t o  ask i n  t h i s  
case i s  whether o r  not t h e  changes observed a r e  t y p i c a l  of t he  
corresponding Mach numbers. 
The f i g u r e  a l s o  demonstratesthe d i f f i c u l t y  of determininga proper 
Mach number p r o f i l e  from t o t a l  pressure measurements, a s  t h e  s t a t i c  
p r e s s u r e  chosen f o r  t h e  d a t a  r educ t ion  may se r ious ly  a f f e c t  
t h e r e s u l t .  I n  t h i s  paper t h e  value obtained from a wall  pressure t ap  
i s  used throughout t h e  viscous l a y e r .  A l s o ,  a s  backflow cannot be 
measured, it i s  not reasonable t o  include the  separated region i n  the  
i n t e g r a t i o n  of displacement and momentum thicknesses  i f  t h e  flow i s  
separated,  and t h i s  should be borne i n  mind when l o c a l  values of 6*, 
e a n d  H a r e  examined. 
A s  t h e  Mach number increases ,  t he  shock s t a r t s  t o  grow i n  s t rength  
and moves back on t h e  wing - as illustrated i n  Figure 1 0 ,  where shock 
p o s i t i o n  i s  p l o t t e d  aga ins t  PMLN.  Two p o s i t i o n s  a r e  ind ica t ed  f o r  
each case; l oca t ion  of t h e  peak Mach number and t h e  loca t ion  of the  
sonic  l i n e .  The movement i s  roughly 1 0 %  chord a s  t h e  shock grows and 
separa t ion  occurs,  and t h e  r e a r  region of v e n t i l a t i o n  holes c lose  t o  
k =  0.58 i s  behind t h e  sonic  l i n e  f o r  t h e  a t tached  case,  i n  f ron t  of 
it f o r  t h e  separated.  
Figure 11 may i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  boundary l a y e r  behind t h e  shock 
l o c a t i o n  a s  func t ion  of t h e  peak normal Mach number. The pressure 
rake was loca ted  a t  5 = 0 . 6 ,  and t h e  momentum th ickness  i s  seen t o  
increase  dramatical ly .  Also the  shape f a c t o r  H increases  t o  around 3 
before separa t ion .  For separated flow it was not poss ib l e  t o  obtain 
information on t h e  reversed flow, and t h u s  t h e  f i l l e d  symbols of t he  
f i g u r e  a r e  based on in t eg ra t ion  out from t h e  zero-veloci ty  p o i n t .  A s  
can be seen t h i s  agrees  q u i t e  well  w i t h  t h e  decrease i n  peak Mach 
number due t o  separa t ion .  However, it means t h a t  t h e  very high values 
of H sometimes assoc ia ted  w i t h  t h e  shock-induced separa t ion  a r e  not 
given here .  
T o  eva lua te  t h e  drag-reducing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of t h e  pe r fo ra t ed  
s u r f a c e s ,  i t  was n e c e s s a r y  t o  measure t h e  b o u n d a r y - l a y e r  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  downstream of t h e  separated region. T h i s  was done fo r  
t he  following configurat ions:  
Notation 
OPEN 
CLOSED/OPEN 
CLOSED/BASELINE 
PERFORATION 
6 =0.42 6 = 0 . 5 8  
3 . 1  % 3 . 1  % 
0 %  3.1 % 
0 %  0 %  
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I n  F i g u r e  11 a d i s t i n c t i o n  i s  made between p o i n t s  w i t h  o r  w i t h o u t  
s e p a r a t i o n  f u r t h e r  fo rward  u s i n g  f i l l e d  a n d  o p e n  s y m b o l s  
r e s p e c t i v e l y .  T h e r e  i s  a c l e a r  i n d i c a t i o n  t h a t  t h e  i n c r e a s e  i n  H i s  
d e l a y e d  t o  h i g h e r  f l i g h t  Mach numbers, and  a l s o  t h a t  t h e  s e p a r a t i o n  
i t s e l f  i s  d e l a y e d .  However, F i g u r e  11 does  n o t  c o n t a i n  t h e  f u l l  s t o r y  
on d r a g  e f fec ts  - t h e  s t a t i c  p r e s s u r e  may have changed i n  some cases .  
Therefore t h e  da tawere  t r a n s f e r r e d  t o  far-wake c o n d i t i o n s  u s i n g  
Squi re-Young ' s  fo rmula ,  and  t h e  r e s u l t  i s  p l o t t e d  i n  F i g u r e  1 2 .  Here 
t h e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  w i t h  p e r f o r a t i o n  a t  t h e  shock i t s e l f  ( i .  e .  normal 
b lowing)  i s  s e e n  t o  d e l a y  d r a g - r i s e  s u b s t a n t i a l l y ,  f rom M = 0 . 8 8  t o  
0 .92 f o r  t h i s  span  s t a t i o n ,  which i s  t h e  most c r i t i c a l  o n e .  A t  lower 
Mach numbers t h e  d r a g  i s  n o t  a f fec ted  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  by t h e  downstream 
p e r f o r a t i o n ,  whereas  a l s o  hav ing  u p s t r e a m  p e r f o r a t i o n  a p p e a r s  t o  
i n c r e a s e  drag i r r e s p e c t i v e l y  o f  f l i g h t  Mach number. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Passive shock c o n t r o l  t h r o u g h  s u r f a c e  p e r f o r a t i o n :  
I t  i s  possible  t o  decrease d r a g  t h r o u g h  l o c a l  p e r f o r a t i o n  i n  t h e  
order of 2 % over a l i m i t e d  r e g i o n  a t  t h e  shock .  The g a i n  i s  e v i d e n t  
i n  a l i m i t e d  Mach number r e g i o n  o n l y ,  and  hence  t h e  wind t u n n e l  da ta  
s u g g e s t i n g  a s h i f t  i n  d i v e r g e n c e  Mach number appears a p p r o p r i a t e .  
P e r f o r a t i n q  t h e  s u r f a c e  f a r  i n  f r o n t  o f  t h e  s h o c k  had n e g a t i v e  
effects ,  t h u s  i n c r e a s i n g  d r a g  w i t h o u t  b e n e f i c i a l  e f f e c t s  c o n c e r n i n g  
t h e  d i v e r g e n c e  Mach number .  T h i s  i s  i n  agreement  w i t h  Nagamatsu e t .  
a l . ;  a l t h o u g h  t h e  s h o c k  may be weakened,  t h e  added boundary - l aye r  
f l o w  u p s t r e a m  may have  d e t r i m e n t a l  e f f e c t s .  I n  t h e  p r e s e n t  case it i s  
p r o b a b l e  t h a t  t h e  la rge  p e r f o r a t i o n  s i z e  (compared  t o  t h e  boundary  
l a y e r  t h i c k n e s s )  had  a c o n s i d e r a b l e  effect .  
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Figure 1 P r i n c i p l e  of  pas s ive  shock c o n t r o l  (From r e f .  1 8 )  
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Figure 2 E f f e c t  of pas s ive  shock c o n t r o l  on b u f f e t  boundary (From 1 8 . )  
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TRANSONIC CFD APPLICATIONS AT BOEING 
E. N. Tinoco 
Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory 
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company 
Seattle, Washington 
SUMMARY 
The use of computational methods for three-dimensional transonic flow design and analysis at the 
Boeing Company is presented. A range of computational “tools” consisting of “production” tools for everyday 
use by project engineers, “expert user” tools for special applications by computational researchers, and a new 
“emerging” tool which may see considerable use in the near future are described.Thesemethods include full 
potential and Euler solvers, some coupled to three-dimensional boundary layer analysis methods, for tran- 
sonic flow analysis about nacelle, wing-body, wing-body-strut-nacelle, and complete airplane configurations. 
As the examples presented show, such a toolbox of codes is necessary for the variety of applications typical of 
an  industrial environment. Such a toolbox of codes makes possible aerodynamic advances not previously 
achievable in a timely manner, if at all. 
INTRODUCTION 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is playing an  ever increasing role in the design of air vehicles. 
CFD has joined the wind tunnel and flight test as a principal technology for aerodynamic design. When the 
next new Boeing airplane flies, whether an  all new design, or a derivative of an  existing production aircraft, 
CFD will play a role in its design. The proper and timely use of CFD will result in a superior product with 
reduced risk and lower cost. However, note success does not come automatically with CFD, the keys to success 
are the “proper and timely use.” 
CFD today covers a wide range of capabilities in terms of computational flow physics and geometrical 
complexity. Figure 1 illustrates the boundary in terms of the complexity of flow physics and configuration 
geometry that encompass what we believe is practical in industry. We realize that this boundary is continu- 
ously being challenged by researchers here and abroad. 
2D AIRFOIL, WINGIBODY WINGIBODYI COMPLETE ARBITRARY 
AXISYMMETRIC OR NACELLE NACELLElSTRUT AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION 
INCREASING GEOMETRICAL COMPLEXITY -b 
figure 7 .  Status of C f D  for Design Application. 
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The value of CFD in industry is in its application. CFD is used to lend understanding to the flow 
phenomena about a given geometry and to aid in the design of a piece of hardware, whether it be an all new 
wing, or a minor modification to an existing configuration. To be useful the computational method must 
faithfully represent the dominant flow physics, adequately represent the required geometrical complexity, be 
capable~f~rovidingsolutions in a timely manner, and beaffordable.Th1s isa tal1,and as yet unfilled, order by any 
single method. The approach at  Boeing has been to assemble a toolbox with a collection of CFD tools that 
meets the above requirements to varying degrees. In this toolbox are “production” tools that are in wide use 
throughout the company by a variety of CFD users. These are well documented codes that have been special- 
ized to a certain extent, and can be run by the nonexpert CFD users. There are “expert user” tools, which 
may have more general and advanced capabilities than the “production” codes, but are not as well developed, 
and may require special skill to run successfully. There are also “emerging” tools. New technologies under 
development, offer new capabilities, which may become “production” tools in the near future. 
No CFD toolbox is complete without geometry and graphics tools. Geometry tools are essential for the 
preparation of the inputs to the various CFD codes. Three-dimensional graphics running on suitable worksta- 
tions allow the inspection of surface and field grids prior to execution, and provide the keys to understanding 
the frequently massive output from a typical transonic CFD solution. The “timeliness” of CFD is very 
heavily tied into the quality of the geometry and graphics tools available. The primary tool fitting this need 
at Boeing is the interactive, three-dimensional geometry system known as the Aero Grid and Paneling 
System (AGPS), Reference 1. AGPS provides an efficient means of defining any three-dimensional surface or 
aircraft component. These surfaces can be combined to represent a complete aircraR configuration. AGPS has 
built-in and user-programmable features for extracting geometric data in the proper form for use by CFD 
codes. Paneling, surface grid generation, and grid distribution at  block boundaries for input to three- 
dimensiona1 grid generation codes are all possible. AGPS can also display CFD results in the form of three- 
dimensional objects with color representing the value of some flow property. Several other geometry and 
graphics codes are also essential parts of the toolbox. 
Table 1. Transonic CFD Toolbox 
PRODUCTION CODES FORMULATION GEOMETRY CAPABILITY 
ASSZ/PW I R L i n e a r  P o t e n t i a l  Genera I Geome t r y  
A555 
A588 
P318 
P467 
Conservat ive  F u l l  P o t e n t i a l  w i t h  Wing-Body. 
Coupled 3-D Boundary Layer - Analys is  WIng-Body-Strut-NaceIIe 
Conservat ive  F u l l  P o t e n t i a l  w i t h  W i ng-Body 
3-D Boundary Layer - Design Wing-Body-Strut-Nacelle 
3-0 E u l e r  w i th .Coupled  3-D Boundary I s o l a t e d  Turbofan N a c e l l e  
Layer I s o l a t e d  Turbofan Nace l le -S t ru t  
Axisymmetric F u l l  P o t e n t i a l  w i t h  I s o l a t e d  Axlsymmetric N a c e l l e  
Boundary Layer 
Full P o t e n t i a l  w i t h  3-D Boundary Axlsymmetr ic N a c e l l e  
Layer 
P582 F u l l  p o t e n t i a l  General  Geometry 
WBPPW/BOPPE Extended Transonic Small D is turbance  Wing-Body-Strut-NaceIIe-Winglet 
EXPERT USER CODES 
w i t h  Coupled Boundary Layer 
E u l e r  Wlng-Body-Tall 
Wing-Body-Tal I-Aft Propfan  
UDF Nace l le -S t ru t  
Turbofan N a c e l l e  
Wing-Body-Tall 
Wing-Body-Winglet 
E u l e r  w i t h  Coupled 3-0 Boundary 
Layer Wing-Body-Strut-Aft Propfan  
EMERGING CODE 
TRANAIR F u l l  P o t e n t i a l  General  Geometry 
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This paper will go on to describe the various CFD tools in use at Boeing, and in this manner will 
illustrate how transonic CFD methods are used. The perspective presented is mainly from the view of the 
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company. However, these methods are available, and are used by other mem- 
bers of The Boeing Company. The focus of this paper is on transonic CFD methods for three-dimensional 
flows. n b l e  1 lists some of the common CFD tools in use at  Boeing today. 
SYMBOLS 
= streamtube area 
= wingspan 
= section drag coefficient 
= drag coefficient 
= section lift coefficient 
= lift coefficient 
= normal force coefficient 
= pressure coefficient 
= wing chord 
FNPR = fan nozzle pressure ratio 
M = Mach number 
Tc = Thrust coefficient 
X = streamwise coordinate 
Y = lateral coordinate 
z = vertical coordinate 
a = angle of attack 
P = side slip angle 
6* 
r )  = span fraction 
Subscripts 
H = inlet highlite 
I = inlet 
00 = freestream 
T = total 
= boundary layer displacement thickness 
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Production tools or codes are characterized by the following: they are used outside the research organi- 
zation that created them; their documentation is adequate enough to allow use by other than their creators; 
stable versions of these codes exist for use outside the research environment that are not undergoing constant 
change; sufficient validation of these codes has been demonstrated such that outside users are willing to 
invest the necessary effort to use them. 
Two production codes that see the most use in Boeing are A502PANAIR, a linear panel method, and 
A488, a full-potential solver with coupled boundary layer analysis for wing-body and wing-body-strut-nacelle 
configurations. These two codes are accessed over 2,000 times a year each. Although A502lPANAIR (refs 2 
and 3) is not a true transonic method, its ability to model complex detailed geometry, makes it the only 
currently usable tool in some instances. In the design of the Navy E-6A wingtip pod arrangement, shown in 
Figure 2, only A502PANAIR could handle the complex geometry at  the time. It was used in the design 
process to shape the pods and struts to minimize supercritical flow at  cruise conditions. The resulting design 
was committed to manufacture and first saw real air when it flew on the aircraft. Only the emerging full- 
potential TRANAIR code promises the ability to deal with fine geometric details such as tip pods, stores, or 
missiles, etc. in a supercritical flow environment. TRANAIR will be discussed in more detail later in this 
paper. 
E-6A (MINUS ENGINES, TAIL) 
WINGTIP POD DETAIL 
Figure 2. E-6A Wingtip Pod-A CFD Design. 
For most analyses of wing-body, or wing-body-strut-nacelle configurations a t  Boeing, A488 is the code of 
choice. A488 couples a full-potential inviscid flow solver with a three-dimensional boundary layer solution 
for the wing. It has been undergoing continuous development and refinement for the last 10 years. The 
method was first demonstrated in 1978 (ref 41, and has evolved into a highly sophisticated analysis tool that  
will rival any Navier-Stokes solver for accuracy at a small fraction of the cost for analysis of attached flows. 
A488 has evolved into a system of some 50 programs tied together with job-control language. Use of the 
system requires user access to numerical lofts of the wing (in either of two commonly used geometry systems 
at Boeing), body, nacelle, and strut, or files consisting of normal station cuts for the body and nacelle, and 
waterline cuts for the strut. An input file is prepared containing flow condition information, i.e., Mach, angle 
of attack, Reynolds number, etc.; transition strip location as a function of span fraction, etc.; and file names of 
the various geometric components. An online program is executed that generates all the job-control logic and 
submits the problem for execution on a CRAY X-MP. The grid generation, and cycling between the inviscid 
and viscous solvers automatically proceeds for the prescribed number of iterations, as illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Integrated TansonicNiscous Analysis System. 
A flexible and efficient elliptic grid generation method (refs 5 and 6 )  is used to generate a surface-fitted 
C-type grid. The grid distribution along the strut-nacelle requires special consideration. For a general strut- 
nacelle installation, it is usually difficult to produce an exact surface-fitted grid with smooth and well distrib- 
,uted mesh spacing in the field. The approach taken here involves a simplification of the nacelle inlet 
bometry and a relaxation of the requirement that the grid lines lie along the corners formed by the nacelle- 
strut intersection and along the nacelle keel line, as illustrated in Figure 4. The tight clustering of grid lines 
close to the wing allows adequate grid resolution in the region between the wing lower surface and the 
nacelle. The exhaust plume is modeled as a solid surface. With the proper choice of the exhaust plume shape 
(ref 7), both power effects and core cowl shape effects can be simulated. 
FRONT VIEW SIDE VIEW 
Figure 4. Grid Topology at Nacelle/Strut Station. 
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The current inviscid solver is based on the full-potential, fully conservative Jameson-Caughey finite 
volume algorithm, FL028 (ref 8). Enhancements added to the method include: a convergence acceleration 
method using an extrapolation technique (ref 91, and GMRES (ref 10); second-order accurate differencing for 
better shock resolution; and, improvements to  the calculation of surface pressures and the Kutta condition. 
The boundary layer calculations are based on the method of McLean (ref 11). This is a three-dimensional 
finite difference formulation for both laminar and turbulent boundary layers. In addition, a semiempirical 
shock-boundary layer interaction model (ref 12) has been added. Here, the treatment of the effects of a shock 
on the boundary layer is improved by replacing the boundary layer equations in the shock zone with a set of 
empirical jump conditions for the changes in the boundary layer quantities through the shock. The boundary 
layer equations are still used upstream and downstream of the shock zone. The determination of the shock 
zone is based on the behavior of the shock-perpendicular Mach number. The method also includes an attach- 
ment line solution at the wing leading edge which is used to determine the starting conditions for the upper 
and lower surface boundary layer solution. 
The interaction between the boundary layer and the inviscid flow is calculated by a classical direct- 
iteration scheme. In each cycle of the iterative procedure, the viscous flow is computed in the direct mode (i.e., 
given the velocity components from the inviscid outer solution calculate the boundary layer and output the 
displacement thickness), and a weighted average of the new and old displacement thickness is used to modify 
the surface shape for the next cycle. The field grid for the inviscid solver is automatically updated with each 
displacement thickness change. 
A488 results have been compared with experimental data for a variety of vehicles. Figure 5 shows a 
comparison of A488 results with wing pressure distributions measured in flight on a 737-300. The computa- 
tional model consisted of the wing, body, strut, and nacelle. The wing definition included the estimated 
aeroelastic twist for the condition flown. Although the character of the pressure distribution on the wing 
changes dramatically across the span, the computational results agree reasonably well with the measured 
data. 
A488--FULL-. - . -.. 
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BOUNDARY LAY[ 
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Figure 5. Comparison With Flight Pressure Distributions- 73 7-300. 
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Figure 6 presents a comparison of spanwise distribution of section lift with wind tunnel data for an  
early developmental 757-200 wing-body-strut-nacelle configuration. This comparison illustrates the impor- 
tance of accounting for the aeroelastic deflections that occur in the wind tunnel. The wind tunnel model was a 
full model with a steel wing and was tested in an  atmospheric tunnel. At the dynamic pressure for Mach 0.80 
and at the cruise lift, the estimated additional wing twist at the wingtip due to aeroelastics was 0.5 deg. 
Inclusion of the aeroelastic twist in the computational model definition was essential for good agreement 
with the experimental data. 
0.6 
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0.4 
757-200 
MACH = 0.80 
GEOMETRY) ______-------__ 
- 
WIND TUNNEL 
TEST PT = 1 ATMOSPHERE 
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
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Figure 6. Comparison With Wind Tunnel Section Lift Distribution. 
Figure 7 shows another comparison of A488 results with flight data. This timeit shows a GrummanF-14 
with the wing set a t  the 20-deg sweep position. These analyses were done in support of a variable sweep 
boundary layer transition flight experiment (ref 13). With the exception of the inner-most station, the compu- 
tational results agree well with the measured data. The discrepancy at the most inboard station is believed to 
be due to the inability of the method, with its single block C-grid topology, to adequately represent the 
fuselage. The surface grid used for the analysis is shown in Figure 8. The general cross-section of the fuselage 
is represented but the engine inlet has been gridded over. This example illustrates the need for methods 
capable of handling more general and complex geometries. 
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Figure 7, Comparison With Flight Pressure Distributions-F- 14. 
Figure 8. Surface Grid for F-14 in A488 Code. 
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In the solution process, detailed boundary layer characteristics are calculated. Using analyses at full- 
scale Reynolds number as a guide, trip strip patterns can be designed for low Reynolds number testing which 
will best result in a displacement thickness at the shock or trailing edge comparable to the expected full-scale 
value. The spanwise distribution of skin friction and profile drag can also be derived from the boundary layer 
calculations. The profile drag is based on applying the Squire Young formula (ref 141, along the wing trailing 
edge. Only the streamwise components of the trailing-edge velocity profiles are used in this formulation. A 
comparison with measured profile drag is shown in Figure 9. The distribution and level of profile drag are in 
good agreement with the test data. The skin-friction drag distribution is shown for reference. The experimen- 
tal profile drag was derived from a series of wake traverses along the wingspan. For subcritical flows, the 
wake total pressure deficit is due only to the profile drag. For supercritical cases wave drag also adds to the 
total pressure deficit. Figure 10 shows a comparison for wave drag and profile drag. Measured and calculated 
profile and wave drags agree reasonably well. Examination of the spanwise variation of wing drag compon- 
ents helps identify the critical wing design regions and allows for better wing design. 
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Figure 9. Wing Profile @rag Distribution- Test- Theory Comparison. 
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Figure 70. Spanwise Profile and Wave Drag Distributions, M = 0.84. 
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Accurate drag prediction is always, af interest in industry. Although methods such as A488 can be used 
to develop drag polars (see Figure 11, for example), CFD has not yet matured to the level where it is capable 
of predicting complete airplane configuration drag to the accuracy needed for commercial transport develop- 
ment. The competitive nature of the commercial transport industry makes drag improvements of less than 
one percent airplane drag significant and worth seeking. CFD methods capable of reliably and accurately 
predicting drag values, even component drags, would be of great value to the aircraft designer. Methods like 
A488 may be able to do this for transport type wings with attached flow, but there is a lack of experimental 
data to adequately validate these methods. Adequate validation requires detailed test-theory comparisons a t  
several combinations of Mach number, angle of attack, and Reynolds number. Not only are force data neces- 
sary for validation, detailed surface pressure data and wake measurements are also required. 
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT CONFIGURATION 
/ / ’  -\EXPERIMENT 
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Figure 7 1. Comparison of Computational and Experimental Drag Polars. 
The ability to adequately model the nacelle and strut is essential for many of our applications. The 
presence of the nacelle and strut can have a significant effect on surface pressures on the upper as well as the 
lower surface of the wing, as illustrated in Figure 12. We have had reasonable success in simulating engine 
installation details such as engine primary core cowl shape effects on wing lower surface pressure distribu- 
tions (Fig13), and engine power effects cFigl4). Figure 13 shows the difference in wing lower surface pressure 
distribution that results when the engine primary core cowl is truncated to yield a desired inlet mass flow 
ratio in a wind tunnel flow through nacelle compared to what might be achieved by the actual engine 
geometry. Figure 14 shows the difference between the engine operating at  cruise thrust or exhausting at  
“ram” fan nozzle pressure ratio, i.e., exhausting at free-stream Mach number. These effects are simulated by 
specification of the appropriate fan exhaust plume shape (ref 7). 
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Figure 12. Influence of Nacelle on Wing Surface Pressures. 
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I Other applications of the A488 system have included evaluating out-of-contour fairings for a deeper 
landing gear-beam on the 737-400, wing modifications to several existing configurations, and aerodynamic 
analyses of several horizontal tails. 
Originally developed in the early 1980s, but just recently elevated to production status is A555, an 
inverse design full-potential code with boundary layer effects. A555 is complementary to  A488. Both use an 
enhanced version of FL028 for their inviscid solver, and the same three-dimensional finite difference bound- 
ary layer code. The solutions are completely reversible, that is, one can take the pressure distribution from 
a n  A488 analysis, run it through A555 and recover the original A488 geometry. The use of A555 is illustrated 
in Figure 15. An initial seed geometry is first analyzed. If the resulting solution does not exhibit the desired 
Design and analysis with CFD 
Use wind tunnel to validate wing design 
Figure 15. Wing Design Using CFD. 
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pressure distributions, the designer can specify a desired target pressure distribution. Several preprocessors 
are available to assist the designer in specifying distributions with the desired characteristics and proper 
smoothness. The inverse design code then produces a geometry which includes the boundary layer displace- 
ment thickness. The boundary layer solution supplies the displacement thickness to be removed, which after 
removal leaves the bare wing geometry. This resulting geometry is then modified as necessary to meet 
whatever manufacturing constraints might apply, and then reanalyzed. This cycle may be repeated several 
times until a wing design evolves having the desired pressure characteristics and meeting all the appropriate 
geometric constraints. The coordinated A488lA555 system has allowed wing designs to be developed in a 
timely manner that were not previously achievable. 
Another transonic analysis code that is occasionally used at Boeing, because of its ability to model 
winglets in a simplified form, is the NASA WBPPWBoppe code (ref 15). This code is based on a n  extended 
small disturbance transonic formulation, and features multiple-embedded grids. The code’s use of linearized 
boundary conditions along with the multiple-embedded grids allows the user to avoid the complications of 
surface-fitted grid generation when analyzing configurations with winglets, pods, and pylons. A comparison 
of results from this code with experimental data acquired in the mid-1970s is shown in Figure 16. The ability 
to generate surface-fitted grids for wings with a full-chord winglet has recently been developed at Boeing 
allowing the use of full potential or Euler codes for winglet analysis. 
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Figure 16. Winglet Pressure Distributions. 
The grid topology of the A488 system does not allow detailed analysis of the flow on the nacelle, only its 
effects on the wing. For detailed analysis of a turbofan nacelle we use A588, a three-dimensional Euler solver 
coupled to the same three-dimensional finite difference boundary layer code as used in A488. The Euler 
nacelle code, developed for powered turbofan nacelle analysis (ref 161, is based on FL057 (ref 17). It features a 
time-dependent solution of the Euler equations in conservative form. A C-type body-fitted computational 
grid, illustrated in Figure 17, is used. The code solves a two-stream problem comprised of external and fan 
flows. Core flow is treated either as a solid-body extension of the input geometry or the core cowl geometry is 
simply extended and terminated at a point. The nacelle mounting strut can also be included in the analysis. 
Boundary conditions can be specified on the inlet face to control the inlet mass flow. Total pressure, total 
temperature, and swirl can be specified on the exit plane in the fan exhaust duct to describe the exhaust 
conditions. The code is capable of analyzing both angle of attack and yaw conditions. 
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Figure 17. Computational Grid for Euler Powered Nacelle Code. 
A588 has proven to be highly accurate in the calculation of the flow over isolated nacelles. Figure 18 
shows the comparison of computed results with experimental data on a axisymmetric nacelle. The test data 
were acquired on a swept strut-mounted flow-through nacelle over a Mach number range from 0.70 to 0.925. 
A fixed mass flow ratio based on an experimental internal inlet pressure was specified for all the cases. The 
results shown in Figure 18 are typical of the very good agreement with test data that was obtained across the 
Mach number range. 
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The second example of A588 analysis features a turbofan nacelle with a 5-deg drooped inlet. A compari- 
son of the computed results and test data is shown in Figure 19. The test data were acquired on a swept 
strut-mounted flow-through nacelle. The inlet mass flow ratio for the test was calibrated in a model altitude 
test chamber. The test data were taken on the keel line, the right and left sides, and at about 30-deg right and 
left off the crown line along the side of the mounting pylon. The computations were done for the test Mach 
number, angle of attack, and inlet mass flow ratio. The discrepancy near the crown line can be attributed to 
a lack of modeling the mounting strut that was not included in this particular calculation. Note the 
variation of suction peak and shock strength around the circumference of the nacelle. The lack of perfect 
agreement with the suction peak around the circumference of the inlet might be attributed to  a slight 
mismatch with the actual test angle of attack and mass flow, and to the geometric tolerances between the 
geometry tested and that used in the analysis. Note that the test data do not show perfect lefthight symme- 
try. However, the overall agreement is good. 
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Figure 19. Fan Cowl Pressures on Nacelle at Angle of Attack. 
A588 has demonstrated the ability to accurately predict nacelle drag, where drag is defined from the 
aerodynamicists view as the external fan cowl drag. The internal drag is accounted for by the propulsion 
engineer in the engine thrust-drag bookkeeping. For wind tunnel testing, the internal drag is determined in 
a model altitude test chamber. A comparison of A588 results (plus a handbook profile drag estimate for the 
mounting strut) with experimental data is shown in Figure 20. Note the excellent agreement for both drag 
level and drag rise. These types of comparisons have been made for a variety of nacelles. As long as the flow 
remains attached in the computational analysis, then usually any disagreement between test and A588 
indicates a problem with the test data. 
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Figure 20. Fan Cowl Drag Rise-Comparison With Experiment. 
Other useful production analysis codes include: P318, an axisymmetric full-potential code with bound- 
ary layer (ref 18); P467 axisymmetric geometry, three-dimensional full potential with the same three- 
dimensional boundary layer code used in A488; and P582, a three-dimensional full-potential Cartesian grid 
code that can handle completely general geometries (ref 19). P318 is used because of its low cost to develop 
the initial lines of a nacelle, treating the crown, keel, and sides as separate geometry. The more complete 
A588 is then used to refine and validate the design. P582 has been used to analyze difficult geometries such 
as a tractor turboprop with an offset chin inlet (ref 20). 
EXPERTUSERTOOLS 
Expert user tools or codes either have not yet matured enough in their development, or require skills 
generally not available outside the research environment for successful use. This category includes a series of 
codes based on the Euler formulation, specifically Jameson’s FL057 technology. The Euler formulation is of 
particular interest when dealing with rotational flows, i.e., flows of varying total temperature, total pressure, 
and swirl, and with flows in which trailing wakes from one surface may interact with another surface. These 
codes have been extended to handle complex transport type airplane configurations, illustrated in Figures 21 
and 22, featuring wing, body, vertical, and horizontal tails, body-mounted engine nacelle and pylon, and 
propfan simulator disk, or wing mounted nacelle tractor propfans (refs 21 to 25). The complexity of the grid 
generation for these configurations currently precludes routine “production” use of this capability by users 
outside the research community. Another use of these Euler based codes has been in the analysis of a detailed 
propfan nacelle including pylon and simulator disk, illustrated in Figure 23, and engine exhaust flows (refs 
26 and 27). 
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Figure 21. Surface Grid on Advanced Propfan Tansport. 
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Figure 22. Grid for Wing-Mounted Tactor Propfan. 
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Figure 23. Grid for UDF Nacelle and Strut. 
The basic solution technology for the unsteady Euler equations originated from Jameson’s finite volume 
approach (FL057) (ref 17) used in A588. In order to deal with much larger problems and more complex flows 
associated with complex aircraft configurations, considerable enhancements and improvements have been 
made to the basic technology which include; four- or five-stage Runge-Kutta time integration, a new dissipa- 
tion model based on spectral radius scaling, a multigrid technique together with successive mesh refinement 
to speed up the convergence, and a multiblock treatment. The basic idea of the multiblock approach is to 
divide the complete flowfield into several blocks, such that the flowfield data within each block can fit in the 
existing central memory of a supercomputer. The complete flowfield data are stored on a solid state disk 
(SSD), and the computation is done in a block-by-block manner through the use of highly efficient input/ 
output (I/O) data management. The flowfield in each block is advanced in time through one multigrid cycle. 
Within each grid level, a four or five-stage, explicit, Runge-Kutta time integration scheme, together with an  
implicit smoothingmethod, is used to update the flow variables to a new time level. The updated flowfield 
data are then moved to the SSD before another block of flowfield data is transferred to the central memory. 
Theblocks of boundary data that are needed for the adjacent blocks in the flux and dissipation term calcula- 
tions are saved in different locations on the SSD, so that they can be fetched during the calculation process. 
At the present time, the program is written such that the flowfield can be divided into an arbitrary number of 
blocks in both normal and spanwise directions to handle large problems. However, the general strategy is to 
keep the number of blocks to a minimum, for efficient vector processing. A solution for a wing-body-tail 
configuration (ref 23) is shown in Figures 24 and 25. The multiblock approach allows sufficient grid density to 
adequately capture the complex shock pattern on the wing, and the detailed interaction between the vertical 
and horizontal tail surfaces on the aftbody as indicated by the pressure contours shown in Figure 24. A 
comparison of the inviscid solution with experimental data shown in Figure 25, shows reasonable agreement. 
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Figure 25. Comparison With Wing and Tail Pressure Distributions. 
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For a configuration with a propfan actuator disk, the program logic is greatly simplified if the propfan 
region including the propeller disk is kept in one block, such that the various bo6ndary conditions on the 
propeller disk and exhaust plume can be implemented within a specified block. The propeller power loading 
is simulated by a n  actuator disk where the total pressure, total temperature, and swirl distributions are 
prescribed (ref 21). Another way of simulating propeller power effects is to prescribe the thrust, normal force, 
and sideforce in the propeller disk plane. The flow variables downstream of tly-disk are related to' their 
corresponding upstream values through the use of continuity, momentum, and energy equations. The major 
advantages of this method are that the effects of angle of attack as well as the influence of side flow can 
easily be simulated through the input of normal and side force distributions along the propeller disk (ref 26). 
A major application of this technology has been to the analysis of an  advanced propfan powered aircraft, 
previously shown in Figure 21. A primary concern for a configuration with aft-mounted propfan engines is 
the power-induced interference effects on the aircraft's aerodynamics. While many of these characteristics 
can be investigated in the wind tunnel with powered propfan simulators, some conditions cannot. Small and 
powerful enough propfan simulators for testing at transonic conditions on a full model in yaw were not 
available to us at the time of this analysis. The asymmetric effects of a failed engine at cruise could only be 
investigated by computational methods. (This may still be the case today.) A full configuration analysis at 
both high and low speeds, and at yaw with various combinations of thrust on the right and left side engines 
was carried out to look at these issues. A grid of approximately 600,000 cells was used (ref 24). The CPU time 
on a CRAY X-MP for a solution was approximately two hours. The power induced effects at high speed on the 
pressure distributions on the vertical and horizontal tail surfaces are illustrated in Figures 26 and 27. For a 
low-speed, high-angle-of-attack case, the resulting moments and side force are shown in Figure 28. This type 
of information is very important to the stability and control engineer in estimating the handling characteris- 
tics of the aircraft. 
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Figure 26. Effects of Propeller Power on Aftbody Isobars- Side View. 
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Figure 28. Effects of Asymmetric Thrust on Aircraft. 
The Euler solver has also been incorporated into the boundary layer cycling package used in the A488 
system previously described. In this implementation the boundary layer coupling can be applied to both wing 
and tail lifting surfaces. To improve the viscous coupling a contracting wake model has been added to the 
Euler solver (ref 25). This analysis package is being refined to include coupled solutions on full and partial 
chord winglet configurations. 
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The natural manner in which propulsion effects can be handled in the Euler formulationmakesthis the 
technology of choice for many problems. However, the level of expertise required to create the necessary 
surface-fitted grids will limit its use to a select few for the time being. 
EMERGING TOOLS 
Two essential characteristics of a valuable CFD tool are timeliness and the ability to handle complex 
“real world” geometry. Requirements for CFD analysis extend far beyond the analysis of simple wing-body 
configurations. The multiblock Euler approach shows a promising capability to analyze rather complex geom- 
etries, but it is questionable whether the necessary surface-fitted grid generation could be done in a timely 
fashion. As finer details of the geometry become of interest, the grid generation problems become more 
difficult. Work on unstructured grids (refs 28 and 29) may offer a solution to dealing with complex geometries. 
For now, the structured surface-fitted grid Euler tools will continue to be special purpose tools used by expert 
users. But what about a “production” tool for timely analysis of transonic flows about complex geometries for 
use by CFDers outside the research community? Such a tool is emerging; it is called TRANAIR. 
TRANAIR (refs 30 and 31) employs a new approach for solving the full-potential equation about arbi- 
trary configurations. One of the most important features of this approach is its compatibility, in terms of user- 
provided inputs regarding the configuration boundary, with the existing A502/PANAIR panel method. More 
than two dozen CFDers throughout the Boeing Company are familiar with setting up inputs (panel models) 
for A502IPANAIR. There is already an  extensive array of geometry tools, i.e., AGPS (ref l), available for 
creating the necessary panel models, and there are no inherent limitations on the complexity of geometry 
that can be described. The inputs for analysis of complex configurations with geometric details of greatly 
varying length scales can be prepared in a timely manner. This is in sharp contrast to codes that use struc- 
tured surface-fitted grids. 
TRANAIR eliminates the need for the surface-fitted grid by using rectangular grids superimposed on 
the paneled boundary configuration, as illustrated in Figure 29. The flow both inside and outside the configu- 
ration is considered (although in aerodynamic applications, the internal flow is fictitious). A rectangular grid 
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Figure 29. TRANAIR Grid Topology. 
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can always be superimposed on the configuration regardless of surface topology. The use of rectangular grids 
is not new. Rectangular grids have previously been used in small disturbance codes with linearized boundary 
conditions, and by Reyhner (ref 19), and others with “thick” geometries. What sets TRANAIR apart from 
previous codes is the use of finite element techniques to ensure that the discretization of the flowfield near 
the boundaries is flux conservative so that the conservation laws are imposed correctly and the global quanti- 
ties of interest are predicted accurately, and now, the inclusion of automatic grid refinement near surface 
boundaries keyed to local panel density. The rectangular grid needs only to extend as far as the nonlinearities 
in the flowfield. The far field is handled by a discretized linear Prandtl-Glauert operator. The solution al- 
gorithm includes use of a Newton solver (nonlinear GMRES, ref 10) that uses the latest sparse matrix 
technology as a preconditioner. Future plans include the addition of hierarchical multigrid preconditioning. 
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The initial implementation of TRANAIR did not include the automatic grid refinement. Nevertheless, 
the computational results were very encouraging. The initial version of TRANAIR is well suited for compact 
objects such as fuselage forebody cabs, nacelles, etc. Figure 30 shows the paneling for a modern transport cab. 
The paneling is fine enough to resolve the crease line at the base of the windshield. A comparison of com- 
puted results from TRANAIR, A502/PANAIR, and experimental results is also shown in Figure 30. The 
TRANAIR results are in excellent agreement with the experimental data. As is typical of linear compressible 
flow theory, the A502PANAIR results overpredict both the compression at the base of the windshield and the 
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subsequent expansion. 
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Figure 30. Pansport Cab Analysis Test Theory Comparison. 
A considerably more complex configuration that was analyzed with the initial TRANAIR was an  F-16 
fighter aircraft, shown in Figure 31. The configuration included the fuselage, canopy, wing, vertical and 
horizontal tail surfaces, and details of the inlet and exhaust regions. A total of 3000 panels were used to 
describe the surface geometry. A rectangular grid of 129 grid points in the x direction, 33 in the y direction, 
and 33 in the z direction was superimposed on the paneled configuration. The configuration was analyzed at 
both M = 0.6 and 0.9. In the subcritical solution, the residual error was reduced by 10 orders of magnitude in 
approximately 1350 CPU seconds on a CRAY X-MP. A comparison of the results for the Mach 0.6 case (not 
shown) with A502IPANAIR and experimental data on the wing showed excellent agreement except at the 
leading edge. For the supercritical Mach 0.9 case, the solution took 1500 CPU seconds to reduce the residual 
error by four orders of magnitude. 
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A comparison of TRANAIR results for the Mach 0.90 analysis of the F-16 configuration with experimen- 
tal data on the wing is shown in Figure 32. The agreement with experimental data is quite good except at the 
leading edge. The shock is well captured, albeit further aft than indicated by the experimental data. This is 
to be expected for an inviscid solution without viscous coupling. The discrepancy at the leading edge is easily 
understood when the coarseness of the global grid is taken into account (fig 33). The automatic grid refine- 
ment completely eliminates this shortcoming. Figure 34 shows the resulting grid after four levels of refine- 
ment. Note that the refinement takes place in three dimensional space. Each rectangular grid cell is divided 
into eight similar cells at each level of refinement. Figure 35 illustrates how the grid refinement ensures the 
resolution of detailed surface features. The user can specify the regions of space for refinement and the 
number of levels of refinement. The use of the automatic grid refinement allows use of a much sparser global 
grid with grid enrichment only where it is needed. As a consequence, the total number of grid cells can be 
kept to a reasonable number. At this time (December 1987) solutions for the F-16 with the grid refinement 
were not yet available. Additional TRANAIR F-16 results from the initial version without grid refinement 
can be found in reference 32. 
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Figure 32. Comparison of Wing Surface Pressures on F- 16 Configuration. 
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Figure 35. TRANAIR Automatic Grid Refinement on Fuselage-BBL = 20. 
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TRANAIR with grid refinement is scheduled to become available as a “production” code in 1988. Early 
indications are that subcritical TRANAIR solutions will be considerably cheaper than A502IPANAIR solu- 
tions for large cases, so we may see TRANAIR replacing that code. It is expected that automatic flowfield 
adaptive grid refinement will also become available in 1988 that will be very beneficial for supercritical 
solutions. Other anticipated improvements include a continued refinement of the algorithm to improve con- 
vergence rate, incorporation of the Hafez correction (ref 33) at  the shock, possible wake capturing, and 
investigation of extending the method to the Euler equations. Plans are also being considered to incorporate 
some kind of viscous coupling similar to what is currently found in the A488 system and extending the code 
to the supersonic regime. 
FUTURE CHALLENGES 
One of the hottest CFD research fields today is in Navier-Stokes solvers. Many problems, particularly 
very high speed flows, and flows with significant separation, require the physical representation of the 
Navier-Stokes equations. But where should Navier-Stokes fit in for transonic analysis of transport type 
configurations? Limited use of Navier-Stokes has been made in a zonal approach to deal with jet exhaust 
interactions (refs 7 and 34), and with open cavities (ref 35). More recently, significant progress has been made 
by others in the application of Navier-Stokes to complete transport wing-body type configurations (refs 36 and 
371, and to a fighter type configuration (ref 38). However, in industry, one does not replace a proven tool by a 
more expensive higher technology tool unless it offers a clear benefit. 
The Navier-Stokes applications shown to date are at  least one or two orders of magnitude more expen- 
sive than the inviscidlcoupled viscous A488 solutions. For attached flow conditions we have yet to see evi- 
dence that the current Navier-Stokes solutions are more accurate. In fact, the A488 solutions may be the 
more accurate because of the significantly higher grid density used by the finite difference three-dimensional 
boundary layer solver, and empirical modeling of the shock-boundary layer interaction zone. When the 
Navier-Stokes solvers exceed the accuracy of the coupled A488 system there will still be the question of cost. 
As previously mentioned, A488 sees very heavy usage. During the last few years the number of A488 ac- 
cesses throughout the Boeing Company have averaged over 2000 times a year. This number includes runs 
that failed, restarts for additional iterations, and just grid generation runs. That still leaves on the order of a 
1000 complete analysis runs a year. An order of magnitude cost increase for this volume of analysis is not 
tolerable. In some wing design exercises, a very short time span is available for designing a wing for a wind 
tunnel entry. During these periods, quick turnaround is needed which is not practical with methods taking 
hours of CPU time. 
At flight conditions resulting in some flow separation, the coupled inviscidcoupled viscous boundary 
layer codes will generally fail t o  converge to a useful solution. For these conditions Navier-Stokes may be 
able to provide flow information not accessible by lesser methods. However, experience has shown that the 
off-design handling characteristics of most interest are quite sensitive to the exact details of the flow separa- 
tion phenomena. Details such as laminar to  turbulent boundary layer transition location, and the effects of 
vortex generators, leading-edge snags, wing fences, vortilons, etc., can have very dramatic effects on the 
pitchup characteristics of an aircraft. When will Navier-Stokes solvers be able to account for these types of 
details? 
The preceding discussion is not meant to  discourage the researchers developing Navier-Stokes technol- 
ogy, but rather to  point out some of the “real world” challenges that must be overcome for these methods to  
be used on a routine basis in industry. Many of the concerns related to determining 03-design handling 
qualities are also present in low Reynolds wind tunnel testing and can only be fully addressed in flight at  the 
present time. We will maintain an active vigilance on the progress being made in Navier-Stokes technology 
and will try to incorporate the appropriate methods into our CFD toolbox at  the proper time. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have presented our current toolbox of CFD methods for three-dimensional transonic design and 
analysis and have illustrated their use through various applications. Production, expert user, and new emerg- 
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ing methods are all necessary parts of the toolbox. Just as a mechanic cannot work with a single wrench, we 
too need a mix of general purpose and special use tools. The competitive nature of the market place is forcing 
the Boeing Company to strive to a higher plane of excellence while reducing cost. In the aerodynamic design 
arena we are depending on CFD to provide the necessary leverage. However, to be of value CFD must be 
useful in a timely manner. 
In early 1987, a critical wing design activity within Boeing reached an  impass with regard to satisfying 
airplane performance requirements, wing structural requirements, and other practicalities necessary for a 
successful overall design. It was determined that an  improvement in the transonic technology level of the 
wing could be used to satisfy all the necessary requirements. But in order to implement a new level of wing 
technology consistent with a tight program schedule, new designs would have to be assessed in the remain- 
der of 1987 using available wind tunnel test windows. Two-dimensional analysis and design tools (refs 39 and 
40) were used to develop a series of airfoils to investigate different pressure distributions consistent with a 
more aggressive design philosophy. After a confirming wind tunnel test, three wings for a wing-body configu- 
ration employing variations of the most promising design pressure distribution were designed using A488 
and A555 in a time period of a little over a month. Each design, maintaining realistic structural and manu- 
facturing constraints, required many cycles through A488 and A555, sometimes two or three cycles in a 
single day, to develop. These wings were a break from the previous evolution of Boeing designs, although 
similar designs had been tested in the early 1970s without much success. 
The confirming wind tunnel test, conducted in the fall of 1987, included the three new wings and a 
previously designed baseline wing. The A488 analysis had predicted how the four wings would rank with 
respect to each other at the design cruise point. The wind tunnel test results confirmed the A488 predictions. 
The new wings were approximately 10% thicker than the baseline wing, but delivered the same drag level 
and drag divergence Mach capability. There were differences in details that the codes were not able to 
predict, so further refinement of the computational methods is still desirable. The wind tunnel was, of course, 
able to give information over a wider range of conditions than CFD. This endeavor was a success and was 
carried out in a very short period of time because of the skill of the responsible project engineers, and because 
the necessary tools were in place. No new code development or validation was necessary. However, several 
desirable enhancements to A488 and A555 were identified from the experience. They are being incorporated 
into the codes to further improve their usability and accuracy. 
I 
I , 
I CFD is an  integral part of the aerodynamic design process at Boeing. Together with the wind tunnel, 
designs are now being developed in a timely manner that was not previously possible. That is the role of CFD 
in industry. 
I 
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ABSTRACT 
Numerous computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes are available that 
solve any of several variations of the transonic flow equations from small 
disturbance to full Navier-Stokes. 
Fort Worth Division involves use of all of these levels of codes, depending on 
the stage of configuration development. Throughout this process, drag 
calculation is a central issue. 
The design philosophy at General Dynamics 
This paper provides an overview of several transonic codes and presents 
representative test-to-theory comparisons for fighter-type configurations. 
Correlations are shown for lift, drag, pitching moment, and pressure 
distributions. The future of applied CFD is also discussed, including the 
important task of code validation. 
development and the continued evolution in computer hardware, we can look 
forward to routine application of these codes for increasingly more complex 
geometries and flow conditions. 
With the progress being made in code 
INTRODUCTION 
It seems ironic - -  the transonic flow regime is the most difficult for 
the aerodynamicist to analyze, but is the part of the flight envelope most 
critical to design success of military aircraft and fighters in particular. 
Calculating transonic characteristics with regions of mixed subsonic and 
supersonic flows, embedded shocks, and viscous interactions becomes complex 
even for simple geometries. 
need to consider complete configurations with blended wingbodies, multiple 
lifting surfaces of low-aspect ratio, moderate-to-high sweep, high taper, 
leading- and trailing-edge flaps, and external stores, not to mention 
propulsion-induced aerodynamic interactions, the problem becomes overwhelming. 
Nevertheless, significant advancements have been made in CFD during the past 
ten years. 
variations of the transonic flow equations from small disturbance to full 
Navier-Stokes. 
for a wide range of geometries modeled by these codes. 
complex the flow algorithm or geometry, the more intensive the computation and 
associated computer time. 
When these complexities are combined with the 
Numerous codes are now available that solve any of several 
Solutions for simple to quite complex shapes can be obtained 
Obviously, the more 
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Cost has dictated that practicality be an important consideration in the 
selection of design tools. Evidence of this is the fairly common preliminary 
design practice of employing linear theory or modified-linear theory at 
transonic speeds where linear theory is clearly not applicable. 
to the need for transonic codes to be computationally efficient for routine 
use. Otherwise, they can never be employed in a design optimization study 
such as that required for an aeroelastically tailored wing, a process that 
often requires iteration of several thousand geometry combinations. 
This points 
CURRENT DESIGN PHIJASOPHY 
New design configurations generally evolve over a considerable length of 
time and involve aerodynamic analyses at the conceptual, preliminary, and 
detailed design levels, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, analysis tools 
selected at each design stage must be compatible with the required accuracy 
and fit within the available budget. 
integrated into the design process at the preliminary design stage to validate 
the aerodynamic predictions and contribute to configuration refinement. As 
better analytical tools are developed for application at each design stage, 
the amount of wind tunnel testing should decrease or one should, at least, be 
able to gain greater refinement while holding wind tunnel costs constant. 
There is a combination of analytical accuracy, cost, time required, and amount 
of wind tunnel testing that yields the best results at the lowest overall 
cost. Therefore, we must know which methods are most appropriate at any one 
time for any given application. 
Normally, wind tunnel testing is 
Design of multirole military aircraft requires evaluation of diversified 
flight regimes to determine optimum wing geometry. Consequently, the aircraft 
designers do not have the luxury of concentrating on a particular design 
point. To initiate a design study at General Dynamics, Fort Worth Division, a 
generalized conceptual design synthesis procedure (CDSP) (Reference 1) is used 
to determine the wing planform shape and size that best meets the multipoint 
design requirements. Gross effects of complex geometry characteristics, such 
as scheduled leading- and trailing-edge flaps, are included in the 
methodology. Once the planform is selected, linear theory, combined with 
empirical adjustments, is used to conduct a parametric study of camber and 
twist (or center of pressure for supersonic optimum camber) at selected design 
points. Effects of scheduled leading- and trailing-edge flaps are included 
and aeroelastic effects can be accounted for, if desired. A target drag level 
is established as a measure of merit at each design point. A plot, such as 
that shown in Figure 2, is constructed to show which camber designs meet or 
exceed the target drag levels. Attention is also given to pressure 
distribution characteristics. At this point, one or more candidate designs 
are selected for further detailed study. 
analyses as well as wind tunnel tests. Parametric variations are often 
accomplished at this stage but are restricted to a well defined "design 
space." 
become progressively more accurate. 
Refinement may consist of CFD code 
As the design becomes more refined, the analysis codes used should 
Drag calculation is a central issue in the design philosophy. Although 
target pressures are often used in the wing optimization process, the drag 
level produced is the final measure of success. 
codes in this paper includes test-to-theory comparisons of drag as well as 
pressures. 
Therefore, the discussion of 
Multiple design point requirements and complex geometries of 
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fighter aircraft necessitate continued acquisition of parametric wind tunnel 
data. For example, General Dynamics has recently conducted a series of 
planform trades (Figure 3) that incorporate fully scheduled leading- and 
trailing-edge flaps These data 
are also useful for CFD calibration as codes mature in the transonic regime. 
Before a code can be used with confidence, it is important to accomplish test- 
to-theory comparisons to assess its accuracy and to assure that the code is 
being used correctly. Some of the test-to-theory comparisons that have been 
accomplished at General Dynamics are presented in this paper. 
the codes for which comparisons are shown is presented below and is followed 
by the test-to-theory results. 
that can be trimmed to high angles of attack. 
An overview of 
AN OVERVIEW OF WETHODS 
Figure 4 summarizes several codes that are presently used to solve 
various forms of the flow equations; flow field characteristics handled by the 
codes are also shown. Results from several of the codes (shaded area in 
Figure 4) have been selected as representative of test-to-theory comparisons 
of fighter-type configurations. 
linear theory code (Reference 2), WBPPW small disturbance code (Reference 3 ) ,  
TWING and TAWFIVE full-potential codes (References 4 and 5, respectively), and 
PARC2D and PARC3D Eulerflavier-Stokes codes (Reference 6 ) .  
The codes selected are the US8 modified- 
Modified-Linear Theory 
The US8 wing design code, developed at General Dynamics Fort Worth 
Division, is used for parametric wing design studies. 
aerodynamic load matrix generated by the Carmichael panel method (Reference 
7). 
to 500 distributed singularities that satisfy the linearized potential 
equation. 
for fighter-type configurations by representing both the body and lifting 
surfaces as wing-type members. 
aerodynamic matrix in combination with configuration geometry (planform 
description and mean-line slopes). Lift, drag, and pitching moment 
characteristics are developed from these pressure loads. 
drag polar depends upon first determining the lower and upper bounds of drag. 
The upper bound of drag corresponds to the condition of zero leading-edge 
suction and is determined by integrating the products of the local pressure 
loads and local mean-line slopes. 
percent leading-edge suction and is calculated with the Sivells-Neely method 
(Reference 8) as a function of the span-load distribution. 
predicted polar is determined using an empirically derived value of partial 
leading-edge suction, which positions the polar relative to the upper and 
lower bounds of drag. 
leading-edge pressure values, 
degraded because of 
The code employs an 
In the Carmichael code, an arbitrary configuration is represented by up 
Experience has shown that better results are generally obtained 
Pressure loads are computed in US8 using the 
Calculation of the 
The lower bound of drag corresponds to 100 
The actual 
The polar break is also predicted by monitoring the 
and the drag polar above this break is 
leading-edge suction loss. 
Transonic Small Disturbance 
WBPPW (Wing-Body-Pod-Pylon-Winglet) is used to solve a modified form of 
the small-disturbance equation by incorporating higher order terms to improve 
swept shock resolution and to provide improved approximation to the full 
potential equation at the critical velocity where the equation changes type 
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(elliptic to hyperbolic). 
using an implicit finite-difference scheme. 
developed rectangular Cartesian grid system. 
within a crude grid with boundaries representing infinity and the symmetry 
plane. Fine grids are placed around each component; on these grids the 
detailed computations are performed. 
link between the individual fine grids. Viscous effects, including calcu- 
lation of skin friction drag, can be included for lifting surfaces by using an 
option that couples a modified-Bradshaw boundary-layer technique (Reference 9 )  
with the basic finite-difference scheme. 
The equation is solved in non-conservative form 
The code uses an internally 
The configuration is placed 
The crude grid provides a communication 
I Full Potential 
The TWING code (Transonic WING) solves the transonic full-potential 
equation in conservation form for an isolated wing on a wall. 
a fully implicit, approximate-factorization algorithm. Since the code is 
written for an isolated wing, a two-dimensional grid-generation scheme is used 
at each span station with linear interpolation used to extend the grid to 
three dimensions. 
locations that define changes in leading-edge sweep, trailing-edge sweep, 
twist angle, inboard and outboard edges of part-span flaps, and flap 
TWING utilizes 
Wing geometry is input by the specification of breakpoint 
I deflections. Viscous effects are not included in the code. 
TAWFIVE (Transonic Analysis of a Wing and Fuselage with Interacted 
Viscous Effects) solves the full potential equation using a conservative, 
implicit, finite-volume technique. The program is a combination of the 
Caughey-Jameson FIX)-30 code (Reference 10) and a fully three-dimensional, 
compressible, boundary-layer method (References 11 and 12). 
grid generator produces a Joukowsky-parabolic conformally mapped grid for 
a wing-body configuration. This grid is best suited for wings of moderate 
sweep, aspect ratio, and taper ratio (transport-type wings). The geometry 
input consists of a series of airfoil sections to define the wing and a 
series of fuselage sections to define an arbitrary fuselage. 
An internal 
Euler and Navier-Stokes 
PARC2D and PARC3D solve the complete Navier-Stokes equations in 
conservative form using the Beam and Warming approximate factorization 
algorithm. 
the viscous terms can be selectively included so that either a thin-layer 
simulation can be performed or an inviscid (Euler) flow field can be 
calculated. For viscous simulations, turbulent flow is calculated by using 
Reynolds averaging and by employing an algebraic turbulence model. 
algorithm is formulated for a curvilinear set of coordinates; 
quite complex geometries can be analyzed. 
In addition to solving the complete Navier-Stokes equations, 
The 
therefore, 
TEST-TO-THEORY COMPARISONS 
For test-to-theory discussions, the codes are divided into three 
classes: (1) linear theory and modified-linear theory, (2) small disturbance 
and full potential, and (3 )  Euler and Navier-Stokes. 
activities that are under way in the transonic flow regime are discussed in 
subsequent paragraphs. 
A few of the validation 
I 
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Linear theory has well-known limitations and at first seems to be 
inappropriate for transonic application. However, when drags are calibrated 
with experimental results on similar configurations and pressure levels are 
monitored for separation based on previous experience, linear theory can 
become a powerful design tool for military multirole aircraft application. 
Design visibility for camber and twist can rapidly be obtained for multiple 
design conditions, e.g., cruise, transonic maneuver, acceleration, and often 
includes the important effects of scheduled leading- and trailing-edge flaps 
and trim. This process would be time-consuming using the second-level codes 
and an impossible task employing third level codes with today’s hardware. 
Second-level codes fit in the design process (Figure 1) very nicely as 
the next step after linear theory has been used. Optimization is still 
practical with these codes, but our approach is to use them as a refinement 
to the initial linear theory design. 
Because of the time required to generate grids and solutions and 
considering computer costs, third level codes are generally used to address 
specific design problems and are employed as final refinements for particular 
geometry and flow condition combinations. 
Test-to-theory comparisons were accomplished for the planform in Figure 5 
with and without camber and flaps to assess how well each code predicts camber 
and flap effects, a key part of a wing design process. Lift, drag, and moment 
calculations for the uncambered wing are compared with test data in Figure 6 
at Mach 0 . 9 .  
correlation, although the drag levels have been calibrated with test data from 
a similar configuration. 
TAWFIVE and WBPPW. Furthermore, converged solutions were obtained to a higher 
angle of attack for TWING than for TAWFIVE or WBPPW. TWING’s success at the 
higher angles of attack can, in part, be attributed to an option in the code 
that allows for an approximation of a rotated differencing scheme in regions 
of local supersonic flow. 
The modified-linear theory actually shows the best overall 
WING results are somewhat better than those from 
For this planform, the TAWFIVE code experienced difficulties in 
convergence at grid points near the tip. As revealed in Figure 7, the 
internally generated grid produced very sharp angles in the spanwise grid 
lines as the lines extend off the tip of the wing. This situation was 
circumvented by generation of an external grid. As shown in Figure 8, the 
spanwise grid lines are much smoother as the lines extend off the tip. A 
realistic representation of the fuselage was also incorporated in the grid 
sys tem . 
The ability to accurately predict drag and pitching moment increments 
shown in Figure 9 reveal that all 
attributed to camber is an important factor in the selection of a code used 
in the design environment. Comparisons 
the codes predict increments that compare reasonably well with the 
experimental data. 
For a wing design code to be useful in fighter aircraft design, the code 
should accurately predict flap effects or at least indicate that calibration 
factors be developed to allow flap effects to be predicted with confidence. 
Incremental flap effects at 0 . 9  Mach number are compared with experimental 
results in Figures 10 and 11. Drag and moment trends are predicted quite well 
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with both linear theory and TWING for leading- and trailing-edge flap 
deflections of 10 degrees. 
but linear theory provides somewhat better correlation of moments. 
predict the trailing-edge flap moment effect, which is common and can be 
accounted for with suitable calibration factors. Both codes provide 
comparable results for forces and moments. 
of providing more realistic simulation of the transonic flow field because of 
its ability to predict shocks. 
WING yields better drag increment predictions 
Both over- 
Of course, TWING has the advantage 
Additional insight into the transonic codes is revealed in test-to-theory 
comparisons obtained for the F-16 configuration (Figure 12). 
ration was analyzed with wing-alone geometry in TWING and WBPPW while the 
simulation used in TAWFIVE consisted of the wing mounted on a semi-infinite 
axisymmetric cylinder. Symmetrical NACA 64A airfoils were employed between 
the centerline and Span Station 53.0 (the region of the theoretical planform 
covered by the strake and fuselage) in the WING and WBPPW simulations. 
Typical force and moment plots obtained from these codes at Mach 0 . 9  are 
presented in Figure 13. 
codes. 
predict higher drag levels. 
coefficients below 0.6. 
attack between 2 and 7 degrees. 
the experimental lift curve becomes dominated by flow separation and vortex 
lift. A variation between the codes was evident in the prediction of 
moments. 
aerodynamic center is too far forward. In contrast, WBPPW does a better job 
of predicting the a.c., but misses the CM 
well and the a.c. is very close to the test data below a lift coefficient of 
0.5. 
The configu- 
Lift and drag were predicted reasonably well by all 
Specifically, WBPPW and TAWFIVE predicted lift well but tended to 
Drag was predicted very well by TWING for lift 
Good correlation of lift was obtained for angles of 
For angles of attack greater than 7 degrees, 
Although TAWFIVE did a good job of predicting C M ~  the predicted 
TWING predicts CMoreasonably 0' 
Pressure distributions for 4.1 degrees angle of attack are presented in 
The experimental pressures at the first span station ( 77 - 0.32) Figure 14. 
show considerable influence of the strake since this station is only four 
inches outboard of the wing/strake intersection. 
produced by the vortical flow results in the lack of a leading-edge pressure 
peak. Experimental data show a leading-edge pressure peak at all other span 
stations, and TWING predicts the peak pressures better than TAWFIVE. WBPPW 
does not predict a leading-edge pressure peak. The inability of TAWFIVE and 
WBPPW to adequately predict the leading-edge pressures results in a lower 
loading on the leading edge of the airfoil. This lower loading contributes to 
a more nose-down pitching moment inboard of Q =  0 . 5 9 .  
station, a more nose-up moment results from this lower loading. Over the 
plateau region of the pressure distributions (10- to 63-percent chord), all 
three codes compare reasonably well with both upper and lower surface 
experimental data. However, the inclusion of viscous effects would shift all 
of the upper surface curves down, thereby improving the WING comparisons 
(except at the tip station). These plots also reveal that WING consistently 
predicts the trailing-edge shock location better than either TAWFIVE or WBPPW. 
Local flow separation 
Outboard of this 
Correlation of WING predictions with test data is shown in Figure 15 for 
the F-16 wing with leading-edge flap deflections of 0 ,  5, and 10 degrees. 
Corresponding pressure comparisons are shown in Figure 16 at 6.06-degree angle 
comparisons again show that WING predicts lift values and pressure levels 
I of attack for 5-degree leading-edge flap deflection. Force and pressure 
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that agree reasonably well with experimental data in regions where viscous 
effects are not significant. Over-prediction of shock strength, exhibited in 
Figure 16, lends support to the rule of thumb suggested by Cosentino and Holst 
(Reference 13) that shock strengths are over predicted when the local Mach 
number ahead of the shock is greater than 1.3. Examination of the predicted 
pressures throughout the range where convergence was obtained with TWING 
indicates that, for local Mach numbers less than 1.2, shock strengths agreed 
quite well with experiment. Above Mach 1.3, the predicted shock waves were 
always too strong. 
agreement was not consistent. 
For local Mach numbers between 1.2 and 1.3, shock wave 
F-16 results, presented here and those shown earlier for the generic 
wing-body, suggest that TWING generally provides better results for thin-wing, 
low-aspect ratio fighters than the other methods shown. Therefore, we decided 
to compare results to those obtained from an Euler code. The PARC Euler code 
was selected because of its present widespread industry usage. An F-16 wing- 
alone simulation was used in PARC to duplicate the geometry used in TWING. 
Comparisons of lift, moment, and drag are shown in Figure 17. PARC solutions 
were obtained only at 0 - ,  2-, and 4.1-degrees angle of attack. For these 
conditions, PARC and TWING produce comparable results, both of which are very 
good. Pressure data are compared in Figure 18 at 4.1-degrees angle of attack. 
Again, the comparisons with test data are in general quite good. TWING does a 
better job of predicting the leading-edge pressure peak while PARC is better 
at predicting the shock strength. 
shock location. 
The codes provide comparable results for 
PARC2D was used to analyze an axisymmetric nozzle at Mach 1.2. 
Navier-Stokes solution was obtained using the Beam and Warming implicit 
solution algorithm and a Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model. 
required approximately one CPU hour of CRAY X-MP/24 time. 
predicted and test outer surface pressures is shown in Figure 19. Test and 
predicted values of drag and thrust are also shown. Both the pressures and 
forces correlate very well with the experiment. 
A 
The analysis 
A comparison of 
General Dynamics has an ongoing cooperative effort with NASA Ames and the 
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory to validate CFD codes through use of the 
extensive F-16 data base. As part of this  effort an Euler analysis of the 
complete F-16 has been accomplished. Preliminary results were presented at a 
1986 AGARD Symposium (Reference 14). Part of the grid system, which has over 
500,000 grid points in 20 blocks, is shown in Figure 20. 
the inlet and nozzle with flow-through boundary conditions is essential for 
full aircraft simulation with power effects. 
blocking are shown in Figure 21. 
Detailed modeling of 
Details of the inlet grid 
Calculations, which were made on the Fort Worth Division CRAY X-MP/24 and 
the NASA Ames CRAY 2, employed approximately thirty-five CPU hours. 
velocity vectors on the surface of the forward fuselage are shown in Figure 
22. 
an excellent comparison between computational results and experimental 
pressure coefficients from Reference 15. 
stations are shown in Figure 22. 
Computed 
Accuracy of the fuselage flow field calculations was further verified by 
Sample comparisons at two fuselage 
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Since this was the first time that an analysis of this magnitude had been 
attempted, it was no surprise that problems were encountered. The code simply 
did not develop shock waves at the downstream edge of the supersonic bubble on 
the wing upper surface; consequently, pressures in this region were not 
accurately predicted. 
incorporated on the wing upper surface that will provide for better shock 
resolution. 
full Navier-Stokes solutions. Further computations are planned on the 
NASA/Ames Numerical Aerodynamics Simulator. 
To address the problem, a denser grid system is being 
In addition, the code has been recently modified to allow for 
THE FUTURE OF APPLIED CFD 
CFD capability is rapidly maturing and is now routinely used in the 
design process. 
to complex configurations at transonic speeds, but solutions of the more 
rigorous level three (Euler and Navier-Stokes) flow equations are time 
consuming and only practical for detailed design. 
in grid generation concepts and algorithms and the natural evolution in 
computer hardware, we can look forward to routine application in the 
preliminary design phase for complex geometries at increasingly more complex 
flow conditions. 
faster codes for the important optimization tasks. 
total reliance on linear theory to more and more use of small-disturbance and 
full-potential codes. 
intermediate level methods to aircraft design for optimization. 
Applications of first and second level codes have progressed 
With continued improvement 
In the meantime, the applied aerodynamicist must rely on the 
We have advanced from 
We must continue to improve the adaption of these 
Code validation remains a major task, particularly for the more 
sophisticated codes applied to complex geometries. Studies to verify grid 
independence and to determine regions of applicability (Mach, angle of attack, 
Reynolds number, etc.) are expensive and time consuming but indispensable to 
achieve credibility. 
Comparisons with experimental data must include forces and moments 
in addition to the common comparisons with flow fields and pressure dis- 
distributions. We must work toward more quantifiable validation. Color 
pictures of flow fields are impressive but, by themselves, do not provide 
sufficient credibility for the design engineer. 
For fighter applications, one of the most fruitful and most difficult 
areas for CFD application is at high angles of attack including the transonic 
regime. 
to achieve desired lateral/directional and longitudinal stability 
characteristics. These flows are heavily influenced by strong forebody vortex 
interaction with strakes, wings, and control surfaces. Accurate consideration 
of viscous effects (turbulence modeling), vortical flow and, most likely, 
dynamics are required in addition to complete 3-D geometry modeling. The 
capability to accurately model this flow regime will provide the design 
engineer with a good barometer of the CFD developer’s progress. 
Current design practice requires significant wind tunnel refinement 
Additional emphasis must be placed on the capability to predict drag 
We must accurately, for this will always be the performance bottom line. 
progress beyond the pressure monitoring approach, particularly in the 
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transonic regime, which is critical for cruise and maneuver design. 
fidelity that comes with accurate drag predictions is required before CFD 
will reach its full potential as a design tool. 
The 
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APPLIED TRANSONICS AT GRUMMAN 
W. H. Davis 
Grumman Aircraft Systems 
Bethpage, NY 
ABSTRACT 
A review of several applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
to various aspects of aerodynamic design recently carxied out at Grumman is 
presented. The emphasis is placed on project-oriented applications where the 
ease of use of the methods and short start-to-completion times are required. 
Applications cover transonic wing design/optimization, wing mounted stores 
load prediction, transonic buffet alleviation, fuselage loads estimation, and 
compact offset diffuser design for advanced aircraft configurations. 
Computational methods employed include extended transonic small disturbance 
(automatic grid embedding) formulation for analysis/design/optimization and a 
thin layer Navier-Stokes formulation for both external and internal flow 
analyses. 
INTRODUCTION 
The major drivers for the application of transonic CFD at Grumman are 
the engineering projects, either in direct support of an in-production 
aircraft or its upgrade, or in the advanced development world. This type of 
project-oriented application puts a premium on aspects of the CFD method not 
necessarily associated only with accuracy. While accuracy is of course 
important, the ability to respond in a time frame of days is usually critical. 
No matter how advanced a computational capability might be, if it requires two 
weeks to set up the geometry and computational grid, and another two weeks to 
obtain useful numerical results, then that capability is useless to the 
project if, for example, answers are required in two days to support an on- 
going flight test. This reality has led to a concentration, for transonic 
flows, on two computational formulations: transonic small disturbance (TSD) 
for complex configurations, and judicious use of thin-layer Navier-Stokes 
(TLNS) for complex flow/single component analyses. 
The utility of such an approach is attested to by the broad range of 
engineering problems to which CFD has been applied at Grumman. Among these 
applications are developing contours for wing design, aiding in aircraft 
component integration, providing aerodynamic predictions for other 
disciplines, and as a diagnostic tool to aid in wind tunnel or flight testing 
(see also ref. 1,2). The intent of this paper is to demonstrate that wide 
range of application. 
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WING-DESIGN/OPTIMIZATION 
CFD codes employing the extended 3-D TSD formulation play a major role 
in external aerodynamic design/analysis at Grumman. The benefits are many. 
They include the ability to analyze complex realistic aircraft plus component 
configurations while requiring only short set up times (automatic grid 
generation). The low computer memory demand (less than 2 MW) and short 
computational times (under 5 minutes: CRAY X M P  1.4) allow many sequential runs 
to be turned around in a single day making them ideal for the demanding time 
constraints of project work. Finally, high confidence in code accuracy comes 
from 10 years of continuing development work and hundreds of test case 
comparisons with data. 
The NASA-Grumman Wing Body Code (TSD formulation) has progressed from 
the work of Boppe (ref. 3,4) to extensions by Aidala (ref. 5) to include 
canards, and the more recent work of Rosen (ref. 6,7,8) to handle wing mounted 
stores (multiple fin capability) while employing a rotated finite difference 
scheme for added robustness. Short computational times also have allowed the 
development, under contract to NASA Langley Research Center, of an 
optimization/design version of the code, TRO-3D (ref. 9,10), based on Aidala's 
original work (ref. 5). Optimization by maximizing drag polar efficiency 
while holding both aerodynamic (lift, moment) and geometric constraints is 
available. Wing design is also on option by minimizing differences in 
computed and specified target pressure distributions while maintaining 
geometric constraints. The optimization module controls both geometry 
modification and aerodynamic analysis module. The key feature that 
distinguishes this method from others is the use of aero-function shapes 
rather than arbitrary functions for geometry modification during the 
optimization process. 
Use of design variables having specific aerodynamic origins has two 
major benefits. It reduces the computational time for optimization by 
requiring fewer design variables than for previous schemes and results in 
pressures that would be more acceptable to an aerodynamicist. Neither of 
these effects would be expected with an arbitrary set of polynomial bumps used 
as design variables. 
Design variable shapes having an aerodynamic origin were developed from 
both 2-D and 3-D codes (ref. 11,12). The inverse code translates the 
aerodynamic input (a pressure change) into a geometric shape perturbation (a 
geoinetry change). The 2-D inverse code provides efficient, reliable results 
with a grid density that can resolve the necessary geometric detail. A 3-D 
inverse code provides spanwise shape functions to be used with the wing- 
section shape functions. This approach allows the strengths of the inverse 
and otpimization approaches to be combined. Design variable shapes having 
specific geometric origins were also developed. These include a leading edge 
nose radius shape and sets of shapes for leading and trailing edge camber used 
to model wing device deflections and shapes. 
There is presently a catalogue of 25 aero-function shapes available 
(ref. 10). Not all of these shapes are required for every optimization case, 
and, in fact, as few as four shapes (design variables) can produce excellent 
results. One strength of these shapes is that their selection (or 
elimination) process becomes straightforward because the shapes produce 
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specific aerodynamic or geometric effects. Similarly, defining and enforcing 
geometric limits on the amount of additional wing thickness, twist camber 
device deflection, nose radius, etc. allowable in the final design is easily 
done as side constraints on the design variables rather than as constraint 
functions within the optimization algorithm. Full advantage of this last 
capability was taken during the following exercise. 
A Natural Laminar Flow (NLF) Program sponsored jointly by NASA LaRC and 
NASA Ames-Dryden was initiated in 1984. A variable sweep transition flight 
test was proposed using the F-14 aircraft. NLF was to be attained by making 
changes to the baseline wing contours on the upper surface and outboard of the 
wing pivot point (fig. 1). Shape changes were to be affected by adding a foam 
and fiberglass glove over the wing in this region. These geometry changes 
were limited not only in extent but also to being volume-added-only; no 
cutting of the original wing contour was allowed. It was thought that the 
level flight condition at M, = 0.7, CL = 0.4, altitude = 30,000 ft and wing 
sweep of 20 deg. would be particularily troublesome since the baseline 
pressure distribution in no way resembled the classic long chord run plateaus 
known to produce NLF. It was felt that the TRO-3D code, in the pressure 
design mode, could be applied in this case to determine if it was physically 
possible to attain NLF-type pressure distributions within these geometric 
constraints (ref. 13) . 
Two target pressure distributions were selected which were known to 
support laminar flow to 55 and 65 precent chord from 2-D tests and were 
applied, for each case, at three stations spanning the wing. Six design 
variables were chosen: angle of attack, inboard and outboard camber shapes 
developed specifically for 3-D root and tip effects, inboard and outboard 
chordwise load shift shapes developed from the 2-D inverse code, and a leading 
edge incremental radius shape. All shape changes were constrained to be 
positive (volume added) and to act only on the upper wing surface outboard of 
the glove. Four optimization cycles and a total of 38 calls to the analysis 
code were required. Detailed descriptions of all shape functions and their 
development are given in reference 10. 
Results of both design cases are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Excellent 
agreement with target pressures are obtained in both cases considering that 
the targets were selected with no a priori knowledge that a unique geometry 
(meeting the particular design requirements) existed. Figure 4 shows airfoil 
geometries at three span stations for both cases. Thus, NLF type pressure 
distributions can be attained at this flight condition while maintaining the 
strict geometric constraints. Given the original F-14 wing/body geometry set 
which already existed, the total time required to complete this preliminary 
stage of the wing design was two days. NASA LaRC personnel continued 
refinement of the wing design using both 2-D and 3-D methods, in particular to 
take into account aerodynamic performance at off design flight conditions and 
to reduce added thickness in the trailing edge flap hinge region at 75% chord. 
TRANSONIC STORES LOADS PREDICTION 
The latest extension to the NASA-Grumman Transonic Wing-Body Code, 
funded by a contract through NASA Langley Research Center, includes the 
additional capability to handle isolated or under wing, pylon mounted stores 
with multiple fore and aft fins (ref. 8 ) .  The use of a 5-level embedded grid 
approach ending in a fine, body-fitted store C-grid and employing exact body 
boundary conditions, yields accurate store loads prediction and 
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store/configuration interaction effects. The incorporation of a rotated 
finite difference scheme in all grids substantially increases robustness 
allowing more accurate treatment of low aspect ratio, highly swept and tapered 
wings. Supersonic farfield boundary conditions also allow for a limited 
supersonic freestream capability. All grid generation and interaction is done 
automatically. 
The aerodynamic prediction capability of the code for isolated stores is 
demonstrated in figure 5 for the GBU-15 configuration (ref. 14). Both 
absolute levels of lift and moment through the full configuration component 
build-up, are accurately calculated. The store body results include viscous 
crossflow estimates. A more complicated geometry, the Nielson wing 
body/pylon/store configuration (ref. 15) is shown in figure 6. The strong 
wing-store interaction effects evident in the store pressures (fig. 7) are 
accurately predicted by the code. This latest version of NASA-Grumman 
Transonic Wing-Body Code will be relied upon heavily for a large percentage of 
external aerodynamic CFD design/analysis applications at Grumman. 
F-14A' TRANSONIC BUFFET 
The first stage of a major F-14A upgrade to an F-14D (engine plus 
avionics) required changes to incorporate the F110-GE-400 engine. This 
version, designated F-l4A+, required aft-end nacelle contour modifications, 
including the fuselage sponson fairings, and the interfairing between the 
pancake centerbody and the nozzle (figure 8 )  to accept the new engine. These 
contour modifications were completed during wind tunnel testing in April 1985. 
The new engine also had modified shapes for the nozzle flap and forward 
composite regions. 
During initial flight testing of the full scale development aircraft, 
the pilot reported the appearance of buffet at transonic conditions, in 
particular b-0.8-1.0 at 7500 feet altitude. This flight condition is 
encountered only transiently during acceleration, thus the buffet was not 
considered a major problem. Nevertheless, an effort was made to understand 
the causes of the buffet and suggest methods to possibly alleviate it. 
Subsequent flight testing uncovered several pertinent pieces of 
information about the buffet. The frequency of motion induced at the pilot 
seat was seven Hertz, corresponding to the fuselage first bending moment. The 
buffet was alleviated by two in-flight configuration changes: opening the 
nozzle flaps to the max A/B position and cracking open ( l o o  deflection) the 
speed brake (located on the aft region of the pancake). It is also 
interesting to note that the aft pancake shape of the production F-14A was 
actually modified during its initial development to alleviate a very early 
buffet problem. The F-14A production pancake shows this effect as trailing 
edge notches on either side of the centerbody. 
Several mechanisms were suspected as the cause of the buffet, and each 
gave rise to a plan of investigation. For the purpose of this paper we 
concentrate on one such area: possible strong shock/boundary layer 
interaction in the aft-end region due to the configuration changes. A general 
picture of the complex 3-D aft-end flowfield was sought using CFD. The hope 
was to predict if and where strong shocks, leading to possible flow separation 
and buffet, might be occuring. Also the predicted effect of max A/B nozzle 
and brake deflection configuration changes on the shock pattern and strength 
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should not be inconsistent with the flight tests; i.e., both changes alleviated 
the buffet (in this case presumeably by weakening the shocks). 
The 3-D TSD code with pylon mounted stores capability, described in the 
previous section, was used to investigate the effects of the nacelles, pancake 
and nozzles, see figure 9. Actual nacelle lines were converted into 
equivalent axisymmetric shapes for modeling in the body conforming stores 
portion of the code. 
F-14A pancake were modeled as a pylon with the wing acting as a symmetry 
plane. A freestream Mach number of 0.93 was selected for the analysis. 
Figures 10, 11 and 12 show planform views of the analytically predicted shock 
patterns. In figure 10, the F-14A cruise (nozzle flaps in the cruise 
position) with the pre-production pancake (top of figure) shows a strong shock 
at station 800. The production pancake (bottom of figure) sweeps the'shock, 
weakening it, and removes area after the shock. Both effects may have 
contributed to the ability of the production pancake to reduce the F-14A pre- 
production buffet. 
strong shock at the center of the pancake at station 750, which is not there 
for the F-14A cruise. The opening of the speed brake for the F-l4A+ cruiae, 
figure 12, shows that the shock at station 750 goes away. In the same figure, 
the opening of the F-l4A+ nozzle flaps to the max A/B position has an even 
more dramatic effect in that all pancake and nozzle shocks are removed. 
Centerbodies for both the pre-production and production 
Figure 11 shows that the F-l4A+ cruise shape throws a 
The TSD code for this case should not be expected to predict exact shock 
positions since the model is geometrically approximate. But general trends 
can be used diagnostically. The TSD calculations show that the appearance and 
disappearance (or weakening) of the shocks with various configuration changes, 
i.e., opening the nozzle to max A/R or crackinq open the speed brake, 
correspond to the appearance and disappearance of the buffet from flight test 
results. This suggests that a strong nacelle/pancake shock around the 750 
fuselage station may be the cause of the aft-end buffet through unstable shock 
induced flow separation. 
This being the case, then the buffet might be reduced by stabilizing 
the shock (or reducing its strength). Vortex generators placed forward of the 
shock, energizing the boundary layer, would tend to stabilize the shock by 
reducing the tendency for shock induced flow separation. Generally, though, a 
complete alleviation of buffet by this means would not be expected. As flight 
Mach number, and thus shock strength, continues to increase, shock induced 
flow separation would again dominate the flow, overiding the beneficial 
boundary layer energizing effects of the vortex generators. Thus a delay of 
buffet onset is most reasonably to be expected if the vortex generators are at 
all effective. 
Previous, low speed, wind tunnel tests at Grumman had shown that the 
counter-rotating vortex generator configuration was the most effective and had 
a downstream effective length of approximately 30 inches. Thus to affect the 
shock patterns of the F-14A' with the cruise nozzle flaps shown in the lower 
portion of figure 11, two rows of counter-rotating vortex generators were 
attached to the upper surface pancake region and continued onto the inner 
portion of the nacelle. These rows were placed at positions just forward of 
the predicted shock locations. 
740 and the aft row at fuselage station 770. 
The forward row was placed at fuselage station 
Subsequent flight tests showed that these vortex generators did indeed 
affect the buffet levels as anticipated. Figure 13 shows a plot of flight 
test results of maximum peak-to-peak g's (measured at the pilots seat) for the 
aircraft as Mach number is increased. The vortex generators have reduced F- 
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14A' buffet levels to those of the F-14A except at the higher Mach numbers. 
In fact, if a level of 0.2 g's is taken as reference for buffet onset, this 
boundary for the F-14A' at Mach 0.75 was pushed to Mach 0.88. This is still not 
quite at the F-14A level of Mach 0.95, but is a substantial improvement. 
THIN LAYER NAVIER-STOKES 
The CFD methods discussed so far offer powerful tools to the designer a3 
long as the flow remains attached, but future requirements and constraints 
are emerging which force the designer into dealing with, at times, very large 
regions of flow separation. External vortices generated by sharp forebody 
chines or wing leading edges can produce dominant aerodynamic forces. While 
vortex formation at sharp edges and subsequent convection through the 
flowfield may be approached with the Euler formulation (this avenue is also 
being studied at Grumman, see references 16, 17, and 181, flow separation from 
smooth surfaces such as wings at high loading levels and forebodies at high 
angles of attack can have profound effects on aerodynamic performance. 
Internal designs for inlets and nozzles can experience even more 
difficulty in this area. New aircraft configurations are forcing the use of 
highly offset compact diffusers which may exhibit flow separation and strong 
secondary flows leading to large total pressure losses and distortion. 
Prediction of these losses during the design process is critical to engine and 
aircraft performance. 
Strong viscous effects with large total pressure losses can be simulated 
only with some form of the Navier-Stokes equations. Grumman has been working 
with the time-dependent three-dimensional thin-layer Navier-Stokes (TLNS) code 
ARC3D (ref.19) developed at NASA Ames Research Center. ARC3D is based on the 
Beam and Warming implicit approximate factorization algorithm and is a central 
difference 2nd order accurate, fully conservative finite difference code 
employing the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model. Various single grid topologies 
have been explored for external flow over arbitrary forebodies and wings and 
for internal duct flows. Grids are all constructed using the transfinite 
interpolation method (ref. 20). An efficient code for generating such grids 
has been developed by B. Wedan of NASA Langley Research Center and forms the 
basis of our grid generation codes, both external and internal. 
Unfortunately, accurate full configuration TLNS analysis on a routine 
basis for design purposes is not yet realizable because of grid size 
limitations and very large CPU times. But single component analyses using up 
to 120,000 points and requiring about one hour CPU time on a CRAY XMP 1.4 have 
shown quite good results in many cases and can be used sparingly in critical 
design situations. 
data for forebody, wing, and internal flows is helping to develop confidence 
in ARC3D as a robust and reliable design/analysis tool. The following cases 
are examples of using the TLNS code to aid in design work. 
A growing set of favorable comparisons of analysis with 
FUSELAGE LOADS ESTIMATION 
During an aircraft con.figuration development or modification, a Master 
Maneuver Program ( M M P ) ,  developed at Gruman, is used to determine aircraft 
component loads. Control surface deflections, control laws, and wind tunnel 
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aerodynamic data, along with component flexibilities are used to fly the 
configuration through the time histories of multiple maneuvers. The result is 
a series of time histories of component loads. 
MMP prediction of fuselage loadings, particularly during sideslip 
maneuvers, depends upon establishing side force distributions at a variety of 
flight conditions. Generally, due to limited wind tunnel data (i.e. total 
forces), these distributions are estimated. For example, one side force 
distribution for the A-6A had been approximated by scaling a baseline 
triangular distribution to match total side force and adjusted by adding a 
sine wave couple to correctly place the center of pressure as determined from 
wind tunnel total forces. This baseline triangular distribution had been 
constructed for Mach 1.07, 3 . 3 O  angle of attack, and 4.9O sideslip (rolling 
pullout maneuver) . 
In keeping with advances in CFD, a general cooperative effort between 
the Aerodynamics and Loads sections at Grumman has begun to look at the 
possibility of using CFD to augment loads estimation methodology. The A-6F, 
being a recent design effort, was taken as one focal point. The A-6F 
configuration is an evolutionary development of the in-production A-6E. The 
A-6F includes updated avionics and advanced engine for improved aircraft 
performance. Specifically, the transonic side force distribution was 
investigated since, again, limited wind tunnel data would require a dependence 
on estimating procedures. The ability of advanced CFD methods to match wind 
tunnel data and validate the estimated baseline triangular distribution was of 
particular interest. 
The first attempt to estimate the fuselage side force distribution was 
made with VSAERO (ref. 21). This allowed wing/body configuration analysis in 
sideslip (fig. 14). Unfortunately, viscous effects, which can play a major 
role in slender body forces at angle of attack are only weakly modeled, and 
the limitation to subsonic flow restricted the usefulness of VSAERO. Since no 
experimental load distributions were available, the analytic results were 
compared to wind tunnel (wing/body model) total forces, moments and center of 
pressure location. Even in the low speed cases, the VSAERO calculations 
placed the center of pressure far forward of the experimental data even after 
making allowances for viscous crossflow effects. This is consistent with an 
under-estimation of visous effects. 
To more accurately assess these viscous effects, the TLNS code was used 
to analyze the A-6F body alone geometry. Since side forces at relatively low 
angle of attack were sought, wing effects were not considered crucial at this 
point. This approach would also allow the full Mach range of interest to be 
covered. The complete cycle, pre-processing/analysis/post-processing for the 
TLNS calculations, was completed within two days. Full 3-D grids were 
generated over the A-6F fuselage using the transfinite interpolator and a 
"QUICK" surface model (ref. 3 )  for the configuration (fig. 15) with inlets 
faired over. The grid contained 96,000 points, 60 axial (clustered to the 
nose), 4 0  circumferential, and 40 radial (clustered normal to the surface). 
Each calculation required 40 minutes of CPU time on a CRAY XMP 1.4 to reduce 
the L2 residual (ref. 17) three orders of magnitude. 
Comparisons to wind tunnel data in figures 16 and 17 for total forces in 
sideslip give some confidence that the TLNS analytic results are believable. 
Figure 16 shows the beta (sideslip) derivative of side force plotted over the 
transonic Mach range. At low speeds both VSAERO and TLNS slightly overpredict 
the wing/body side force derivative (Cyp). 
model does not seem to be critical to this side force calculation. At higher 
The lack of a wing in the TLNS 
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speeds VSAERO actually predicts an increasing derivative, probably due to the 
combination of the subsonic limitation and weak viscous effects, while the 
TLNS more correctly follows the wind tunnel test trend of decreasing 
derivative with Mach number. The TLNS Code's over-prediction of this 
derivative may be due to an insufficient number of grid points for the 
calculation. At Mach 1.07 the expected decrement due to angle of attack is 
correctly predicted. Figure 17 shows the beta derivative of the yawing moment 
plotted over the transonic range. Both VSAERO and TLNS do quite well in 
reproducing the wind tunnel results. Finally, in all cases, the VSAERO 
predictions place the center of pressure of the fuselage side forces well 
ahead of the nose while the TLNS code correctly follows the wind tunnel 
results by placing the center of pressure consistently just slightly aft of 
the fuselage nose. 
Confident now that in terms of total side forces and moments, VSAERO 
and the TLNS codes are accurate at low speeds and the TLNS code is consistent 
with data in the transonic regime, the side force distribution can now be 
examined. Figure 18 compares both VSAERO and TLNS estimates to the original 
baseline triangular distribution. Note that both TLNS and triangular 
distribution are for full flight conditions, while VSAERO estimates are for 
reduced Mach number. Three points can be made. First, as might be expected, 
all distributions are in general agreement showing a forward concentration of 
side load. Second, both VSAERO and TLNS distributions show higher forward 
loadings and somewhat steeper gradients than the triangular estimate. Third, 
the larger, more aft loading of TLNS compared to VSAERO is expected due to the 
higher Mach number used for the TLNS calculation. It remains to corroborate 
these differences with wind tunnel testing and to understand their 
signifigance with respect to component loading. But these preliminary results 
indicate that advanced CFD methods can be useful in enhancing transonic loads 
estimating methodology. 
COMPACT/OFFSET DIFFUSER 
Highly offset, compact diffusers for advanced aircraft propulsion 
systems offer several advantages. These tightly packaged systems offer 
lightweight, low volume designs. They do have their disadvantages though. 
Large secondary flows including separation can lead to excessive total 
pressure distortions at the engine face and possibly engine stall. Limited 
experimental work and a need for a basic understanding of the physical 
phenomena, as applied to design methodology, prompted an internally funded 
program in this area within the Propulsion Section at Grumman (ref. 2 2 ) .  
Experimental work was aimed at extending the compact diffuser data base and 
providing a relevant focal point for CFD calculations. 
The offset diffuser test configuration is shown in figure 19. The basic 
diffuser design has a rectangular inlet transitioning to a circular engine 
face including a central compressor bullet. An offset of 50% of axial length 
is applied in one plane only. Forty total pressure probes cover the exit plane 
with a moveable rake of probes employed at various axial stations along the 
duct to determine losses near the wall. Static pressure ports were stationed 
from inlet to exit along top and bottom centerline. A removeable wall section 
was designed to accommodate various boundary layer control (BLC) devices 
including suction, blowing, and vortex generators. The test rig was back- 
pressured to yield a range of inlet flow conditions: of particular interest 
here is a throat (inlet) Mach number of 0.72. 
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Pre l imina ry  estimates of s u r f a c e  s t a t i c  p re s su res ,  s e p a r a t i o n  l o c a t i o n ,  
and BLC mass f low t o  a l l e v i a t e  flow s e p a r a t i o n  were made u s i n g  t h e  VSAERO Code 
and d e t a i l s  can be found i n  r e f .  22. Of p a r t i c u l a r  i n t e r e s t  h e r e  i s  t h e  use  
of t h e  TLNS Code t o  predict t o t a l  p r e s s u r e  l o s s e s ,  engine  face d i s t o r t i o n ,  
and t o  g i v e  us  a better understanding of t h e  r o l e  of s e p a r a t i o n  and secondary 
f lows i n  t h e  loss process .  The s u r f a c e  gr id  f o r  t h e  computat ional  model i s  
shown i n  f i g u r e  20. T h e  3-D grid, genera ted  by t r a n s f i n i t e  i n t e r p o l a t i o n ,  is  
a symmetric 0-H topology con ta in ing  1 1 2 , 0 0 0  p o i n t s  wi th  a c e n t e r l i n e  co l l apsed  
s i n g u l a r i t y  s u r f a c e .  The grid i s  c l u s t e r e d  a x i a l l y  towards t h e  engine  f a c e  
and r a d i a l l y  towards t h e  wal l  where gr id  o r thogona l i ty  i s  main ta ined .  
The symmetry p l ane  v e l o c i t y  vec to r  p l o t  i n  f i g u r e  21 shows lower s u r f a c e  
flow s e p a r a t i o n  occur ing  a t  about 40% down t h e  duc t  l e n g t h  ( en la rged  p o r t i o n  
a t  l e f t  of t h e  f i g u r e ) ,  very  c l o s e  t o  t h e  test  r e s u l t s ,  and, i n  fact ,  t h e  
VSAERO p r e d i c t i o n .  The upper s u r f a c e  c e n t e r l i n e  (en larged  p o r t i o n  a t  r i g h t  of 
t h e  f i g u r e )  shows a th i cken ing  of t h e  boundary l a y e r  bu t  no s e p a r a t i o n .  
VSAERO predicts flow s e p a r a t i o n  a t  t h i s  p o i n t .  T e s t  r e s u l t s  are inconc lus ive  
a s  t o  t h e  appearance of  flow s e p a r a t i o n  he re  but  do show large t o t a l  p r e s s u r e  
l o s s e s  ( 9 % )  i n  t h i s  reg ion ,  which t h e  TLNS c a l c u l a t i o n ,  a s  w i l l  be shown 
l a t e r ,  q u i t e  n i c e l y  co r robora t e s .  
F igure  22 shows crossf low v e l o c i t i e s  i n d i c a t i n g  t h a t  a t  approximately 
60% down t h e  duc t  t h e  i n i t i a l  formation of a vo r t ex  appears  i n  t h e  lower 
quadrant .  This  vo r t ex  i s  probably d r iven  by t h e  three-dimensional  f low 
s e p a r a t i o n  which had occurred  j u s t  upstream as shown i n  t h e  prev ious  f i g u r e .  
This  v o r t e x  i n t e n s i f i e s  and i s  d r iven  f u r t h e r  down i n t o  t h e  lower quadrant  a s  
t h e  e x i t  p l ane  i s  approached. The development of t h e  t o t a l  p r e s s u r e  p r o f i l e  
normal t o  t h e  lower wal l ,  a s  w e  move down t h e  d u c t ,  i s  shown i n  t h e  lower p a r t  
of f i g u r e  22. Agreement i s  f a i r ,  wi th  t h e  poores t  comparison nea r  t h e  wa l l .  
T h e  d a t a  show a maximum t o t a l  p re s su re  l o s s  of approximately 25% nea r  t h e  wal l  
a t  s t a t i o n  D .  As w e  move downstream t o  t h e  e x i t  a t  s t a t i o n  F, t h e  t o t a l  
p r e s s u r e  has  a c t u a l l y  recovered approximately 38% of t h e  maximum l o s s  which 
occurred  a t  t h e  upstream s t a t i o n  D. This  i s  most probably due t o  mixing from 
t h e  v o r t e x  i n  t h i s  reg ion .  The TLNS c a l c u l a t i o n  shows t h i s  b e n e f i c i a l  mixing 
effect  a t  t h e  o u t e r  edge of t h i s  reg ion  b u t  f a i l s  as we move c l o s e r  to  t h e  
wa l l .  This  i s  probably  due t o  inadequate  grid r e s o l u t i o n  i n  t h i s  c r i t i c a l  
r eg ion .  The t o t a l  p r e s s u r e  c a l c u l a t i o n s  a t  t h e  e x i t  p l ane  between t h e  b u l l e t  
and t h e  upper wa l l  compare q u i t e  w e l l  t o  t h e  d a t a .  
F igu re  2 3  compares t o t a l  p re s su re  contours  a t  t h e  e x i t  p l ane  f o r  t h e  
test d a t a ,  on t h e  l e f t ,  and t h e  TLNS c a l c u l a t i o n ,  on t h e  r i g h t .  T h e  o v e r a l l  
agreement i s  q u i t e  good, with t h e  lower quadrant  vo r t ex  p o s i t i o n  appear ing  
s l i g h t l y  low, g i v i n g  rise t o  an over -predic t ion  of l o s s e s  n e a r  t h e  o u t e r  wa l l  
and an under -predic t ion  nea r  t h e  c e n t e r  b u l l e t .  The upper r eg ion  l o s s e s  and 
p a t t e r n  a r e  a c c u r a t e l y  predicted. F igure  23 shows t h a t  c a l c u l a t e d  t o t a l  
p r e s s u r e  recovery  (an a r e a  weighted average of e x i t  t o t a l  p r e s s u r e s  r e fe renced  
t o  t h e  incoming t o t a l  pressure) ag rees  very  w e l l  wi th  tes t  d a t a ,  and t h a t  max- 
min d i s t o r t i o n  va lues  ( t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  between maximum and minimum t o t a l  
p r e s s u r e s  a t  a g iven  p l ane  r e fe renced  t o  t h e  a r e a  weighted average  a t  t h a t  
p l ane )  d i f f e r  on ly  by 2%.  
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CLOSING REMARKS 
Advances in CFD algorithms along with computer size and speed have CON 
at a fast pace in the past five years. This has made available a wide range 
of new tools to aid the engineer in either the design of new configurations or 
in understar,ding and diagnosing problem areas in current aircraft. The 
development of transonic methods, in particular, spans the range from transonic 
small disturbance to full potential, Euler and finally the Reynolds averaged 
form of the Navier-Stokes equations (generally in a thin-layer formulation). 
For design and diagnostic applications the engineering group at Grumman has 
concentrated efforts at both ends of that spectrum, TSD and TLNS. Using the 
TSD formulation, the setup and analysis of very complex configurations can be 
handled fast, a particularly important requirement within the real world of 
project-oriented tasks, and quite accurately. As long as flow separation does 
not dominate the aerodynamics, this will continue to be the favored approach. 
For cases where strong viscous effects are dominant and may lead to flow 
separation, neither full potential nor Euler methods offer any advantage over 
TSD. In addition, the time consuming and not always straight forward process 
of generating a computational grid over very complex configurations, required 
for the higher order methods, can become prohibitive. 
approach is judicious use of the TLNS method. The reward, i.e., calculation of 
very complex flow fields, is a powerful incentive but is gained at some 
expense. 
even if a grid could be generated within a reasonable period of time, the huge 
number of grid points would result in prohibitive computational times and 
cost. But much valuable information for design or diagnosis can be obtained 
by using the TLNS method for selective component analysis, keeping setup and 
computational times down to a more cost effective level. 
The most effective 
Complex multiple component configurations cannot be handled,since 
It would appear that this route ignores the middle of the CFD spectrum, 
but that is not entirely true. The Euler formulation is beginning to show 
promise for full configurations which aerodynamically rely on vortex formation 
from sharp leading edges for added performance. For this type of flow, the 
Euler method is probably superior to both TSD and TLNS. The irrotational TSD 
formulation precludes vortex formation, and Euler is much faster and less 
costly than TLNS. A major effort in this area is being carried on in the 
Grumman Research Department and will surely filter up to the engineering 
applications level as needs arise and validation cases mount up. But to 
date, the ends of the CFD spectrum, TSD and judicous use of TLNS, have proven 
quite useful. 
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Figure 1 .  F-14/20° sweep configuration showing wing region ava i lab le  
f o r  NLF glove. 
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Figure 2 .  F-14/TRO-3D r e s u l t s  f o r  target  pressure d i s t r ibut ion  
with NLF to 55% chord. 
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Figure 3. F-14/TRO-3D r e s u l t s  f o r  target  pressure d i s t r i b u t i o n  
with NLF t o  65% chord. 
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TRANSONICS AND FIGHTER AIRCRAFT: 
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR CFD 
Luis R. Miranda 
Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company 
Burbank, California 
SUMMARY 
The application of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to fighter aircraft design 
and development is discussed. Methodology requirements for the aerodynamic design 
of fighter aircraft are briefly reviewed. The state-of-the-art of computational 
methods for transonic flows in the light of these requirements is assessed and the 
techniques found most adequate for the subject application are identified. 
Highlights from some "proof-of-feasibility" Euler and Navier-Stokes computations 
about a complete fighter aircraft configuration are presented. Finally, critical 
issues and opportunities for design application of CFD are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Progress in computational transonics, i.e. transonic CFD, has been most 
impressive in recent years. A measure of this can be obtained by comparing the 
papers being presented at this symposium with those given at the previous transonic 
symposium organized by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) at 
the Ames Research Center in February 1981 (ref. 1). In that occasion, papers 
discussing CFD applications dealt with solutions of either the transonic small 
perturbation equation or the full potential equation about wing-alone or simple 
wing-body configurations. Presently, computations of solutions of the Euler 
equations about fairly complete aircraft configurations are becoming common. 
Furthermore, several pioneering computations of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes 
equations about wing-fuselage, and in some instances more complex configurations, 
are in progress, and some promising results have already been obtained. Yet, in 
spite of this rather sensational progress, the application of CFD t o  the design of 
fighter aircraft still poses a formidable challenge. 
In this paper I intend to explain the magnitude of this challenge and share some 
of the experience and lessons learned in applying CFD at the Lockheed Aeronautical 
Systems Company (LASC). First, I will review the major requirements for the 
aerodynamic design of fighter aircraft. Then, I will briefly describe the 
computational methods and techniques that we have found most adequate for transonic 
applications. I will show highlights from Euler and Navier-Stokes flow computations 
about a complex fighter configuration to illustrate what is presently feasible with 
the state-of-the-art tools of CFD, but I will also discuss the principal problems 
and difficulties that the CFD practitioner faces today. This will help underscore 
the major developments that are needed to make CFD realize its full potential as an 
effective design tool for fighter aircraft. Finally, I will point out some 
opportunities for CFD applications that may greatly assist the designer even within 
the limits of present CFD shortcomings. 
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FIGHTER AIRCRAFT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
In general, advanced tactical aircraft must be designed to satisfy an extensive 
set of performance requirements. Figure 1 illustrates a typical design mission and 
the corresponding performance requirements for an advanced fighter. Usually, not 
one but several of these requirements become design drivers, as has already been 
discussed by Bradley in reference 2. For example, the following combination of 
performance requirements may dictate the design solution: 
o Transonic cruise 
o Sustained transonic maneuver 
o Supersonic cruise 
o Transonic acceleration 
This multiple design point requirement is in contrast with transport aircraft, 
where usually a single performance consideration, i.e., cruise efficiency, becomes 
the paramount design driver. These multiple design points involve both attached and 
separated flow conditions (fig. 2), whereas cruise efficiency implies well behaved, 
attached flow. Furthermore, future fighter aircraft will be required to operate 
and, therefore, be controllable at very high angles of attack, beyond the onset of 
flow separation and maximum lift. Consequently, it will be crucial to determine how 
configuration details affect the onset of, and the behavior of the flow after 
separation. Major design features such as forebody shape, wing geometry, layout of 
control surfaces, etc., may be driven by the impact of these features upon the 
aerodynamic forces and moments at angles of attack beyond stall rather than by 
their effects in attached flow conditions. 
A representative example of how relatively subtle configuration differences can 
greatly change the aerodynamic characteristics at high angles of attack is given by 
the effect of forebody shape on directional stability (fig. 3 ) .  The data presented 
in figure 3 were obtained from a number of fighter configurations with their 
vertical tails removed. All configurations are directionally unstable at low angles 
of attack and remain so until approximately 25 degrees. Above 25 degrees, cross- 
sectional shape effects become evident: the horizontal ellipse cross-sectional 
shape forebody turns directionally stable whereas the vertical ellipse forebody 
increases its instability. 
In addition to the multiplicity and difficulty of flow conditions that the 
fighter aerodynamicist has to contend with, he must also deal with geometries that 
are complex and prone to generate strong interference effects among the 
configuration components (fig. 4 ) .  In many cases, the design depends on the 
maximization or tailoring of these interference effects as, for instance, in close- 
coupled canard configurations. 
Airframe/propulsion integration is of paramount importance in fighter design, 
particularly with thrust-to-weight ratios equal to or greater than 1. This calls 
for flow computations at the inlet face, in inlet-diffuser geometries with duct 
offset and drastic cross-sectional shape variations, and about complex afterbody 
geometries. 
Last but not least, all the related problems of weapons carriage and release, 
namely, store loads, separation characteristics, weapons bay cavity flows, etc., 
have to be addressed. 
The designer of fighter aircraft must be able to deal with the nonlinear and 
difficult flow problems and complicated geometries discussed above because they are 
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predominant in fighter aerodynamics. In the past, his only means of doing this was 
the wind tunnel. But now, advanced CFD methodology is beginning to offer the 
possibility of dealing with the vexing problems of nonlinear aerodynamics. Although 
the jury is still out regarding the ultimate value of CFD as a fighter design tool, 
rapid progress is being made and valuable lessons are being learned in our efforts 
to apply CFD to fighter aircraft. The CFD methods and techniques that we have found 
to be most appropriate for fighter design application are discussed in the 
following section. 
COMPUTATIONAL TRANSONICS FOR FIGHTER AIRCRAFT 
The experience at LASC with CFD methods for transonic flow analysis has covered 
a broad spectrum of the presently available methodology, as shown in table 1. Codes 
based on either the transonic small perturbation (TSP) equation or the full 
potential (FP) equation, though they may be suitable for some limited and specific 
applications, have been found to be inadequate for general fighter aircraft 
application. The reason for this is obvious: most fighter aerodynamic problems 
violate the assumptions of small perturbations (the fundamental assumption for the 
TSP equation) and irrotationality (inherent to both the TSP and FP formulations). 
Vortex flows play a preponderant role for highly swept leading edges and sharp 
edges, features which are commonly found on fighter configurations. An example of 
the difference between potential flow and Euler solutions for this class of problem 
is illustrated in figure 5 .  This example clearly underscores the inadequacy of 
potential flow methods for the analysis of free vortex flows. 
The need to deal with vortex flows, strong shock waves, and, eventually, separated 
flows, has led us to concentrate on Euler and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (R-A 
N-S) methods in our transonic CFD work. At the present time, our experience with 
Euler codes is much more extensive than with R-A N-S codes. But thanks t o  the 
recent availability of supercomputers with very large memory capacity, we are 
rapidly expanding our R-A N-S experience base. 
The majority of practical methods for solving the Euler and Navier-Stokes 
equations are based on either finite difference or finite volume numerical 
approaches. Finite difference schemes result from the discretization of the partial 
differential formulation of the equations of fluid flow. Finite volume schemes are 
derived by discretizing the integral formulation of the flow equations. Although in 
principle both approaches are equivalent, their actual numerical implementations 
involve differences which make finite volume methods more robust for obtaining flow 
solutions about the type of geometries characteristic of fighter aircraft. This is 
because finite difference methods, due to the differential nature of their 
formulation, are more sensitive to boundary singularity problems, such as sharp 
edges and surface slope discontinuities. Accordingly, we have emphasized the 
development and application of explicit, time-stepping, finite-volume techniques 
for the solution of both the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. These techniques 
are based on the work of Jameson et a1 (refs. 3 - 4 ) .  
Experience with realistically complex and complete aircraft geometries has 
taught us that codes requiring single global computational grids are woefully 
inadequate. For general applications, codes must be able to handle multiple zonal 
grid blocks (fig. 6). Otherwise, computer memory requirements increase 
substantially, and more seriously, the grid generation task, which is already 
difficult and time-consuming, becomes much more complicated, and in some instances, 
practically impossible. 
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The two approaches commonly used for generating multiple zonal grid blocks are 
1) grid embedding, and 2) grid patching (fig. 7). In the grid embedding approach, 
computational grids are generated about the principal configuration components 
(e.g., wing, nacelle, fuselage, etc.) as if they were in isolation, and then they 
are assembled together in an overlapping fashion. In the grid patching approach, 
the various zones are separated by interfacing surfaces and there is no grid 
overlap between the zones. Although grid embedding facilitates the use of boundary 
conforming orthogonal grids, it has some serious drawbacks: it requires special 
interpolation schemes for the overlapped regions, it leads to cumbersome data 
structures, and it makes conservation of the pertinent flow quantities difficult to 
preserve. Grid patching, on the other hand, makes boundary conforming grids with 
reasonable orthogonality more difficult to achieve, but instead, it possesses some 
very good attributes for practical application such as well ordered data 
structures, good conservation properties, and good convergence and accuracy 
characteristics. Because of these attributes, we have elected to work with grid 
patching instead of grid embedding. 
The above considerations have guided the development at LASC, and under partial 
funding from the USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory, of the TEAM (Three-dimensional 
- Euler Aerodynamic Wethod) and TRANSAM (Three-dimensional ReynoldsIAveraged Navier- 
Stokes-Aerodynamic-Hethod) codes (refs. 5 - 8 ) .  These codes Tncorporate cell-centered 
finite volume flow solvers with explicit multistage Runge-Kutta time marching. They 
can operate on multiple block zonal grids of arbitrary topology with the three 
different types of zonal interfaces illustrated in figure 8 .  The treatment of the 
zonal interfaces has been formulated along the lines proposed by Rai (ref. 9). 
The TEAM code solves the Euler equations for inviscid flow. These equations 
contain all of the continuum flow physics except for viscosity. Rotational flows, 
such as vortex flows, and strong shock waves can be simulated with the Euler 
equations. The TRANSAM code is an extension of the modularized TEAM computational 
system to which momentum fluxes due to both viscous and Reynolds, namely, turbulent 
flow stresses have been added. Either the full Reynolds-averaged or the thin shear 
layer approximations to the Navier-Stokes equations can be solved at the user's 
option; the user can also choose between algebraic and two-equation turbulence 
different zones. For instance, the thin shear-layer equations can be solved in 
zones close to solid boundaries where boundary-layer behavior is to be expected; 
all the shear stress terms can be accounted for in zones where fully separated flow 
is likely t o  occur; and, finally, the Euler equations can be used to model the flow 
for the remaining, essentially inviscid, zones. This approach yields substantial 
savings in both computer execution time and memory requirements. 
I models. Because of its zonal architecture, different equation sets can be solved in 
ADVANCED CFD APPLICATION HIGHLIGHTS 
With the TEAM and TRANSAM codes it is now feasible to perform both inviscid 
(TEAM) and viscous (TRANSAM) flow computations about arbitrarily complex and 
complete aircraft configurations at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic mach 
numbers. "Proof-of-feasibility" computations have recently been performed at LASC 
using the supersonic vertical/short take-off and landing (V/STOL) fighter concept 
of reference 10, which is known as the Advanced Nozzle Concept (ANC) configuration. 
This configuration was selected for these "proof-of-feasibility" computations due 
to its challenging geometric complexity (fig. 9). The computations were done on the 
LASC Cray X-MP/24 supercomputer. 
A partial view of the grid used for the inviscid Euler computations is shown in 
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figure 10. A total of 288,750 finite volume cells was required to cover half the 
configuration, which is symmetrical about the x-z plane. These cells were 
distributed in 25 different zones; the largest zonal block containing 35,464 cells, 
and the smallest one 252 cells. 
The surface pressure distribution computed by the TEAM code, at an angle of 
attack of 4.8 degrees and mach number of 1 . 2 ,  is shown in color-coded displays in 
figures 11 and 1 2 .  The computational mesh on the airplane surface is also visible 
in these figures. In the TEAM computations the nacelles were treated as flow- 
through ducts, in other words, power effects were not simulated. The differences 
between the numerically computed and wind tunnel measured values were 5 percent for 
lift and 8 percent for pitching moment. Drag correlation has not yet been attempted 
due to the lack of modeling of the wind tunnel model support system. Reasonable 
correlation was obtained for the one wing station, just outboard of the nacelles, 
for which some rather sparse experimental surface pressure distribution data were 
available. 
For the Navier-Stokes computations, 521,224 cells were required to cover half 
the configuration. These cells were distributed in 27 different zones; the largest 
zonal block containing 42,312 cells, and the smallest one 480 cells. The total 
number of cells was constrained by computer memory and processing time 
considerations. A larger number of cells is desirable for an accurate viscous 
computation. In particular, because of computer capacity constraints, the grid 
coverage over most of the fuselage is considered quite inadequate for viscous flow 
simulation. 
The surface pressure distribution computed by the TRANSAM code at the same flow 
condition shown previously for the Euler case (angle of attack of 4.8 degrees and 
mach number of 1 . 2 )  is presented in color-coded displays in figures 13 and 1 4 ,  
which also illustrate the computational surface grid. Representative boundary layer 
velocity profiles for the wing upper surface are shown in figure 15.  The Reynolds 
number, based on the wing mean aerodynamic chord, was 6.5 million. The thin shear 
layer approximation to the Navier-Stokes equations was used for this computation. 
Fully turbulent flow was assumed, turbulence being modeled with a modified Baldwin- 
Lomax eddy vicosity. Little difference can be observed between the viscous and 
inviscid computations for this case. Some minor improvement was observed in the 
correlation of computed lift and pitching moment with experimental data. 
These computations will be continued as soon as a Solid-state Storage Device 
(SSD) is attached to the LASC Cray supercomputer, adding 128 megawords of fast 
access memory. This will allow increasing the grid density for adequate simulation 
of viscous and separated flow characteristics. Similar computations to study the 
adequacy of TRANSAM for high angle of attack flows about fighter configurations are 
planned for the NASA Ames Research Center Numerical Aerodynamic Simulator (NAS). 
CRITICAL ISSUES FOR DESIGN APPLICATION 
The potential capability of CFD methodology, which the preceding examples give a 
glimpse o f ,  is remarkable. The challenge is to convert this capability from 
potential into actual within the constraints imposed by the design environment. To 
do this successfully, much work remains to be accomplished. Our recent experience 
underscores the critical importance of the following four major issues: 
1 )  Grid sensitivity: Results of Euler and Navier-Stokes computations - even 
such as finite volume - display a those based on supposedly robust schemes 
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high degree of sensitivity to the characteristics of the computational grid: 
density, distribution, and skewness. In many cases this sensitivity is more 
pronounced than that due to the type of mathematical model being used, e.g., 
Navier-Stokes versus Euler equations. Grid characteristics also affect the 
convergence of the solution process for time-stepping methods. 
Two examples are used here to underline the impact of grid features on the 
quality of the solution. The first one (fig. 16) shows the effect of grid 
density (coarse versus fine) on the surface pressure distribution on the 
Onera M6 wing near the tip. The second one, internal flow computations for a 
subsonic diffuser (fig. 17), illustrates the effect of grid point 
distribution. Three computations were carried out with an inlet Mach number 
of 0.72: an Euler (TEAM) and two turbulent Navier-Stokes (TRANSAM) 
computations. The latter were done at a Reynolds number of about 1.7 million 
(based on duct diameter) using an algebraic eddy viscosity model. The first 
viscous computation was performed on the same grid used for the inviscid 
computation. This grid had some clustering of points near the solid 
boundaries; otherwise, it was uniformly spaced. Grid clustering near the 
walls was increased twofold for the second viscous computation, but the 
total number of cells was kept constant ( 3 1  in the radial direction). The 
corresponding velocity profiles (fig. 17)  show the strong influence of grid 
spacing; it is quite obvious that the results from the first viscous 
computation are physically unrealistic. 
To resolve the grid sensitivity problem we must come up with means of a) 
determining the adequacy of a computational grid for reliable results, and 
b) adjusting the grid to become adequate in the areas found deficient. 
Computationally-adaptive grids offer much promise in this respect although 
the development of robust algorithms for three-dimensional and multiblock 
zonal application will not be easy. 
2) Turbulence modeling: Turbulence modeling is the Achilles' heel of Reynolds- 
averaged Navier-Stokes codes. Reference 11 provides a concise but 
comprehensive survey of the state-of-the-art in turbulence modeling. This 
survey makes obvious that many difficulties remain. Experience with 
separated flows indicates that the presently available algebraic turbulence 
models are inadequate to predict strongly separated flows with reasonable 
accuracy and consistency. Usually, extensive code calibration is required to 
reproduce experimental results. Furthermore, these calibrations tend to be 
restricted to relatively narrow classes of problems. The degree by which 
more sophisticated models (such as the two-equation or Reynolds stress 
models) will improve the accuracy of separated flow computations remains to 
be determined. 
3) Timeliness: The time from "blueprint" to first satisfactory nonlinear CFD 
solution is presently totally inadequate for design application. The Euler 
and Navier-Stokes solutions about the supersonic V/STOL fighter shown above 
required about six months of effort to obtain. Similar computations 
conducted on an F-16 configuration (ref. 12) have taken about a year to 
complete. The principal cause for this is the difficulty of generating 
adequate computational grids for complex three-dimensional configurations. 
Fortunately, significant progress is being made in this area. Advanced 
graphics software and hardware developments, e.g., color graphics 
workstations, are beginning to aid and speed up the grid generation process. 
Finite-volume zonal methods, like the ones discussed in this paper, 
facilitate the grid generation task. Application of artificial intelligence 
and expert systems technology will probably help accelerate grid generation. 
I 
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In addition, alternate approaches to the treatment of complex geometries are 
being actively pursued, examples of which are the work discussed in 
references 13 and 14. These alternate methods allow the use of either 
Cartesian non-boundary-conforming or non-structured grids. 
For Navier-Stokes codes the timeliness issue is further aggravated by the 
extensive calibration and numerical experimentation which are required to 
ove.rcome the shortcomings of present turbulence models. 
4 )  Validation: A code can be considered validated when its accuracy and range 
of validity have been determined sufficiently well to be applied, without 
calibration, to the problem of interest with a high degree of confidence. 
Validation of flow field solvers, such as the Euler and Navier-Stokes codes, 
requires experimental data of special and quality which presently are 
very scarce. Consequently, very few, if any, of the advanced CFD codes can 
be considered to be validated in the true sense of the word. Yet, validation 
is a most important factor in determining the acceptance of a CFD code by 
the design community. 
type 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR CFD APPLICATION 
In the light of the previous considerations, it may be argued that, at the 
present time, nonlinear CFD methodology is more postdictive than predictive in 
nature. This may be so due to the difficult problem posed by fighter aircraft 
design requirements. Lest we forget, wind tunnels also face difficulties that, 
although different in nature, are equally serious: wall and support interference, 
Reynolds number effects, difficulty or impossibility of simulating unsteady 
motions, etc. Furthermore, CFD should be viewed not as a tool to replace the wind 
tunnel, but rather as a tool to complement the wind tunnel. With this in mind, 
there are many opportunities for valuable application of CFD to fighter design, 
even within its present limitations. Some of these opportunities are 
: It has already been pointed out how the design of a fighter aircraft 
O F  epends on predicting aerodynamic characteristics for flow conditions for 
which the present accuracy of CFD is questionable. Yet, in the design or 
synthesis process, oftentimes it is sufficient to determine qualitatively, 
rather than quantitatively, which of the design options under consideration 
is the best. In this sense, CFD methodology is quite capable. The timeliness 
issue is the only major obstacle to its full suitability as a synthesis 
tool. 
o Wind tunnel corrections: Correcting wind tunnel data for wall and model 
support interference is well within the realm of CFD capability. With due 
calibration, correcting for Reynolds number effects should also be quite 
accurate. 
o Experimental data enrichment: Postdiction can be quite useful when properly 
used. CFD can provide flow field description and details that are beyond the 
practical capability of even the most advanced experimental techniques. 
Thus, after careful calibration, it can be used to enrich and expand the 
experimental database and to help diagnose unusual problems uncovered by 
t es t ing . 
o Airloads prediction: This is one application area where CFD can be used to 
great advantage. Nonlinear CFD methodology offers significant improvement in 
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accuracy over classical linearized methods, as the example of figure 18 
indicates. With a reasonable amount of calibration based on simpler wind 
tunnel models, it should be possible to obtain loads data for structural 
design of adequate accuracy and detail at a much earlier stage in the design 
process than that provided by the expensive pressure loads models currently 
used. 
o Configuration modification evaluation: The ability of CFD to predict 
incremental values more accurately than absolute levels is well recognized, 
and it has been demonstrated on many occasions. Therefore, CFD is a most 
useful tool in assessing the effects of configuration perturbations, 
particularly after calibrating the method on the baseline geometry. 
These application opportunities by themselves make CFD a valuable tool for 
fighter design and development. But t o  take full advantage of them, it is 
imperative that the time and labor required for the computational grid generation 
process be greatly reduced. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
CFD is becoming an increasingly powerful tool for the aerodynamic design and 
analysis of aerospace systems. Fighter aircraft, because of the multiple design 
point requirements involving difficult flow conditions, present a formidable CFD 
application challenge. Several "proof-of-concept" computations are beginning to 
demonstrate the ultimate potential of CFD, but much remains to be accomplished 
before CFD can be accepted as a fighter aircraft design and development tool with a 
high level of confidence. 
Our experience has helped identify the multiblock zonal, finite volume, time 
marching flow solvers as the presently preferred approach for fighter aircraft 
design and development application. It has also highlighted four crucial issues 
that must be successfully resolved to turn CFD into a practical and reliable design 
and development tool: grid sensitivity, turbulence modeling, timeliness, and 
validation. The task is not easy, but it is feasible and the benefits are high. 
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Figure 1 Typical Fighter Design and Performance Requirements. 
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Figure 3 Effect of Forebody Cross-sectional Shape on Directional Stability. 
Figure 4 Representative Advanced Fighter Aircraft Configuration. 
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TABLE 1.- TRANSONIC CFD METHODOLOGY 
CODE USED AT 
LOCKHEED 
BOPPE 
(1976)* 
FLO-22.5 
(1978)* 
TEAM 
(1984)* 
TRANSAM 
(1986)* 
FLOW EQUATION SOLUTION APPROACH 
Non-conservative finite difference 
on Cartesian, i.e., non-body- 
conforming grid. 
Non-conservative finite difference 
on body-conforming grid. 
Time-marching finite volume. Zonal 
multiblock body-conforming grid. 
Time-marching finite volume. Zonal 
mu1 t iblock body-conforming grid. 
Algebraic o r  2-eqn. turb. model. 
I 
TRANSONIC SMALL 
PERTURBATION 
FULL POTENTIAL 
EULER 
REYNOLDS-AVERAGED 
NAVIER-STOKES 
* Year of first application. 
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SPANWISE LOCATION - FRACTION OF S E M I S P A N  
Figure 5 Euler vs. Potential Flow Solution about Arrow Wing-body with 
Sharp Leading Edge at Mach = 0.85 and Alpha = 15.8 Degrees. 
FACILITATES ANALYSIS OF REALISTIC AIRCRAFT 
INCREASES COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY 
M O R E  ACCURATE FLOW SIMULATION 
/ZONE 4 
Figure 6 Multiple Zonal Grid Blocks. 
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GRID EMBEDDING 
I GRID PATCHING I 
I 
Figure 7 Approaches for Generating Zonal Grids: Grid Embedding versus 
Grid Patching. 
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Figure 8 Three Classes of Zonal Interfaces Handled by the TEAM and TRANSAM 
Codes: 1) One-to-one Correspondence, 2) Integer Correspondence, 
and 3) Noninteger (Arbitrary) Correspondence. 
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Figure 9 Supersonic V/STOL Advanced Nozzle Concept Fighter Configuration. 
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Figure 10 Partial Viev of Grid about ANC Configuration for Euler Computation. 
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Figure 1 1  Surface Pressure Distribution Computed by the TEAM Code (Euler 
Solution) at Angle of Attack = 4 . 8  Degrees and Mach Number = 1 .2  - 
Upper Rear Quarter Viev. 
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ORIGINAL PAGE 
COLOR PHOTOGRAPH 
Figl i re  12  S r i r f a c e  P r e s s u r e  D i s t r i b u t i o n  Computed by t h e  TEAM Code ( E u l e r  
S o l u t i o n )  a t  A n g l e  of A t t a c k  = h . 8  D e g r e e s  and Mach Number = 1 . 2  - 
Lover  Rear Q u a r t e r  V i e v .  
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Figlire 13  S r i r f a c e  P r e s s t i r e  D i s t r i b u t i o n  Comprited by t h e  TRANSAM Code ( N a v i e r -  
S t o k e s  S o l u t i o n )  a t  A n g l e  O E  A t t a c k  = h . 8  D e g r e e s ,  Mach Number = 1 . 2 .  
and R e y n o l d s  Number = 6 . 5  M i l l i o n  - Upper Rear Q u a r t e r  V i e v .  
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F i g u r e  14 S i i r f a c e  P r e s s u r e  D i s t r i b u t i o n  Computed by t h e  TRANSAM Code ( N a v i e r -  
S t o k e s  S o l u t i o n )  a t  A n g l e  o f  A t t a c k  = 4.8  D e g r e e s ,  Mach Number = 1 . 2 ,  
and R e y n o l d s  Number = 6 . 5  M i l l i o n  - Lover Rear O u a r t e r  V i e v .  
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Figure 15 Wing Upper Surface Boundary Layer Velocity Profiles Computed by 
TRANSAM at  Angle of Attack = 4 . 8  Degrees, Mach Number = 1 . 2 ,  and 
Reynolds Number = 6 . 5  Million. 
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Figure 16 Effect of Grid Density on Euler Computation of Surface Pressure 
Distribution on the Onera M6 Wing Near the Tip. Mach = 0 .84 ,  and 
Angle of Attack = 3.08 Degrees. 
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~ Figure 17 Computation of Internal Flow in a Subsonic Diffuser: Effect on Grid 
I Point Distribution on Navier-Stokes Solution. Inlet Mach Number = 
0.72. 
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Figure 18 Cross-plane Pressure Correlation for Arrow Wing-body Configuration 
at Mach = 0.85 and Angle of Attack = 15.8 Degrees. 
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COMPUTATION OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT FLOW FIELDS AT TRANSONIC 
MACH NUMBERS USING A THREE-DIMENSIONAL NAVIER-STOKES ALGORITHM 
George D. Shrewsbury, Joseph Vadyak, David M. Schuster, and Marilyn J. Smith 
Advanced Flight Sciences Department 
Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company 
Marietta, Georgia 
INTRODUCTION 
A computer analysis has been developed for calculating steady (or unsteady) 
three-dimensional aircraft component flowfields. This algorithm, called ENS3D, 
can compute the flowfield for the following configurations: 1) diffuser-duct/ 
thrust-nozzle, 2) isolated wing, 3) isolated fuselage, 4 )  wing/fuselage with 
or without integrated inlet and exhaust, 5) nacelle/ inlet, 6 )  nacelle 
(fuselage) afterbody/exhaust-jet, 7) complete transport engine installation, 
and 8) multicomponent configurations using zonal grid generation techniques. 
Solutions can be obtained for subsonic, transonic, supersonic, or hypersonic 
freestream speeds. The algorithm can solve either the Euler equations for 
inviscid flow, the thin-shear-layer Navier-Stokes equations for viscous flow, or 
the full Navier-Stokes equations for viscous flow. The flowfield solution is 
determined on a body-fitted computational grid. 
direction-implicit method is employed for solution of the finite-difference 
equations. For viscous computations, either a two-layer eddy-viscosity 
turbulence model or the k-e two-equation transport model can be used to achieve 
mathematical closure. 
A fully-implicit alternating- 
APPROACH 
The flowfield solution for a given configuration is determined on a body-fitted 
three-dimensional curvilinear computational mesh. The computational mesh for 
each different configuration is determined by a separate grid generation 
algorithm. Ten grid generation programs are currently used in conjunction with 
the flow analysis program. Figure 1 illustrates the family of algorithms used 
to analyze the respective geometry configurations. Most of the existing mesh 
generation algorithms rely on numerical grid techniques which are based on 
solving a system of coupled elliptic partial differential equations. Isolated 
component geometries are typically analyzed using a single block grid approach. 
Multi-component configurations are typically analyzed using a multi-block H-grid 
approach where the global computational grid is comprised of a series of 
cartesian-like sub-grids which are patched together along common interface 
boundaries. 
Once the computational grid is generated, the flowfield is obtained using the 
ENS3D algorithm by solving either the full three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes equations or simplified versions thereof, namely the thin-shear- 
layer Navier-Stokes equations, or the Euler equations. The thin-shear-layer 
Navier-Stokes equations retain the viscous and thermal diffusion terms only in 
the curvilinear coordinate direction normal to the body surface. The retained 
diffusion terms are generally the most dominant, however, and this approximation 
allows reduced computer execution times to be achieved without, in many cases, 
neglecting the most salient viscous flow features. The Euler equations are, of 
course, applicable to inviscid flow modeling where the vehicle boundary layers 
remain attached and thin. 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FiLMEP 
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The governing equations are cast in strong conservation-law form to admit 
solutions in which shocks are captured. Second-order differencing is used in 
computing the metric parameters which map the physical domain to the 
computational domain. A time-marching fully-implicit approximate factorization 
scheme is used for solution of the finite-difference equations. Either steady- 
state or time accurate solutions can be obtained, with second-order or fourth- 
order spatial accuracy and first- or second-order temporal accuracy. The 
convective (inviscid) terms in the governing equations are differenced using 
eiiher central or upwind differencing. The upwind differencing option 
considers the range of influence and domain of dependence at a solution mesh 
point, and is used for supersonic flow calculations. The viscous diffusion 
terms employ central differencing. The algorithm includes the grid speed terms 
in the contravariant velocity calculations, thereby permitting the computation 
of unsteady flows with a time-varying grid that can account for elastic 
deformations of the aircraft structure. Although the interior points are 
updated implicitly, an explicit boundary condition treatment is employed which 
allows for the ready adaption of the program to new configurations. To aid 
convergence, non-reflecting subsonic outflow boundary conditions are employed 
along with a spatially varying time step €or steady-flow solution cases. For 
the central difference option, the algorithm can use either a constant 
coefficient artificial dissipation model or a variable coefficient model where 
the coefficient's magnitude is based on the local pressure gradient. 
upwind differencing option, the algorithm is naturally dissipative. Laminar 
viscosity is computed for viscous cases using Sutherland's law. For turbulent 
viscous flows, the effective eddy viscosity is currently computed using either 
the Baldwin-Lomax two-layer algebraic turbulence model or the k-e two-equation 
transport model. For cases with separation, a streamwise eddy viscosity 
relaxation scheme is also used in conjunction with the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence 
model. This accounts for turbulence history effects and improves the 
simulation of separated flowfields. 
For the 
I 
I 
In an effort to reduce the required computer execution time, versions of the 
flow simulation algorithm were developed for use on Class VI vector 
supercomputers. The ENS3DC version was written for the CDC CYBER-205 and 
employs a fully vectorized block tridiagonal simultaneous equation solution 
scheme and vectorized coefficient calculations to improve algorithm efficiency. 
ENS3DV is a similar version written for a Lockheed CRAY X-MP/24 using one of two 
central processors available on this machine. ENS3DVM is a modified version of 
ENS3DV which employs the multitasking process to operate both of the central 
processors available on the CRAY X-MP/24 simultaneously on the same source code. 
The use of these vectorized versions has dramatically reduced the required 
execution time. For instance, the ENS3DV version is about 10 times as fast as 
the ENS3D version when measuring CPU time on a single processor of the CRAY X- 
MP/24. The ENS3DVM version yields a factor of approximately 2 improvement in 
speed over the ENS3DV version when measuring wall clock execution time in a 
dedicated environment on the CRAY X-MP/24. Additional versions of the program 
exist for performing flowfield calculations at hypersonic Mach numbers. These 
versions account for real gas effects by using parametric curve fits to 
calculate pressure, temperature, and sonic speed as function of density and 
internal energy for equilibrium air. Another version of the program solves a 
system of species continuity equations in addition to the five mean flow 
equations and thereby permits flowfield calculations with finite-rate 
thermochemical effects. This version is used to model H2 - air combustion flows 
for hypersonic cruise vehicles. Applications of the ENS3D algorithm are 
presented in reference 1. 
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SAMPLE RESULTS 
Correlation studies have been performed for all of the computational options. 
These studies are documented in References 1,2,3,4,5, and 6. Selected results 
are presented below to illustrate application of the analysis. 
Afterbody/ Exhaust-Jet Flow Simulations 
The AGRID and ENS3D algorithms were used in performing correlation studies for 
afterbodylexhaust-jet configurations. The AGRID algorithm can generate the 
three-dimensional body-fitted grid for arbitrary nacelle (fuselage)/ exhaust-jet 
configurations. The grid is obtained using two-dimensional grid generation 
techniques for a series of meridional planes splayed circumferentially around 
the body. 
flowfield for: (1) afterbody/plume-simulator, (2) turbojet (single exhaust jet), 
and (3) turbofan (coaxial exhaust jet) configurations at arbitrary speed and 
incidence. 
The AGRID and ENS3D algorithms are capable of simulating the 
Turbulent Thin-Shear-Layer 
Navier-Stokes computations were performed for an afterbody/plume-simulator 
configuration for free-stream Mach numbers M, of 0.4 and 0.9, zero incidence 
(a = O o ) ,  and Reynolds numbers Re of 1,300,000 and 1,900,000, respectively. 
This configuration was tested by Reubush (reference 7) at NASA-Langley and has a 
circular arc afterbody contour with a fineness ratio (ratio of afterbody length 
to maximum afterbody diameter) of 2.0 and a closure ratio (ratio of nozzle exit 
diameter to maximum afterbody diameter) of 0.7. Figure 2 illustrates the 
I computed surface pressure coefficient Cp plotted as a function of the 
I nondimensional distance X/dm (distance/afterbody diameter) measured along the 
afterbody. Also shown are the corresponding experimental data (reference 7). 
These results correspond to an attached flow case. I 
Figure 3 illustrates the computed pressure distribution for another afterbody/ 
I plume-simulator configuration for a free-stream Mach number M, of 0.9, zero 
I incidence (a = O o ) ,  and a turbulent flow Reynolds number of 1,900,000. These 
results correspond to a shock-induced separated flow case and are for an 
afterbody with a fineness ratio of 1.0 and a closure ratio of 0 . 5 .  Also shown 
in the figure are the corresponding experimental data (reference 7) .  Good 
agreement is observed between the results of the analysis and experiment. This 
calculation required using eddy viscosity relaxation in conjunction with the 
Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model. 
I 
I Figure 4 illustrates the computed surface pressure distribution for a turbojet afterbody with M, = 0.9,  a = Oo,  and Re = 1,900,000. Uniform jet inflow 
conditions with a turbulent nozzle wall boundary layer velocity profile were 
specified. The jet inflow conditions correspond to a jet total to free-stream 
static pressure ratio of 2.0. Also shown along with the results of the 
turbulent thin-shear-layer Navier-Stokes calculations are the corresponding 
experimental data (reference 8) .  
I Turbofan Engine Installation Flow Simulations 
The NGRID, AGRID, and ENS3D algorithms were used in performing flow simulations 
for complete turbofan engine installations. 
the three-dimensional body-fitted grid for arbitrary nacelle/inlet forebody 
configurations. Like AGRID, NGRID generates the nacelle forebody grid by 
using two-dimensional grid generation techniques for a series of meridional 
I 
I 
~ 
The NGRID algorithm can generate 
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planes arranged around the body. 
together to generate grids for complete engine installations. 
The NGRID and AGRID codes can be linked 
Flow computations (reference 2) have been performed for an asymmetric turbofan 
engine installation. The configuration under study is a recent Lockheed 
drooped-inlet design in which the inlet contour has circumferential variation 
both in section shape and in length from the hilite point to the compressor 
face. The front of the inlet is tilted downward with respect to the engine 
centerline for the purpose of aligning the inlet with the local flow direction 
underneath the wing. Figure 5 illustrates the engine installation contours, and 
a portion of the computational meridional plane grid for the top ( e  = O o )  
circumferential station (upper symmetry meridian). The nacelle has one plane 
of geometric symmetry. The configuration has an asymmetric circular arc 
afterbody contour for the outer (fan) cowl. The contour around the primary (gas 
generator) nozzle is also a circular arc but is axisymmetric. Turbulent flow 
calculations have been performed for the turbofan engine configuration 
illustrated in Figure 5. Figure 6 presents the symmetry plane velocity vector 
field for a turbulent thin-shear-layer Navier-Stokes calculation. The flow 
conditions correspond to a free-stream Mach number of 0.8, an angle of attack of 
O o ,  an effective compressor face Mach number MCF of 0.35, Reynolds number Re of 
2,400,000/ft, a primary jet Mach exit number MJP of 1.0, and a fan jet Mach exit 
number MJF of 1.0. The mixing layers between the primary jet and fan jet, and 
fan jet and external flow are illustrated in the figure. The exhaust jet 
velocity profiles were specified to be in the axial direction and were composed 
of a uniform jet core velocity profile and a turbulent boundary layer velocity 
profile next to a given solid surface. 
For an asymmetric nacelle, the flow will be three-dimensional even at zero 
incidence. 
bottom ( 0  = 180°) meridians of the asymmetric engine installation are presented 
in Figure 7. Asymmetry exists in the computed solution with the lower external 
surface producing a higher suction level than the top meridian at this angle of 
attack. Transition was specified as occurring at the suction peak. 
Computed surface pressure distributions for the top ( e  = Oo) and 
Transport Wing Flow Simulations 
The WGRID and ENS3D algorithms were used in performing correlation studies for 
isolated wing configurations. The WGRID code can generate the three- 
dimensional, body-fitted grid for wings with arbitrary planforms and section 
shapes. The computational mesh is obtained using two-dimensional, numerical, 
grid-generation techniques for a series of spanwise stations that are arranged 
along the span. An option exists within the WGRID and ENS3D algorithms to 
compute the flowfield for a wing contained between two parallel walls. Either 
an 0-grid or C-grid topology can be used in analyzing isolated wing flowfields. 
Flow computations, both inviscid Euler and viscous thin-shear-layer Navier- 
Stokes, have been performed for the Onera M-6 swept and tapered wing (reference 
9). Figure 8a illustrates the wing section and the spanwise plane C-grid used 
in performing the Euler computations. The grid used for viscous computations 
has finer mesh spacing in the normal direction and had an increased number of 
normal stations. 
Figure 8b compares Onera M-6 wing experimental data and the results of the 
ENS3D algorithm executed in the Euler equation mode for M, = 0.84, and a = Oo. 
Correlation results were determined for a number of semispan locations. 
analysis and experimental data semispan locations are denoted by 0th and Qexp, 
The 
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respectively. 
agreement was obtained. 
Except for a slight under-prediction of the suction peak, good 
Figure 8c presents additional correlations between the analysis executed in the 
thin-shear-layer Navier-Stokes mode and experimental data for M m  = 0.7, a = lo, 
and Re = 11,740,000. 
flow approximation. Again, except for under-prediction of the suction peak, 
good agreement was obtained. 
This calculation used the finer grid and a fully turbulent 
Advanced Transport Vehicle and Generic Fighter Simulations 
The WGRID, WBGRID, and ENS3D algorithms were used in performing simulations for 
an advanced transport vehicle and a high technology generic fighter 
configuration. The WBGRID code is able to generate the grid for a variety of 
wing/fuselage configurations. 
numerical grid generation techniques for the symmetry and freestream sidewall 
planes and three-dimensional numerical grid generation techniques for stations 
in between these spanwise stations. 
Viscous flow simulations have been performed for a blended wing-body advanced 
transport vehicle configuration. 
vehicle. The wing is swept and tapered. The fuselage section ordinates were 
obtained by linearly interpolating between those on the symmetry plane and those 
at the wing break. 
C-grid near the wing break. 
The mesh is obtained using two-dimensional 
Figure 9a presents the surface grid for this 
Figure 9a also shows a portion of the spanwise plane field 
Thin-layer Navier-Stokes computations were performed for this configuration for 
M, = 0.8, a = O o ,  and Re = 4x106. 
in the analysis. 
Figure 9b presents the computed surface static pressure field for this vehicle. 
The highest pressure is denoted by red and the lowest is denoted by blue. 
highest pressure is at the vehicle's nose and at the wing's leading edge, 
whereas maximum suction occurs near mid-chord on the wing. This figure also 
shows the field pressure distribution on a portion of a spanwise station near 
the wing break. 
Figure 9c presents the computed surface pressure coefficient Cp plotted as a 
function of fractional chord x/c for the 7.07% (tl = .07) and 60.0% (0 = .60) 
semispan locations. The vehicle is designed to have nearly shock-free 
compressions. Greater loading occurs on the wing than on the fuselage, 
although the fuselage does contribute to the total lift of the vehicle. 
A fully turbulent flow approximation was used 
The 
Thin-layer and full Navier-Stokes viscous flow s5mulations have been performed 
for a Lockheed generic fighter configuration. Figure 10a illustrates this 
vehicle along with the grid used in the computations. 
forebody with a sharp leading edge. 
low thickness with sharp leading edges. 
The vehicle has a straked 
The wing has biconvex airfoil sections of 
Figure 10b illustrates the computed pressure distribution for a thin-layer 
Navier-Stokes calculation at M m  = 0.8, a = lo, and Re = 4x106. 
turbulent flow approximation was used. This figure presents the computed 
surface pressure coefficient Cp as a function of fractional chord x/c for the 6 
percent ( 0  = 0.06) and 72 percent ( 0  = 0.72)  semispan locations. 
station corresponds to the fuselage. Compression occurs at the leading edge 
with a double peak expansion occurring on the fuselage's upper surface. 
engine pod assembly was attached to the vehicle's lower side which gives rise to 
Again, a fully 
The 0 = 0.06 
An 
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an expansion and subsequent recompression around the pod as shown in the 
figure. The tl = 0.72 location corresponds to a wing station. 
Hypersonic Cruise Vehicle with Power Addition Effect Simulations 
The ENS3D algorithm has also been employed to analyze hypersonic cruise 
vehicles with power addition effects at subsonic, transonic, supersonic, and 
hypersonic Mach numbers. One of the major concerns associated with hypersonic 
vehicles operating in the transonic range is the prediction of the complex 
afterbody flowfields associated with the hypersonic airframe/propulsion 
integration problem. The majority of hypersonic vehicle designs use a highly 
upswept afterbody as a nozzle surface for operation at hypersonic conditions. 
The afterbody is designed so that the propulsion system exhaust plume expands 
into the upswept afterbody creating an efficient nozzle system. At transonic 
speeds however, the exhaust plume does not fill this region and the flow 
separates. This results in increased drag and pitching moment changes which can 
severely impact the performance of the vehicle as it accelerates to hypersonic 
flight. Therefore, accurate computational aerodynamics methods are required to 
predict these flows, thus enabling the aerodynamicist to evaluate and modify the 
design in a timely and cost-effective manner. 
The configuration investigated employed an upswept conical afterbody with a 
semi-circular exhaust nozzle. This design is representative of a number of 
scramjet installations currently under consideration for hypersonic cruise 
vehicles. The configuration forebody was effectively uncambered to eliminate 
any pressure gradients leading up to the nozzle exit. The wing design was a 
symmetrical bi-convex airfoil section and the planform was designed to shield 
the afterbody from the upper surface flow. A computer rendition of this 
configuration is shown in Figure 11. 
A single-block fuselage grid topology was chosen to model the hypersonic 
confjguration. The topology was modified at the wing trailing edge to allow 
grid lines on the wing surface to leave the trailing edge onto a wake surface 
rather than abruptly collapsing to the symmetry plane. This eliminates problems 
with grid skewness at the wing trailing edge, but forces the user to model the 
upper and lower halves of the geometry with the same number of spanwise points. 
Figure 12 shows an isometric view of the surface grid. Two axial grid planes 
have been added to this figure to show the circumferential grid topology used to 
model the geometry and the general distribution of the flowfield grid points. 
This grid consists of 82 points in the streamwise direction, 42 points 
circumferentially and 27 points normal to the body surface. This gives a total 
of approximately 93,000 total points which requires 3.4 million words of storage 
in the ENS3D algorithm. ENS3D is run on Lockheed's Cray X-MP/24 and this grid 
size is very close to the limit which can be run on this computer. 
Figure 13 shows a side view of the surface grid with the upper and lower 
symmetry plane grids added. This view shows the streamwise grid topology and 
the axial distribution of grid points. Axial stations have been clustered in 
the jet/afterbody region which is the primary zone of interest in this study. 
This sacrifices resolution on the forebody, but since only the overall effect of 
the forebody on the afterbody flow is desired, this grid density is sufficient 
to capture the required flowfield qualities. The figure also shows that the jet 
exit has been modeled as a slanted surface rather than a vertical exhaust plane. 
This was done so as to eliminate abrupt changes in the grid metrics which could 
cause convergence problems in ENS3D. 
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ENS3D computations were conducted for this configuration at a M, = 0 . 7 ,  a = Oo, 
Re = 7,000,000, and a jet pressure ratio of 2.0, which corresponds to a choked 
jet. Figure 14 shows a color Mach number contour of an ENS3D solution on the 
model afterbody at the centerline. The figure clearly shows that the flow has 
separated from the afterbody and the deflection of the jet behind the vehicle is 
also shown. Figure 15 shows the Mach number contour on a transverse cut through 
the afterbody. This figure shows that the maximum Mach number is not attained 
on the vehicle centerline, but rather near the wing/body intersection, thus 
indicating the highly three-dimensional nature of this flowfield. 
COMPUTER RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 
The ENS3D flow simulation algorithm is best suited for execution on Class-VI 
vector supercomputers. A vectorized version (ENS3DV) and a vectorizedi 
multitasked version (ENS3DVM) are the most efficient versions of the algorithm 
and were written for use on the CRAY X-MP and CRAY-2 computer systems. The 
multitasked ENS3DVM version reduces the wall clock execution time required by 
the ENS3DV version by a factor approximately equal to the number of central 
processors available on the machine if the program is executed in a dedicated 
environment. 
multitasked ENS3DVM version, the total CPU time remains approximately the same 
as using the single processor ENS3DV version since multitasking simply splits 
the computational work load over a number of processors. The machine billing 
algorithm generally uses the total CPU time and allocated memory in determining 
the cost of a given execution. 
Although the wall clock execution time is reduced using the 
The execution speed of the ENS3DV version of the algorithm is problem dependent. 
Two primary vector lengths are incorporated into the algorithm: (1) the number 
of wraparound or axial grid stations (Im), and (2 )  the number of block 
tridiagonal inversions to be performed simultaneously (NI). 
grid size and fixed number of time steps, increasing Im and/or NI will reduce 
the required execution time. This is because on all vector computers increasing 
the vector length reduces the number of internal clock periods per result, 
thereby increasing execution speed. The effect of increasing NI while fixing 
the grid size and number of time steps is illustrated for a sample problem in 
Figure 16. The problem under study is the solution of a steady viscous 
turbulent flowfield for a sample configuration. A grid size of approximately 
40,000 points was employed and 800 time steps were used in the execution to 
achieve a converged solution. At the same time, a spatially variable time step 
was used to accelerate convergence. Shown in the figure are single central 
processor execution times as a function of NI for both turbulent thin-shear- 
layer and turbulent full Navier-Stokes executions. In all cases, increasing NI 
reduces the required CPU time. Increasing NI, however, increases the amount of 
temporary storage. The product of storage and execution time can increase with 
higher vector lengths to actually increase the number of system billing units 
(SBU) which is a measure of the total job cost. 
16 are for a Lockheed CRAY X-MP/24 computer. Billing algorithms can be site 
dependent and may weight processor time and memory differently. 
For a fixed total 
The results presented in Figure 
The ENS3DV algorithm requires a memory allocation of roughly 34 times the 
number of computational grid points plus some temporary storage overhead, which 
increases as does NI, as described previously. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An analysis has been presented for calculating the flowfield for a variety of 
aircraft components. Solutions have been obtained by solving the viscous 
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Navier-Stokes equations on body-fitted curvilinear grids using a fully-implicit 
approximate factorization algorithm. Enhancements currently being incorporated 
into the algorithm include: discrete bow shock wave fitting, upwind 
differencing for supersonic flow calculations, a solution adaptive grid 
scheme, and turbulent viscosity field calculation using a transport equation 
model. 
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Advancements have occurred in transonic numerical simulation that place 
aerodynamic performance design into a relatively well developed status. 
Efficient broad band operating characteristics can be reliably developed at the 
conceptual design level. Recent aeroelastic and separated flow simulation 
results indicate that systematic consideration of an increased range of design 
problems appears promising. This emerging capability addresses static and 
dynamic structural/aerodynamic coupling and nonlineari ties associated with 
viscous dominated flows. 
I N?p.OI)UC T ION 
Substantial advancements have occurred in transonic numerical design and 
analysis since the last Transonic Perspective1 was held at the Ames Research 
Center in the spring of 1981. 
well developed at the full potential/Euler level and has been coupled to boundary 
layer equations to approximate the effects of viscosity. 'Ihe interaction of 
multiple surfaces can be systematically treated. 
fied deficiencies at the time2 have been eliminated. 
extensively separated flows has been successfully demonstrated using Reynolds- 
averaged Navier-Stokes analysis. 
numerically investigate increasingly complex design conditions. 
The modeling of general wing-body arrangements is 
In short, most of the identi- 
Recently, modeling of 
This is encouraging and provides impetus to 
One of the pacing technologies in numerical design and analysis is grid 
generation. 
multiblock/multigrid simulations in the interest of generality and computational 
efficiency through accelerated solution convergence. Grid size constraints 
places emphasis on adaptive strategies in order t o  resolve viscous regions, 
local interactions, etc. 
allows consideration of subsonic (elliptic), transonic (mixed elliptic - 
hyperbolic) and supersonic (hyperbolic) flows for both steady and unsteady 
problems. 
The wide variety of geometry and flow gradients emphasizes 
"he development of unified solution algorithms for nonlinear  equation^^,^ 
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D ISQlSS ION 
Representative computational simulations will be presented to illustrate the 
current state-of-the-art in transonic aerodynamic numerical design. 
results at subsonic and supersonic speeds will also be given since these condi- 
tions are often relevant to transonic flows vis-a-vis imposed geometric 
constraints. 
Related 
Two specific cases will be selected for detailed discussion. The first 
addresses conceptual numerical design capability. 
simulation generality which is possible using unified solution algorithms. 
discussion is concluded by citing a number of related developments to further 
define the scope and success of recent transonic numerical efforts. 
?he second describes the 
The 
Advanced Conceu t 
A multistage process is used to achieve a conceptual aerodynamic design 
defined here as that activity which is used to numerically screen and define the 
arrangement and flow characteristics prior to committing to a subscale test. 
'Ihe procedure is summarized on figure 1 in conjunction with the approximating 
equations used and proceeds from left to right. 
establish necessary far field thickness and lifting constrained optimums and 
associated eometry. A transonic nonlinear analogue is currently under 
they do not explicitly deal with embedded shock waves and viscous effects. 
potential and Euler/boundary layer simulations are subsequently used to resolve 
the wave system and manage its interaction with the boundary layer. Transonic 
aerodynamic deficiencies can be commonly traced to a failure to deal with this 
consideration adequately. 
effects dominate to the extent that force and moment nonlinearities dictate 
structural and stability/control system requirements. 
extensively separated and are statically or dynamically coupled with the 
structure. 
progress from both a numerical and test standpoint has resulted for this class 
of problems. 
In order to illustrate the process of figure 1, the following example6 is 
presented for the tactical fighter concept of figure 2 which had transonic 
acceleration, supersonic cruise, and subsonic/transonic/supersonic maneuver 
design points. These diverse operating conditions were reconciled using 25 
percent chord full span deflectable leading and trailing edge wing flaps to 
provide variable camber and an aeroelastically tailored structure to increase 
nose-down twist with pitch angle. Subsonic/transonic maneuver design pretest 
expectations in terms of wing surface pressure coefficient distributions are 
presented on figures 3 and 4, respectively. 
discrete deflections of the two-element leading edge and single-element trailing 
edge flaps. 
these local accelerations. 
layer modeling indicated that trailing edge type separation would exist. 
Linear theory is used to 
development f . Linear results are necessary but not sufficient in nature since 
Full 
Finally, there is a design space in which viscous 
These flows are typically 
Because of the complex nature of such conditions, the slowest 
?he secondary peaks are due to the 
Full potential simulation with and without boundary 
The leading edge peak was not fully suppressed in order to reduce 
At 
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M=0.9 a shock wave of increasing spanwise strength occurred downstream of the 
trailing edge flap hingeline. 
the outboard region and is partially a consequence of supersonic efficiency 
considerations which limit the geometric camber between the flaps. 
here is thus one of accepting trailing edge separation and limiting its extent 
through pressure gradient location. Post-test comparison with measurements 
presented on figures 3 and 4 indicate that this objective was realized. 
flow data (not shown) further corroborated the anticipated separation extent. 
The flow is separated at the foot of the shock in 
The approach 
Surface 
Measured performance results in terms of the aerodynamic lifting efficiency 
parameter 
Ct / CL - C% - %F, 
a 
s =  (1) 
are presented on figure 5. Two cases are shown. 
increased emphasis on acceleration/cruise while the second placed increased 
emphasis on maneuver. Both were designed numerically. 'Theoretical upper bound 
lifting efficiency corresponds to S=l and is associated with an elliptic span 
load. S=O corresponds to the zero suction drag of a flat plate of the same 
gross planform. 
cates the onset and growth of separation at subsonic conditions. 
with the transonic characteristics at M=0.9 indicates the impact of the 
formation and strengthening of embedded shock waves and associated upper surface 
separation. 
numerical design is operating efficiently over a broad band of operating lift 
coefficient at both subsonic and transonic conditions. A corollary result is 
that numerical pressure gradient/boundary layer control through camber and twist 
management is an effective strategy. Ihe impact of twist/camber variations at 
supersonic speeds is presented on figure 6. Also shown is the effect of tran- 
sonic considerations associated with reduced leading edge sweep and increased 
leading edge radius, camber and twist relative to an unconstrained supersonic 
design. 
transonic design of figure 5 were secondary at this condition and consequently 
not shown. 
measurements in all cases. 
The first design placed 
The test derived M=0.6 variation with lift coefficient indi-- 
Comparison 
fie test results compared to upper bound levels verify that the 
The impact of the twist/camber changes between the first and second 
Numerical pretest expectations are in good agreement with 
In summary, numerical design was very effective in developing high aero- 
dynamic efficiency for an advanced concept over a broad Mach number/lift 
coefficient operating envelope and was realized with a minimal number 
(specifically two) of test entries. ?he impact of computational fluid dynamics 
on the design effort is summarized on figure 7 which compares the present 
advanced concept results with representative inventory tactical aircraft of the 
same class. 
ciency and supersonic improvements to increased volumetric efficiency. 
and similar results not presented here indicate that numerical aerodynamic 
performance design has progressed to a relatively mature status. Adequate 
prediction of transonic drag does, however, remain an area of research, 
particularly for conditions which have separation present. 
Transonic improvements are attributed to increased lifting effi- 
These 
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Research Wing -Body 
A series of numerical computations will now be compared to test results for 
the wing-body arrangement of figure 8 to illustrate the current capability to 
systematically simulate a wide variety of conditions encompassing subsonic, 
transonic, and supersonic conditions for both attached and separated flows using 
a unified solution algorithm3v4 and grid topology. The analysis is equally 
capable of treating unsteady as well as steady flows. Only results for the 
latter will be presented. "he geometry under consideration is undesigned and 
consequently the subject pertinent to aerodynamic development is how reliably 
are the characteristics associated with this arrangement numerically captured. 
This, of course, is a prerequisite to their modification through numerical 
design. 
The multiblock six-zone H grid topology of figure 9 was used for the 
numerical simulation. 
is presented in figure 9a. 
9b to further define the blocking and clustering. 
were employed (maximum available on CRAY XMP/14) for an in core simulation. 
Euler results' for six degrees angle-of-attack at M=0.9 and 1.2 are presented 
on figure 10 for various wing span stations and fuselage polar angle locations 
of +1S0 above the plane of the wing where the wing-body interaction is strong< 
Cq-arison with measured surface pressure coefficient results is excellent. At 
b O . 9 ,  a strong shock exists on the fuselage above the plane of the wing. 
Embedded leading and trailing edge shock exists on the suction side of the wing 
which increase in strength spanwise until they coalesce and further increase in 
strength until shock-induced separation occurs very near the wing tip. 
at M=1.2 has an upper surface trailing edge shock and is sufficiently weak that 
the flow is attached. 
forecast except, of course, the shock-induced tip separation. 
provided even in this area that the shock was strong and that separation was 
consequently a possibility. 
or explicitly dealt with through redesign. 
required 20 minutes of (RAY CPU time per case. 
33,660 grid point single zone C-H grid full potential simulation at M=0.9 
produced similar prediction success in 80 CPU seconds. 
flow effects consequently existed for this case. A similar conclusion at 
supersonic speeds is provided by the space marching f u l l  p o t e n t i a l  and Euler 
results of figure 6 .  
The multiblock grid of figure 9 was subsequently used for turbulent Navier- 
Stokes simulation of the research wing-body arrangement. 
angle-of-attack on measured wing surface pressure coefficient characteristics is 
presented on figure 11. 
leading edge suction peak exhibiting pronounced broadening which is indicative 
of the formation of a vortex in this region. 
pronounced decrease in loading and a flat upper surface pressure level typical 
of wing stall. 
which provides a difficult practical test for Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes 
An isometric upper half plane of the computational domain 
A typical cross-section cut is presented on figure 
Nominally 89,000 grid points 
The flow 
All major features of the flow have been accurately 
Ample warning was 
From a design viewpoint, it can either be accepted 
It should be pointed out that a 
No important rotational 
The Euler numerical results typically 
Typical impact of 
The inboard upper surface loading increases with the 
The outboard wing exhibits a 
Clearly this is a relatively complex viscous dominated flow 
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simulation. "bo cases were selected for evaluation -- M=O.6, -14O, and M=0.9, 
a=1O0, corresponding to the highest angle-of-attack tested at each Mach number. 
Both exhibit the previously discussed inboard vortex/outboard separation 
behavior. 
A zero equation (Baldwin-Lomax) turbulence model was used in zones 1 and 4 
?he numerical analysis is compared to of figure 9b for the viscous simulation. 
measured surface pressure results on figures 12 and 13. 
the flow are well reproduced for both cases. In particular, the formation of 
the inboard wing vortex and the outboard wing stall are captured. 
the relatively coarse (limited by available core) grid being used to simulate 
the phenomena, the results are quite good. 
for structural design and high angle-of-attack viscous dominated nonlinear 
modeling appears promising. 
required between 1-1/2 to 2-1/2 CRAY CPU hours to nominally converge. 
this level of computer resources is considerable, it is not unreasonable from an 
aerodynamic design point of view. This is particularly true if such simulations 
are used discriminately and projected to advanced state-of-the-art computers such 
as the CRAY 2. 
The major features of 
Considering 
The potential for using such analysis 
The Navier-Stokes solution discussed previously 
Although 
In summary, numerical simulation of a research wing-body arrangement was 
successfully demonstrated at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds. 
attached and separated flow conditions were considered. 
achieved with a unified solution algorithm and multizone grid topology. The 
associated computer resources were consistent with advanced concept develop- 
ment activities. 
consideration of strong viscous interaction design problems appears promising. 
Both 
nese results were 
The viscous modeling success indicates that systematic 
Related Advancements 
Finally, a series of developments will be cited to further define the scope 
and success of recent transonic numerical efforts. Table I summarizes these 
activities. 
not be repeated here f o r  brevity. Examination of the analyses and comparison 
with test measurements where pertinent establish that advancement is occurring 
in a variety of areas covering grid generation, multiple surface interactions, 
steady and unsteady aeroelasticity, and strongly shocked and separated flows. 
This research considered a hierarchy of fluid dynamic equations covering full 
potential, Euler, and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes approximations. 
Unification of the grid topology and flow solvers is being emphasized in order 
to reduce the effort associated with development of simulations covering a wide 
design space. 
Detailed results are provided in the indicated references and will 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Substantial progress has occurred in transonic numerical simulation and 
design since the last Transonic Perspective. 
design is in a relatively well developed state as evidenced by the ability to 
reliably develop efficient broad band characteristics at the conceptual design 
level. Recent aeroelastic and separated flow simulation results indicate that a 
capability to consider an important new range of design problems is emerging. 
Grid generation remains a pacing technology for numerical aerodynamic design 
efforts. It becomes increasingly demanding for complex geometry/viscous flow 
resolution. 
development activity in terms of time and resources available if advanced 
numerical analyses are t o  have the desired early design impact. 
Aerodynamic numerical performance 
Overall grid size limits must be compatible with conceptual 
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TABLE I 
Simulation 
Grid Generation 
Multiple Surface 
Interactions 
Wing -Body 
Static Elasticity 
W ing-Body 
Dynamic Elasticity 
Subcritical, Critical 
& Supercritical 
Inlet Flow 
ADDITIONAL TRANSONIC SIMULATION RFSULTS 
Boattail, Ramp, & 
Back Step Separation 
Attached 6 
Separated 
Nozzle Flow 
Cavity Flow 
Attached & 
Separated 
Duct Flow 
Formu 1 at ion 
blul t i block 
Full Potential 
Reference 
AIAA 88-0312 
88-0521 
AIAA 86-1795 
Full Potential AIAA 87-0707 
Full Potential AIAA 87-1238 
Euler Unpublished 
Reynolds-averaged NASA CP-2454 
Navi er-Stokes pp. 87-107 
Reynolds- averaged Proposed Paper 
Navi er-S t okes AIAA 6th Applied 
Aerodynamic 
Conference, 
June 1988 
Reynolds-averaged AIAA 87-0117 
Na vi er-S t oke s 
Reynolds-averaged Unpublished 
Na vier -S t oke s 
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SYMBOLS 
AR Aspect Ratio 
C Local Chord 
b Wing Span 
Drag Coefficient 
Lift Coefficient 
cD 
CL 
Theoretical Lift Curve Slope - Per Radian 
P-P O0 Static Pressure Coefficient, 
a 
CP 9" 
I 
M 
L/D 
NT 
P 
4 
RANS 
Rn 
S 
SFP 
lwr 
umrr 
V 
XYYYZ 
a 
6 
0 
A 
Inviscid 
Mach Number 
Lif t-Drag Ratio 
Number of Time Steps 
Static Pressure 
Dynamic Pressure 
Reynold s -averaged Nav i e r-S t oke s 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord Reynolds Number 
Suction Parameter (see Equation 1) 
Supersonic Full Potential 
Rockwell Trisonic Wind Tunnel 
Langley IJnitary Plan Wind Tunnel 
Viscous 
Axial, Lateral, Vertical Cartesian Coordinates 
Angle of Attack 
Flap Deflection Angle 
Twist Angle 
Sweep Angle 
Subscripts : 
F Friction 
LE Leading Edge 
t Tip 
m Free Stream 
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Simulation 
Grid Generation 
Multiple Surface 
Interact ions 
W ing-Body 
Static Elasticity 
W ing-Body 
Dynamic Elasticity 
Subcritical, Critical 
6 Supercritical 
In let F1 ow 
TABLE I 
ADDITIONAL TRANSoh'IC SIMULATION RFSULTS 
Roattail, Ramp, 6 
Back Step Separation 
Attached & 
Separated 
I Nozzle Flow 
I Cavity Flow 
I 
I Separated 
Duct Flow 
I Attached 6 
Fo m u  la t ion 
Mu1 t i block 
Full Potential 
Reference 
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Full Potential A I M  87-1238 
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Reynolds-averaged Unpublished 
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Figure 1. Numerical Design Approach 
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EULER SOLVERS FOR TRANSONIC APPLICATIONS 
Brain van Leer 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The 1980s may well be called t8he Euler era of applied aerodynamics. Computer codes based 
on discrete approximations of tlie Euler equations are now routinely used to obtain solutions of 
transonic flow problems in which the effects of entropy and vorticity production are significant. 
Such codes can even predict separation from a sharp eclge, owing to tlie inclusion of artificial 
dissipation, intended to lencl numerical stability to the calculations but at the same time enforcing 
the ICutta condition. 
One effect not correctly predictable by Euler codes is t,lie separation from a smooth surface, 
and neither is viscous drag; for tliese we need some foriii of the Navier-Stokes equations. It, 
therefore, coiiies as no surprise t80 observe that the Navier-Stokes era has already begun before 
Euler solutions have been fully exploited. Moreover, most iiuiiierical developments for the Euler 
equatioiis are now constrained by the requirement that the tecluliques introduced, not ably arti- 
ficial dissipation, must not interfere with the new physics added when going from an Euler code 
to a full Navier-Stokes approxiniation. 
In order to appreciate the cont,ributions of Euler solvers to the understanding of transonic 
aerodynaniics, it is useful to review tlie coinpontnts of tliese coinputational tools. Space discretiza- 
t,ion, tinie- or pseudo-time inarching and bomidary procedures are their essential constituents, to 
be discussed in Sections 2-4. The subject of gricl generation and, in particular, grid adaptation 
to the solution, is worthy of a separate review and will be touched upon only where relevant; the 
iiifluence of computer architecture on the choice of discretization is covered siinilarly. Section 5 
rouiids off with a list of unanswered questions and an outlook for the near future. 
2. SPACE DISCRETIZATION 
While &lite-element discretizations are gaining gromid, tlie majority of codes for inviscid 
compressible flow adliere to the finite-volume formulation. Two classes of &lite-volume codes must 
be distinguished: those based on cell-centered elatma t,liat represent, cell averages of the conserved 
state quantities (refs. 1-3), anel those based on cell-vertex clat,a representing point. saiiiples of the 
state quantities (refs. 4-6). Cell-vert.ex schemes liave been tlie lesser stiicliecl but bear t,he proiilise 
of a greater accuracy for a given grid (ref. 7), especially if t,lie grid is unst.ruct,ured. To appreciate 
tlie difference between the t8wo sorts of data, consider tlie int.egra1 foriii of the Euler equations in 
two dimensions: 
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On the left-hand side, we see tlie time derivative of the state vector u, averaged over the cell 
voluiie E, j ;  the right,-haiid side shows tlie boiiiiclary integral of tlie normal flux. Tlie right-hand 
side is called the residual, at least if a steady solution is sought. In order to compute it, we 
oilly need data on the cell boundary; therefore, providing cell-vertex data is very efficient. In 
contrast, if cell-averaged data are given, boundary data must be obtained by interpolation. On 
the other hand, tlie left-hand side of (1) shows that cell-averaged data are the right choice for 
bookkeeping in tiiiie, i.e. wlieii coiiiputiiig transient flows. Air approach in which the discrete 
solution is described by a coiiibiiiatioii of cell-vertex aiid cell-boundary data is only known for 
one-diinensioiial flow (ref. 8). 
Among schemes based on cell averages, one may again distinguish two approaches to the 
problem of finding boundary fluxes. In the “projection-evolution” approach (refs. 8,9), boundary 
data are obtained by interpolation 011 both sides of a cell interface; the two state vectors then 
iiierge into one single flux vector by ail “approxiniate Rieniami solver” (ref. lo) ,  which more 
or less describes the interaction of two fluid cells at their interface. Almost all upwind-biased 
sclieiiies follow this format. I11 tlie projection or iiiterpolatiou phase, iioii-oscillatory interpolation 
guarantees the absence of iiuiiierica: oscillatioiis in the filial discrete solutioii (refs. 9, 11). The 
latest developiiieiit iii interpolation is tlie reconstruction of cliscontiiiuous solutioiis (refs. 12, 13). 
Tlie other approach (ref. 1) is to compute at, each interface a straight flux average, leading 
to central differencing, and two clifferelit dissipative ternis, one to stabilize the solution against 
pattern instabilities (zebra, checkerboard), the other one to help out near shock waves. The 
“artificial viscosity” approach lias been shown to coiitaiii the same ingredients as the “projection- 
evolution” approach, but iniplemeiited differently (refs. For a coniparison, see figure 
1. 
9, 10). 
Second order 
Upwind-biased (IC = 0) 
C d  = 0.0235 ; C z  = 0.362 
-1.2 
-. 8 
c -. 4 
0 
.4 
P 
1.2 
0 .2 .4 . 6  .8 1.0 
x l c  
Central difference 
( K =  1; FL052) r 
+ Upper surface 
x Lower surface 
I I I I I 
0 .2 .4 .6  .8 1.0 
x l c  
I Figure 1. Pressure-coefficient distributions on a NACA 0012 airfoil for AIm = 0.80, a = 1.25 deg, 
computed with codes based on upwind-biased (left) and central differencing (right). F’roin ref. 2. 
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For cell-vertex schemes, a theory of monotone interpolation lias not yet been developed, so 
artificial viscosity is still the oidy iiistruriieiit to siiiootli imiiierical solutions. It is worth iioticiiig 
that cell-vertex schemes are less proiie to yutterii instabilities than cell-average schemes (ref. 12). 
No discrete solution can exist without specifying a computational grid. Structured grids as 
building blocks in a strategy of doiiiaiii deconiyositioii (ref. 14) seem to be in the lead here, wit81i 
nested grid refinement (ref. 6) as a welcome accessory technique. Fully unstructured grids, such 
as traditionally used iii the finit8e-elenient method, form the alternative (ref. 15) (see figure 2); to 
I retain suffcieiit accuracy, use of cell-vertex schemes is iiiandatory (see figure 3). 
noli-oscillatory predictor-corrector scheme W R S  presetiteel and tested in (ref. 19). These schemes 
are examples of a “package deal”: space aiid time discretization are iiiseparable. A more general 
strategy is to use a multi-stage Runge-Iiutta-type scheme for the time iiitegration, matched with 
the chosen spatial differencing operator to form a stable overall nietliocl. 
Interesting enough, multi-stage Rurige-Iiutta iiietliocls have precloniinaiitly been used to 
march to steady solutions (ref. When 
developing Rulige-Kut ta iiietliods for problems of tinie-dependent traiisoiiic flow, the same st an- 
l ) ,  without regard to their potential tiiiie accuracy. 
I 3. MARCHING IN TIME OR TO A STEADY STATE 
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Figure 2. Unstructured, adaptively refined grid (left) aiid corresponding pressure-coefficient dis- 
tributions (right) for a multi-eleiiient airfoil obtained with a cell-vertex sclieiiie. Also iiicluded 
are results obtained with a finite-difference approxiiiiatioii of the full potential equation. Froiii 
ref. 15. 
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Figure 3. Grid distortion (left) and associated iiiinierical error (right) in the computation 
subsonic Ringleb flow with a cell-centered aiicl a cell-vertex scheme. Froiii ref. 7. 
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daniping (using the fact that the specific total enthalpy becomes uniform iii the steady state). 
Both A F  and niulti-stage iiiarcliiiig sclieiiies were c,onibined with spatial discretizatioiis based on 
central differencing and explicit artificial viscosity. 
Next, the introduction of upwind-biased fluxes in schemes for finding steady Euler solu- 
tions (refs. 23, 24) led to a revival of the classical relaxation sclieiiies such as Gauss-Seidel and 
line/Gauss-Seidel. It turns out that these nietliods, developed for finding solutions of elliptic 
equations, or steady solutions of parabolic equahioiis, are the perfect, match to upwind residual 
approxiiiiations, owing t,o the illlierent dissipativity of the latter. On a scalar computer, Alter- 
nating Line/Gauss-Seidel (ALGS) relaxation easily outperforms A F  (ref. 25) ,  while requiring the 
same coniputntional effort (two hlock- tridiagonal systems solved per iteration); see figure 4a. 
Almost at the same time, the introduction of vector coinputing again reversed the order of 
preference aiiiong the known relaxation niethods: although it requires considerably more itera- 
tions, A F  outperfornis ALGS when coniparing CPU times, because it vectorizes better (ref. 25); 
see figure 4b. Sucli a radical changing of the giiards suggest,s a search for new niethods that 
exploit vector arit,liiiietics even more strongly. This is not. a t.rivia1 job, as there is soiiietlling 
unnatural about the conibination of vectorizat,ion a i d  liyyerbolicit,y. Hyperbolic equat.ions model 
t.lie propagat,ioa of signals moving in a continuuni of clirections, wliicli is rather well imitated 
by a series of Gauss-Seidel sweeps in a1ternat.e cliscrehe clirect8ioiis. Tlie very fact, of sequciitial 
dependence in Gauss-Seiclel upclat.ing proliiliit,s c o ( k  vcc torimtioii t o  i I  grcat. ext.ent,. It, is worth 
iiientioniiig liere that recently it was proved t,liat. Syiiiiiietric Liiie/Gauss-Seidel relaxation (SLGS) 
is not unconditionally stable for upwind-biasecl Euler residuals (ref. 26). This accounts for some 
earlier, unexplained non-convergence of numerical results (ref. 23). 
Residual 
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10'l1 
Residual 
ALGS 
\ 
CPU time, seconds 
:o i o  6fo 810 1k 
-121 I \ I I I I 
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Figure 4. A comparison of iteration strategies for the coniputation of a transonic flow (NACA 
0012, Afm = 0.8, a = 1.25 deg, 161x41 C-mesh, first-order upwind differencing). Left(a): conver- 
gence of Alt,eriiat,iiig-Liiie Gauss-Seidel (ALGS) relaxation and Approximate Factorization (AF) 
in ternis of nuiiiber of iterations; riglit(b): in terms of CPU seconds on a Cyber 205 vector 
coiiiputer. F'roni ref. 25. 
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Meanwhile, multigrid relaxation, a fully matured technique for solving elliptic equations, 
has been shown to be a valuable accessory technique for removing long-wave coniponents in 
cliatrild~ions of Euler r e s i d d s  (refs. Tliis, again, is causing a slrift of interest koni 
implicit to explicit relaxatiolr methods, witli tlie boom still to come. For a better understmi&ng, 
it sliould be said that the basic niarcliiiig sclieiiie in a iiiultigrid strategy must be a good relaxation 
sclieiiie only for tlie short-wave components in a residual distribut,ion; such a scheine is called 
a “siiiootlier.” In a discrete distribution, wave lengths scale witli the cell size, so when going 
to coarser and coarser grids, the shortest wave that can be represented on the grid eventually 
becomes as long as the largest scale in the problem. Explicit marching schemes for the Euler 
equat,ions can be designed to damp just tlie shortest waves without going beyond the stable range 
of the time-step, and therefore seem to be the perfect niatch to multigrid relaxation. In contrast, 
iiiiplicit schemes, such as line relaxation, will also attack long one-dimensional waves, wlkl i  would 
seem unnecessary in a multigrid framework. 
The highest possible acliievenient of a niult,igrid scheme is tlie so-called “multigrid conver- 
gence”: convergence in a fixed number of multigrid cycles, regardless of tlie cell size of the finest 
grid. Such convergence has actually been realized in solving a simple channel-flow problem (refs. 
30, 31); see figure 5. The fly in tlie ointment is that classical multigrid lias also been shown not 
t,o work in very similar inviscid problems. Tliis is caused by loss of information during coarsening 
when long waves in one direction are coupled to short waves in another direction, a situation 
that can arise when the grid is aligned with a stratified flow over an appreciable distance, as in 
channel flow (ref. 32), or when it, is strongly stxetcliecl (ref. 33). Under t,liese circumstances, one- 
21-29). 
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Figure 5. Convergence liistories for the computation of t.he flow at M ,  = 0.85 over a circular 
bump (thickness .042 of chord) in a chaiiiiel, using first-order upwind differencing ancl iiiultigrid 
relaxation on three different, grids. In all cases, tlie slower convergence is for t,lie single-grid scheme; 
the total work for the multigrid scheme stays constmalit for grids on whicli tlie flow features are 
sufficiently resolved. From ref. 30. (Copyright @l985. Academic Press, Inc.) 
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dixiieiisioiial coarsening rather tliaii iiiultidiiiiensioiial coarseiiiiig should be considered. It tiiriis 
out that, the need for semi-coarsening was already deiiioiistratecl in ail early niultigrid applica- 
tion to tlie potential equations (ref. 34); a full utilization of semi-coarsening has recently been 
proposed and analyzed by Mulder (ref. 35). The latter method has an appreciable degree of par- 
allelism (yet to be exploited) and shows convergence rates for subsoiiic, transonic and supersonic 
channel flows between .3 and .4 per inultigrid cycle. 
With multigrid relaxation finally outgrowing its “elliptic” origin and beconling robust for the 
Euler equations, a new wave of advanced explicit algoritlinis is awaited with impatience. These 
algoritlims do away with models of coordinate-wise wave propagation on wliicli all present dis- 
cretizations, including the upwind-biased ones, are based; instead, discrete models of tlie infiiiit4e 
variety of niultidiniensioiial wave motions are adopted. The basic concepts have been forinulated 
(refs. 36, 37), but it is at present not clear how to incorporate tliese into robust iiiarcliing nieth- 
ods. Yet, tllis development promises significant gains in accuracy, efficiency (see figure G), and 
generality, while retainiiig prograiiiiiiing siniylicity and matching the coniputer architectures of 
today and tomorrow. 
I 
I 1 ‘L Preconditioned 
Figure G. Effect- of preconditioning 011 tlie coiiiput atpion of oiie-cliiiieiisioiial t,raiisonic iiozzle flow 
with a first-order upwind sclieue. Sliowii are the convergence histories resultiiig froiii tlie use of 
(1) the same tiine-step in all cells, (2)  the iiiaxiniuiii time-step iii each cell (t,lie so-called “local” 
time-step) and (3) tlie niaxiiiiuiii tiiiie-stel) for each characteristic wave in each cell. The latter 
t eclinique requires decomposition of the resiclual into wave coiit,ribut8ioiis, wliicli is needed anyway 
for upwind differencing, and leads to significant savings. 
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hi the area of implicit methods, on the ot.lier hand, the t.eiideiicy is to  iiiove t,oward great,er 
complexity. With in-core storage capacit,y orders of iiiagiiit.ucle larger t'liaii a clecatle ago, geiiuiiie 
Newton methods have been foriiiulat.ed and iiiipleniciitccl iisiiig clircc t. rat,lier than it.erat,ive solu- 
tion techniques for the large linear sydeiiis arising in t.lie process (ref. 35); see figure 7.  Tliese 
inetliods are almost, coiiipetitive with relaxation iiiet.liocls for t,lie nuiiilier of uiikiiowns t,ypically 
encountered in two-dimensional calculations, aiitl a lot iiiore robust.. The iiiniii coiitribut,ioii t,o tlie 
coniplexity is the derivation of t,lie full Jacobian of botl;ty's sopliis t,icii.t.ecl iinnierical flux fuiictioiis 
such as Roe's (ref. 39). If progress is to be iiiacle iii t.liis tlirec.t.ioii, aut,oiiiat.ion of t,lie algebra of 
differentiation, or, alternatively, reliance on iiuiiierical differenbiation, seeiiis to be inevitable. Any 
increase in generality, such as applicability on unstructured or locally refined grids, will involve a 
major programming effort. 
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Results using Ordering A ( M = 0.8, a =o ) 
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!# Figure 7. Pressure-coefficient results and convergence history of a transonic-airfoil coinputfation 
(NACA 0012, 111, = 0.80, a = 0 deg) with a full Newton metliod. Note the quadratic convergeiice 
of the residual in tlie kial phase. Froni ref. 38. 
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Tlie abundance of core iiieiiiory in iiioderii computers is also a stiiiiulus for the developmeiit 
of marcliiiig iiictliods based 011 multiple iterates. Most classical iteration schemes iiiake clue with 
iilforiiiatioii exclusively from iteration level k whcii advancing to level k+l ,  tlius ignoring tlie 
information contained in tlie first k-1 iterates. Obviously, this iilforiiiatioii iiiglit give clues as 
to tlie best way to proceed beyond level k. Since each iterate of a iiunierical solution caii be 
represented by a large vector, and tlie aim of iterative iiietliods is to iiiake this vector coiiverge to 
some ux&iiowii final value, t l is  subject is coiiiiiioiily referred to as “convergence acceleration of 
vector sequences” (ref. 40). The label suggests that the convergence of the vectors caii be studied 
without iii-depth knowledge of tlie pliysics represeiitecl by tlie vectors. This is probably as true 
as tlie statement that all CFD probleiiis are similar to solving Laplace’s equation oii a rectangle. 
Some recent applications of acceleration iiietliods like GMRES (Generalized Miiiiiiuxii Residual 
Met hod), MP E (Minimum Polynomiiial Extrapolation), reduced-r ai& ex t r apola tioii mid Wy iui’s 
e-algorithm (see figure 8) can be found in references 41-45. 
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Figtire 8. Coiivergeiice acceleration for t,wo transonic-airfc~il conqmt atic ) i i 5  1 )y t liv use of Wynn’s 
e-algoritlmi. Tlie residual decreases sharply upon applicatioii of tlic accclcra tioii tccliiiique after 
250 iterations. Left: Korn airfoil, AJm = 0.7’5, (I = 0 deg; right: NAC‘A 0012, AI, = 0.80, 
a = 1.25 deg. From ref. 45. 
One aspect not addressed at all in these papers is the iiiliereiit nonlinearity of the CFD 
problem to be solved. When solving problems of st,eady trailsonic flow there act.ually are two 
separate but related questions: 
1) how to efficiently march froiii an arbit,rary initial guess to within the range of attraction 
of tlie steady solution; 
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2) how t80 quickly converge to the steady solution from a nearby state. 
Vecbor-sequencing strategies address the second problem, which is the easier of the two owing 
to the valiclit,y of linearization. The only current, nietliodology that also addresses the first problem 
is full niultigricl. 
4. BOUNDARY PROCEDURES 
How t80 derive noti-reflective far-field boundary conditions has been pretty well understood 
since the appearance of a key paper by Engyuist aiid Majda (ref. 46). For the Euler equations, 
R. safe technique is to discretize the characteristic equations for waves moving outward normal to 
the boundary; siiypleniental conditions regarding the far field may be provicled in the form of free- 
stream values. Greater accuracy, faster convergence and a smaller coniyut atioiral doniaiu are the 
benefits of a more accurate description of t,he far field, based on various kinds of expansions of 
the solution (see, e.g. ref. 47). The most remarkable rediic t.ion in the coiiipiit,ational domain has 
been cleriionstrated by Ferni and Gustafsson (ref. 48); see figure 9. 
a n  
Figure 9. 
solution on the larger domain (dfi,), dashed lines are for t,lie smaller domain (ai&). 
Isobars for the iiicoiiipressible flow over NAC’A 0013 airfoil. roiiiputecl with Ferni 
l and Gustafsson’s (ref. 48) “fundameiital bomiclary coiitlitioiis.” Solid-liiie contours are from the 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
During the past decade, Euler solvers lime come of age. Accuracy and efficiency of to- 
day’s finite-volume Euler codes are sufficient t,o deliver det.ailed two-diniensional and useful three- 
diiiiensional flow solutions. 
The accuracy achieved is soniewliat surprising, as the ingredients for the spatial discretiza- 
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tions are aliiios t exclusively based on a one-diiiiensional analysis, applied coordinate-wise. The 
iiisufficieiicy of tliis strategy sliows up, for instance, as a loss of resollidion of shock waves and 
sliear waves oblique to tlie grid. Keeping in mind the even higher resolution required for a Navier- 
Stokes solution, it appears necessary to develop truly multi-diiiiensional numerical building blocks 
for use in future Euler codes. 
Independently, t,he development of grid-adaptation tecliiiiques will support solutions of high 
accuracy at a reasonable cost. To coniply with coiiiplicat,ed geonietries, tlie use of unstructured 
triangular and tetralieclral nieslies is gaining ground; this in trurii is stiniulatiiig tlie developiiieiit 
of cell-vertex-based spatial discretizabions, wliicli are relatively insensitive to grid deformations. 
On tlie efficiency front,, multigrid relaxation and vector-sequence convergence acceleration are 
the two auxiliary techniques tliat bear tlie most, promise of iiiaking three-diineiisioiial calculations 
feasible and robust,. Tlie explicit iiiarcliiiig sclienies on wliich these tecluiiques build, however, 
remain to be optiiiiized as regards tlieir capaciby to siiiootli short waves and to overcoine stiffness 
of the equations. Again, a truly iiiiilti-dinieiisioiial approach is needed. 
Aiiiong iiiiplicit methods, Newton’s iiietliod with full Jacobian evaluation and direct solution 
of tlie linearized system, is now competitive in obtaining two-dimensional flow fields; at present, 
t,he extension to three dinieiisioiis does not seem feasible. 
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Abstract 
A new cell-vertex scheme is outlined for solving for the flow about a delta wing with M ,  > 1. Embedded regions 
of mesh-refinement allow solutions to  be obtained which have much higher resolution than those achieved to date. 
Effects of mesh-refinement and artificial viscosity on the solutions are studied, to  determine at  what point leading-edge 
vortex solutions are “grid-converged.” A macroscale and a microscale for the size of the vortex are defined, and it 
is shown that the macroscale (which includes the wing surface properties) is converged on a moderately refined grid, 
while the microscale is very sensitive to grid spacing. The level of numerical diffusion in the core of the vortex is found 
to  be substantial. Comparisons with experiment are made for two cases which have transonic cross-flow velocities. 
Introduction 
Compressible flow past sharp-edged delta wings can lead to a variety of flow patterns. Stanbrook and Squire [l] 
originally postulated the classification of flow patterns as a function of angle of attack normal to the leading-edge 
Q N  = tan-’ (tan crsec A) 
and Mach number normal to  the leading-edge -~ 
MN = M,,,Jl- sin2 A cos2 a .  
Their data suggested a boundary near M N  = 1. To the left of the boundary ( M N  < 1) the leading-edge is swept 
behind the Mach cone and the flow is separated at the leading-edge. To the right ( M N  > 1) the flow is attached, 
with a Prandtl-Meyer expansion at the leading-edge. Szodruch and Peake [2] and Miller and Wood [3] carried the 
classification further, defining several regimes in the ( M N , ~ N )  plane. Miller and Wood [3], for example, produced the 
chart of flow regimes diagrammed in Figure 1. Vorropoulos and Wendt [4] postulated the possibility of leading-edge 
vortex flow with a reverse cross-flow shock under the vortex (See Figure 2), based on evidence from their laser- 
doppler results. This flow regime was a t  low normal Mach number and angle of attack. It is exactly this richness of 
flow phenomena that  makes the compressible leading-edge vortex problem such an exciting one. The possibility of 
finding new complex flow topologies for this geometrically simple problem is a challenge, both for experimentalists 
and theoreticians. A good deal of numerical research has been carried out for this class of problems, as outlined below. 
Solutions of the Euler equations using centered-difference conservative schemes have been carried out by Rizzi [5] , 
Rizzi and Eriksson [6], Murman et a1 [7] and Newsome [8], among others. Upwind conservative schemes have been used 
by Newsome and Thomas [9] and Chakravarthy and Ota [lo]. Characteristic-based non-conservative schemes have 
been used by Marconi [ll]. All of these give reasonable estimates for the pressure coefficient on the wing, although 
they tend to  overpredict the suction peak due to the vortex. 
Some of these methods use the full three-dimensional form of the equations; others use a conical self-similarity 
assumption to  reduce the problem to one with two independent spatial variables. The latter approach has justification 
through the experimental evidence described above: classification of the flows in the two-parameter ( M N ,  a ~ )  space
suggests conical self-similarity. Three-dimensional solutions for these problems suffer from a lack of resolution (Rizzi 
[5] has reported that at least lo6 grid points are necessary to  resolve the flow details), and even the conical solutions 
are not grid-converged [12]. To help understand and solve this problem, a solution method must be developed that 
allows a higher level of resolution than has been achieved previously. 
The solution method described in this paper is a new cell-vertex scheme that allows for multiple levels of embedded 
grids. Cell-vertex schemes for logically rectangular meshes have been developed by Ni [13], Hall [14] and Siclari [15]. 
The embedded-grid scheme is adopted to provide good resolution in the leading-edge vortex region of the flow without 
the necessity of many grid points in the rest of the flow. The cell-vertex approach is adopted for its second-order 
accuracy, even at embedding interfaces and regions of highly stretched grid. Recent studies by Shapiro and Murman 
[16] have shown that a cell-vertex finite-volume scheme is identical to a finite elment method with constant test 
functions, and that its accuracy is equal to  a Galerkin method for all practical purposes. The scheme as a whole 
allows highly accurate solutions t o  be obtained efficiently. Results from the scheme are used to show effects of grid 
refinement on leading-edge vortex solutions, and to determine the level of refinement necessary to  resolve flow details. 
Governing Equations 
The three-dimensional Euler equations may be written in vector form as 
where ho is the stagnation enthalpy, 
The ideal gas law 
P ho=E+- .  
P 
= o  
- 
1 u2 + v2 + w2 2 P = ( Y - I ) P  E -  [ 
closes the set of equations. Introducing the conical variables 
and assuming conical self-similarity (that the solution is independent of T ) ,  the Euler equations become 
where 
ii = u+rp+<w 
- v = v - v u  
w = w-cu  
and 
K = d-. 
= 0 ,  
These conical Euler equations may be expressed in terms of the state vector U, the Cartesian flux vector F and the 
conical flux vectors G and H as 
rau a G + a H  
K at ae a< -- +- - + 2 F = 0 .  
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The unsteady terms have been included so that an iterative procedure may be employed to reach a conically self-similar 
steady-state. The equations are solved on the unit sphere by setting T = 1. 
The physical boundary conditions consist of a no-flux condition at the wing, free-stream conditions outside the 
bow shock, and a Kutta condition a t  the leading-edge of the wing. Implementation of these boundary conditions will 
be discussed in the next section. 
Solution Procedure 
The solution scheme used is a finite-volume, multi-stage scheme in which the state variables are stored at the 
nodes. It allows for regions of local mesh refinement. The grid generation, spatial discretization, added artificial 
viscosity, temporal discretization and boundary and interface procedures are described below, along with the data 
structure that underlies the algorithm. 
Grid Generation 
For the cases presented here, the grid generation is carried out by a Joukowsky transformation. The (v,C) plane 
is mapped to a complex x plane, in which the wing becomes a circle, by the transformation 
where A is the leading-edge sweep of the wing. In the x plane, i =constant lines are equiangularly spaced rays 
emanating from the origin and j =constant lines are concentric rings. Grid points are generated along rays in the x 
plane by an exponential stretching. This procedure yields near-conformal grids with good resolution near the wing. 
The embedded regions are generated by sub-dividing each cell in the region. This is done by adding a node on each 
face of the cell to be divided, and one in the center of the cell. Bilinear interpolations are used to find the coordinates 
of the new points. A typical grid is shown in Figure 3. Indexing the grid in an (i,j) manner is no longer convenient; 
the data structure chosen for the scheme is described below. Although in the work presented here the embedded 
regions are determined a priori ,  the formulation and code are directly extendable to  adaptative determination of the 
embedded regions. 
Discretization of Equations 
equations over a cell. This gives 
The finite volume discretization of the partial differential equations is formulated by integrating the conical Euler 
Using Gauss’ theorem and the mean value theorem, this may be rewritten as 
r dU 
K: at an 
A - -  + f [GdC - Hdv] + 2AF = 0 
where an overbar denotes a cell-average and A is the cell area. 
The line integral of the fluxes is carried out by a trapezoidal integration about the cell, i.e. 
f [GdC - Ad171 = c [f (e1 + “2) (172 - 171) - f (H1 + fi2) (62 - C1)] , 
faces  an 
where the subscripts denote the two nodes that define the face, ordered so that the integral is carried out in a 
The cell-average of the source term is calculated by averaging the source term at the four nodes defining the cell. 
This gives the residual at  the center of the cell, aU/at. This cell-average of the residual is distributed to the four 
nodes defining the cell with a simple (:,:,$,$) weighting. 
counter-clockwise sense. B 
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I The artificial viscosity is a blend of a nonlinear second-difference and a linear fourth-difference. I t  is constructed 
from a weighted Laplacian, E,  and an unweighted Laplacian squared, L 2 ,  respectively. The weighting function W is 
l a normalized Laplacian of the pressure, 
where 1 1  l l m  denotes the L ,  norm, so that 0 < W < 1. This weighting is chosen for the efficient capturing of shocks 
and vortices. It causes the second-difference term to be first-order in high-gradient regions and small elsewhere; the 
fourth-difference term is third-order everywhere. Thus the artificial viscosity is given by 
D(U) = €&(U) - E4D.40) 
= &(W, 0) - c4L2(U) 
I where U is a modified state vector, with the energy term pE replaced by pho, so that the discrete equations permit a solution with constant total enthalpy. The Laplacians are calculated in a way that automatically enforces conservation 
at  physical and numerical boundaries. 
The temporal discretization is a four-stage scheme with coefficients (a,f,i,l). The time step is calculated on a 
local basis to satisfy the CFL criterion for stability. 
Boundary Conditions 
There are boundary conditions to be enforced at  the physical boundaries 
I 1. No flux through the wing 
2. F’ree-stream conditions upstream of the bow-shock 
3. Kutta condition at the leading-edges 
I and at the numerical boundaries 
1. no flow through the symmetry plane 
2. consistency and conservation at the embedding interfaces 
The wing boundary condition is met by retaining only the pressure terms in the flux calculation on cell faces which 
abut the wing. No pressure extrapolation is necessary since the state variables are stored at the nodes. The outer 
boundary condition is implemented by ensuring that the outer boundary of the domain is outside the bow shock 
and enforcing free-stream conditions there. The Kutta condition is enforced implicitly by ensuring that the artificial 
viscosity is present near the leading-edges. This is done by artitrarily setting the pressure switch W to one at  several 
nodes in the vicinity of the leading-edges. Numerical experience demonstrates that this is adequate to  ensure smooth 
separation [12]. 
The symmetry plane is introduced so that the flow past a wing at  zero yaw may be solved on a half-plane. The 
condition to be enforced at  the symmetry line is that the through-flow velocity, v ,  is zero. This is implemented by 
setting v to zero initially and zeroing the distributed flux for the y-direction momentum equation at each iteration. 
Interfaces between two levels of grid refinement lead to cells of more than four nodes and faces. The embedding 
philosophy used here restricts the grid to a series of nested rectangles in which there is refinement by a factor of two 
in each direction at the interfaces. With this restriction, only one type of interface cell is generated - a cell with five 
faces and five nodes. These cells are the coarse cells which abut the embedding interface. This makes the interface 
treatment very simple. The flux integration for these cells is carried out exactly as above, with five faces for the 
cell instead of the usual four. The distribution step is modified, however, so that the “extra” node is updated. The 
distribution used is diagrammed in Figure 4. 
Data Structure 
Because of the embedded regions of the grid, it is inconvenient to index the grid in a typical (i,j) fashion. Instead, 
nodes, cells, and faces are singly indexed, and pointer vectors are constructed with the necessary information for 
interrelating them. The pointer vectors used for the scheme are: 
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1. A cell-to-node pointer, relating a cell to the four corner nodes that define it 
2. A cell-to-face pointer, relating a cell to its four faces 
3. A face-to-node pointer, relating a face to the two nodes defining it 
4. A node-to-node pointer, relating a node to its (at most) four neighbors 
Each pointer has a specific use. The cell-to-node pointer is used in the flux distribution and the damping calculation. 
In each of these steps, cells are visited, and changes in the cell are distributed to the nodes of the cell. The cell-to-face 
pointer is used in the flux summation step - each cell is visited, and the fluxes from the four faces defining the cell 
are summed. The face-to-node pointer is used in the calculation of the face fluxes - each face is visited, and the 
coordinates and the values of the flux vectors at the nodes defining the face are used to carry out the trapezoidal 
integration. The node-to-node pointer is used to calculate grid metrics and cell areas, and to extrapolate quantities 
(such as the time step and the weighting function W )  to the boundaries and interfaces. 
In addition to these, pointers which contain boundary information are necessary. They are 
1. A vector containing the index of each face on the wing 
2. A vector containing the index of each node on the wing 
3. A vector containing the index of each node on the symmetry boundary 
4. A vector containing the index of each node on the far-field boundary 
5. A vector containing the index of each node at which the weighting factor for the damping is to be overridden 
6. A vector containing the index of each coarse cell which abuts an embedding interface 
7. A vector relating each of these interface cells to its “extra” node 
8. A vector relating each of these interface cells to its “extra” face 
9. A vector containing the orientation of each of these “extra” faces (i.e. which side of the cell the face is on) 
The boundary conditions at physical and numerical boundaries are enforced using these pointers 
Effects of Numerical Parameters on Solutions 
The embedded mesh procedure outlined above forms a practical method to carry out a careful study of the effects 
of mesh refinement on leading-edge vortex solutions to the Euler equations. This study is carried out for a 75O swept 
wing at 10’ angle of attack in a Mach 1.1 stream. The cross-flow streamlines for this case are shown in Figure 5. The 
vortex is the dominant feature of the flow. The cross-flow stagnation points a t  the leeward and windward symmetry 
points and on the outboard portion of the windward side of the wing are also evident. The cross-flow is transonic for 
this case. 
The grid is varied from an equivalent global resolution of 64 x 64 to 256 x 256. The results for the coarsest 
grid are shown in Figures 6-9. Figure 6 shows the grid, with refinement on the leeward side on the wing. Figure 7 
shows contours of the pressure coefficient. The compression on the leeward side of the wing, the expansion about the 
leading-edge and the low-pressure region in the core of the vortex may be seen. Figure 8 presents contours of the 
cross-flow Mach number. The large gradients of cross-flow Mach number in the core and feeding-sheet may be seen. 
Figure 9 presents contours of total pressure loss (1 - p o / p , ) .  There is a large loss in total pressure in the vortex, 
reaching a value of 34% in the core. 
Figures 10-13 are the results on a grid with equivalent 128 x 128 resolution. The gradients of pressure in the 
core (Figure 11) are better resolved, and a cross-flow shock is apparent underneath the vortex. The cross-flow Mach 
number contours are shown in Figure 12. Again the gradients are much better resolved, and the shock may clearly 
be seen. The contours of total pressure loss are shown in Figure 13. The lossy region appears smaller on this grid, 
but the level of loss has not gone down. Here it is 38%. 
A further grid refinement is shown in Figures 14-17. The pressure contours are shown in Figure 15. The shock 
is slightly sharper than on the previous grid and the suction in the core slightly better resolved, but otherwise the 
solution has not changed appreciably. The cross-flow Mach number contours (Figure 16) show the same trends. The 
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total pressure loss distribution has changed fairly drastically (Figure 17). The roll-up of the sheet into a core of 
distributed total pressure loss may be seen. The level of the loss is relatively unchanged, however, with a core loss of 
35%. 
The loss levels and two scales for the sizes of the vortices in the different cases are tabulated in Table 1. “Core 
sizes” are determined by summing the area of all cells in which the total pressure loss (l-po/po,) is greater than 10%. 
They are normalized by the core size for the 128 x 128 case. “Vortex width” and “Vortex height” are determined by 
measuring the width and height of the 2% contour at  the center of the vortex. They are also normalized by the values 
for the 128 x 128 case. The “core size”, a microscale for the vortex, changes dramatically with the grid refinement. 
The “vortex width” and “vortex height” are nearly converged on the 128 x 128 grid, however. 
A similar table may be compiled for the effects of artificial viscosity on the loss. The values presented below are 
for a 128 x 128 grid and are normalized by the case for which € 2  = 0.003 and €4  = 0.0010. Again the microscale for the 
vortex changes with the level of artificial viscosity, while the core loss level and the macroscale for the vortex remain 
approximately constant. The level of artificial viscosity does not greatly affect flow variables outside the core. 
It is interesting to note that,  although the magnitude of the total pressure loss is independent of the level of 
artificial viscosity, it does depend on the form of the artificial viscosity. This dependence on the form of the viscosity 
was discovered in an attempt to lower the damping on the continuity equation. Figure 18 shows the total pressure 
loss contours for the M ,  = 1.1, (Y = lo’, A = 75’ case on an equivalent 128 x 128 grid where the second-difference 
damping terms in the continuity equation have been removed. For this case, the loss in the core is 27%. 
The effect that zeroing the continuity damping has on the form of the damping for the system of equations may 
be seen most easily by analyzing a one-dimensional steady model problem. The equivalent continuity and momentum 
equations are, including the second-difference damping, 
a a2 P -(pu) = E -82 8 2 2  
where c,, and cpu are damping coefficients for the two equations. Using the chain rule, the momentum equation may 
be written 
ax2 2u ax ax 
pu- au + u- a (pu)  + - a p -  E p u  ( u- ; + p- + 2-- 
ax ax ax 
which, when combined with continuity, becomes 
Comparison with the one-dimensional steady Navier-Stokes equation shows that this equation has t w o  spurious terms: 
the term u(cpu-ep)82p/8x2, due to the difference in the two damping coefficients, and the cross-term 2 ~ ~ ~ a p l a x  au/ax .  
The first term is a spurious diffusive term; the second is a spurious convective term. 
If cpu = c,,, the first spurious term drops out. This suggests a way to zero the continuity damping while retaining 
the proper form of damping for the system of equations. By subtracting these terms from the momentum and energy 
equations, the system will have the same form as it would in the case cpu = c p .  Figure 19 shows the total pressure 
loss contours with the damping altered in this way. The core total pressure loss is 38%, as it was in the case without 
lowering the continuity equation damping. 
An estimate of the level of artificial viscosity in the vortex core may be determined by calculating an “equivalent 
Reynolds number” for the computation. In regions in which the second-difference viscosity dominates the fourth- 
difference viscosity, the damping terms for the conical Euler equations have the form 
D(6) - 4 W , f J )  
- c2WL(ir)  
- ~ E ~ W A ~ V ~ U  
where A is an estimate of the grid spacing, and the factor of four arises from the non-normalized stencil used for the 
Laplacian operator L .  Since this damping operator is multiplied by the CFL number in the temporal updating, the 
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actual damping terms added to  the conical Euler equations have the form 
L D  (fJ) - 4c2WAV2fi 
At 
where A is taken to be the average of the lengths of the faces emanating from the node. Thus an equivalent Reynolds 
number can be defined as 
1 
Contours of the log of the equivalent Reynolds number are shown in Figures 20-22 for the three different levels of grid 
refinement. The equivalent Reynolds number increases with grid refinement, reaching values of lo3 in the core for the 
256 x 256 case. The equivalent Reynolds number is surprisingly high at the leading-edge, due t o  the small size of the 
cells, but surprisingly low in the vortex core. Care must clearly be taken in computing solutions to  the Navier-Stokes 
equations for leading-edge vortices in high Reynolds number flow. 
This study has shown that the level of total pressure loss in computed vortex cores depends on the form of 
the diffusive terms, but not on the magnitude of the diffusive terms. Analytical evidence to  this effect has been 
demonstrated by the authors [17]. Numerous calculations performed by the authors show that the magnitude of total 
pressure loss depends strongly on the aerodynamic and geometric parameters [12]. Surface pressure coefficients and 
other variables outside of the core should converge with the macroscale for the vortex. For high-Reynolds number 
attributes of the vortex on a scale smaller than the macroscale, however, the grid resolution must be such that the 
equivalent Reynolds number due to truncation error and artificial viscosity is substantially higher than the Reynolds 
number of interest. 
Comparison with Experiment 
In this section, two cases are compared with experimental data. Both are 75' swept wings. They are 
1. M ,  = 1.95, Q = 25O, p = 0' 
2. M ,  = 1.70, Q = 12O, p = 8' 
Computed results for the first case are shown in Figures 23 and 24. Figure 23 shows the cross-flow streamlines for 
this case and Figure 24 shows the total pressure loss contours. Three cross-flow shocks are apparent in the vicinity 
of the vortex, and the vortex takes on an almost triangular cross-section. Figures 25 and 26 show a comparison of 
computed and measured pitot pressures. The pitot pressures compare extremely well in the vortex and above it; 
below it ,  viscous effects, which are not modeled in the code, dominate. Figure 27 shows a comparison of computed 
and measured flow angles along the leeward symmetry line. The agreement is surprisingly good, particularly near the 
wing. 
The second case is shown in Figures 28-33. This case was run on a grid with 256 x 128 equivalent refinement, 
shown in Figure 28. The cross-flow streamline plot (Figure 29) shows two vortices: a long, narrow vortex on the port 
side and a nearly axisymmetric vortex on the starboard side of the wing. There is a saddle point on the windward 
side of the wing near the port leading-edge, and one on the leeward side near the center of the wing. All the cross-flow 
streamlines to  port of the two saddle points converge in the port vortex; all others converge in the starboard vortex. 
The total pressure loss contours (Figure 30) show the difference in strength and shape of the two vortices. The port 
vortex is stronger, with a core total pressure loss of 66%. The starboard vortex has a core loss of 43%. There is also 
evidence of a weak shock above the port vortex. The pressure coefficient contours (Figure 31) also show evidence 
of this shock. The pressure on the wing (Figure 32) compares well with experiment. Both vortices are predicted 
too far outboard, and the suction peaks are overpredicted. The solution does capture the unusual double expansion- 
recompression pattern under the port vortex, however. This unusual pattern is more clearly seen in the cross-flow 
Mach number distribution (Figure 33). Under the port vortex, the flow expands to a cross-flow Mach number of 1.6, 
recompresses t o  1.2, then expands again, reaching a value of 1.3, then recompresses outboard to  the port leading-edge. 
The cross-flow Mach number reaches a value of 1.7 above the port vortex, and goes slightly supersonic above and 
below the starboard vortex. 
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Conclusions 
A new cell-vertex scheme which allows for nested regions of embedded grid has been presented. The scheme has 
been used to solve several cases of compressible, supersonic flow past a delta wing. The grid-embedding capacity 
of the code has been used to  study the effects of resolution on leading-edge vortex solutions. A macroscale and a 
microscale for the vortex have been proposed, and it has been shown that the macroscale converges on a moderately 
refined grid, while the microscale does not. It has been shown that even on a relatively fine grid, the level of artificial 
viscosity in the core of the vortex is substantial. Thus, if details inside the core are desired, it is necessary to use 
a very fine grid in that region to ensure that the equivalent Rieynolds number due to truncation error and artificial 
viscosity is substantially higher than the Reynolds number of interest. 
The scheme has been used to compute two flows for which experimental data existed. Measurements of pitot 
pressure from the first experiment were modeled well, as was the flow angularity. Measured surface pressure coefficients 
from the second experiment were modeled fairly well, with discrepancies due to viscous effects. 
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Equivalent Grid I Loss Level I Core Size 1 Vortex Width I Vortex Height 
64 x 64 I 33.9% I 2.55 I 1.39 I 1.43 
128 x 128 37.6% 1 .oo 1 .oo 1 .oo - 256 x 256 35.1% 0.26 0.96 
Table 1: Effects of grid refinement on loss 
1.05 
€2 €4 Loss Level Core Size Vortex Width Vortex Height 
0.003 0.0010 37.4% 1.00 1.00 1.00 
0.003 0.0003 37.6% 0.32 1.10 1.13 
0.003 0.0030 38.2% 1.74 1.08 1.02 
0.001 0.0010 37.2% 0.71 0.97 1.01 
0.010 0.0010 37.6% 1.67 1.11 1.08 L 
Table 2: Effects of artificial viscosity level on loss 
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Figure 1: Flow Regime Diagram 
Figure 2: Reverse Cross-Flow Shock under Vortex 
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Figure 4: Interface Distribution Scheme 
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Figure 7: Pressure Coefficient - 64 x 64 Resolution 
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Figure 8: Cross-flow Mach Number - 64 x 64 Resolution 
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Figure 11: Pressure Coefficient - 128 x 128 Resolution 
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Figure 12: Cross-flow Mach Number - 128 x 128 Resolution 
Figure 13: Total Pressure Loss -- 128 x 128 Resolution 
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Figure 15: Pressure Coefficient - 256 x 256 Resolution 
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Figure 16: Cross-flow Mach Number - 256 x 256 Resolution 
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Figure 20: Equivalent RRynolds Number - 64 x 64 refinement 
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Figure 21: Equivalent Reynolds Number - 128 x 128 refinement 
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Figure 22: Equivalent Reynolds Number - 256 x 256 refinement 
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Figure 23: Cross-flow Streamlines - M ,  = 1.95, a = 25O, A = 75' 
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Figure 24: Total Pressure Loss - M ,  = 1.95, a = 25O, A = 75' 
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Figure 25: Computed Pitot Pressures - M ,  = 1.95, Q = 25O, A = 75' 
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SUMMARY 
For many internal transonic flows of practical interest, some of the relevant nondimensional 
parameters typically are small enough that a perturbation scheme can be expected to give a useful level 
of numerical accuracy. A variety of steady and unsteady transonic channel and cascade flows is 
studied with the help of systematic perturbation methods which take advantage of this fact. 
Asymptotic representations are constructed for small changes in channel cross-section area, small flow 
deflection angles, small differences between the flow velocity and the sound speed, small amplitudes 
of imposed oscillations, and small reduced frequencies. Inside a channel the flow is nearly one- 
dimensional except in thin regions immediately downstream of a shock wave, at the channel entrance 
and exit, and near the channel throat. A study of two-dimensional cascade flow is extended to include 
a description of three-dimensional compressor-rotor flow which leads to analytical results except in 
thin edge regions which require numerical solution. For unsteady flow the qualitative nature of the 
shock-wave motion in a channel depends strongly on the orders of magnitude of the frequency and 
amplitude of impressed wall oscillations or fluctuations in back pressure. One example of supersonic 
flow is considered, for a channel with length large compared to its width, including the effect of 
separation bubbles and the possibility of self-sustained oscillations. The effect of viscosity on a weak 
shock wave in a channel is discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Systematic asymptotic methods of analysis have been in use for roughly thirty years, in a wide 
variety of perturbation problems. Although they have proven to be quite useful in general, there are 
several classes of problems in fluid mechanics in which they are particularly powerful, not only 
because they provide relatively simple formulations for quite complex flows, but also because they 
emphasize and illuminate regions of particular physical and mathematical importance. This has been 
true in flow problems involving viscous-inviscid interactions, for example, and in the subject area of 
this paper, internal inviscid transonic flows (refs. 1 - 3 3) .  
There are several reasons for the success of asymptotic methods in internal transonic flows. 
One is that small changes in cross-sectional area cause relatively large changes in flow velocity, and so 
perturbation methods are particularly appropriate. Most important, however, is the well-known fact 
that the nonlinear small-disturbance equation, which generally holds in some part of a transonic flow 
field, is valid in regions for which the characteristic length in the flow direction is small compared to 
that in the lateral direction. Thus, in transonic flow over an isolated airfoil, lengths in the flow 
direction are scaled by the chord but the proper scale in the transverse direction is large in comparison 
with the chord. In internal flows, however, the lengths in the transverse direction are constrained by 
the channel walls. Hence, regions where the nonlinear equation may be required are small in the flow 
direction, Le. they are "inner" regions; by far the major part of the flow field is governed by simpler 
equations, one-dimensional to lowest order. It will .be seen that inner solutions are needed at the throat 
of a channel, immediately downstream of a shock wave, at the entrance and exit of a diffuser, and at 
the leading and trailing edges of cascades. Still further simplifications follow in certain important 
limiting cases for which the inner regions (except perhaps at the throat) are described by linearized 
twedimensional equations. Finally, it may be noted that in transonic channel flows with shock waves, 
only small changes in downstream pressure or wall shape are sufficient to give large changes in 
position of the shock wave. Hence , the fact that perturbation theory is employed does not restrict the 
physical problem to one in which only small changes in every variable are allowed. Problems of 
significant technical interest can be considered using asymptotic techniques. 
Of the early attempts to obtain solutions for transonic channel flows, two groups of studies 
have special bearing on the subject of this paper, the use of systematic asymptotic methods of 
formulation. The first of these covers work initiated in a paper by Tomotika and Tamada (ref. l), in 
which similarity solutions to the nonlinear small-disturbance equation are introduced. As is usual with 
similarity solutions, it is not possible to select arbitrary wall shapes at which boundary conditions may 
be imposed; instead one accepts the solution as given and chooses one of the streamlines as a wall. 
However, the solutions given by Tomotika and Tamada were very informative in illustrating the way 
in which a flow accelerates from subsonic through sonic to supersonic conditions (Meyer flow) and 
the way in which supersonic pockets form along the walls and grow as the pressure ratio across the 
channel increases (Taylor flow). It was found by Sichel (ref. 2), in his study of nozzle flows, and 
also by Ryzhov (ref. 3), that this similarity transformation can be used when the longitudinal viscosity 
is such that a shock wave of non-negligible thickness is formed. Indeed, the transformation holds for 
nozzle flows in which the shock wave is infinitesimally thin as well (ref. 4). Because the flow is 
deflected slightly as it passes through a nearly normal shock wave, the streamlines through a thin 
shock have a kink at the wave and through a thick shock are bent while passing through the wave. 
Hence, the interpretation of a streamline as being equivalent to a wall is not obvious, especially if a 
channel with varying back pressure and thus varying shock-wave positions is being considered. In 
these studies no order estimates of characteristic lengths are given and, indeed, there was some 
controversy among workers in the field about the extent of the flow field over which these solutions 
held. 
It was found that the similarity transformation of Tomotika and Tamada could be extended to 
unsteady flows with a relatively simple modification (ref. 3, and this fact was exploited to cover 
unsteady flows with either thick or thin shock waves (ref. 4). In the latter reference, an inner region in 
which the structure of the shock wave was calculated was employed for the case where the shock was 
thin. In all other aspects, the solutions are similarity solutions so that streamlines move with time and 
at the shock wave again have a bend which now moves with the wave. Nevertheless, unsteady Meyer 
and Taylor flows are shown as is the structure of moving shock waves, all with very little 
computational effort; thus, such solutions are very informative but not particularly useful insofar as use 
in channel design is concerned. 
The second group of papers which are particularly relevant begins with a paper by Szaniawski 
(ref. 6), in which he introduced a power-series solution to the general steady-flow potential equation. 
The small parameter in terms of which the series is written, although undefined, could be inferred to be 
of the order of the relative change in the cross-sectional area between the channel exit and the throat. 
The coefficients consist of polynomials in y2, each power of which is multiplied by an arbitrary 
function of x, where x and y are coordinates in the longitudinal and transverse directions respectively. 
The new and important feature of this solution was that arbitrary wall shapes could be considered; at 
each order of approximation the governing equations and boundary conditions give equations which 
determine the unknown function of x in the polynomial solution. However, neither the conditions 
under which this solution holds nor its relation to the previously mentioned similarity solutions was 
considered, although it appeared that the region of validity of the solutions was not limited in the x 
direction. An extension to flows with shock waves was also presented (ref. 7). 
It was shown later (ref. 8) that the Szaniawski series could be derived in a systematic fashion 
using asymptotic methods, that this solution should be considered as an outer solution which might not 
remain uniformly valid as a sonic throat was approached, and finally, that there exists an inner region 
about the throat, in which the aforementioned similarity regions could hold. More importantly, it was 
shown in this derivation that in the outer region, where x and y are of the same order, the governing 
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equations for each order of approximation are linear, so that solutions for flows with arbitrary wall 
shapes are easily found; again, it is only in a very thin throat region that the nonlinear equation need be 
considered. In reference 8, inner and outer solutions were matched and it was demonstrated that 
unsteady flows could be analyzed using the same asymptotic methods; no shock waves were 
considered. Finally, in reference 9 a steady flow with a shock wave was considered and it was 
demonstrated that another inner region enclosing the shock wave was necessary, since solutions 
immediately downstream of the shock wave do not match with channel-flow solutions at that location. 
Applications to unsteady flows with shock waves were outlined in reference 10. The extension of 
these ideas to cover many different steady and unsteady transonic internal flows is described in the 
following sections. 
2. PERTURBATION PROCEDURES 
An analytical description of two- and three-dimensional, steady and unsteady, transonic 
channel and cascade flows requires introduction of an intimidating variety of nondimensional 
parameters. A few of these parameters are numerically small, and one is led to consider the possibility 
of deriving asymptotic solutions which are expected to be valid in some limit as these parameters 
approach zero. In selecting appropriate limiting cases for study, it is necessary to make choices about 
the relative orders of magnitude of the small parameters. One dimensionless quantity, say E, is 
identified as the basic small parameter, and then various cases can be studied depending on the orders 
of magnitude of the other parameters relative to E, in the limit as E + 0. Although the number of 
parameters is thereby reduced only by one, it is often possible to obtain analytical solutions and thus to 
show the dependence on the remaining parameters explicitly. In principle these solutions can be 
carried out to higher order, to provide numerical accuracy over a wider parameter range. 
Many of the examples to be considered are concerned with two-dimensional transonic flow 
through a converging-diverging channel with small area change, typically with a shock wave in the 
diverging part. A steady flow is characterized by two nondimensional small parameters, which 
measure the relative change in channel cross-section area and the typical difference between the local 
flow Mach number and one. The width and length of the channel are taken to be of the same order, 
and a parameter ~2 is introduced as a measure of the area change. If the flow is to accelerate through 
sonic speed at the throat (choked flow), the Mach number pul, in the undisturbed flow ahead of the 
channel is given by 1 - M, = O(E); an area change O(E~) then gives a change O(E) in Mach number. 
Unsteady motions might be caused by oscillations of the channel walls or by oscillations in the 
downstream pressure. If the motion is caused by wall oscillations, one additional small parameter is 
the nondimensional amplitude a of the wall oscillations. A second new parameter which may be 
small is the reduced frequency 2-l = oL/a*, where L is the channel half-width, o is the angular 
frequency, and a* is the critical sound speed in the undisturbed flow. Thus 2-1 is proportional to the 
ratio of the flow residence time to the period of the impressed oscillations. Asymptotic solutions can 
be derived for E + 0, c1 -+ 0, and a -+ 0, corresponding to selected relationships for the orders of 
magnitude of 2 1  and a in terms of E. 
Since nondimensional velocity changes are O(E), the entropy change across a shock wave is 
O(E~). If a shock wave is present and is nearly plane, the nondimensional vorticity is smaller than 
O(E~), and a velocity potential can be used to describe the first few terms in asymptotic expansions of 
the flow variables. If the coordinates are made nondimensional with L, the time with 0-1, and speeds 
with a*, the full potential equation is 
.a .- 
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I where 
2 a 
(2.2) 
1 1 1 2  
2 2 Y-1 
F(t) = -$ t  + H = - 9 , + p  + -  
Here H is the nondimensional total enthalpy and a* = p/p, where the sound speed a, the pressure p, 
and the density p have been made nondimensional with the corresponding critical values in the 
undisturbed flow. Upstream of a shock wave F(t) = IL = (112) (y+l)/(y-l), and F(t) has the same 
value downstream if the flow is steady. Across a moving shock wave defined by S(x,y,t) = 0, the 
jump in H is given by 
where x, y are coordinates along and normal to the undisturbed flow direction, with x = 0 
at the channel throat and y = 0 along the channel center line; qn = VS/(VSl is the velocity component 
normal to the shock wave; c = - r1 St/lVSl is the shock speed; and the subscripts u, d refer to 
conditions immediately upstream and downstream of the shock. The Prandtl relation at the shock 
wave gives 
For a symmetric channel the walls are given by 
Hd - H~ = (qnd - qnu) (2.3) 
(qnu - c) (9,d - c) = woo - c ((Inu - c/2)1{2 (Y-1MY+1)} (2.4) 
(2.5) 
2 y, = * { 1 - E f(x) + a G(x,t)} 
(if wall oscillations, when present, also ate symmetric), and the boundary condition at the walls is 
vW =z' ayw/at + uw +,/ax 
where uw = u (x,yw,t) and vw = v (x,yw,t). 
Throughout most of the channel the perturbations from a uniform flow at the critical sound 
speed are described by a perturbation potential 0. In the cases to be considered, Cp can be expanded in 
the form 
(2.7) 
2 3 0 = E @'(X,t) + E 0,(X,Y,t> + E Cp,(x,y,t> + e . .  
where it has been anticipated that the first term describes a one-dimensional flow and that two- 
dimensionality appears in the second approximation. As discussed later, it can be shown that this kind 
of representation fails in thin regions immediately behind a shock wave and at a channel entrance or 
exit, and in a different way close to the throat. The approximate pressure can be found, if only 
terms larger than O(e3) are needed, by expanding the isentropic relation p = a2Y'(Y-1). The leading 
terms are 
p = l -  EY01,  - E2YCp2x-YE2-101t  + ..' (2.8) 
provided that a term proportional to F(t) - IL, can be neglected; this term is O(a), as noted below. 
The shock-wave position x= xs (y,t) is expanded, for the cases considered here, in the form 
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X,(Y,t) = xs,(t) + E xs1(t) + ... (2.9) 
where it has been anticipated that in most applications the first two terms will be independent of y; 
typically it is found that ax&y = O(E~'~).  For unsteady flows, the shock-wave motion is found to be 
quasi-steady for frequencies low enough that r1 << E ~ ,  and the time required for disturbances from 
the channel exit to reach the shock wave is short in comparison with one period when 2 1  << E. Thus 
two important special cases arise for r1 = O(E~) and 'tl = O(E); these will be referred to as "low" and 
"moderate" frequencies in the following. The wall oscillations with amplitude O(a) are equivalent to 
time-dependent area changes O(a), which imply changes O(ak) in the flow velocity; a is taken to be 
at most O(E~). For 2 1  equals O($) or larger, the shock wave velocity is also O(al~), and so the 
shock-wave displacement is O(zak). Thus the amplitude of the shock-wave oscillation is O( 1) 
if a = O(EZ'~) and small if 01 << E Z - ~ .  It now also can be seen, from equations (2.2) and 
(2.3), that the neglected term proportional to F(t) - I%, in equation (2.8) is O(a). 
_ .  - 
In the three-dimensional examples to be considered, the variation of Mach number is taken to 
be O(E) in a transverse direction as well as in the flow direction. For a cascade the blade stagger, as 
well as the ratio of spacing to chord, is taken to be O( 1). In one example of unsteady supersonic 
channel flow, the ratio of channel length to width is 0(~-1/2); although boundary layers are thin, the 
displacement thickness due to separation bubbles in this example is of the same order as the variation 
in channel width. The viscosity in general is taken to be small enough that the shock-wave thickness is 
small in comparison with any relevant streamwise length; in cases where shock-wave structure is 
considered, the Reynolds number is such that the shock-wave thickness is O(E). 
3. STEADY FLOWS 
Two-dimensional Inviscid Channel Flow 
To provide an introduction for applications to other flows, the results of reference 9 are 
summarized here, with some minor changes in notation. Substitution of the expansion (2.7) into the 
potential equation (2.1) and boundary condition (2.6) leads to a first approximation defined by 
$Iyy = 0 9 9,,(x,+1) = 0 (3.1) 
The solution has the form $1 = $l(x), as already anticipated in (2.7). The second approximation is 
defined by 
$2y(x,+ 1) = i f'(x) (3.2) 
With the further requirement that the flow be choked, so that $ix(0) = 0, for f '(0) = 0, the solution for 
$1 can be completed: 
I I f f  = 0 at the channel entrance and the undisturbed velocity u = ua, is expanded as urn = 1 + E ula, 
I 
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+ e2 u2- + ..., the constant f(0) is related to uloo by (for subsonic incoming flow) 
Uloo = - (2f(O)/(y+1)}1/2. 
The solution f o r b  contains a function h2(x) that is still unknown: 
(3.4) 
The differential equation and boundary condition for the third approximation then allow completion of 
the solution for the second approximation. The function h$(x) is found to be 
h;(x) = (3 - 2Y) $;x/6 + C2/C(~+l)$, ,I  (3.5) 
where the constant c2 is discontinuous at a shock wave. For choked flow, ~2~ = 0. The Prandtl 
relation (2.4) gives 
ulu + U l d  = 9 u 2u + U a = -  'lu 'ld (3.6) 
3 where u1 = GlX and u2 = $2x. A tentative result c~~ = - 2y(y+l) ulU/3 can be found by integrating 
the condition for u2d across the channel, from y = -1 to y = 1. It is evident, however, that the solution 
for can only satisfy the Prandtl relation in such an averaged sense. The difficulty arises because the 
small shock-wave curvature implies a streamline curvature that is inconsistent with the wall curvature, 
and so the solution (3.4) is not complete immediately behind the shock wave. To satisfy both the 
shock relations and the wall boundary condition an "inner" solution satisfying a Prandtl-Glauert 
equation is needed for x - xso = O(~1'2). The correction to be added to the expansion (2.7) is found to 
be 
(3.7) 
n= 1 
where X = {(y+l)ulu &}-I12 (x-xso). As the intersection of the shock wave and the wall is approached, 
gradient. Also it can now be verified, by an integral condition expressing mass conservation, that C2d 
has the value anticipated above. Although needed to provide the flow details near the shock wave, this 
inner solution is not, therefore, really required for the evaluation of c2d. The analogous correction for 
axisymmetric flow was also given in reference 9. 
At the channel entrance and exit, an expansion of the form (2.7) in general will not match with 
solutions in the external flow, and a Prandtl-Glauert equation is again needed for a distance 
Ax = 0 ( ~ 1 / 2 ) ;  an example will be shown later. Near the channel throat, within a short distance 
x = O(E), the terms $yy and (y+l) QX $= in the potential equation are of the same order of magnitude. 
For the case of acceleration from subsonic to supersonic speed, if f "(0) = - 1, the first approximation 
to the solution has the simple polynomial form 
, the series can be summed to show explicitly the expected logarithmic singularity in the pressure I 
3 1  
X (y 2 1  -7) + $ (<-I)} (3.8) $ = E  .;i.(Y+l) 
Although this expression should, strictly speaking, be obtained as a solution of the nonlinear equation 
QYy = ( ~ 1 )  $x $xx, it is actually seen to contain just the largest terms in the Taylor expansion, about 
x = 0, of the solution E $1 + E $2 given above. In other circumstances, if the flow is not quite choked 
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or if a shock wave is present very close to the throat, a special formulation for x = O(E) and/or for 
x = O(~1'2) may be essential, as noted in references 5,8,9, 16, and 17. 
Cascade Flows 
A limiting case of transonic cascade flow has been studied in reference 11. The ratio of blade 
spacing to blade chord length is O(1); the stagger angle tan-l h = tan-l (d/u) = 0(1), where u = blade 
spacing and d = hu; the blade thickness, camber and angle of attack are O(e2); and for high subsonic 
speeds ahead of the cascade the Mach number M, is expressed by Moo2 = 1 - KE. There is then a 
region analogous to a channel in which a nearly one-dimensional flow is described by an asymptotic 
expansion of the form (2.7). Ahead of the cascade, however, the largest flow perturbations are two- 
dimensional. As for an isolated airfoil the length scale in a transverse direction is O(c-1'2). On this 
larger scale the spacing between the blades appears very small, and in the limit the flow is the same as 
the flow past a scalloped wall, as sketched in figure 1. Since the "outer" solutions do not match 
directly to the "channel" solutions, additional solutions are needed near the leading edges, and likewise 
near the trailing edges. Here y = O( 1) and the length scale in the x-direction is 0(~1 /2 ) ,  so that an 
"edge" solution describes the flow in a thin strip transverse to the flow and containing one of the 
edges; a similar situation arises at trailing edges. These edge regions are indicated in figure 1. 
The outer solution has the form 
- 112 112 2 2 - where x = x, y = t: 
respectively. If it is required that there be no mass flow 0(c2) around the leading edges, it is found 
(ref. 11) that the velocity in the leading-edge regions remains u = 1 + E U ~ ~  + ..., as in the undisturbed 
flow, and that the first term in the angle of attack has a specific value, such that a = ~2 f,, (d)/d + ... . 
The expansion of a in terms of E then has the form 
K (y - hx). The upper and lower blade surfaces m ' y  = E fu(x) and y = E f (x), 
u 
2 51 2 a = e fu(d)/d + E a,,, + ... 
For parabolic surfaces a complex perturbation velocity is found to be 
.., 2x  i ;Id 
1 1R 
- 
'312; - $3129 = - AU/(K x) In (1 - e 
- -  
where z = x + i and Au = f i  (d) - f i  (0). 
Near the edge x = d the potential has the form 
A A A  2 cp = E (u/x)cp2(x,y;E) + ... 
(3.10) 
(3.1 1) 
(3.12) 
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where = x (x - d)/{ (EK) u }, j = x (y - u)/u and matching with the outer solution shows that 
A A  
$2 = O(1n E )  as e + 0. A conformal transformation x+ iy = c - 1 - ~n 5 maps the local flow onto the 
upper half of the 6-plane. The complex perturbation velocity is 
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f"W - if; (0) + i- d % !  
d 
+ 
v K ~ ' ~  (c-1) 
(3.13) 
where & = f,'(d) - f,'(O). It can be shown that this result matches properly with the channel and 
outer solutions. Analogous inner solutions are needed for thin regions containing the trailing edges. 
2 At low supersonic speeds, such that Moo = 1 + K E, the flow ahead of a cascade in terms of 
coordinates and is again equivalent to the flow past a scalloped wall. For = O( 1) the characteristics 
and the weak shock waves from the leading edges can still be considered parallel. Here the first 
approximation is given by the linear wave equation of supersonic small-disturbance theory. At larger 
distances disturbances from the forward part of a blade will overtake the shock wave from the leading 
edge of that blade, whereas disturbances further to the rear are overtaken by the shock from the next 
blade. A limiting characteristic separates these disturbances and extends to infinity. This effect 
becomes important for y = O(&-'), Le., 
required. The solution gives an "N-wave" for the pressure and shows that the shock-wave strength is 
O{ (~y)-l} as EY + -. The flow inclination angle approaches a value which remains constant along the 
limiting characteristic and which is found to equal the average blade slope between x = 0 and x = d, 
namely &2 fu (d)/d. Thus the flow far ahead of the cascade is affected and has a prescribed "unique 
incidence angle" equal to the value e2 fu (d)/d at the limiting characteristic; a second approximation to 
this value can also be derived. 
-1R 
= O(E ), where a nonlinear far-field description is 
T h ree-Dimensional Flows 
Three-dimensional flow through a transonic compressor rotor has been studied (refs. 12, 13) 
as an extension to the cascade flow presented in reference 11. The problem has an additional small 
parameter 6 which orders the difference between the undisturbed velocity relative to a moving blade 
undisturbed flow and lengths by the ratio of this sonic velocity to the constant angular velocity, then 
the dimensionless undisturbed velocity relative to the blade Uo is 
l and sonic velocity. If velocities are made dimensionless with respect to the sonic velocity in the 
(3.14) 
2 2 2 Uo = R + Moa 
where, because of the way in which lengths are nondimensionalized, R is both the dimensionless 
radius and the tangential component of the velocity relative to the blade. The Mach number of the 
undisturbed axial flow is Moa; i.e., the incoming flow in absolute (engine- or laboratory-fixed 
coordinates) terms is in the axial direction with no swirl or radial component. Since Uo is a Mach 
number, the radius Rso at which the relative Mach number is one is Rso2 = 1 - ha2 and Uo2 = 1 + R* 
- Rso2. Hence, if 6 = O(U - 1) = O(R - Rso) then a stretched radial coordinate z can be defined and Uo 
written in terms of z and 6 as follows: 
I 
, 
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- Rso 
Z =  
6 
(3.15a) 
(3.15b) 
As in the cascade-flow problem the thickness of the blades is taken to be 0(&2). Then, in the channel- 
like part of the flow between the blades, the perturbation to the flow velocity is O(E), again just as in 
the cascade or two-dimensional channel-flow problems. It is seen, then, that the various physical 
problems which can be considered are characterized mathematically by the relative orders of 6 and E. 
For 6 << E, the flow is dominated by the constriction provided by the channel with very little effect due 
to the shear in the incoming undisturbed flow U,; the flow is essentially two-dimensional with three- 
dimensional effects relegated to higher-order terms. For 6 >> E, the inverse is true in that the flow is 
dominated by the incoming shear flow and effects of the side walls or blades arise only in higher-order 
terms. For 6 = O(E), however, both shear and flow constriction effects are of equal importance and 
the interplay between them most pronounced. It is this case which is considered in references 12 and 
13. 
U % = 1 + 2 6 R m z + 6  2 2  z
A model problem consisting of a shear flow in a three-dimensional channel with blade-like 
flow constrictions on opposing walls was studied first (refs. 14, 15). The flow field considered is 
similar to that through an axial-flow rotor with zero stagger angle. Solutions are presented both for 
6 = O(E) and 6 >> E. In the more interesting case, 6 = O(E), it is shown that just as for two- 
dimensional nozzle flows, there are limits on the average Mach number which can occur in the entrance 
flow when choking occurs at the minimum area. That is, for isentropic flow through a nozzle with a 
given area ratio, there are two Mach numbers at the nozzle entrance for which sonic velocity occurs at 
the throat, one supersonic and one subsonic. In the problem under consideration, this same result is 
found only for average (across the span) Mach numbers; this then has consequences on the allowable 
positions for the sonic surface in the incoming flow. In addition to this similarity to one-dimensional 
flow interpretations, it is demonstrated that when a shock wave occurs downstream of the minimum 
area, the main effect of a variation in back pressure is to change the shock location. This is true even 
when, because of the fact that the flow is a shear flow, the shock wave fills only part of the channel. 
In that event, variations in back pressure do indeed change the shape of the shock wave and because 
signals can move through the subsonic flow beneath the wave, the flow upstream of the wave is 
affected. However, the upstream influence of these pressure signals is limited to a distance O(E~/*) 
upstream of the shock wave; the essential result of changes in back pressure is a change in location of 
the wave. Finally, it is shown that for 6 >> E, the analogy with one-dimensional flows breaks down. 
For example, the Mach number at which bifurcation in solutions occurs is not unity as it is in the case 
when 6 = O(E). 
The formulation of the problem of transonic flow through a compressor rotor follows that of 
the cascade (two-dimensional) flow quite closely. Thus, at a constant radius, the flow appears to be 
that through a cascade with the added feature that as the span of the blades is traversed, the stagger 
angle changes. However, the fact that the flow is three-dimensional causes several fundamen tal 
differences as might be expected. 
The limit process chosen is important because it sets the physical problem considered. As 
mentioned previously 6 = O(E) is the case considered, but it remains to relate 6 to a physical quantity. 
In references 12 and 13, with 6 = O(R - Rso) and since R - Rso is of the order of the blade span, then 6 
is chosen to be of the order of the (dimensionless) blade chord and in particular the constant axial 
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component of the blade chord at the hub Ca. Since (R - R,&6 = 0(1), this assumes that in the limit 
E + 0, so 6 + 0, the blade aspect ratio remains unchanged. To ensure that the complete channel 
geometry remains unchanged in the limit, the dimensionless blade spacing at the tips, scaled with 
respect to Ca, is also taken to be O( 1). Thus, if Rt is the dimensionless tip radius and B the number of 
blades, 
2n R, 
SG- 
c a  
(3.16) 
Thus B-1 = O(Ca) and in the limit as E + 0, B + 00 to retain the proper geometric properties during the 
limit process. The limit process B-1 + 0 has been used in other asymptotic analyses of cascade flow. 
It is necessary to consider the same regions as in the cascade problem, as pictured in figure 1. 
Indeed in the far field, the boundary of which is again a scalloped wall as in figure la, the flow is two- 
dimensional to lowest order. Because, as indicated in equation (3.15b), the flow is expanded about 
sonic conditions, at which z = 0, the distance between comers (edges) is independent of radius to 
lowest order. This distance is, of course, dependent upon the radius and so there is an error at any 
order of approximation when an expansion is employed. It can be shown that this error is not 
cumulative as one passes from one edge to the next. The same small error is ma& at each edge. 
To the order desired, the perturbations to the incoming velocity may be written in terms of a 
velocity potential. In the channel, the lowest-order term is O(E), with higher-order terms proceeding in 
powers of ~ 1 / 2 .  A coordinate system is chosen such that for a given blade x is measured along the 
helical line formed by those streamlines of the undisturbed relative flow which pass through the radius 
associated with the leading edge of the blade. A coordinate y is defined, locally perpendicular to x, 
which is constant along the surface formed by an infinitesimally thin blade at zero angle of attack; the 
blade shape is defined relative to this surface. Finally, z is defined in equation (3.15a) as being 
measured along a radius. Transformations of the governing equation to these variables results in a 
problem description quite similar to that for flow through a three-dimensional channel (refs. 14, 15) or 
a cascade (ref. 11). 
In the channel, $1 = $l(x) and $312 = $3/2(x), with both y and z dependence being given in 
$2 (x, y, z); hence, in general, this follows the results found for the cascade. Also, outer far-field 
solutions ahead of the rotor have the form shown in equation (3.9) with the exception that 
& = (p2 (x, y, z). Indeed, the cascade solutions for $3,2 may be used. As + 0, for 0 < x < d 
I - _ - -  
- - 
(notation in figure 2), the resulting relations for $3,2 and $2 are those found for y = O( 1) and 0 < x < d; 
i.e., they match. In addition, the terms a 9 2  and a 2  in the expansion for the angle of attack have 
similar forms. However, in the leading-edge region, the flow is three-dimensional to lowest order; in 
equation (3.12), (p2 = $ (x, y, z; E), so cascade solutions do not suffice. Because the governing 
h A A A A  
h A h  * h h h  h 
I equation for $2 is linear, the combination O2 = 0% (x, y; E) + $2 (x, y, z; E) is employed, where $22c 
l 
is the cascade solution with velocity components as shown in equation (3.13). This is convenient 
because the cascade solution matches with both the outer solution and the lowest-order channel 
solution, so the solution for $2*, which must be found numerically, is simpler. The governing 
equation for $2* is 
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(3.17a) 
(3.17b) 
(3.17~) 
(3.17d) 
(3.17e) 
BL 0 
where the subscripts t and h refer to tip and hub conditions respectively and 6 is the lowest-order term 
in the expansion for d. Equation (3.17a) is a very simple form of equation for mixed flow. It can be 
shown that for Za < 0 (sonic conditions at z = 0) the average Mach number is subsonic and for Za > 0 it 
is supersonic. Thus if za < 0, then for z < 0 the flow is subsonic and equation (3.17a) is elliptic, 
whereas for z > 0 the flow will be supersonic and equation (3.17a) is hyperbolic. Since zt is the 
largest value of z, the problem considered depends upon the Mach number at the blade tip. In the 
numerical solutions mixed Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are used with the normal 
derivatives all being zero and @ = 0 being the condition used as x + -00 for all y. 
In the trailing-edge and downstream outer and far-field regions, expansions and methods of 
solution similar to those described for the leading edge are employed, with one additional feature. A 
vortex sheet starts at the trailing edge of each blade and extends downstream to infinity; in keeping 
with the fact that the solution found is for lightly loaded blades, these vortex sheets remain on planes 
y = constant. The pressure (and hence ul)  and v3/2 are continuous across these sheets and so the jump 
A@ across each sheet is constant, independent of x. However QZ is not continuous across the sheet. It 
is this fact which differentiates the solution for three-dimensional flow from that for the cascade. In 
cascade flow Cp is discontinuous across surfaces extending downstream from the trailing edges, but 
only two-dimensional velocity components are desired and they are continuous. In the three- 
dimensional flow, there is a spanwise variation in circulation and hence in A+, and @z is discontinuous 
across the sheet. The net result is that a periodic discontinuous solution for @ is introduced in the 
trailing-edge and outer and far-field regions. 
Solutions in the various regions are used to form composite solutions. Typical results are 
shown in figure 3, in which lines of constant Mach number at a given radial position and pressure 
distributions on the suction side of a blade are shown for a typical case when the tip Mach number is 
subsonic. Details are found in references 12 and 13. 
Solutions for the case where the tip Mach number is supersonic were attempted. The numerical 
solution of equation (3.17a) in the leading- and trailing-edge regions involves mixed hyperbolic (for 
z > 0) and elliptic (for z < 0) flow, with given solutions to which these inner solutions must match for 
all z. The problem does not appear to be improperly posed since it is mixed; however, convergence to 
a solution has not been obtained. When the downstream matching condition is removed in the 
I 
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hyperbolic region, and additional conditions imposed upstream, little improvement is seen. To date, a 
solution to this problem has not been found. 
An interesting result found from these studies is the aforementioned fact that far from the rotor, 
the flow is two-dimensional to lowest order, for both subsonic and supersonic tips. Thus, if the 
average Mach number of the undisturbed flow is supersonic, the two-dimensional wave equation 
holds, while if it is subsonic, the Laplace equation governs the flow. The flow in the leading-edge 
region is three-dimensional. Hence, it appears that shock waves, which originate at the leading edge 
of a blade for z > 0 and reflect off the outer shroud to the sonic surface and back many times, 
eventually coalesce in such a way as to form a two-dimensional wave at the average Mach number of 
the undisturbed flow, if it is supersonic, and do not coalesce into any recognizable wave if the average 
Mach number is subsonic. Further work on this problem is needed. 
I 4. UNSTEADY FLOWS 
Low" Frequencies 
For "low" reduced frequencies r1 = O(e2), say r1 = ke2, the solution (3.3) for $lx remains 
unchanged, a function only of x. If the channel walls oscillate with amplitude a << ~ 3 ,  or the 
fluctuations in exit pressure pb are small in comparison with E2, the term h2 in the sohtion (3.4) for @2 
is still independent of t, and the first approximation xso to the shock-wave position (2.9) likewise 
remains independent of t. But for a = O(&3), or for changes O(E~) in pb, h2 does depend on t, and 
equation (3.5) is replaced by (refs. 16,17) 
h2.&X,t) = (3 - 2Y) $;x/6 + {c2(t) + G(x,t)I/{(y+l) OlXI (4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
6) Here x = x1 is the location of the channel exit; cx is the steady-state value of cZd; and Gd(t) is propor- 
tional to an unsteady term in the exit pressure, which in some examples is prescribed as a boundary 
condition. The fnst approximation xso to the shock position (2.9) is now a function of time; i.e., the 
shock-wave displacement is now O( 1). Again an inner solution is needed just downstream of the 
shock wave to complete the description of the flow, but not for the calculation of c2d. This solution is 
now written for x - xso(t) = O ( E ~ / ~ ) ,  so that the coordinate X in equation (3.7) is measured relative to 
the instantaneous shock-wave position. The potential near the throat again has the form (3.8), but 
with x replaced by x + &Gx, again for f "(0) = - 1. The shape of the sonic line is then found by 
setting @lx = 0. 
The Prandtl relation (2.4) leads to a nonlinear ordinary differential equation for xso: 
I where N(t) = cZd(t) - c2&t). For a simple example, the channel walls are taken to have the parabolic 
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2 2 form f(x) = {(y+l) ulm/2}{ 1 - (x/x,) } for - x1 < x < x1 , with periodic forcing expressed by 
G(x1,t) - G(0,t) - Gd(t) = f! sint, where P = constant. Then 4qx = f luloo x/xll and 
The shock-wave motions are identical for a case with stationary walls and oscillating back pressure 
such that Gd(t) = - P sin t and for a case in which the back pressure is constant and the walls oscillate 
in pitch with G(x,t) = P(x/xl) sin t. (The notation again is slightly different from that of the original 
references.) 
For this example the singular points of the differential equation (4.4) are saddle points and 
centers located periodically along the time axis (Le., along xso = 0). The integral curves show two 
quite different types of behavior (ref. 16) depending on whether or not the integral curve from a saddle 
point later returns to xso = 0; in a dividing case, the integral curve joins successive saddle points. The 
different cases are sketched in figure 4. In case (a) the shock wave periodically disappears upstream, 
reappears at the throat, moves a limited distance downstream and then again accelerates upstream 
through the throat. In case (c) the motion approaches a specific periodic motion unless the shock wave 
is initially too close to the throat. The pattern changes from c) to b) to a) as the amplitude of 
oscillation increases, or as the frequency decreases, or as the back pressure increases (such that the 
steady-state shock position moves upstream). 
The shock-wave position in a numerical example corresponding to case (a) of figure 2 is 
shown in figure 5. It is seen that the shock disappears upstream at a particular time t = t,. The details 
of the motion through the h a t  and the upstream part of the channel can be studied in terms of suitable 
shorter time scales. In a time interval t - t, = O(E) the shock-wave speed 2-l dxJdt has increased 
from O($) to O(~3/2) ,  and an implicit solution can be derived for the shock position xs = 0(~1/2). The 
time required for passage through this region is found to be O(E In E). In the upstream part of the duct 
the shock speed is O(E). Composite representations for dx,/dt in terms of xs were constructed in 
references 16 and 17. For the special case of parabolic walls, these results can be combined 
into a single expression for the shock-wave speed: 
(4.6) 
For xs = 0(1) and positive, this result is correct to O($) and is consistent with equation (4.4). 
Elsewhere, for small lxsl and for xs < 0, the first term on the right side is of higher order than the 
second term. For xs = O( 1) and negative, the largest part of the second term is proportional to xs, and 
integration gives 
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for the position of the shock wave as it moves upstream from the throat and then out of the channel at 
the time when xs = -xi. The integration constant has been chosen for proper matching with an implicit 
solution which can be obtained (ref. 17) for xs = O(E'/~). 
In the periodic flow corresponding to case (c) of figure 4, the largest pressure changes, O(E), 
occur at points which are sometimes ahead of and sometimes behind the shock wave. The phase of 
the resulting aerodynamic pitching moment depends strongly on the frequency parameter T E ~ .  This is 
of particular interest in the case of oscillating walls. For small ze2, the time lag is small and the 
moment is nearly in phase with the angular displacement of the walls. For ze2 = O( l), there is another 
component in phase with the angular velocity of the walls, and for large ze2 this is the only component. 
If the amplitude a of the wall oscillations is somewhat smaller, so that a << 2 1  E, the shock-wave 
equation (4.4) becomes linear and these phase changes can be shown analytically. An especially 
simple periodic solution is obtained when d i s  large (i. e., k is large) and zale is small, again for 
parabolic walls and for G(x,t) = f3 (x/xl) sin t: 
(4.8) 
where the steady-state position .',",' has been chosen as the mean position of the shock wave. The shock 
wave is furthest upstream, giving the largest high-pressure region behind the shock, at the time when 
the downstream walls have the largest outward velocity. 
If the solution (4.8) were regarded as the response to a periodic wall oscillation which starts at 
time zero, the most obvious choice for an initial condition would be to set xs= at t = 0. This choice, 
(SI however, would give a nonzero mean value for xso - xso . Consideration of higher-order terms show 
more complete differential equation would contain a small term proportional to xs, and therefore a 
transient term in the solution with exponential decay that is slow in comparison with the reference time 
z. The solution to this initial-value problem thus has zero mean, as in equation (4.8). The same 
conclusion can be reached in a more systematic way by use of a two-time expansion. 
Unsteady transonic flows in asymmetric channels, and in particular in channels with relatively 
large curvature, have also been studied (ref. 18). In this case, the wall shape is written as yw = f 1 + 
E fl(x) f E* f2(x). Thus, the equation for the channel centerline is y = E fl(x) and f (1 + ~2 f2(x)) are 
terms which describe walls symmetric about the centerline. Hence E is a measure of the radius of 
cuvature of the channel at the throat x = 0. The large curvature leads to flow structures and shock- 
wave shapes very different from those found in symmetric channel flows. Indeed, the shape of the 
shock wave is found as part of the solution for the inner region immediately downstream of the shock. 
Only oscillations in back pressure have been considered; details are given in reference 18. 
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"Moderate" Frequencies 
For "moderate" frequencies 2-1 = O(e), say 2-1 = ke, the first time-dependent term in the 
velocity is O($) if the fluctuations in exit pressure are O(e2) or if the channel walls oscillate with 
amplitude a = O(e3). In this case the function h2(x,t) in equation (3.4) satisfies the first-order linear 
partial differential equation 
where +lx is once more the known solution (3.3). The characteristics dx/dt = (y+1)+iX/(2k) 
correspond to disturbances traveling upstream relative to the flow, at speed u-a. In the subsonic region 
behind the shock wave the disturbances of course move upstream toward the shock, whereas in the 
supersonic region ahead of the shock the disturbances are carried downstream by the flow, also toward 
the shock wave. The differential equation (4.9) then states that 2k times the rate of change of h b  
along the characteristics is equal to the right-hand side, and the solution can then be found by 
integration along characteristics. Some numerical results are given in reference 19. 
For parabolic walls and simple harmonic wall oscillations, expressed for convenience in the 
exponential form G(x,t) = p (x/xl) eit, analytical solutions for hzx are given by (ref. 17) 
(4.10) < xso 
where v = tan x = 2k(y+l)-1 xl/lulool, and it has been assumed that h2x approaches a constant value as 
x + XI. The Prandtl relation requires that a term 4k(y+l)-1 dx,i/dt be included in the second of 
equations (3.6). It follows that 
This result is used later for comparison with a numerical solution of the Euler equations. 
If the amplitude of the wall oscillations is increased to a=O(&*), or if the back-pressure 
fluctuations are O(E), the time dependence appears in the frst approximation +1 (x,t). This case was 
first discussed in reference 8. Now u l  = +lx satisfies the quasilinear fiit-order equation 
2 k u y t  + ( ~ + l )  u1ulX = - f '  + Gx (4.13) 
which has Characteristics dx/dt = (y+l)u1/(2k). Some progress toward an analytical solution can be 
made in the special case f(x) = {(y+l) ulm/2} { 1 - (x/xl) }, G(x,t) = p (x/xl) eit. If s is measured 
along characteristics and r is constant along characteristics, with the choice s=t made for greatest 
convenience, the general solution is found to be 
2 2 
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1 (s-r)/u -(s-r)/u pk" - 
2 
-x (r,s) = A(r) e + B(r) e 
x1 (.Y+l) U i m  (I+ 2) ) 
(4.14) 
1 (s-r)/ u -(s-r)/u - i 2) p eis 
(4.15) 
2 2 
- u(r,s) = A(r) e - B(r) e 
I U l J  (Y+U u1,, ( l+V ) 
Downstream of the shock wave the functions A(r) and B(r) can be determined if u is specified at the 
exit x = xl, where one can define r by setting r = s at x = xl. If u = O(x - x,) as the sonic line x = x, is 
approached, then x + - - as x + x, and so it is required that B(r) = 0; A(r) can be determined by 
defining r to be continuous across the shock wave. The shock-wave position r = R(s) is then found 
from the Prandtl relation, which leads to 
- 4k axl ds R 
U l U  - Uld - - - 
'y+1 ar r=R 
(4.16) 
A rather messy first-order equation is thereby obtained for R(s). In principle the behavior of the 
integral curves could be studied and numerical solutions obtained. For this particular limiting case, 
however, the value of an analytical formulation seems diminished when even an elementary example 
becomes so complicated. 
The advantage of analytical solutions of course is the explicit representation of physical effects 
and their dependence on parameters for test cases having rather simple geometry. But the asymptotic 
solutions have to be compared with numerical solutions obtained from a set of equations which are in 
some sense more complete, and such numerical solutions are needed for parameter ranges which lie 
beyond the reach of the asymptotic solutions. Unsteady transonic cascade flows have been studied 
numerically using the linearized unsteady potential equation, the full unsteady potential equation, and 
the unsteady Euler equations (e.g., refs. 20 - 23, respectively). 
The Euler solutions of references 22 and 23 were obtained for an unstaggered cascade, for 
parameter ranges such that a shock wave is present between successive blades, so that comparisons 
with the asymptotic solutions are possible. To carry out these calculations a finite-volume scheme was 
developed utilizing Van Leer's flux-vector splitting (ref. 24) for a moving H-mesh, with a smooth 
limiter to provide the desired monotonicity property. A periodicity condition was imposed ahead of 
and behind the cascade; an absorbing boundary condition (ref. 25) was used at the downstream 
computational boundary. The initial flow is described by a steady-state numerical solution, and 
periodic wall oscillations are introduced starting at time zero. 
A comparison of numerical and analytical predictions of shock-wave motion is shown in 
figure 6 for parabolic blades having 2% thickness ratio, each oscillating 180" out of phase with the 
adjacent blades, at a reduced frequency ' t l  = 0.1 and with small amplitude 0.1". It is reasonable to 
regard this frequency as O(E), and so the comparison is made with the integral of equation (4.12). The 
predicted amplitudes of the shock-wave motion are about 0.05 x i  and agree very closely, but there is a 
small discrepancy in phase. The ripples evident in the numerical solution appear to have been caused 
by the interpolation of the cell-averaged Mach number. Following a transient of the type discussed 
following equation (4.8), which in this case lasts for about one period, the mean shock-wave position 
becomes nearly the same as the initial steady-flow position. The agreement deteriorates with 
increasing amplitude, and is also found to be poor (ref. 22) for a 5% blade with 0.25" amplitude, 
which corresponds to a smaller (numerical) shock-wave amplitude of about 0.03 XI. A partial 
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analytical solution for higher-order terms shows clearly that this loss of accuracy with increasing 
thickness should be expected. Euler solutions for a nozzle with fluctuating back pressure were also 
obtained in reference 26. In one comparison the calculated shock-wave position agreed closely with 
that predicted for the same case using the asymptotic formulation of reference 16. 
For a higher frequency = 0.5, numerical solutions for the centerline pressure and velocity 
are plotted against x in figures 7 and 8, for 5 %  blades with oscillation amplitude 2.5". Since the 
wavelength of disturbances carried downstream is no longer large, and since the pressure perturbations 
obviously are not of the same order as the velocity perturbations, this frequency must be regarded as 
O(1). The pressure distribution near x = xi calls into question the assumption that the channel solution 
for the pressure should approach a constant value at x = xi. It may be that the inner solution (as yet 
unknown) for x - xi = 0 ( ~ 1 / 2 )  allows adjustment of the pressure to its constant value further 
downstream. The importance of using an absorbing condition at the downstream boundary of a 
relatively small computational domain is shown for the same case in figure 9. As would be expected, 
the effect of the downstream boundary condition on the shock-wave motion is seen to become 
important at the time when a reflected disturbance first reaches the shock wave. A transient again is 
evident, here lasting for about five periods. Analytical considerations show that a first approximation 
for the duration of this transient does not depend on frequency; for increased frequency, however, a 
constant time interval of course corresponds to a larger number of periods. 
Supersonic Flow 
Solutions for supersonic flow are included here because when applied to flows with Mach 
numbers in the transonic range, they provide a comparison which allows evaluation of the assumptions 
typically made in deriving solutions for transonic flow problems. Thus, whereas in transonic channel 
flow only one family of characteristics may be used because u + a >> u - a, in supersonic flow both 
families are employed. In addition, the jump in velocity across the wave is O( 1) rather than being O(E) 
as in transonic channel flow. Finally, the jump in entropy As across a shock wave is not negligible 
even at lowest order when the flow is supersonic. 
The unsteady flow field in a two-dimensional supercritical supersonic diffuser has been studied 
recently (refs. 27, 28). The formulation of the problem is similar to those channel-flow problems 
already discussed, but differs in some important respects. For example, if the ratio of the half height 
of the inlet lip to the length of the diffuser is defined as ~ 1 1 2 ,  then expansions of u and the 
thermodynamic variables proceed in integer powers of E. The expansion for v is in odd powers of 
~1 '2 .  For E << 1, then, the channel is very long compared to its width. This results in a great 
mathematical simplification; for example, the lowest-order perturbation in u is independent of y. 
However, since the length-to-width ratio is O(E-"~), then for E = 0.1, say, this ratio is roughly 3 so 
that problems of technical interest can be considered in numerical examples. A similar formulation of 
this problem is considered in reference 29 for steady flow; the one described here appears to be more 
convenient for unsteady flows. 
The relation which replaces equation (2.5) for the wall shape is, for symmetric walls, 
Y, = f + E (f(x) + g(x,t))l (4.17) 
Thus, the change in area is O(E) rather than 0(e2) as in fully transonic flows. The corresponding 
expansion for the dimensionless (here with respect to the undisturbed velocity) velocity component u is 
I 
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2 u = ur + E u1 (x,t) + E u2(x,y,t) + ... (4.18) 
with similar expansions for the pressure, density, temperature, etc. The v velocity component is 
written as 
(4.19) 
Equation (4.18) illustrates one of the significant differences between the transonic and supersonic flow 
formulations in that ur is a constant reference velocity with different values urn upstream and urd 
downstream of the shock wave. Here urn is the velocity of the undisturbed flow entering the diffuser 
and Urd is the flow velocity immediately downstream of a shock wave into which the entering velocity 
is urn. Thus, in the limit E 0 a uniform stream at urn enters a shock wave and emerges at Urd, so 
that the jump in velocity across the wave (Urd - urn) = O( 1). For nonzero E, then, the flow velocity is 
expanded about urn upstream of the shock wave and about Urd downstream of the shock wave; these 
relations are joined by the jump conditions which hold across the shock wave. Two different unsteady 
flow problems are considered in references 27 and 28, one for z = O( 1) and the other for z = O(E-~), 
where z is defined as in earlier sections except that the undisturbed flow velocity is employed rather 
than a*. Solutions are found for unsteady flow resulting from impressed oscillations in the back 
pressure and from oscillations in the wall shape downstream of the shock wave. The latter case allows 
consideration of separated flows downstream of the shock wave if the distribution of displacement 
thickness associated with the separated flow, represented by g(x,t) in equation (4.17), can be obtained. 
Asymptotic methods do not suffice for such a computation, but numerical solutions of the Navier- 
Stokes equations for flows with forced back-pressure oscillations are available (ref. 30), from which 
distributions of displacement thickness over x can be found as a function of the relative Mach number 
of the flow entering the wave; these are used in references 27 and 28. 
The expansion for the shock-wave position xs is 
2 
x = xso(t) + EXS1(t) + E xs*(y, t) + ... (4.20) 
For z = O( l), the flow is truly unsteady and xso = constant so the first time-dependent term is xsl; the 
term truly unsteady is used to indicate the fact that the lag times associated with the propagation of 
signals from the walls or exit plane are very important. From equation (4.20), it is seen that for xso = 
constant, small oscillations in shock-wave position occur for oscillations in back pressure or wall 
shape (eq. (4.17)) of order E. For the case z = O(E-~ ) ,  the flow is quasi-steady; that is, signals from 
the exit plane or the walls propagate infinitely fast compared to the period of oscillations of the back 
pressure or wall; the flow is composed of a series of steady-state flows, each with different boundary 
conditions. For this case it is found that xso = xso(t) so that shock-wave motion with amplitude O( 1) 
takes place for oscillations with amplitude O(E) in back pressure and wall shapes. 
The equations found for the instantaneous position of the shock wave are, for each 
case, 
z = O(1) (4.2 la) 
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where x: represents the steady-state value of xs,; i.e., it is assumed that unsteady oscillations are 
- - -  
imposed upon a flow initially at steady-state conditions. Also, u,, g, and P, represent the differences 
between the quantity and its steady-state value at the same location. The subscript b on P1 indicates 
that this is the exit or back pressure imposed upon the flow. It may be noted that equation (4.21a)), 
for the case z = O( l), is linear, as expected for the case where oscillations are small. For this same 
reason, ul is evaluated at the lowest-order shock-wave position, xso. Because the flow is truly 
unsteady, the equation for ul is complicated by the inclusion of several lag times and is not repeated 
here; details are given in references 27 and 28. 
Equation (4.21b), which holds for z = O(&-l), is a nonlinear equation, reflecting the large- 
amplitude shock-wave displacement associated with z >> 1. Since the flow is quasi-steady, there are 
no time lags in the equation; e.g., a disturbance in back pressure at time to is felt by the shock wave at 
to, indicating an infinite propagation speed of disturbances based on a time scaled by the period of the 
impressed back pressure or wall oscillations. Another difference, not apparent in equation (4.21a) and 
(4.21b) because a detailed expression for u l  in equation (4.21a) is not provided, is that in equation 
(4.2 1 b) the shock location depends only upon the local cross-sectional areas at the shock wave and at 
the exit, whereas in ul, and thus for xs! in equation (4.21a), the detailed distribution of area is 
important. Finally, the nonlinear terms in equation (4.21b) provide a restoring condition such that 
shock-wave motion continues after all imposed oscillations are removed, until equilibrium is reached. 
This means that another lag time is introduced into the problem. 
Although it is easy to differentiate asymptotically between solutions for z = O( 1) and those for 
z = O(E-~), it is not at all a simple matter to decide which should be used for a given set of physical 
parameters. Hence, a unified equation for shock-wave position is presented in references 27 and 28; it 
reproduces either equation (4.2 la) or (4.2 1 b) in the proper limit process and allows a relatively large 
range of physically interesting problems to be considered. Comparisons of results with completely 
numerical solutions (ref. 28) show that integrals of the unified differential equation reproduce 
numerical solutions with good accuracy. 
Typical results for stationary walls but impressed oscillations in back pressure are shown in 
figure 10. It is seen that for the conditions chosen, the average position of the shock wave moves 
upstream until the shock wave is actually moving upstream of the throat of the diffuser. Finally, the 
decrease of the back pressure is no longer strong enough to pull the shock wave back and it is 
disgorged from the diffuser; i.e., an engine "unstart" occurs. For a given initial position and stable 
oscillation of the shock wave, it is found that such unstarts can arise if the amplitude of the impressed 
pressure oscillations is increased or the frequency is decreased. 
Finally, using the aforementioned distributions of displacement thickness, it is possible to 
show self-sustained oscillations using the unified soution. That is, a quarter-cycle of oscillations of 
the back pressure is used to start the shock wave in motion, after which the back pressure is held 
constant. Under some conditions, continuing self-sustained oscillations occur. This phenomenon has 
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been found experimentally (e.g., ref. 31) in flows in which separation occurs downstream of the 
shock wave. In references 27 and 28, a model is proposed which relates the motion of the shock wave 
to the change in core-flow area (external to the displacement thickness) as the shock motion causes the 
size of the separation bubble and thus the displacement thickness to vary in magnitude. Briefly, if the 
core-flow area at the diffuser exit increases or decreases, with back pressure held constant, the shock 
wave must move downstream or upstream, respectively. Thus, as found experimentally, flow 
separation is a necessary prerequisite to self-sustained oscillations. Since a certain minimum shock 
Mach number (Ms -. 1.3) must occur before the flow is separated by the shock wave, two modes are 
considered: mode one, in which the shock Mach number exceeds this limiting value at all times, and 
mode two, in which the limiting value is exceeded during only part of the cycle. In mode two, as soon 
as the shock Mach number decreases below the limiting value for separation, the separated-flow region 
is convected downstream and is rejoined with a post-shock separated region only after the shock Mach 
number again exceeds the minimum value for separation. 
A typical result is shown in figure 11. Here, conditions are such that self-sustained oscillations 
do occur in mode two; both the instantaneous shock position and position of the leading edge of the 
separated region are shown. It is shown that the self-sustained oscillations choose their own period, 
independent of the period of the initiating oscillations in back pressure. An obvious conclusion from 
the studies is that such oscillations can be decreased or removed by removing the boundary layer 
downstream of the shock wave. I 
Shock- Wave Structure 
Although the solutions discussed here are for inviscid flow in the main, it is instructive to 
consider flows at Reynolds numbers such that the longitudinal viscosity is important in some regions 
of the flow where shock waves form. This occurs at moderate Reynolds numbers such that to the 
desired order of approximation, the boundary layer is negligibly thin, but the Mach number is close 
enough to unity that the shock-wave thickness is not. A similar flow picture is seen in numerical 
simulations of transonic flow fields involving shock-capturing techniques when truncation errors and 
artificial viscosity cause a smearing of the waves; the structure of the shock-wave closely parallels that 
found in flows at moderate Reynolds numbers. 
When the shock wave is outside the throat region, the formulation of the problem is similar to 
that employed for inviscid flow, but an extra shock-wave structure region must be considered (ref. 
32). Thus, there is an inner shock-adjustment region in which the correction (3.7) is again found. 
Solutions for v are the same as those found for inviscid flow, to the desired order as is the fist-order 
solution for u. It is only in higher-order terms in u, of order E* and ~ 3 ,  that viscous corrections arise. 
A composite solution including equation (3.7) and the viscous-flow corrections may then be 
constructed, to be used as the outer solution to which solutions in the thin (O(E)) inner shock-structure 
regions must match. As expected, the lowest-order solution in the shock-structure region is Taylor's 
solution for the structure of a weak shock wave. Relations for the velocity components, consisting of 
this and higher-order terms, are matched with the outer composite solutions to provide the terms in the 
equation for the location of the sonic line within the shock wave to first-order accuracy. When this 
equation is compared with the corresponding equation for the location of an infinitesimally thin shock 
wave in an inviscid flow under the same conditions, it is found that they are the same. Thus, as the 
longitudinal Reynolds number becomes very large, the shock wave becomes very thin until it becomes 
a discontinuity at the sonic line, which has not moved as the Reynolds number is changed; that is, the 
terms in the equation for its location are independent of Reynolds number. Moreover, as shown in 
reference 32, the velocity distribution within a shock wave at moderate Reynolds number is very close 
to that found in numerical computations when artificial viscosity and/or truncation errors cause a 
thickening or smearing of the wave. Hence, the practice of locating the shock wave at the sonic 
surface in numerical computations appears to be well justified. 
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In those cases where a shock wave forms in the thin regions enclosing a sonic throat, the 
methods employed in reference 32 cannot be used; indeed the nonlinear viscous-transonic equation for 
unsteady flow holds in this region (ref. 4). Since the flow is irrotational to the order considered, the 
first-order governing equation for unsteady flow can be written in terms of the velocity perturbation in 
the flow direction ul  as follows: 
rn k _ _ _  - ( u l i )  4 - U U  - -  + U  -2ku - = O  
s l x x x  1 l x x  1YY l x t  (4.22a) 
(4.22 b) 
u =  1 + E U 1 + . . .  (4.22~) 
where the Reynolds number Re is based upon the longitudinal viscosity (as is the Prandtl number Pr), 
the critical sonic speed, and the channel half-width at the throat. Equation (4.22a) is written for quasi- 
steady flow in the thin inner throat region with z and the stretched independent variable X defined as 
z = k" { (y + 1) e}-112 (4.23a) 
112 - x=((y+ 1)E) x 
A similarity transformation in terms of an arbitrary function of time 
(4.23b) 
- 2 s = x + b y  +P(t) (4.24a) 
(4.24b) u l = z ( s ) + 4 b  2 2  y -2kp' 
allows equation (4.22a) to be written as a second-order differential equation in z 
(4.25) 2 k s z " - z z ' + 2 b z  + 8 b  s = 0 
Equations (4.24) and (4.25) comprise the aforementioned extension (ref. 5 )  of the Tomotika and 
Tamada (ref. 1) transformation for steady flow, and in this case applied to unsteady viscous transonic 
flows. When ks = 0, the flow is inviscid up to and downstream of a shock wave in the flow; solutions 
to equation (4.25) include the jump conditions across the wave. For ks = 0(1), thick shock waves 
occur and solutions to equation (4.25) must be found numerically. For ks << 1, the problem is a 
classical singular-perturbation problem and an inner region enclosing the shock wave is required; again 
the lowest-order solution is the Taylor weak-shock solution. An example solution is shown in figure 
12 for an unsteady decelerating flow for e = 0.1, p = e-*t/4 and k, = 0.01 at t = 0.35 (steady flow at 
t -+ 00). The isotachs clearly show the location and structure of the shock wave. Details of the 
calculation and example flow pictures for ks = O( 1) and ks 0 are given in reference 4; the results are 
also applicable to steady flow, of course. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The number of examples considered supports the assertion in the introduction that internal 
transonic flows are most amenable to solution by means of systematic asymptotic tchniques. Both 
steady and unsteady two-dimensional flows are included and even some three-dimensional flows, 
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although in one case numerical computations are required for inner regions. The flows considered 
have been inviscid, in the main. However, as indicated in the one example of supersonic diffuser 
flow, and as shown in reference 33 in the calculation for a transonic channel flow, the inclusion of a 
boundary layer is relatively simple, since solutions are written in terms of arbitrary wall shapes. 
Although the range of parameters is limited to the transonic or near-transonic regime, it is worth noting 
that it is quite difficult to locate shock waves for Mach numbers near one, using numerical techniques. 
In this regard, some of the results presented here have proven quite useful as baseline solutions for 
transonic flow codes. It appears that they would be useful also in formulating numerical codes for 
internal flows, because the various (inner) regions where important physical effects interact are located 
and their length scales are given. 
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Figure 1. Asymptotic description of cascade flow. a) Approximate flow problem at large 
distances. b) Outer, edge, and channel flow regions. 
Figure 2. Sketch of two adjoining airfoils at an arbitrary radius, showing the stagger angle h, 
the angle of attack a, and the notation used. 
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Figure 3. Calculated a) pressure distribution on the suction surface and b) lines of constant 
Mach number at a radial position near the tip for a compressor rotor with cambered 
circular-arc airfoils; t/c = 0.035, m a .  camber = 1/4 (t/c), axial Mach no. = 0.52, 
relative tip Mach no. = 0.95; 31 blades; c, = 6 = 0.105, s = 1.527, a = 1.13', 
hip = 56.68'. Dashed lines in (a) show first-order sclutions only. 
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Figure 4. Sketch of possible configurations for integral curves through saddle points (-); 
other integral curves (----); center; x saddle point. a) Integral curves leaving x reach 
time axis before next x; b) Integral curves leaving x reach time axis at next x; 
c) Integral curves leaving x never return to time axis. Details in reference 17. 
n 
I 
Figure 5. Calculated curve through the saddle point illustrating the case sketched in figure 4a, 
for cX 7 0, G = 4 sin 2t, y= 1.4, z = 100, E = 0.10. Solution found by numerical 
integration of equation for xso. Details in reference 17. 
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Figure 6. Numerical (-) and asymptotic (----) shock-wave displacement for unstaggered 
cascade with blade thickness ratio 2%, reduced frequency 0.1, and oscillation 
amplitude 0.1 O. 
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Figure 7. Calculated centerline pressure at times one-quarter period apart, for unstaggered 
cascade with blade thickness ratio 5%, reduced frequency 0.5, and oscillation 
amplitude 0.25". 
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Figure 8. Calculated centerline velocity at times one-quarter period apart, for unstaggered 
cascade with blade thickness ratio 5%, reduced frequency 0.5, and oscillation 
amplitude 0.25'. 
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Figure 9. Effect of absorbing (-) and reflecting (----) downstream boundary conditions on 
shock-wave motion for unstaggered cascade with blade thickness ratio 5%, reduced 
frequency 0.5, and oscillation amplitude 0.25'. 
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Figure 10. Effect of frequency of back-pressure oscillations on shock-wave response. Dashed 
M, = 1.50, E = 0.00625, Apb/po = - 0.03 sin 2afrt; a) fr = 80 Hz, z = 0.22; 
b) fr = 10 Hz, z = 1.76. Details in reference 29. 
I line denotes diffuser throat; h = 1 ft., L = 12.65 ft., xSs = 0.062, u, = 1400 ft./sec., 
~ 
I Figur 
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Effe of initial shock-wave position on self-sustained oscillati-ns. a) x,S = 0.442; 
b) x,S = 0.415; c) x,S = 0.379. In curve c) dashed line indicates location of separation 
point (Mode 2). Throat is at 0.30. Details in reference 29. 
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Figure 12. Flow picture for thin shock in unstready decelerating flow showing isotachs and a 
streamline at t = 0.35; k, = 0.01, p = (114) e-2t, E = 0.1, y= 1.4. Details in reference 
4. 
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Summary 
Lift dominated pointed aircraft configurations are considered in the transonic range. 
These are treated as lifting wings of zero thickness with aspect ratio of order one. An inner 
expansion which starts as Jones’ theory is matched to a nonlinear outer transonic theory 
as in Barnwell’s earlier work. New expressions for the wave drag due to the equivalent 
body are derived. Some examples of numerical calculations for different configurations are 
presented. 
1. Introduction 
In 1946, R. T. Jones (ref. 1) published a paper giving a formula for the lift and 
induced drag of ”low aspect ratio pointed wings below and above the speed of sound”. 
The work presented here, and earlier in the references cited below, represents an extension 
of Jones’ ideas to the transonic range. It is reassuring that, under suitable circumstances, 
Jones’ formula for the lift and induced drag not only continues to hold but is even valid 
for wings whose aspect ratio is order one. Under these circumstances, also shock waves 
and wave drag generally appear. 
The basic ideas of how this type of flow behaves are set out in the report of Barnwell 
(ref. 2). The principal result is that the lift produces a flow that looks, in the outer region, 
like the flow past an equivalent axisymmetric body. This physical effect shows up in the 
inner and outer expansions used by Barnwell. Cheng and Hafez used similar ideas to define 
the apparent body and general equivalence rule in a series of papers (ref. 3, 4). Cramer 
(ref. 5) also studied the problem (with zero thickness as is done here) and essentially 
verified the results of Cheng and Hafez. 
In this paper and ref. 6, we have also considered wing-like configurations with zero 
thickness and aspect ratio O(1) as in fig. 1. Thickness effects can be incorporated relatively 
easily. Inner and outer expansions are defined in essentially the same manner as Barnwell 
although the asymptotic matching is carried out in a different way using an intermediate 
limit. Then wave drag associated with the outer expansion is considered. Several compu- 
tations and an optimization are carried out to show the effect of planform and longitudinal 
distribution of lift on the transonic wave drag. 
* This work was partially supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under 
grant AFOSR 88-0037, and Rockwell North American Aircraft. 
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2. Basic Equations and Boundary Conditions 
The problem is studied in the framework of inviscid aerodynamics. Since entropy 
increases across the shock waves are of third order in the flow perturbation,the full potential 
equation can be used as a starting point. The flow is thus, to this approximation, isentropic 
-=(-L)7 P 
P ,  
I The potential equation is an expression of the continuity equation 
, 
V - p a =  0, p = density, a= velocity 
@ is the velocity potential such that a= V@, 
(2.2) 
and a is the local speed of sound d%. The total enthalpy integral can be written 
U = free stream speed, M ,  = Mach number at infinity. 
The boundary condition of flow tangent to the surface can be written 
V @ -  V B  = 0 (2 .5 )  
on B(z ,  y, z )  = 0, which defines the surface. 
We consider here an untwisted wing of zero thickness specified by an angle of attack Q 
and a camber function m(z) .  The chord of the wing c = 1 and the span 2b is O(1). Thus 
where f(z) = rn(z)-z and m(1) = 1. For a straight trailing edge at y = 0, the trailing vor- 
tex sheet lies in the plane y = 0, J: > 1. The planform is specified by ( & Z L E ( X ) ) ,  z L E (  1) = b. 
Another boundary condition that must be satisfied is the Wut ta  condition” at a 
trailing edge where the flow is locally subsonic. This condition implies that the pressure 
loading at  a trailing edge is zero. In approximations, such as the inner expansion which 
follows, each term satisfies this condition. Another interpretation of this condition is that 
unphysical pressure jumps are not allowed in the inner solutions. 
3. Inner Expansion and Far Field (r* --t co) 
The approximation in general is based on Q -t 0, M ,  --f 1 and in the usual transonic 
way ( K  = elTh) = transonic similarity parameter, fixed). E ~ ( Q )  = parameter of outer 
expansion, defined later. In the inner expansion, the observer remains a fixed distance 
O(1) from the wing, and distances are measured from the wing surface. 
1-M2 
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The inner limit process thus has 
a + 0 (3, y*, z ;  Kfixed) 
where 
y* = y - a f ( x )  0 < 5 < 1 
= Y  x > l  
The form of the inner expansion for the potential is thus 
q x ,  Y, 2 ;  a; M,) = U{X + acp1(x, y*, z )  + a 2 p 2 ( x ,  y*, 2) + O(a"} (3.2) 
The presence of the overbar denotes the possibility of logarithmic switchback terms 
introduced into the inner expansion for purposes of matching with the outer expansion. 
Anticipating the result, we note here 
(3.3) 
1 1 
3 2 ( t ,  Y * ,  z )  = log2 - ( P 2 2 ( 4  + 1% --'p21(X) + c p 2 ( 5 ,  Y*, z >  6 
Note also that the velocity components of the inner expansion are 
Substituting the assumed expansion into the full potential equation we obtain the equa- 
tions for the first two approximations (in divergence forms, as follows from (2.2)) and the 
corresponding conditions of tangent flow 
where 
d d  
V* = (- -) = inner transverse gradient 
ay* ' dz 
V*yl = inner transverse velocity perturbation 
d2 a2 
d,*2 8.22 
+ - = inner transverse Laplacian y7 =-  *2 
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The f i s t  equation (3.4) can be thought of as the Prandtl-Glauert equation of linearized 
theory but with M ,  close to one. The second equation (3.5) shows how, in the inner 
representation, either compression (plz < 0 or expansion plz > 0, provides an effective 
volume source and can cause stream tube divergence. We note the expression for the 
x-component of the mass flux vector. 
1 -- pqz - 1 - Q2 ((Ti l)& + z(v*vl)2) + O ( Q 3 )  
POOU 
The quadratic form in (3.6) is almost the RHS of (3.5); the additional term comes from 
The inner expansion is the driver of the entire procedure. But as is now shown it 
is not valid as r* = d m  tends to infinity. On physical grounds, we would expect 
the transonic flow far away, which in general contains shock waves, to be described by 
an equation of mixed elliptic-hyperbolic type. The Laplace eqn. (3.4) is of course always 
elliptic. 
Further, we show that the second term a292 becomes much greater than the first a'pl 
as T* + 00. The general symmetry of the solution 91,972 is 
'pl(z; y*, z )  = -(PI("; -y*, z )  
92(z; y*, Z) = 92(z; -y*z) even Non-lifting, source 
We study now the behavior of these solutions near infinity in r*.  The solution for 
91 can be represented by a dipole sheet (or vortices) or, most directly, by the use of the 
complex variable 
v* * (91z V'cpl). 
odd Lifting, vortex sheet 
(3.7) * i ( F - 0 . )  t = z + i y * = r  e 
The complex potential for the wing, which is flat in a cross-plane z = const., and for the 
trailing vortex sheet is 
91 + idl = -if'(.) 
(3.8) 
= -if'(l> { - d m }  z > 1 
The transverse components of velocity perturbation V*cpl = ( vl ,  w l )  are found from 
The first approximation to the pressure distribution and the lift can be found from 
- 1 M& (1 - $) = 1 - a( y - 1)'pl + - - * 
2 (3.10) 
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The dominant term is a dipole potential where the dipole strength D l ( x )  is equal to the 
lift Zl(x) up to the station x. (cf 3.15) 
11 (x) cos o* 1 
q l ( r * , 8 * ; x )  = -- + O( i " )  27r r* (3 .20)  
An unyawed symmetric planform has been assumed. For more general planforms we can 
use 
Dl(X) = [Vl]y=O dz. 
-2LE 
The potential problem for q 2  can be thought of as describing the flow past a thin wing 
with thickness and a volume distribution of sources. Thus, the far field contains a source 
term like logr* and a particular solution due to the RHS. From (3 .20)  the RHS, has a 
term 
Thus 
Taking account of the particular solution, the far field of 9 2  is 
Thus, there is a non-uniformity as r* + 00 (since a 2 9 2  - a2 log2 r * )  
roughly when r*Zog2r* - 5. This shows the need for an outer expansion. An expression 
for the source strength &(z) can be found from the boundary value problem for v2 ,  but 
g2(x)  is undetermined from an inner problem. g2(x)  must be found by matching with the 
outer nonlinear boundary value problem. The presence of shock waves in the outer flow is 
reflected in 9 2 .  
4. Outer Expansion and Near Field (F ---f 0). 
The first few terms of the outer expansion necessary to match with 9 1 , 3 2  are consid- 
ered. The limit process associated with this expansion is the typical transonic expansion 
necessary to give the small disturbance equation (ref. 7). The representative point runs 
to infinity as a + O,M, + 1. The limit process associated with this expansion has 
(x,c, t, IC) fixed as a + 0 where (ij,t) = &-(TJ, z ) .  
crvl - T * ,  
The general form of the expansion for the potential is 
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q " , Y , ~ ; K o , a )  = ~ { x + + l ( a ) 4 l ( x , 5 , ~ ; K ) + E 2 ( a ) 4 2 ( x ,  5, ~ ; I ~ ) + e 3 ( Q ! ) 4 3 ( x , ~ , ~ ; K ) . . . )  
(4.1) 
where e l ,  €2, €3 are found from matching. In order to match, it is necessary to obtain an RHS 
term similar to that in (3.5), q($:)z. $2 can be made to match with the dominant dipole 
of inner cpl and this forcing term then appears in the RHS of the equation for $3. 41 is a 
switchback type of function necessary for matching and turns out to be the axisymmetric 
flow produced by an equivalent body of revolution. Some details are now shown. 
Thus, choosing € 1 ~ 3  = E ;  we have 
$1 satisfies the usual nonlinear transonic small-disturbance (I<-G) equation. $2 satisfies 
its linear variational equation and $3 a forced variational equation. All the equations are 
of conservation type and can be written 
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The near field behavior ? + 0 of these solutions, obtained from V24 = RHS,  is given by 
D2(5) COS 0 1 1 r 
4 4 4 
(s!D2 cos@{ -?log2 i: - -flog ? + :} 42(51?,@) = 7- r " + ( Y + 1 )  
(4.10) 27r 
27r 27r 
where i: = Jw, 0 = tan-' f = tan-' I 
The source strength S3 and doublet strength D2 are found by matching with the inner 
solution. The source strength S1 is found in a special way in the matching. The functions 
Gl(s),  G3(2) are found when the boundary value problems defined by the singular behavior 
as ? + 0 in (4.9,10,11) are solved (numerically). 
Y Y 
5. Asymptotic Matching 
functions ~ ( a )  such that & << ~ ( a )  << 1. A coordinate 
A matching limit, intermediate to the inner and outer limits, is defined by a class of 
is held fixed in this limit. Thus 
In the intermediate limit the representive physical radius again runs to infinity as (Y + 0, 
M ,  + 1 but not as fast as in the outer limit. For matching, the inner and outer limit 
expansions must read the same in the intermediate coordinate. Thus 
(H denotes "matches to") 
Note that in the matching 
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d e 1  f 9  r9 1 
log? = log -= log - - log - 
'I 'I 6 l  
and 
f 1 1 2 log i: = log2 ftl - 2 log 2 log - + log2 - 
'I ' I &  & 
Note also that 
(5 .2~)  
(5.2b) 
Writing these out using the near field expansions of this section and the far field expansion 
of the previous section we have 
Comparison of these two expansions shows that they match in an intermediate region 
with the choices 
(y + 1) -- DkDY - (y + 1) ZiZy 
= 2 (242  2 (2742 
In summary 
2 €3 = Q 
1 
€2 = Q2 - &7 
1 
€1 = Q2 log - 1 69 
( 5 . 5 )  
~ ( a )  is defined implicitly by the relationship above. S ~ ( S )  is chosen by an internal switch- 
back in the outer expansion. The switchback functions in the inner expansion are 
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1 ( r+ l )  l i l y  
2 4 (2742 
(p22(2)  = - -S1(Z)  = - 
(p21(5)  = G l ( 4  - S 3 ( 4  = Gl(5) - S2(4  (5.7) 
The principal physical result of the matching is the source distribution for the apparent 
body that generates the first axisymmetric outer potential g51(z, i;) 
This body depends only on the longitudinal distribution of lift Z1(x) . A correction axi- 
symmetric flow is provided by the source S3 
S3(4 = S2(4 (5.9) 
which generates the axisymmetric part of 4 3 ( 2 ,  i;, 6).43(2, i;, e )  can be decomposed into 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
By considering the omitted terms, an overlap domain can be shown to exist for match- 
ing to this order. Also consideration of higher order terms in both expansions shows that 
the matching can be continued. Thus, the outer expansion reads 
1 
@ = u{, + a2 log --&, i;, e )  + O ( d  j} 6 
where 
(5.13) 
It can thus be noted that the collection of terms 4 l 7 q 5 2 ) 4 3  which can be computed 
individually satisfy together the small-disturbance (K-G) equation 
(5.14) 
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6. Wave Drag 
There is of course induced drag associated with the trailing vortex system; the drag 
in dominant order, associated with 9 1 ,  is just that of Jones' theory. From the point of 
view of induced drag. the wing considered here'which is flat spanwise, 1s an optimum. The 
spanwise circulation distribution (cf 3.14) is elliptical. The wave drag is connected to the 
shock wave system in the outer flow field. It could be calculated from the entropy increase 
in the wave system. 
For small disturbances to a free stream we have the result for the wave drag D, 
00 
D, = po0T,c2 / [ _ [ S ] , d y d z  + (6.1) 
where [SI, = jump in specific entropy across a shock. The integral is taken over all 
the shocks in the system. Using the expression for the entropy jump in transonic small 
disturbance theory (cf. ref. 7, cf. p 165 ff. for a discussion of wave drag) 
' Consider the differential conservation form associated with (5.14) 
I 
Integrating this divergence form over all space outside a small cylinder 
(-03 < x < 00) Pc --f 0 
I 
around the z-axis enables the entropy jump of (6.2) to be related to radial momentum 
flow. (6.3) is not conserved across shocks so that shock jumps appear such as 
If we consider the dominant term in (6.4) 
r 1  r2x 
From (4.9), = S\(z) log i: + G\(x), 41.. r = slo i. and using 
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in which Sl(1) = Sl(0) = 0, we have 
1 
Bw1 = -27r 1 Sl(z)Gi(z)dz = 27; I’ Si(z)Gl(z)dz (6.6) 
This drag formula is exactly that of a slender body in transonic flow (cf ref. 7, p161). 
Higher order terms in the drag formula can be found. 
7. Applications and Remarks 
Several applications have been made of the theory in its present form. For flat wings 
ZI(z) is given by (3.15). The effective source strength for the equivalent body f‘ = -1. 
Sl(z) = F & + - ( c f  eqn. 5.5). Equation (4.3) (y+l) 1 ’ ” ’  
is solved numerically with a small-disturbance code using (4.9) as the boundary condition 
for various IT. The dominant term of the wave drag coefficient Cow is calculated from eqn 
(6.6). The results are plotted as Cow vs M ,  for two different angles of attack in fig. 2. 
Substantial drag due to lift is evident. The planform shape and the distribution of Zl(z) 
which is typical a.ppears in fig. 3. 
Another set of calculations incorporates a parabolic body of revolution (thickness 
ratio .057) and adds the source strength of this body to Sl(z). A series of planforms with 
semi-span z ~ , y ( z )  given by 
and shown in fig. 4 was considered for various p,  M ,  = .995, cx = .2 rad. The idea is to 
optimize the LID figure of merit CD, / (AR = aspect ratio) by a choice of planform. A 
minimum drag occurs for p = 2.5. The planform shape and curve of Cow vs. p appears in 
fig. 5. Also shown in figs. (Sa - 6c) for p = 1.2,2,10 are isobars which make evident the 
shock wave which occurs. The wave drag for small p is large because of the small sweep 
and for large p because of rapid changes of I1 near the wing tip. These preliminary studies 
are meant to show the relative effectiveness of various planforms. 
It would be very useful to extend this work to give efficient ways of calculating the 
higher order terms in the wave drag. It is also possible to incorporate the effects of wing 
thickness 6 - (a2 log ) into the formulation in a more systematic way. A first step in 
this direction is given in ref. 6. 
& 
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SUMMARY 
In this paper vector potential and related methods, for the simulation of both 
inviscid and viscous flows over aerodynamic configurations, are briefly 
reviewed. The advantages and, the disadvantages of several formulations are 
discussed and alternate strategies are recommended. The paper consists of the 
following sections 
Introduction 
Scal ar Potent i a1 
Modified Potential 
A1 ternate Formulations of Euler Equations 
Least-Squares Fomul ation 
Variational Principles 
Remarks on Iterative Techniques and Related Methods 
Viscous Flow Simulation 
Conclusions 
INTRODUCTION 
Most of the recent successful attempts to solve Euler equations are based on the 
primitive variable formulation where the governing equations are written in a 
divergence form representing the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy. 
The main reason is the capability of correctly capturing flow discontinuities 
(shocks and wakes) with the help of artificial viscosity terms, explicitly added to 
the equations or implicitly built in the numerical schemes. Moreover, the 
conservation laws are basically a hyperbolic system of equations which can be 
easily integrated in time (using for example explicit schemes like Runge Kutta 
methods) to obtain the steady state solution. This fact is particularly attractive 
if unstructured grids are used for simulating flows over complex three-dimensional 
configurations. Such a calculation can be very efficient on present computers 
since it is fully vectorizable and indeed very impressive results were obtained 
using mu1 tigrid convergence acceleration techniques. 
Artificial viscosity may lead, however, to artificial vorticity, artificial 
boundary layers and separation. To minimize the contamination of the inviscid 
solution with such artificial viscous effects, higher order schemes are preferred 
and to avoid overshoots and undershoots near shocks, flux limiters are applied. 
Finite-difference schemes, with the total variation diminishing property, are 
proposed. Because of their diagonal dominance, re1 axat ion methods are appl i cab1 e and 
hence they are used as smoothers for multigrid techniques. The limiters, however, 
are highly nonlinear and some difficulties are expected, such as nonexistence and 
nonuniqueness of the discrete solution of the conservation laws, as well as slow 
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I convergence and 1 imit cycles. Research efforts will continue to construct high 
resolution schemes particularly to capture contact discontinuities, and successful 
applications of multigrid acceleration techniques will follow. 
The purpose o f  the present paper is to examine alternate approaches,particularly 
for aerodynamic applications. The rationale, here, is very simple; far away from 
the body, the disturbances are small and the flow can be adequately described by a 
single equation, with a single unknown (the potential function) and a single 
parameter (Mach number); the potential formulation is valid, as long as the 
vorticity in the field is negligible. 
~ 
I One obvious choice is the zonal approach, where the potential formulation is 
restricted to the irrotational flow zone while the Euler primitive variable 
formulation is used for the inviscid rotational flow zone. One problem with this 
approach is the matching of the two local solutions along the interface or in the 
overlap domain of the two zones. The quality of the solution and the convergence 
of the overall calculations will depend on the numerical treatment of the 
interface problem. 
Another approach is to augment the potential formulation with the rotational 
effects. This can be done using the Helmholtz decomposition theorem, where the 
velocity vector can be represented as the sum of a gradient o f  a scalar potential 
function and the curl of a divergence free vector. The correction to the potential 
formulation automatically vanishes, when the flow is irrotational. The problem 
with this formulation is the implementation of proper boundary conditions for the 
corrections particularly for multiply connected domains. 
Related to this approach is the use of a variational principle and the Clebsch 
transformation. The connections to least-squares formulations are also delineated. 
Extensions of these methods for viscous flow simulations are discussed and the 
relation to some viscous/inviscid interaction procedures are depicted. 
In the following, recent work on scalar potential methods are reviewed first and 
Finally, some concluding remarks then details of the above approaches are studied. 
are drawn. 
I SCALAR POTENTIAL 
I In the recent literature, one can find excellent reviews o f  methods of solution 
equation (See for example Caughey ( l ) ,  Holst (2) and South (3)). of the potential 
In this section, only the most recent developments will be reviewed. 
Steady inviscid flows, with constant entropy and total enthalpy, can be 
described by a potential function satisfying the continuity equation in 
conservation form 
v*(pv4) = 0 (1) 
where 
and M is the free stream Mach number. 
00 
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The full potential equation (1) is nonlinear and of mixed type (elliptic in the 
subsonic region and hyperbolic in the supersonic region). It admits expansion as 
well as compression shocks. Honest discretization of equation (1) leads to a 
discrete system of equations with the same properti&. One way to exclude 
expansion shocks is to use artificial viscosity methods. No vorticity can be 
generated due to the artificial viscosity in such calculations since the velocity 
field is calculated as a gradient of the potential function. Moreover, for pure 
subsonic flows, no artificial viscosity is needed and the potential solution 
should satisfy the Euler equations. On the other hand, to obtain the solution 
of Euler equations, artificial viscosity is usually needed even for pure subsonic 
flows. 
The artificial viscosity can be introduced in the numerical scheme in many ways. 
Osher et al. (4) introduced a flux biasing scheme which, unlike the retarded 
density scheme, does not allow for expansion shocks in the discrete solution of 
equation (1). This scheme is first-order accurate in the supersonic region, while 
the artificial viscosity is switched off in the subsonic region. Shankar et al. 
(5) used it successfully for time-dependent calculations. Volpe and Jameson (6) 
applied a second-order version of the same scheme in their multigrid code and 
obtained impressive results. 
Recently, Mostrel (7) introduced a second-order accurate scheme, with no 
subsonic/supersonic switching, and proved global 1 inear stability, total variation 
diminishing (with flux limiters) and discrete entropy inequality. He also 
introduced a time splitting algorithm for the 2D low-frequency transonic small 
disturbance equation. In this area, one should mention the unpublished work of 
Catherall* who introduced an approximate factorization scheme, AF2, which consists 
of two factors only, even for three-dimensional flows. 
Various methods are used to accelerate the convergence of potential flow 
calculations. Besides multigrid, generalized conjugate gradients, generalized 
minimal residuals (GMRES) and extrapolation procedures can be applied on computers 
with large memories. For two dimensional (and axisymmetric) problems, direct 
solvers based on banded Gaussian elimination or nested dissection are nowadays 
feasible and quadratic convergence can be obtained using Newton’s method (8-9). 
For three dimensional problems, block relaxation and domain decomposition 
procedures are needed. Some o f  these algorithms are suitable for parallel 
processors. 
Few years ago, many three-dimensional codes were developed for potential flow 
calculations. There are two common mistakes in most of these codes. The first is 
to use a two-dimensional vortex as a far-field boundary condition for each spanwise 
station. The second is to assume that the flow leaves the airfoil section in a 
direction bisecting the trail ing-edge angle as in two-dimensional problems; this 
is not true for general three-dimensional lifting flows. In all these codes, the 
wakes are fixed and are not allowed to adjust with the flow. No effort has been 
spent to correct these codes and it seems there is no interest to do so! In 
Europe, a finite-element code based on optimal control formulation was developed at 
the same time to simulate flow over a complete aircraft. It is not clear, however, 
how the vortex sheets are treated in such calculations. 
Recently, an intensive effort was launched at Boeing to develop a similar code 
( T R A N A I R ) .  Some of its innovative ideas are discussed in ref. (10). (An 
interesting test case is a wing in an incompressible flow where panel methods can 
*Catherall, D., private communication, July 1985. 
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pred ic t  c o r r e c t l y  the induced drag. Moreover, t heo re t i ca l  r e s u l t s  are avai lab le 
f o r  c e r t a i n  conf igurat ions .) 
F ina l l y ,  no progress has been made t o  f u r t h e r  understand the nonuniqueness 
problem (11) o f  the l i f t i n g  p o t e n t i a l  f lows i n  the t ransonic regime. Since no 
m u l t i p l e  so lut ions o f  the Euler equations f o r  the l i f t i n g  a i r f o i l  i n  the  t ransonic 
regime have been reported, one tends t o  assume t h a t  the p o t e n t i a l  model i s  
inadequate. It seems, however, t h a t  acceptable r e s u l t s  can be obtained i f  boundary 
l aye r  i n te rac t i ons  are taken i n t o  account. A f t e r  a l l ,  the p o t e n t i a l  f l o w  
approximation i s  on ly  meaningful outs ide the viscous layers.  It seems a lso t h a t  
the viscous transonic equation (w i th  uniform v i s c o s i t y )  has a unique so lu t i on  but 
no proof i s avai 1 ab1 e. 
HODIFIED POTEHTIAL 
I n  general, due t o  the absence o f  entropy and v o r t i c i t y  e f fec ts ,  shocks i n  
po ten t i a l  so lu t ions are stronger. I n  t h i s  section, approximate methods t o  account 
f o r  these e f f e c t s  are discussed. 
I t  i s  argued t h a t  the v o r t i c i t y  e f f e c t s  are higher order. I n  fac t ,  f o r  s t r a i g h t  
shocks there i s  an entropy jump, but there i s  no entropy gradient downstream of 
the shock and, therefore, no v o r t i c i t y  i s  generated (it i s  we l l  known t h a t  
v o r t i c i t y  i s  r e l a t e d  t o  the curvature o f  the shock). I f  the v o r t i c i t y  i s  
neglected, the f l o w  downstream o f  a shock can be also described by a po ten t i a l  
funct ion.  The f low, however, i s  no longer isent rop ic .  I n  t h i s  model, the entropy 
jump i s  accounted f o r  by modifying the shock p o i n t  operator. It turns out t h a t  the 
equation downstream o f  the shock i s  unaltered (since entropy i s  constant along 
stream1 ines).  This approximation i s  completely equivalent t o  f i t a Rankine- 
Huognoit shock i n  p o t e n t i a l  f lows. Special treatment o f  wakes may be also 
required (121, (13). 
The next step i s  t o  construct  a simple approximation f o r  the v o r t i c i t y  e f fec ts .  
This can be achieved by augmenting the v e l o c i t y  due t o  the p o t e n t i a l  f i e l d  by a 
r o t a t i o n a l  increment due t o  the entropy gradient. I n  two dimensions, an ordinary 
d i f f e r e n t i a l  equation i s  solved f o r  the r o t a t i o n a l  component, i, namely 
For more d e t a i l s  see r e f .  (12) .  
An approximate so lu t i on  o f  equation (2) i s  simply 
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Although the rotational correction is formally higher order than the correction 
due to the modification of the jump condition across the shock*, it is not 
recommended to neglect 6, particularly for lifting airfoils. 
The reason is clear from examining the work of Klopfer and Nixon (141. Across the 
wake, the static pressure must be continuous while the total pressure, in general, 
is not. Therefore, the tangential velocity component must jump. If the flow is 
presented only by a potential function, the jump o f  the potential across the wake 
will grow linearly with the distance from the trailing edge (i.e. in the far field, 
r-!). 
On the other hand, this nonuniformity does not occur i f  the potential field is 
augmented by the rotational component. In this case, both the entropy and 'ii jump 
across the wake while ,$ does not. This can be shown by expanding the static 
pressure formula (assumi4 the wake is aligned with the x - axis) 
The contribution of the entropy term cancels the contribution of the rotational 
component and therefore dX must be continuous to guarantee continuous static 
pressure across the wake. 
For the three-dimensional flows, the calculations of the rotational velocity 
components are more complicated as will be discussed in the next sections. A s  a 
crude approximation, the two-dimensional formula can be used in each spanwise 
station. Dang and Chen (15) used instead, the following formula 
A + AS/R q = v 4 -  
7M,(nXcosa 2 + n sina) 
Y 
( 4 )  
A where A = n e + n & is normal to the shock surface. In our opinion, the extra 
computation& &for? ir! the calculation of h i s  not justifiable and the assumption 
of a locally normal shock is consistent with the other approximations made in the 
derivation of the rotational velocity component formulas ((2') as well as (4)). 
* From Prandtl relation, (l+u )=(ltu ) = a*', the correction to the shock jump 
condition to allow for entr&py geieration is second order, while Ci is third 
order. 
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ALTERNATE FORMULATIONS OF EULER EQUATIONS 
Two-Dimensi onal F1 ows 
In this section, no small disturbance approximations are assumed and the 
treatment of the exact inviscid equations is discussed. It is instructive to 
consider first a simple case of two-dimensional inviscid incompressible steady 
flow. The conservation laws are usually written in terms of the continuity and the 
momentum equations. On the other hand, the following equations are completely 
equivalent : 
u x t v  = o  
t vx = w ( 9 )  
Y 
-u 
Y 
2 2  t (u t v ) = H(q)  
P 2  ( 5 )  
where w and H are constants along streamlines. Equation (5) represents 
conservation of mass, vorticity and total enthalpy. The first two equations are 
linear in u and v; the pressure is decoupled and is obtained from Bernoulli's law. 
If equation (5) is u s e d ,  contact discontinuities (wakes) must be fitted and no 
artificial viscosity is needed in such calculations. 
The exact equation for two-dimensional inviscid compressible f lows  is 
W , t F x t G  L Y = O  (6) 
where W = ( p ,  pu, pv, p ~ ) ~  and F and G are the corresponding flux vectors. The 
Jacobian o f  F has the eigenvalues u 5 a, 0 ,  0 ,  and similarly the Jacobian of G has 
the eigenvalues v & a, 0 ,  0 ,  where a is the speed of sound. Four modes are 
identifiable: two acoustic modes, entropy mode and vorticity mode. In fact, for 
steady flows, the above equations can be rewritten in the following nonconservative 
form: 
2 2  2 2  (a - u ) ux - uvvx - uvu t (a - v )vy = o Y 
-u t vx Y 
= o  DAS/R Dt 
DH 
Dt - = o  
= w  
where is the substantial derivative. 
The vorticity w is calculated from the Crocco's relation 
d&R dH 
da -psi w = p  
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The speed of sound is given by 
2 2  where q2 = u +v , and the density and the pressure relations are 
AS/R must have the proper jump across the shock to satisfy the Rankine Hugoniot 
re1 at i ons . 
It is clear from equations (6a) and (6b) that the corresponding characteristics 
have the same form for rotational and irrotational flows. 
A shock fitting procedure must be used with this nonconservative formulation. In 
refs. (121, (16) ,  the author used the Prandtl relations across the shock 
qtl = qt2 = qt 
For flows with constant entropy and total enthalpy, the vorticity vanishes and 
the irrotational motion can be represented by a potential field. The weak solution 
admitted by the potential equation (1) reflects conservation o f  mass under the 
isentropic assumption. On the other hand, in the modified potential formulation, 
the Prandtl relations are forced across the shock, which implies that the mass, 
including entropy effects, is conserved. To fully account for the entropy effects, 
a rotational velocity field due to the vorticity generated by the shock curvature 
must be added to the potential field; therefore, it is natural to use the 
decomposition 
- 
U = 4 , + U  (W 
V = d y + V  (W 
Obviously, such a decomposition is not unique; the rotational velocity components 
are not independent. A feasible constraint is 
- - u x + v  = o  Y 
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Such a constraint is automatically satisfied if a perturbutive stream function 3 is - 
introduced, such that 
i = g  Y a n d t = -  gX 
(PdXlX + (P4y)y = - ( P Z y ) ,  + 
GXX yy 
Thus, the governing equations for 4 and 3 are 
t G  = - w  
(13-14) 
Equations (12) & (13) are solved in ref. (13). Chaderjian and Steser (17) used a 
similar approach for the lifting airfoil problem, where both 4 and 9 are chosen to 
be continuous across the wake. 
Another choice is 
u = 4x + 3 / p  
v = OY - G X / P  
In this case the governing eqcations are 
With proper boundary conditions for 5, # can vanish identically. The solution o f  
the transonic stream function equation is discussed in refs. (12) and (18). In 
ref. (19 ) ,  Papailiou et al. used the decomposition 
The corresponding equations are 
I dxx + dyy = O (19a) 
I and (3y,p)y + ( G x , p ) x  = - @ (19b) 
In all these cases, a partial differential equation for the correction must be 
solved. Other decompositions require only the solution of ordinary differential 
equations. For example, the choice of = o in (llb) leads to 
( P 4 x ) x  + (Pdy)y = - (20a) 
( 2 W  
- 
w 5 -  
Y 
and U 
For certain grids, aligned locally with the flow, this decomposition is 
obviously useful. Another example is based on a multiplicative correction, 
u = ( 2 W  
v = Aby ( 2 W  
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The corresponding equations are 
where 
The general Clebsch representation has both additive and multiplication 
corrections, as will be discussed later. Based on this discussion, the full stream 
function formulation is the most recommended one. It is not widely used for 
transonic flows, however, because of the difficulties associated with the nonunique 
relationship between the density and the flux. The same remark holds for 
axisymmetric flows (including swirl). 
Three-Dimensional F1 ows 
The conservation laws are given by 
wt t F, t G t H, = o Y (5 '  1 
The eigenvalues of the Jacobians of F, G, and H are u f a,o,o,o, v f a,o,o,o and 
w f a,o,o,o. Accoustic, entropy and vorticity modes are still identifiable but 
the problem is more complicated since the vorticity has in general three nonzero 
components. 
For steady flows, the governing equations can be rewritten in the  form: 
v - p i = o  
vx:=2 
+ Assuming p and w are given, equations (24) and (25) are four equations in three 
unknowns. There i s , however, a re1 at i on between the vorticity components 
(26)  
+ 
v - w - 0  
The Crocco relation is used to calculate two o f  the vorticity components 
( 2 7 )  
+ - +  q x w = - T V S + V H  
The streamwi se vorticity component can be cal cul ated -+ usi ng equation (26). 
Alternatively, taking the cross product of (27) with q, one can obtain the 
following formula for the vorticity (see refs. (211, (22) ,  (24)) 
-+ 
= x p i  + x (TvS - vH) la2 
Equation (26) leads to an equation for x 
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pq.vx -+ = - x (TvS - vH)] 
The entropy and the total enthalpy transport equations are 
(30) 
(31 1 
-+ q-os = 0 
-+ q*VH = o 
While H and A are continuous across a shock, S jumps. The speed of sound, the 
den ity and the pressure are obtained from equations (81, (9) and (9'1, where q2 = 
Using the Helmholtz theorem, 4 can be decomposed into the gradient of a scalar 
,$* 
function plus the curl of another vector 
(32) 
-+ q = v4 + VX? 
The first term on the right hand side of equation (27) is curl free, while the 
second term is divergence free. A feasible constraint on 3 is 
(33 1 
-+ v . e = o  i 
I Hence, equations (24) and (25) reduce to 
I (34) 0 (pv4) = - v. ( p  VXG) 
(35) 
2 - +  -+ v 9 = - w  
The correction to the potential solution becomes a major effort, it requires the 
solution of three Poisson's equations in three dimensions. 
The boundary condition for the potential problem is 
(36) 
-+ n-v4 = - f;.vxS 
where f; is normal to the solid surface. Two linear combinations of the stream 
functions can be kept constant on the boundary surface, and equations (33) can be 
used to solve for a third linear combination. 
For example, in orthogonal coordinates, two compon$nts+of 3 can be chosen to be 
constant in the plane tangent to the body, hence n*vx@ = 0 ,  while the normal 
derivative of the third component vanishes. The boundary conditions in generalized 
curvelinear coordinates are given in refs. 1201, (211, for simply connected 
domains . 
In a series of interesting papers (2'21, (231, (241, Dabaghi and Pironneau studied 
the vector potential method and obtained two- and three-dimensional fini te-element 
solutions for transonic flow problem3. The foll%wing variational problems are 
considered. For a given vector field q, find 4 and e such that: 
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+ +  + - +  where w and are proper weighting functions (vxnlr = 0 ,  J’ v*n d7 = o ; r is the 
boundary of a simply connected domain). It can be shlwn rigorously that the 
Helmholtz decomposition is unique 
(39) 
+ q = v# t vxs and v*$ = o 
The variational form of the vector identity 
is given by 
vxvx3 = - A 3  t w*G 
dr (41)  (VG, VG) = (VXG, VXG) t (v.3, v 4 )  t 2 J r y  $0  v 
where R is the mean radius of curvature of r. 
equivalent to 
Therefore, equation (38) for $ is 
- + +  
- A Q = w  
+ +  - at . n - ~ y = o  + n r  
an 
( 4 2 )  
+ +  ~ x n l ,  = o 
In general, the three components of are coupled through the boundary 
conditions. The formulation has been extended to multiply connected domains by 
Dominguez (25). Across the wakes, the potential function jumps and the 
circulations (the difference in potential values) remain constant, while the normal 
component of the gradient of the potential is continuous. If the wake surface is 
denoted by c .  and the circulation by A .  then 
J J 
The following constraints must be imposed on 3: 
J 7-f; dr = 
r i  
where pi are constants. The 
however, when pi are given and 
Vd t VXG 
pi  (44)  
decomposition is no longer unique. It is unique, 
A .  are adjusted so that J 
+ = q  o n z  (45) 
The extra difficulty for nonsimply connected domains stems from the fact that 
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-t - t +  vx4 = o , v.q = o , q.nl = o 
r 
does not imply 4 = o (see ref. ( 2 5 ) ) .  
Unl i ke the primitive vari ab1 e formul at i on of Eul er equations , a speci a1 
treatment of the Kutta condition (pressure is continuous at trailing edges) is 
, requi red. I 
Another choice for the velocity decomposition is 
4 = vg + (VX$)/p ( 4 W  
With proper nonhomogeneous boundary conditions for 3, g can vanish identically. 
This case is simply an extension o,f the stream function formulation to three 
dimensional flows. The equation for 8 is 
(47) 
-t vx(vx$)/p = w 
and the boundary condition is 
+ - t  -+ n*vxelr = q*n 
Hirasaki and Hellums ( 2 7 ) - ( 2 9 )  and Richardson and Cornish (29) studied a similar 
problem. A partial differential equation on the surface of the boundary must be 
solved. The corresponding variational formulation is given by Dabaghi and 
Pironneau (24). The problem is to find a function g such that 
- t +  e x nlr = g (49) 
implies equation (48). 
It is shown that g = vf where fl, is the unique solution of a Laplace-Beltrami 
equation 
where w is a weighting function and (sl, s2) is a set  of an orthogonal local 
coordinate system on r. 
In ref. (zO), Papail iou et a1 . used the decomposition 
p?i = vqi + vx3 (51 1 
and ve; = 0 .  
Therefore, the equations for 4 and $ are 
2 v g = o  
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Lagging the density in the right hand side of equation (52b) may lead to 
convergence difficulties for transonic flow calculations. 
In all these variations, the stream vector has three components. In ref. (30), 
another method is proposed. One of the components of @ is chosen to vanish 
identically, and viscous flows over a three-dimensional trough are calculated. The 
application to inviscid transonic flow calculations is given in ref. (31). 
Giese (32) proposed also a representation of the flux vector in three dimensions 
using two scalar stream functions ( 9  and e )  
p{ = w x v e  (53) 
The continuity equation is automatically satisfied since v-pJ = v-v@xve=o. 
formulation, the body is a stream surface. 
from 
In this 
The equations for 9 and e are obtained 
(54)  
+ vx(v@xve/p) = 0 
No numerical solutions are reported in the literature f o r  transonic flow problevs. 
In ref. (33) an application to hypersonic flows around a body of revolution at an 
angle of attack i s  discussed. 
Recently, Rose (34) proposed to solve the Cauchy-Rieman equations using a finite 
element scheme where a three-dimensional potential solution in the element and only 
two dimensional stream function solutions on the boundary faces of the element, are 
required. 
LEAST-SQUARES FORMULATIONS 
In ref. (351, Fasel proposed to solve the incompressible flow equations using a 
velocity/vortiSity formulation, where the pressure is eliminated. The equations 
v a q  = o and vxq = w are replaced by 
v q = - v x ;  2+ (55) 
+ F o r  viscous f l o w  calculations, q = o on the solid surfa5e and three Poisson's 
equations for three velocity components are solved, while w i s  obtained from the 
vorticity transport equation. (Recently, Rose et al. (36) and Osswald et al. (37) 
solved the system of the first order equations directly). 
It seems that, unlike the stream function formulations, there is no difficulty 
with the boundary conditions. This is not true in general, since conservation of 
mass is not explicitly imposed and careful treatment of boundary conditions is 
required, particularly for inviscid flows. 
In ref. ( 3 8 ) ,  the author proposed a least squares formulation with a systematic 
treatment of the boundary conditions. For the continuous problem, the following 
functional is minimized 
(56) I({) = Ja(V*d)2 t IVXq-wl + + 2  dn 
n 
where a is a Lagrange multiplier. The functional I is discretized first on 
structured (or unstructured) grids. Minimization of the discrete version of I, 
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with respect to the unknowns at each node leads to a conditioned system of 
algebraic equations. 
To demonstrate the relation between the least-squares and the vector potentiai 
formulations, we consider first the two-dimensional incompressible flow case. The 
equations, in general, are 
azp- 
0 
- - P a x  aYP 
Y -a  
0 
Y -  0 a - 
= s  
Y 
uxt v 
-u t v x = o  Y 
[ E] = 
(57) 
(58) 
s 7  
w3 
*2 
- 
where the s term in equations (57) represents sources or sinks in the field. 
Equations (57) and (58) are written in the form 
U S 
L = ( J  
The least-squares formulation leads to the second order equations 
(59) 
* 
where L is the adjoint operator. 
Alternatively, new variable 4 and @ can be defined by the equation 
Hence, equation (59) becomes 
The variables 4 and 9 represents a potential and a stream function. Notice the 
right-hand side in equation (60) is differentiated while in equation (62), it is 
una1 tered. 
The extension to compressible three dimensional flows is given in ref. (39). In 
Cartesian coordinates, the equations are 
(PU), + (PV), t (Po), = s 
= @3 v -u X Y  
- w x  t 
w -  Y 
Equation (63) is written in the form 
uZ = *2 
v2 = *1 
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~~ ~ ~~ 
The variables 4, w1, v2 and v3 are introduced via the adjoint operator. 
0 Y -Pax a 
- P  ay 0 
Y - P  a, 0 -a  I 
If s = 0 ,  4 can identically vanish. Furthermore, if one of the $ components is 
chosen to be zero, a two-component stream function formulation can be obtained. 
Therefore, vector potential formulations are special cases of least squares. 
VAR I AT I OWL PRINCIPLES 
Unsteady Flows 
When Lagrangian coordinates are used, the equations of motion can be derived from 
Hamilton's principle (that the difference of kinetic energy and potential energy be 
stationary). In the Eulerian description, Seliger and Whitham (40) considered the 
functional 
where 4 ,  9 and p are Lagrange multipliers. 
The variations with respect to qi, p ,  S, Q lead to 
a 
axi sqi: q i  - a   t s h  + a  axi axi 
3 23 
where 
I 
The variations of d 7 v  and B reproduce the constraints 
Do 68: - = 0 Dt 
The coordinate Q does not change along a particle path and the terms ~rvp i n  the 
velocity allow the representation o f  an initial vorticity to be separated from 
those produced by subsequent entropy gradients. In t h i s  representation the 
vorticity is given by 
(69) 
+ 
W = Qs x v?) t QQ x Qp 
Seliger and Whitham (40) derived also a simplified form of the variational 
principle (57). Upon integration by parts the integrand L in (67) is equivalent to 
(all variations are taken to vanish on the boundary R) 
From Equation (68), 
L = ph - pe = p 
Therefore, one can start directly with the functional 
88 P dX dt 
R 
Ph = P7 PS = - pT 
Introducing a Clebsch representation for the velocity 
-* 
q = Q 4  t sV9 t Q Q ~  (73) 
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the variations of the integral of the pressure with respect to 4, S, 1, Q give 
exactly the corresponding equations of (68) and (68’). 
While the form in (72) is far from Hamilton’s, it can be considered as a 
generalization of the well known Bateman principle of isentropic flows. It is 
noticed, however, that Q ,  p are not uniquely defined by (73) since any perfect 
differential may be added to 4 with consequent changes in Q and p .  From the 
equations of motion, it can be shown that 
- = 0  a (x, Y ,  z) 
where n = h t 4: t 4t t Sqt t apt (75) 
Therefore, n = n (a, p ,  t) and Q and p can be obtained from the Hamiltonian form 
It is sometimes advantageous to retain n + o and to use (75) in place of (74). 
The variational principle (72) is not modified but the variations with respect to 
Q and B then give (76) as required. 
In fact, some of these ideas are very old. The velocity representation in (68) 
was first introduced by Clebsch in 1859, for the case of incompressible flow. 
Lamb (1932) considered a baratropic flow ( p  = p( p ) ) ,  where any velocity can be 
represented by 
-+ q = v4 t avg 
and the momentum equations can be integrated to yield 
Da ! L o .  Dt - = o and Dt where 
The alternative Hamiltonian form of Q and p equations was first introduced by 
Stuart in 1900. 
Recently, Buneman (41) showed that the flow equations can be put in a Hamiltonian 
form, with benefit for numerical schemes. He considered the isentropic flow case 
with Clebsch variables 
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(77) 
-t pq = - 0 vp - pv4 
Thus, the vortical and irrotational parts of the flow are represented in a 
symmetric manner. Note that there would be a similar third term if entropy changes 
are taken into account. In terms of p ,  4, u and p ,  the following functional 
derivatives are obtained 
and c is a constant. 
The first equation is conservation of mass, and the second is a generalized 
Bernoulli equation. The third and the fourth equations are statements that the 
vortex parameters p and U / P  follow the flow. With this Hamiltonian form, one can 
stagger data for densities and potentials in space as well as in time. A l s o ,  
densities can be updated by leap-frogging over potentials and vice-versa. No 
numerical sol ut ions based on thi s formul at i on have been reported. 
On the other hand, Ecer and Akay ( 4 2 )  were successful to calculate rotational and 
transonic flows using a variational principle similar to (67). They considered 
the functional 
t B k p E ]  Dak dX dt 
t JJ fd dr dt t JJ f dr dt 
tr2 Bk trl 
(79) 
where rl and r2 are those portions of the boundaries where the following flux type 
quantities are specified. 
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f4 = p&ii 
The variations of (79) with respect to a and p give 
Another choice is also suggested in ref. ( 4 2 ) .  The total enthalpy is employed as 
a primary variable to replace the material coordinate a in (67). The proposed 
variational principle is, however, incorrect, since the energy equation for 
unsteady flow is 
and H does change along a particle path! 
Steady Flows 
Roberts (43) used directly the following decomposition for steady flows 
(84) 
-+ 
q = 4o t ~4 t ( S - S o )  vv t (H-Ho) Vp 
where the equations for and p are given by 
For multiple shocks, multiple 'I fields must be introduced and the contribution 
to the velocity is given by 
Similarly, multiple p fields must be introduced for multiple wakes. On the other 
hand, for isoenergetic flows, p vanishes identically. Grossman (44)  calculated 
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successfully supersonic conical flows, with strong rotational ity due to shocks, 
I using such a decomposition. 
For a thin body in a uniform flow, using small disturbance approximations, 
equation (85) becomes 
u ~ = - T  
substituting equation (85') into (84) yields 
(85' 1 
The rotational component in equation (84') is identical with equation (2') which 
is derived based on Helmholtz decomposition. 
A modified form of Clebsch representation was introduced by Hirsch et al. (45). 
(87) 
-b 
q = 04 t OS t *2 OH 
Substituting equation (87) into the Crocco relation, one obtains for arbitrary and 
independent entropy and rothalpy gradients, the two equations for and 
Ds .I - -  ' - T  Dt 
A simplified representation can be obtained i f  a unique relation between S and H 
exists in the inlet flow field. In ref. (461, the authors discussed applications 
to rotational internal subsonic flows in ducts. 
It is clear from the above discussion that the computational effort required for 
the variational principle formulation is less than that needed for the 
implementation of least squares or vector potentials. Thanks to Clebsch, we have a 
general ized Bernoull i equation for rotational, noni sentropic steady/and unsteady 
flows. 
REMARKS ON ITERATIVE TECHNIQUES 
AND RELATED METHODS 
A common problem in all the various formulations discussed so far is the 
solution o f  a nonhomogeneous potential equation, where the r ight-hand side 
represents the rotational effects. A crucial point in developing an iterative 
technique to solve this nonlinear problem is to account for the mixed type nature 
o f  this equation. 
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Moreover, the characteristics of this equation should be based on the total 
Techniques based on lagging the density as well as the rotational components are 
For example, the potential equation 
velocity and not on the irrotational part only. 
not reliable for transonic flow calculations. 
for two dimensional flows may be written in the form 
(89 1 n-1 - n- 1- n- 1 v)Y 
where n is the iteration count. Obviously, one should expect convergence 
difficulties since an asymmetric operator is replaced by a symmetric one. In 
practice, a crude solution may be obtained, if excessive artificial viscosity is 
used. To construct a scheme, independent o f  the artificial viscosity, equation 
(89) may be replaced by 
the 
One 
It is not important to keep the left-hand side of equation (90) in conservative 
form and there are well-known methods to solve such a mixed type equation. 
Note, the potential correction will not affect the correction to the vorticity 
equation and ideally, the rotational components can be constructed such that they 
conserve mass. In fact, the Helmholtz decomposition can be applied to the 
correction rather than the original variables. To demonstrate this application of 
Helmhol tz theorem, consider the simp1 e Cauchy-Riemann problem 
u x + v  = s  
uy - vx 
Y 
= - w  
can construct the following two-step iterative technique 
6Ux + 6 V  = - (Ux + V - S) Y Y step 1: 
6 U X  + 6 V  = 0 Y step 2: 
The correction i n  the first step i s  curl free, and according to the Stokes 
theorem, it can be represented by a potential. On the other hand, the correction 
in the second step i s  divergence free and according to the Gauss theorem, it can 
be represented by a stream function. (For a general three-dimensional woblem, 
the correction in the second step can be represented as a curl o f  a divergence 
free vector. 1 
One can use Helmholtz decomposition directly on the discrete velocity field. A 
similar idea is behind the distributive relaxation discussed by Brandt in ref. 
( 4 7 ) .  In such a technique, each discrete equation i s  satisfied in its turn by 
distributing changes to the several unknowns appearing in the equation in a 
specific manner; the main property is that in relaxing one equation, all the 
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residuals of the other equations are kept unchanged. Application to the Cauchy- 
Riemann problemon a staggered grid i s  discussed in ref. (47) and it is completely 
equivalent to a discrete Helmhol tt decolaposition. 
Brandt also considered Stokes problem, where the above strategy is slightly 
modified. The equations are 
v m i j  = s (94) 
(95) -vij t vp = f 
First, lagging the pressure, the velocity components can be updated from the 
momentum equations. In the second step, the velocity must be corrected to conserve 
mass (equation (94)). This is done such that the residuals of equation (95) 
remain unchanged. Therefore, the corrections in the second step are governed by 
the following discrete equations 
(96) 
-b vh'6q = - (.he: - s) 
where Vh and A 
grid. 
function. 
are the discrete gradient and Laplacian operators on the given 
To solve equations (96) and (97) ,  one can introduce a discrete potential 
h 
6 4  = Vhd (98) 
Therefore, 
Ah4 = 6p = - ('h'; - (99) 
The discrete equation (99) is used to update the pressure and the velocity fields. 
In the first step of such calculations, the vorticity field is established. The 
potential correction in the second step does not alter the vorticity field, but it 
enforces the conservation of mass. 
These ideas are as old as the pressure correction methods for the solution o f  
Navier Stokes equations of incompressible flows, introduced by Harlow and We1 sh 
(48 ) ,  Chorin (491, Temam (501, Patankar and Spalding (511, and others. Kim and 
Moin (52) used a similar decomposition for the continuous problem. Obviously, the 
discrete potential is preferred to avoid the difficulties associated with the 
boundary conditions for the intermediate variables. 
Returning to the transonic flow problem, one may consider the nonlinear Cauchy- 
Riemann problem 
(PU), t (PU), = 0 (100) 
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where p ( u ,  v) . 
The correction to the velocity field can be split into two parts, irrotational 
and rotational. These components can be calculated in terms o f  potential and 
stream functions. An important issue in this discussion is the treatment of 
shocks (and wakes). Fitting procedures are needed to calculate the entropy jump 
and the entropy gradient behind curved shocks. 
On the other hand, if the momentum equations are used to update the velocity 
field, and conservation o f  mass is enforced by a potential correction, it is not 
clear how to correct the pressure. Recently, there are some attempts to use the 
pressure correction methods for compressible flow calculations. The relation 
between the pressure correct ion and the velocity correct ion is, however, 
artificial. Still convergent results may be obtained for steady prob ems. 
VISCOUS FLOW SIMULATION 
In the previous sections, the velocity/vorticity formulation and the pressure 
correction methods for the solution of the Navier Stokes zquations o f  
incompressible viscous flows are discussed. Direct applications of vector 
potential methods are examined next. For example, in ref. (53) ,  the following 
decomposition i s  used : 
- - 
X/ P 
u = dX t *y/p , v = dY - * 
The continuity equation gives 
with the boundary condition - 
4n = ' s / p  
where n and s are the normal and the tangential direction to the surface. The 
equat ion for 3; i s  
with the boundary condition 
- 
Q = - 4 s  n/ P 
where w is obtained from the vorticity transport equation. It is assumed that the 
vorticity outside the viscous layer is negligible and hence a potential model is 
adequate. 
The boundary conditions (104) and (106) represent the coupling between a viscous 
and an inviscid problem. The perturbative stream function behaves like a 
displacement thickness which derives the potential calculations. On the other 
hand, the pressure distribution (4,) derives the viscous calculations through the 
no slip boundary condition. No boundary-layer approximations have been made and 
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the formulation can be completely equivalent to the Navier Stokes equations. Only 
an inviscid grid is needed for the potential calculations, while the S-W system is 
restricted to the viscous layer. Therefore, this formulation is a special form of 
domain decomposition techniques. 
further approximations lead to some simplifications. for example, the density in 
the potential equation (103) can be calculated in terms o f  formula (1') and 
therefore the pressure, according to the isentropic relation i s  
2 P = Pi7/+ 
On the other hand, the density in the '.-u system can be evaluated from the total 
enthalpy relation 
H = rD t $ (u2 t v2) 
( 7 -  1) Pv 
In the transonic regime, H can be assumed constant even in the viscous layer, 
otherwise H can be evaluated from the energy equation. 
has a boundary-1 ayer-type profile 1 i ke the velocity and the temperature. Th8 
pressure, however, can be assumed to be the same in the inviscid and viscous 
cal cul at i ons. 
Unlike pi, the density p 
One way to implement this formulation is to use, in the viscous layer, t h e  full 
The outer boundary 
Equation (108) is used fEr the density where the 
q-u system, with the surface boundary conditions, ~ r = o  and Q =o. 
conditions are W=O and 
pressure is assumed knowt?. 
= ~ 4 ~ .  
The next step is to construct g. Equation (105) is solved with the surface 
boundary condition given by (106). The boundary condition at the edge of the 
viscous layer is gn= o and w is known from the first step. The output of this 
calculation is 5 on the surface. 
Finally, the potential equation is solved and the process is repeated until 
convergence. The problem for 5 in the second step may be solved coupled with the 
potential equation to avoid convergence difficulties. In this case, the Q-w system 
provides w to the g-4 system, while the latter feeds back the pressure field and ds 
at the edge of the viscous layer. ~ 
Extension to three - dimensional flows are possible using multiple stream 
functions. Alternatively, the viscous calculations can be based on the 
velocitylvorticity formulation. The role of the potential is simply to provide an 
approximation for the pressure field, which is needed to calculate the density in 
compressible flow cases. For incompressible flows, the potential can be dropped, 
since the pressure is eliminated from both the stream function and the 
velocity/vorticity formulations. The only advantage of keeping the potential is to 
restrict the domain of the viscous calculations. 
Recently, El Dabaghi ( 5 4 )  obtained finite-element solutions o f  Navier Stokes 
equations using a rotational correction to the potential field. He used the 
decompos i ti on 
q' = vgj + {, where va{ = o 
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He solved the following potential equation 
V*pVQ = - v p - 6  (1  10) 
with the surface boundary condition 4 = 0 .  The equations for fi are very similar 
to incompressible Navier Stokes equafions In this formulation, the grid for 4 
problem must be fine enough to allow for the resolution of the nonhomogeneous term 
v p a i .  Similar ideas were introduced earlier by Dodge (551, Briley (S6), Dwoyer 
(57) and others. 
Also, Ecer et a1.(58) extended their formulation to treat viscous flows. Their 
approach is applicable for inviscid flow in the limit of high Reynolds numbers. 
Also, outside the viscous layer, the potential formulation is recovered. 
A composite velocity procedure for potential, Euler and Navier Stokes equations 
was introduced by Rubin et al. (59). The following velocity decomposition was 
proposed. 
The multiplicative composite form of the axial velocity component consists of the 
potential component modified by the viscous velocity. The continuity and the 
tangential momentum equation are solved in a coupled manner to update 4 and U. 
The normal momentum equation in nonconservative form, is used to calculate the 
entropy. Numerical results for nonlifting airfoils indicate the differences 
between potential, Euler and Navier Stokes solutions. 
Helmholtz decomposition, vorticity generation and trailing-edge condition for 
incompressible inviscid and viscous flows are discussed by Morino(601, (151). He 
derived also boundary integral equations for unsteady vi2cous+ and inviscid flows. 
In this work, the solution of the Poisson’s equations, v @ = -W is given by 
-# 
- 1  I$=-  
4n ; : dV 
The rotational component of the velocity vector is then 
dV -+ 
The integral equation approach is also adopted by Kandil and Yates (62 )  to 
calculate inviscid vortical transonic flows, where both shocks and wakes are 
fitted . 
In this regard, the work of Wu (63), on numerical boundary conditions for 
Applications to multiple-body problems viscous flow problems should be mentioned. 
are given in ref. ( 6 4 ) .  
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CONCLUSIONS 
Unfortunately, no satisfactory results, based on vector potential methods, are 
available, so far, for real aerodynamic problems. For example, the simulation of 
transonic flow over a wing, with proper treatment of shocks and wakes, is still 
missing. At the same time, efforts on conservation laws gain momentum from recent 
mathematical developments in this field. Nevertheless, one can say, there is a 
great potential in the alternate formulations, particularly if practical methods 
for shock (and wake) fitting* are developed. 
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DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL MESH GENERATION 
Timothy J. Baker 
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Princeton, New Jersey 
Abstract 
An intense research effort over the last few years has produced several competing and 
apparently diverse methods for generating meshes. This paper reviews recent progress and 
emphasizes the central themes that we can expect to form a solid foundation for future 
developments in mesh generation. 
Introduction t 
Although long recognized as a major pacing item [24,49], mesh generation has only 
recently achieved the long sought aim of making possible the calculation of complete aircraft 
flow fields. Even now mesh generation for complex configurations is not a routine task and a 
period of maturation is still required before meshes can be quickly and efficiently created for 
any type of aircraft shape. We are, however, at an important juncture where techniques for 
tackling the problem are well understood, if not yet fully developed. It is therefore a suitable 
time to take stock and consider which approaches are likely to stay the course and provide the 
basis for reliable and efficient flow calculation methods. 
Early methods for calculating transonic flow over airfoils and other simple two 
dimensional shapes were based on conformal mapping techniques [2,3,20,43,70] and simple 
shearings [5,77]. At that time mesh generation was regarded as a subsidiary part of the flow 
algorithm. Indeed the problem was essentially that of finding a suitable coordinate 
transformation, expressing the flow equations in the curvilinear coordinate system and then 
devising a solution algorithm for the transformed flow equations. The paper of Thompson et 
al. [SS] was a significant break from this tradition. It advocated the idea of using elliptic 
equation methods to generate meshes around arbitrary shapes. Although this approach had 
been tried before [104], Thompson et al. were the first to realize its full potential and to 
exploit the idea as a general technique. The paper had two other important effects. First, it 
focused attention on mesh generation as a problem in its own right, largely independent of the 
flow solver. Second, their work also recognized the need to move from a global description in 
terms of an overall mapping to a local viewpoint based on a mesh defined by a set of points 
and an ordering of the points corresponding to the coordinate directions. There is, of course, 
no need to use global mappings, and finite difference formulae can easily be constructed for 
numerically generated meshes. What is interesting, however, is that the apparently more 
elegant approach, of using coordinate transformations to achieve a global mapping of the flow 
equations, did not have sufficient generality to survive as a method for handling complex 
shapes. At the other extreme, the use of a non-aligned Cartesian mesh [19,65,103] once held 
the prospect of treating arbitrary geometries at the cost of finding adequate interpolation 
procedures for applying the solid wall boundary conditions. Unfortunately this cost has proved 
a formidable obstacle and the non-aligned mesh approach has won few adherents. The lesson, 
This paper refers to research described in references 1-106. 
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which is often repeated, is that mesh generation eschews the most elegant solution without 
abandoning elegance altogether. In this case the preferred approach is a surface conforming 
mesh and a flow solver that uses only information about the mesh point positions. It is a 
compromise between the beauty of global coordinate mappings which prove too rigid and the 
excessive generality of a non-aligned mesh which is too difficult to couple with the flow 
solver. In this context it is important to note another early development, the introduction of 
the finite volume approach [45,66] that treats each mesh cell as a control volume to 
approximate the integral form of the flow equations. This is an inherently more accurate 
approach for discretizing the flow equations, a natural way of ensuring conservation and is 
narticularly well suited to the general surface conforming mesh. These concepts are now so 
widely accepted that it is easy to forget that there was a time when the choice was not so 
obvious. 
The paper of Thompson et al. [88] stimulated a great deal of work using elliptic 
equations to generate meshes in both two and three dimensions. The possibility of basing 
numerical mesh generation on hyperbolic and parabolic equation sets has also been explored. 
One unfortunate aspect of this emphasis on numerical mesh generation is that relatively little 
attention has been paid to alternative procedures. Algebraic methods [6,28,32,74], in 
particular, offer many attractive features. The work of Eiseman [28] is perhaps the best known 
example of this approach. He constructs a set of coordinate surfaces between two boundary 
surfaces and then defines an interpolatory function to provide a smooth variation in the third 
coordinate direction. The greater the number of intermediate surfaces used, the greater the 
degree of mesh smoothness that can be obtained. 
A particularly powerful algebraic method is based on transfinite interpolation. This 
approach to mesh generation was first introduced by Eriksson [31,32], who has developed the 
idea into an extremely effective technique. In common with all algebraic methods, this 
approach is very fast compared with numerical mesh generation. The most significant feature 
of transfinite interpolation, however, is the ability to exercise a high degree of control over the 
mesh point distribution, particularly, over the slope of the mesh lines which meet the boundary 
surfaces. 
Overlapped Composite Patched 
Fig. 1 Multiblock Variants (taken from Kutler, Ref. 49) 
The conflicting requirements, of control over mesh quality on the one hand and 
flexibility to handle arbitrary shapes on the other, have pervaded mesh generation throughout 
its development. Indeed the essence of mesh generation is the need to maintain as much of 
both features without seriously degrading either. An important step towards securing a 
harmonious balance between these two constraints is the use of a multiblock strategy. This 
concept is to break the flow field into several smaller blocks (essentially an ultra-coarse mesh) 
and then generate separate meshes in each individual block. This concept was first formulated 
by Lee et al. [50] and has rapidly gained wide acceptance. There are several variants of this 
approach (see figure l),  depending on whether there is continuity of mesh lines at the block 
interfaces (composite), whether the individual blocks are entirely independent and merely 
overlap one another (overlapped), or block interfaces but no continuity of mesh lines 
(patched). 
At first sight it would seem that a blocked mesh structure is further step away from 
simplicity and elegance towards messy complexity. However the experience of many 
researchers who have embraced multiblock in spite of this drawback, provides convincing 
testimony to its role as an indispensable component of mesh generation for complicated 
configurations. Again one has been forced to relinquish a global viewpoint (the use of a single 
mesh) in favor of a local perspective (several blocks each able to accommodate part of the 
flow field and boundary surface). 
The discussion has so far centered on structured meshes composed of quadrilaterals in 
two dimensions or hexahedra in three dimensions. The mesh is structured in the sense that 
there is an implied set of coordinate directions within each block. In order to treat complete 
aircraft, this structure can still prove an impediment unless a large number of blocks are used. 
One is then faced with the problem of defining the blocks and their interfaces, which becomes 
increasingly difficult as the number of blocks increases. A radical alternative to a structured 
mesh is the use of triangles in two dimensions and tetrahedra in three dimensions. There is no 
longer any inherent regularity in the mesh and one has made a complete transition from the 
global to a local description. This characteristic gives unstructured meshes maximum 
flexibility in treating complex geometries while retaining a high degree of control over mesh 
point distribution. Unfortunately the extreme generality makes the generation of unstructured 
meshes a singularly difficult task. In two dimensions several triangle mesh generation 
schemes are available, but in three dimensions tetrahedral mesh generation schemes are scarce. 
The first report of a tetrahedral mesh around a complete aircraft is given by Bristeau et al. [ lS]  
This was a remarkable achievement, which has perhaps not received the recognition it 
deserves. No details of the mesh generation are given in the publications by this group, an 
unfortunate omission that has no doubt contributed to the lack of adequate recognition. 
There appear to be two main approaches to unstructured mesh generation which have 
proved successful in three dimensions. The first is based on the Delaunay triangulation and its 
dual geometric construct, the Voronoi diagram. This idea has been successfully exploited in 
two dimensions for a variety of applications. For aerodynamic calculations, use of the 
Delaunay triangulation was initiated by Weatherill [99,100] and developed in three dimensions 
by Baker [7,8,47,48]. The alternative approach is the moving front technique, successfully 
applied in two dimensions by Lo [51] and recently developed in three dimensions by Peraire et 
al. [63] and L'ohner [52]. 
The distinguishing feature of unstructured meshes is their ability to handle three 
dimensional objects of arbitrary shape and complexity. This is accomplished without the need 
for introducing blocks, mesh controlling functions and other artifacts, which plague structured 
mesh generation and prevent its evolution to a fully automated procedure. The criticism that 
has been leveled at unstructured meshes is the difficulty of constructing efficient flow solvers. 
It is interesting to observe that the finite element method, which has exploited unstructured 
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meshes from its inception, has seen little development of the algorithms used to invert the 
mass matrix and solve the problem. Developments in Computational Fluid Dynamics began 
with simple structured meshes and this proved to be a stimulus for innovative ideas, which 
have led to highly efficient flow algorithms. Although it appears unlikely that implicit 
schemes can be adapted in any simple way to unstructured meshes, advances in explicit 
schemes (e.g. multi-stage Runge Kutta methods, local time stepping etc.) carry over equally 
well to triangular meshes. Indeed Jameson's unstructured flow solver [47,48] rivals the best of 
the structured flow algorithms for computational speed. Recent work by Mavriplis [55]  
indicates that multigrid will also work very effectively on unstructured meshes. 
It is likely that future developments will use combinations of both structured and 
unstructured meshes. In fact Nakahashi and Obayashi [59] have used such a combination, 
exploiting a structured mesh near solid boundaries to solve the Navier Stokes equations and a 
triangular or tetrahedral mesh in the remainder of the flow field. Actually the reverse 
procedure would be more appropriate for general geometries. It is the near field of closely 
coupled components such as wing/strut/nacelle and wing/store combinations that prove 
difficult when one tries to fit hexahedral cells. The likely outcome is that a tetrahedral mesh 
will be employed in such regions with an structured mesh covering the surrounding space. 
In the remainder of this paper we describe some of these ideas in more detail. Several 
excellent reviews and conference proceedings [30,73,85,86,89] have recently appeared and an 
AGARDograph containing contributions from several researchers will soon be published. 
From these publications the reader can get a comprehensive view of the current status of mesh 
generation. The text of Thompson et al. [90] is an excellent reference for much of the 
underlying theory. The aim of this paper is to provide a personal view by summarizing the 
most important developments and by attempting to interpret the many diverse ideas and 
techniques that have appeared. Also included is a brief discussion of two areas that can be 
expected to become increasingly important in the future. First, there is the question of mesh 
quality and, in particular, how changes in cell shape, aspect ratio and mesh stretchings can 
affect solution accuracy and algorithm performance [36,37,40,64,67,90,92,94,95,98]. These 
are difficult questions and our present knowledge is rudimentary. But it is likely that this area 
will receive much more attention, now that the major goal of complete aircraft meshes has 
been achieved. 
The second area is the use of solution adaptive meshes. This is also a field of growing 
interest and several papers on this subject have already appeared 
[ 1,14,17,25,39,41,42,54,57,58,60,61,63,83]. It is evident that the flow field around a 
complicated object such as a complete aircraft has a complicated structure and widely varying 
length scales. In order to resolve such features as shed vortices, shock wave patterns and 
ultimately separated flow, solution adaptive meshes will be needed no matter how many 
gigawords of computer memory become available. It is against this yardstick that further 
developments in mesh generation should be measured. How easily can the method cope 
automatically with an arbitrary shape, first generating an initial mesh and then adapting the 
mesh to the evolving solution so that all the salient flow features are crisply captured? 
2. Mesh Generation Methods 
In this section we provide thumbnail sketches of those mesh generation techniques that 
can be applied to complicated three dimensional shapes. For the purpose of illustration, 
formulae for the two dimensional implementation will be presented, and we therefore consider 
a transformation from physical coordinates x,y to another coordinate system defined by 6,q. A 
point in the flow field can then be associated with the position vector 
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The reader should consult the references for a detailed derivation of these methods and their 
generalization to three dimensions. 
2.1 Numerical Techniques 
2.1.1 Elliptic Systems 
In two dimensions the Laplace system 
ex, + cy, = 0 
may be solved to determine the coordinate transformation x(t,q), y(6,q). In practice the 
problem is inverted to solve for x and y as dependent variables [88,90]. Equations (1) then 
assume the form, 
where 
2 2  a = x  + y  5 5  
b-l S r l  
Y = X q + Y q  
p = x x  + y y  
2 2  
For a boundary conforming mesh, the boundaries are the lines 5 = 51, 5 2  and q = ql, q2 say, 
and the solution of equations (2) thus defines a mapping from a rectangle in (5,q) space to the 
required region in physical space. The lines 5 = const. and q = const. correspond to mesh 
lines in physical space and the extremum principle for harmonic functions ensures that mesh 
lines do not overlap. 
2.1.2 Control Functions 
Unfortunately the Laplace system has a strong smoothing effect and often produces an 
undesirable mesh point distribution. This is particularly evident in regions of high curvature 
on the boundaries. Control of mesh point distribution can be accomplished by the introduction 
of controlling functions to generate a system of Poisson equations 
The source terms P and Q are constructed to either attract or repel points about a certain 
position or line. For example 
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attracts !-lines to the point (to,q0). Ways of automating the choice of the amplitude a and 
decay factor c have been suggested, and more general forms of the source terms are available 
[56,79,90]. However, non-overlapping of mesh lines can no longer be guaranteed and the 
specification of control functions requires some care. 
2.1.3 Hvperbolic Svstems 
Other sets of partial differential equations might be expected to produce satisfactory 
An interesting development of Steger and Sorenson [80] along these lines is the meshes. 
solution of the following equations 
which can be shown to define a hyperbolic system. The first equation of this pair is the 
orthogonality condition; the second determines the local cell area according to a specified area 
distribution V(5,q). If the x and y coordinates of one boundary surface are defined on q=ql 
say, then the system can be marched out in the direction of increasing q. The outer boundary 
surface cannot, of course, be specified for a hyperbolic system. This is often quite acceptable 
for external flow problems, but makes a hyperbolic system unsuitable for generating meshes 
for some geometries, typically those used in internal flow problems. 
2.2 Algebraic Methods 
2.2.1 Multi-Surface Fitting 
An interesting approach that was introduced by Eiseman [28] is based on the idea of 
interpolating curves alon specified directions rather than through specific points. Consider 
two boundary surfaces rl( f ) and rN(!) corresponding to the lines q=ql and q=qN. Let 
&,q) = (x( ,q), y(5,q)) be the position vector of the point (x,y) and introduce intermediate 
surfaces r i  ( ss ), i=2, ..., N-1 which are constructed to direct the q-lines from the boundary 
surface q-1 to the opposite boundary surface q=q2. We now construct a curve that is tangent 
to the direction 3+l(c) - %(!) at the position q=q i Thus we require 
i =1 
where Ai are suitable normalizing constants and the wi(q) are univariate interpolating functions 
subject to the constraints 
yf.(q.) = 6.. i7j=1,2,...,N-l 
1 J 1J 
On integrating eqn (6) we obtain 
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where 
The choice rl(5) for the integration constant ensures that r(6,q) coincides with rl(c) when 
q=q1. We can now choose Ai = 1/Gi (qN) to ensure that r(5,q) coincides with the outer 
boundary surface rN(c) at q q N .  
This approach offers great generality and a high degree of control over mesh point 
distribution. From a practical viewpoint it must be difficult to specify the intermediate 
controlling surfaces for regions contained by highly complicated boundaries (e.g. the space 
around a nacelle/strut/wing). On the other hand, once one has accepted the need for a blocked 
mesh, a more specific interpolation procedure such as transfinite interpolation is probably 
adequate. 
2.2.2 Transfinite Interpolation 
The theory of multivariate interpolation, developed in general terms by Gordon [38], 
has been successfully exploited by Eriksson [31,32] as a means of generating meshes 
exhibiting a high degree of control over the mesh point distribution. Unlike Eiseman's 
multisurface approach, only information about the distribution of boundary points and the 
slope of mesh lines meeting the boundaries is needed. However, a careful choice of the 
interpolating functions is required to obtain a smooth mesh when one or more of the boundary 
surfaces contains a slope discontinuity. This aspect is discussed further in reference 31 which 
provides a clear description of Eriksson's work. A particularly attractive aspect of this 
approach is the way in which an interpolating function in two or three dimensions can easily 
be constructed from univariate interpolants. To illustrate this in two dimensions we again 
consider a mapping of the rectangular region in 5,q space defined by the boundaries €,=51, 
5=52,  q-1 and 11-2. We require the vector function &,q) = (x($,q), y(5,q)) given a 
prescribed functional variation r(cI,q), r(E*,q), qISqSq2 and r(c,ql), r(c,q2), 5&1{2 on the 
boundaries. First, we define two projections that correspond to a pair of univariate 
interpolation schemes, 
+ 
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We now define the transfinite interpolating function as the Boolean sum of these projections 
Along the boundaries the interpolating function reduces to the prescribed form. The functions 
$1, (Q, ~1 and ~2 can be chosen arbitrarily provided they satisfy the conditions (8). The 
simplest possible choice corresponding to linear interpolation in 5 and rl is given by, 
The projections (7) can be generalized to allow for a specification of the derivative of I 
normal to the boundaries. The univariate interpolants 0 and yf must then be osculatory 
functions that satisfy conditions (8) together with a further set of constraints on their 
derivatives at the end points. 
2.2.3 Sequential Mapping 
Another algebraic method that retains something of the spirit of the original coordinate 
transformation methods based on conformal mappings and shearings is the use of a sequence 
of mappings [6,44]. This approach has the virtue of retaining a high degree of control over 
mesh point distribution. By applying several simple mappings it is possible to reduce a 
relatively complicated configuration to a simple generic shape. 
For example, a wing/fuselage/tail combination can be mapped into a pair of surfaces 
plus part of the symmetry plane. A Joukowski mapping followed by a shearing will take the 
fuselage into the symmetry plane. Further combinations of conformal mappings and shearings 
can be constructed to reduce the tail to a single sheet and unwrap the wing. It is then fairly 
straightforward to interpolate a set of coordinate surfaces which conform with the mapped 
wing surface and contain the tail sheet. In addition the coordinate surfaces are required to 
coincide with the mapped fuselage crown line on the symmetry plane. The set of mesh points 
in mapped space is now passed through the inverse of the original mapping sequence. This 
restores the aircraft geometry and produces a mesh that conforms with all boundary surfaces. 
A very similar approach was pursued independently by Shmilovich and Caughey [72]. 
The technique is fairly powerful, and the surface mesh for two examples of meshes 
generated by Baker's method are presented in figure 2. This mesh generator was linked to 
Jameson's finite volume scheme to produce the first published Euler flow solutions over 
wing/fuselage/tail combinations [44,46]. Although this concept could, in principle, be 
extended to include engine nacelles, it becomes increasingly difficult to fit the coordinate 
surfaces in mapped space, and some degree of user intervention would then be required to treat 
different geometries. As we mentioned earlier, the use of global coordinate transformations is 
not sufficiently flexible to deal with complete aircraft configurations, leading one to accept 
that a multiblock approach is unavoidable. 
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(b) Lear Jet (a) Boeing 747-200 
Fig. 2. Surface Mesh from Baker, Ref. 6 and 44 
2.2.4 Grid Blending 
Recently Steinhoff [82] introduced the idea of blending a collection of meshes, each 
one of which is generated for a separate region, to form a smooth global mesh. In some 
respects this idea has some of the features of a multiblock method in so far as it is based on 
defining several relatively simple, separate meshes rather than a global transformation. 
Suppose, for example, that there are N meshes and that the vector 
Qjjk(m) = (xijk(m>, Yijk(m), zijk(m>) 
represents the point with indices (i,j,k) generated by the mth mesh where m=1,2, ..., N. The set 
of points represented by r.. (1) might be the mesh around the wing, r.. (2) the mesh around 
the fuselage, r.. (3) the mesh around the tail and so on. The actual point f . .  corresponding to 
the indices (i,j,k) is then formed by the weighted combination 
YJk 7Jk 
1J k 7Jk 
N 
1 Pijk(m) rijk(m) 
- m= 1 
%jk = N 
1 Pijk(m) 
m= 1 
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where the P.. (m), m=1, ..., N are weighting functions constructed so that the mth mesh 
dominates in the region where it is needed. The weights for the other meshes should be small 
in this region, and decay to zero near the boundary surface where the mesh is determined 
entirely by the component mesh rijk(m). 
1Jk 
Although this approach is attractive, the choice of the weighting functions is by no 
means easy and will presumably have to be done on a trial and error basis for each new 
configuration. How difficult or easy this task is compared with the construction of a blocked 
mesh will determine whether the blending mesh approach is a viable technique for treating 
arbitrary complex configurations. 
3. Multiblock 
The need to handle complicated geometries while maintaining adequate control over 
mesh point distribution and cell shape can perhaps be best achieved by introducing a 
multiblock structure. The flow field is broken up into a number of blocks by defining a set of 
surfaces which will represent the block boundaries. The individual blocks can then be meshed 
and the flow algorithm constructed to exploit the blocked structure. In fact the flow solution 
can proceed in each block independently, with information between contiguous blocks being 
passed at the common interface of two block boundaries. This makes multiblock particularly 
suitable for computer architectures with a parallel processing capability. Various possibilities 
arise depending on what degree of continuity is required at the block interfaces (see figure 1). 
3.1 Overlapped 
If we do not define a precise interface but introduce separate meshes for each 
component, we obtain a system of overlapped meshes. This approach was originally 
considered by Atta [4] and has been extensively developed by Benek et a1 [lo-121. The lack 
of any constraint at the block boundaries makes mesh generation for the individual blocks 
much easier. However the penalty for this facility is the problem of transferring information 
from each component mesh to its neighbor. This difficulty has some similarity with the 
problem of applying solid wall boundary conditions on a non-aligned mesh. Similar 
reservations about accuracy of the interpolation procedures and the ease of maintaining 
conservation apply to overlapped meshes. Recent work by Berger [13] shows that 
conservation can usually be achieved though with some difficulty, particularly in three 
dimensions, and it is by no means clear whether stability could be assured in the general case. 
3.2 Patched 
If we define a block structure and require the separate meshes to conform with the 
surfaces of their respective block boundaries, we obtain a patched mesh. There will, in 
general, be no continuity of mesh lines from neighboring blocks at the block interfaces. 
However, interpolation at the interfaces is now less demanding than that required by an 
overlapped system, and this approach retains the advantage of allowing a highly refined mesh 
in specific regions without imposing unnecessary refinement elsewhere. A patched mesh was 
used by Baker et al. [9] to obtain a refined mesh in the vicinity of the tail for a 
wing/fuselage/tail combination. This technique has also been successfully applied to solve the 
Navier-Stokes equations around an F-16 [34,75,76] (see figure 3). 
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Fig. 3. Mesh from Sorenson, Ref. 75 
3.3 ComDosite 
The composite method can be regarded as a special case of the patched approach in 
which mesh lines are required to be continuous across block interfaces This has the drawback 
that mesh refinement in one block, involving an increase in the number of mesh points on 
block boundaries will induce a corresponding refinement in neighboring blocks and so on 
throughout the entire mesh. However, it is probable that the advantage of mesh line continuity 
at the block interfaces outweighs the disadvantage of requiring an unduly fine mesh in certain 
regions. Mesh smoothness is further enhanced by requiring slope continuity as well, and the 
extra burden this places on the mesh generation within each block is amply justified by 
improved accuracy that results. 
Fig. 4. Surface Mesh 
from Yu et al., Ref. 106 
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3.4 Miscellaneous Results 
Over the last two years several examples have appeared in the literature showing flow 
calculations on structured meshes for aircraft geometries. Yu et al. [105,106] have used a two 
block Poisson solver to obtain a C-H mesh around a high taiVaft mounted propfan 
configuration (figure 4). Eberle and Schwarz [27] have generated a single block H-H mesh 
around a wing/canard/fuselage/tail combination (figure 5).  They used an elliptic mesh 
generator that solves the biharmonic equation, thus gaining a higher degree of smoothness than 
would be obtained from the Laplace system. A similar configuration, but without a vertical 
tail, has been treated by Eriksson et al. [33], who used transfinite interpolation to produce a 
two block H-O mesh (figure 6).  
I Fig. 5. Mesh from Eberle and Schwarz, Ref. 27 
Fig. 6. Mesh from Eriksson et al., Ref. 33 
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A mesh generator that is based on only one or two blocks must necessarily be restricted 
to configurations of one generic type. Other types of configuration could be handled only after 
extensive recoding of the mesh generation software. More general methods based on several 
blocks have been developed by Weatherill and Forsey [loll and Shaw et al. [71], who use a 
Poisson solver in each block (figure 7), and also by Fritz et al. [35] and Seibert [69] (figure 8), 
who generate an initial mesh algebraically and then iterate with a Poisson solver to obtain a 
smooth point distribution. 
Fig. 7. Mesh from Weatherill and Forsey, Ref. 101 
Fig. 8. Mesh from Seibert, Ref. 69 
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The inclusion of nacelles, struts and stores introduces an added degree of difficulty. 
The work of Vigneron et al. [96,97] (figure 9), who used algebraic generation followed by a 
Poisson type smoothing is therefore particularly impressive. Another outstanding contribution 
is the paper by Sawada and Takanashi [68]. They used tr'ansfinite interpolation to produce a 
mesh around a complete aircraft with over-wing nacelles (figure 10). 
3.5 
Fig. 9. Mesh from Vigneron et al., Ref. 97 
Further Developments 
Once one has accepted the need for a multiblock scheme and the extra data structure 
that this entails, it makes sense to keep the individual blocks fairly simple (i.e. as close to 
rectangular as possible) in order to simplify the mesh generation process within each block. 
To treat a complete aircraft configuration may require around 100 blocks, but this can certainly 
be accommodated if the data structure is sufficiently general and contains complete 
information about the block face and edge contiguities and the relative orientation of 
neighboring blocks [ 15,16,81,87,101,102]. Transfinite interpolation, with prescribed mesh line 
slopes at the block boundaries would appear to be a perfectly adequate method of mesh 
generation within each block. This could be followed by a few iterations of a Laplace solver 
if further smoothness were needed. The remaining problem is the decomposition of the 
flowfield to give the block structure. Ideally this should be completely automated, but this 
may be difficult to achieve for arbitrary aircraft shapes. The consequent need for good 
interactive graphics has been mentioned by several authors and it appears that structured mesh 
generation for highly complex geometries will continue to rely on the intervention of a skilled 
user. 
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Fig. 10. Mesh from Sawada 
arid Takanashi, Ref. 68 
4. Triangulations 
A review of unstructured mesh generators prior to 1980 has been given by Thacker 
[84]. Significant developments, however, have taken place since then and efficient 
triangulation methods are now available for two and three dimensional probiems. It is worth 
noting that any planar triangulation possesses a degree of structure that is not present in three 
dimensions. First we observe that given a set of V points in a plane such that B lie on the 
convex hull, the number of edges E and the number of triangles (or faces) F are specified by 
the formulae 
E = 3(V - 1) - B 
F = 2 ( V -  1) - B  
In particular, since B = O(V 1/2 ) we see that for a large number of points, 
E - 3 V  and F - 2 V  
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Moreover, if k denotes the average number of edges meeting at a point then, since each edge is 
associated with exactly two points, the number of edges is also given by 
Combining this with the above expression for the number of edges leads to the following 
expression for k, 
and so for large V we have 
k - 6. 
The average number of edges meeting at a point is therefore six, and since at least 
three edges must meet at any point, this places a fairly rigid constraint on the expected 
variation in the number of edges meeting at any point. In other words, we do not expect too 
much variation between triangulations for a given set of points in two dimensions. In 
particular, a high degree of regularity, in terms of the number of edges meeting at any point, is 
to be expected no matter how we triangulate the points. 
There is no such invariance in the number of tetrahedra, triangular faces and edges in 
three dimensions. It is well known, for example, that a cube can be cut into either five or six 
tetrahedra. In fact, it is possible to find triangulations of N points in three space which contain 
G(N) points and also triangulations which contain O(N2). Intuitively one would expect that an 
O(N) triangulation would be likely to contain better shaped tetrahedra and lead to a greater 
degree of mesh regularity. The important requirement is, therefore, to find a triangulation 
scheme and mesh point distribution that will achieve this aim. 
4.1 Delaunav Triangulation 
The Delaunay triangulation of a set of points and the dual geometric construct, the 
Voronoi diagram, are extremely fertile concepts that have been the subject of considerable 
theoretical investigation and have found numerous practical applications. The Voronoi 
diagram marks off the region of space that lies closer to each point than the other points. This 
is illustrated for the planar case in figure 11. The solid lines make up the Voronoi diagram 
which form a tessellation of the space surrounding the points. Each Voronoi tile (e.g. the 
hatched area around point P) consists of the region of the plane that is closer to that point than 
any other. The edges of the Voronoi diagram are formed from the perpendicular bisectors of 
the lines connecting neighboring points. In general three edges will meet at a vertex which 
must be equidistant from three forming points (e.g. points P, 43, Q4 in figure 11) and hence 
each vertex is the circumcenter of the mangle formed by three points. This determines a 
unique triangulation known as the Delaunay triangulation and is such that the circumcircle 
through each triangle contains no points other than its forming points. 
Fig. 11. Voronoi Diagram 
0 Y 
\ 0 
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The complete mesh is generated by the triangulation of a cloud of points surrounding 
the aircraft. The point distribution can be defined in any way whatsoever, and it is this 
generality which makes the Delaunay approach so powerful. The surface geometry for the 
F-15 was based on a network of points originally generated for use by a panel method. 
Flow field points were introduced in three sets corresponding to a farfield, midfield and 
nearfield distribution. The farfield points were generated by defining a Cartesian box with 
a relatively coarse distribution covering the entire field. A finer distribution of points, 
again in a regular array, was added in a region extending a few wing chords around the 
aircraft. Finally, the nearfield points were generated by placing points along normals 
directed outward from the surface points. Any points which fall inside the aircraft structure 
are detected and removed. The remaining points are triangulated to create a mesh which 
varies from a fine distribution of cells near the aircraft to a coarser distribution in the 
farfield. 
The two photographic plates show the surface mesh and a flow solution for the F-15. 
The mesh was generated for one half of the aircraft; the mesh shown in plate 1 and the 
surface contours shown in plate 2 have been reflected about the aircraft plane of symmetry. 
The mesh surrounds one half of the full configuration, including the interior of the duct 
which extends from the fuselage inlet to the nozzle at the rear. Of the 77,000 points in the 
mesh, approximately 5,000 are on the aircraft surface, and the complete set of points has 
been connected to form a collection of 460,000 cells. The surface triangulation shown in 
plate 1 provides a good indication of the mesh resolution, and plate 2 shows the pressure 
distribution for a case run at a freestream Mach number of 0.81 and an angle of attack 
of 4.84 degrees. In the color coded picture (plate 2), red represents low pressure and blue 
represents high pressure with the fringe bar indicating the graduations in between these 
ex t r emes . 
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These concepts generalize to higher dimensions. In particular, the Delaunay 
triangulation of three space is the unique triangulation such that the circumsphere through each 
tetrahedron contains no points other than its forming points. In two dimensions this circle 
criterion can be shown to be equivalent to the equiangular property that selects the 
triangulation which maximizes the minimum of the six angles in any pair of two triangles 
which make up a convex quadrilateral. No equivalent characterization is known in three 
dimensions but the circle criterion can still be regarded as selecting a good triangulation for 
the given set of points. 
The Delaunay triangulation has been applied to mesh generation for structural problems 
by Cavendish et al. [21] and for semi-conductor device simulation by Cendes [22,23] et al. A 
three dimensional, Delaunay based, mesh generator developed by Baker [7] has been linked to 
the finite element flow solver of Jameson and reference 47 contains the first published 
example of an Euler flow calculation over a complete aircraft. Detail of the surface mesh 
around the inner nacelle/strut/wing area of the Boeing 747-200 is presented in figure 12(a) 
and figure 12(b) shows the surface triangulation associated with a tetrahedral mesh that was 
generated for the F-15. The generality and flexibility of this method is clearly evident and the 
technique is capable of generating tetrahedral meshes around any three dimensional object. 
(b) McDonnell Douglas F-15 
Fig. 12. Surface Triangulation from Baker, Ref. 7 and 47 
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4.2 Moving Front 
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An alternative approach to the triangulation problem is the moving front technique first 
suggested by Lo [51]. This idea is illustrated in figure 13, where a layer of triangles has 
already been placed around an internal boundary surface. The outer edges of this layer forms 
the front and a new triangle is constructed on each edge by connecting the edge to the nearest 
point in such a way that the shape of the new triangle is acceptable. When triangles have 
been formed on all front edges, a second layer of triangles will be in place. The procedure is 
repeated with the new front until the whole set of points has been triangulated. 
Fig. 13. Moving Front Method (taken from Lo, Ref. 51) 
The extension of this idea to three dimensions is not an easy task since the front, 
formed by a layer of tetrahedra, is now made up of a surface of triangular faces. It is 
presumably necessary to take care when determining the intersections of planar faces, and to 
ensure that no overlapping of tetrahedra occurs or that holes are left when the front folds over 
on itself. Significant progress has been made in this area, however, by Peraire et al. [62,63] 
and also by Lohner [52]. Figure 14 shows detail of the surface triangulation associated with a 
tetrahedral mesh that Peraire generated around a wing/canard/fuselage/tail combination. 
Fig. 14. Surface Triangulation for Wing/Canard/Fuselage/Tail 
Configuration (taken from Peraire et al., Ref. 63) 
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5. Mesh Twe and Solution Accuracv 
An inevitable consequence of creating a surface conforming mesh is the introduction of 
mesh stretching. Some degree of mesh stretching is clearly desirable in order to achieve an 
efficient distribution of mesh points throughout the flow field. However, the stretching should 
be smooth to prevent spurious, numerically generated effects from contaminating the flow 
solution. Investigation of this subject is still in its infancy and an improved understanding of 
this important area is clearly necessary. Two aspects of mesh distortion are considered below. 
5.1 Truncation Error 
To illustrate ideas we consider a one dimensional stretching from the interval 0 S 5 I 1 
to physical space defined by the interval xo I x I xN. In most cases there will not be an 
explicit mapping from 5 to x. The variation in mesh width can, however, be regarded as the 
result of an implied transformation ~ ( 5 ) .  We assume that the mapped interval is divided into 
N equally spaced increments A t  = 1/N and write x j  = x(iAS) with the further requirement 
'N x < x 1 < x 2 <  ... c x . c . . .  0 J 
We also write h. = x. - x. 
and let h = max h j  
As Thompson et al. [90] point out, it is necessary to distinguish between two senses of order. 
First there is the behavior of the error as the number of points in the field is increased while 
maintaining the same relative point distribution over the field. Consider the approximation to 
the first derivative f, given by 
J J J-1 
j 
The first term is, of course, the required derivative f,; the second term is the principal part of 
the truncation error, which is formally second order. An alternative definition of order is 
based on the behavior of the error as the relative point distribution is changed so as to reduce 
the spacing locally with a fixed number of points in the field. Expanding fj+l and f. as 
functions of x about the position x. we obtain 
J-1 
J 
But 
2 4 -hj = X  A{ + O(A5 ) 
hj+l 55 
2 2  4 
h j + l  - h  j+l h. j + h2=xkAk j +O(Ak ) 
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Hence 
X - x. + $ f  xxx ) + H O T  j+l J-1 
Now 
h. = x A5 + O(A<') J 5  
so we have 
2 f.+l - f .  h.  x 
j+l J-1 
= fx + 8 ($ fxx + 6 fxxx> + HOT J-1 X - x. 
"5 
It is apparent that a necessary condition for the approximation to be second order in the second 
sense is that the term 
= O(1) 
"5 
This is discussed by Thompson et al. [90], who point out that a similar condition is required to 
maintain local order in two dimensions. A further condition must also be imposed to limit the 
rate at which the Jacobian approaches zero. This extra condition is essentially a limit on the 
degree of nonorthogonality that can be tolerated. 
It should be noted in passing that expression (13) or (14) is exact for linear f. This is 
not the case if we use the exact mapping derivative x in place of xj+l - x. . For then, we 
have 
5 J-1 
2 2 x  
= f x + q ( g f x + x  55 f xx + $ f  xx ) + H O T  
5 
It is therefore preferable to evaluate the metric coefficients numerically by the same difference 
representation as is used for the dependent variable. This conclusion was probably first stated 
by Steger [78]. 
The issue of local accuracy and stability on nonuniform meshes has been examined in 
some detail by Turkel [92]. He first defines a local stretching factor r. = hp and then 
classifies three groups of stretchings: 
J j  
Quasi-uniform (or algebraic) if 
Exponential if (a) is not valid but 
r. = 1 + O(hP), p > 0 
J 
r. 
fi= 1 + O(h) and r 
faster than exponential if neither (a) nor (b) is true. 
j 
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Now hj+l - h. = h.(r. - 1) and it follows that if the stretching is quasi-uniform then from 
expression (12), the approximation remains locally second order (i.e. second order in the 
second sense described above). A quasi-uniform stretching must therefore satisfy condition 
(15). Further we can write 
J J J  
X 
= ~ + A ~ ~ + H o T  
"5 
or 
r. = 1 + h. 3 + HOT 
J X r  
I Thus condition (15) implies that the stretching is quasi-uniform. 
Turkel considers several finite difference and quadrilateral based finite volume 
formulations and his main conclusions are that with quasi-uniform stretchings all second order 
techniques retain their accuracy locally. If the stretchings are exponential or faster, central 
difference approximations will usually deteriorate to first order accuracy, and in the case of a 
cell centered approximation, the finite volume approach can yield an inconsistent scheme. 
Another illuminating investigation of truncation error has been provided by Roe [67]. 
He considers vertex based finite volume schemes and examines the error that arises from using 
a trapezoidal integration rule to evaluate the flux integral around different cell types. He 
concludes that only a few specific cell types retain second order accuracy locally. In 
particular, among quadrilaterals only a parallelogram can admit a locally second order accurate 
approximation. Furthermore he shows that a triangular mesh can only have first order 
accuracy. 
This rather alarming conclusion would appear to put unstructured meshes at a serious 
disadvantage. However, recent work by Giles [36] suggests that although the truncation error 
on an unstructured mesh is first order, the solution error remains second order. Further 
investigation is required to shed more light on this difficult area. It is clear, however, that 
future investigations of accuracy must attempt to follow Giles' lead in estimating the solution 
error and not basing conclusions on the order of the truncation error alone. 
5.2 Wave Propagation 
Consider the scalar wave equation 
u t + c u x = o ,  c > o  (16) 
which represents the propagation of disturbance traveling to the right with constant velocity c. 
We now discretize the spatial terms to obtain the semi-discrete form 
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On a uniform mesh xj+l - x. = h = const. and this equation reduces to 
J 
Equation (16) admits traveling wave solutions of the form 
If we look for similar solutions of the finite difference approximation (18) we obtain a 
dispersion relation 
C o = sin(kh), -7c I kh I 7c 
In other words, the mesh acts like a dispersive medium so that a component with wave number 
k will travel with a phase velocity 
sin (kh) 
kh c* = c  
and a group velocity 
= c cos(kh) 
We observe that for small values of the wave number k, the group velocity is close to the 
continuum solution velocity c. For higher wave numbers this is no longer the case. In fact, 
when kh = 7c/2 corresponding to a wave length 
the component has zero group velocity, and at the highest wave number kh = IT, which 
corresponds to the shortest wavelength 
h = 2h 
the component travels upstream at speed c. 
An investigation of the wave propagation characteristics for different time integration 
schemes has been pursued by Giles and Thompkins [37], Trefethen [91] and Vichnevetsky 
[93-951. Of particular interest is recent work by Vichnevetsky [95] who considers a 
non-uniform mesh and looks for solutions of the form 
u = A (x,t) e if@(x) . - ot )  0 
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The wave number k and amplitude A, are now slowly varying functions of x. As the wave 
number changes on an expanding mesh, it is possible for the group velocity to decrease, reach 
zero and become negative (see figure 15). A solution component can therefore undergo a 
reflection and, if the mesh expands in all directions, it is possible for the wave to become 
trapped. 
time 
X 
Fig. 15. Wave Reflection cn  an Expanding Mesh 
(taken from Vichnevetsky, Ref. 95) 
Vichnevetsky’s analysis and indeed the results of all the investigators in this area is 
restricted to non-dissipative approximations. When artificial dissipation is present, these 
waves are damped and no undesired transients are left trapped in the mesh. However, the 
wave propagation analysis could have important implications for unsteady flow problems 
where the artificial dissipation should be kept small and not interfere with the true time 
accurate behavior. 
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6. Adaptive Meshing 
It has long been recognized that a mesh determined independently of the flow solution 
is unlikely to resolve all the flow features. Specific regions of the flow field will be subject to 
rapid variations in flow variables. Solutions of the Euler equations require the accurate 
capture of shockwaves and the resolution of vortices that can emanate from sharp edges in 
three dimensional computations. With the advent of Navier Stokes calculations it becomes 
necessary to ensure a fine mesh in wake regions and areas of separated flow. It is clearly not 
possible to achieve the necessary mesh resolution a priori without introducing an unacceptably 
large number of points throughout the flow field. The use of an adaptive mesh that evolves 
with the flow solution is therefore an unavoidable requirement. In fact, it is anticipated that 
an adaptive meshing capability will be an integral part of all three dimensional flow codes 
within a few years. 
6.1 Mesh Redistribution 
An option that received early attention is use of mesh redistribution to achieve the 
required density of mesh points. One dimensional mesh stretchings that bunch the mesh lines 
have been considered, and stretchings in more than one direction have also received attention 
[29,39,58,90]. Within the framework of numerical generation methods, it is possible to link 
the source and repulsion terms to some measure of the truncation error or variation in flow 
variables. Other numerical procedures based on a variational approach have been tried 
[17,90]. The 
Euler-Lagrange equation that one obtains can then be solved numerically to generate the new 
mesh. A common difficulty of all the methods based on mesh redistribution is the need to 
ensure that the mesh cells do not become too distorted and, in particular, do not cross over 
each other. It is therefore necessary to monitor very closely changes in cell size and shape, 
and to halt the mesh adaptation if tolerances on these constraints are exceeded. 
Here some flow property is included in the functional to be minimized. 
6.2 Mesh Enrichment 
An alternative approach which does not suffer from these difficulties is mesh 
enrichment. Here the mesh is successively refined whenever the truncation error, or some 
convenient measure of the flow variables, becomes too large. Notable work in this area is that 
of Berger and Jameson [14] and Dannenhoffer and Baron [25,26]. The main difficulty of this 
approach is the need to keep track of the interfaces where refinement occurs. This requirement 
adds an overhead to the data handling and complicates the flow solver. It is also necessary to 
ensure conservation and stability at the interfaces where refinement occurs. These problems 
are difficult to treat in two dimensions; in three dimensions the complexity of this task is 
increased considerably. 
It is in the context of mesh adaption that unstructured meshes enjoy a distinct 
advantage over structured meshes. A triangular mesh can easily be refined without the need to 
introduce interfaces [ 1,23,41,42,53,54,57,60,61,63,83]. In other words the mesh remains 
entirely transparent to the flow solver. The addition of mesh points can be carried out either 
by explicitly refining triangles, or alternatively by retriangulating the mesh to include the extra 
mesh points. This latter approach is particularly well suited to the Delaunay triangulation 
technique and has been demonstrated very effectively by Holmes et al. [42]. Figure 16 shows 
the mesh in a channel with a bump for a supersonic onset flow. A Delaunay triangulator was 
used with adaptive mesh enrichment, and the concentration of triangles which formed around 
the shockwaves is clearly evident. An example of the former approach has been provided very 
recently for a three dimensional triangulation by Periaire [63]. 
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Fig. 16. Mesh Enrichment on a Triangular Mesh 
(taken from Holmes et al., Ref. 42) 
7. Whither Mesh Generation ? 
It is a reckless though irresistible prospect to speculate on the future development of 
mesh generation methods. This is particularly apposite since we are now at a stage where the 
primary goal of treating complete aircraft configurations has been achieved. What remains is 
to bring these 'primitive' methods to a stage where it is possible to handle shapes of arbitrary 
generality with ease, without the need for special treatment, or undue interaction from the user 
whenever a different configuration arises. Of particular importance will be the need to achieve 
the most accurate solution possible for a given number of points and, if feasible, provide an 
estimate of the accuracy obtained. The development of efficient and robust adaptive meshing 
techniques is therefore a mandatory requirement. Not only should extra points be added to 
refine the mesh where needed, but it is also necessary to ensure that the shape and, in 
particular, aspect ratio of the cells remains acceptable. This may require the addition of points 
in some areas and the deletion of points in other regions. A deeper understanding of the 
dependence of the solution on mesh stretching and distortion is therefore required. Techniques 
that will either enrich or prune the mesh in selected regions must also be implemented as part 
of an adaptive mesh generation package. It is the author's opinion that it will be the 
unstructured meshes that best meet these stringent requirements for generality and adaptability. 
However, much effort has been devoted to the development of structured mesh generation 
schemes and it is unlikely that they will be abandoned in the near future. Indeed, the future 
vigor of research into mesh generation can best be served by the competitive pursuit of both 
approaches. 
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ABSTRACT 
We describe algorithms for the generation and adaptation of unstructured grids in two 
and three dimensions, as well as Euler solvers for unstructured grids. The main purpose 
of tlie paper is to  demonstrate how unstructured grids may be employed advantageously 
for the economic simulation of both geometrically as well as physically complex flowfields. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Over the past years the development of flow solvers for unstructured grids has pro- 
gressed rapidly. While tlie insin enipliasis at  tlie beginning was on Euler solvers [l-51, the 
current emphasis has shifted onto those fields which may be considered ‘peripheral’, yet 
very important for a complete siinulatioii capability. These are: efficient implementation on 
vector and parallel machines (GI, ada,ptive refinement (4,7-141, mesh generation [5,11,15-211 
and flow visualization. In w1ia.t follows, we describe briefly the capabilities we developed 
in this area. The main emphasis of the present p p e r  in on applications. Therefore, rather 
than dwelling in depth on each subject, we will show esa.mples to illustrate the relevant 
points. 
2. THE GRID GENERATOR: GENERALIZED ADVANCING FRONT 
Sevcra.1 algorithms for tlie generation of unstructured grids have been proposed in tlie 
literature. We may group theni into two classes: a) those that introcluce gridpoints before 
constructing the triangulation, and 11) those that introduce gridpoints while constructing 
the triangulation. Members of tlie first family of schemes include tlie Voronoi/Delauney 
triangulation schemes [5,7,15,22-241, as well as the advancing-front algorithms [16,20]. The 
generalized advancing-front scheiiie [11,12,17-191 l>elongs to the second family. I t  is advo- 
cated here because it does not require a separate library of modules to introduce points 
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before triangulating, and also allows to regenerate adaptively the domain in a very simple 
manner [ll]. The main steps involved when generating a grid using the advancing-front 
technique [11,12,17-191 are as follows: 
F.l Define the boundaries (surfaces) of the domain to be gridded. 
F.2 Set up a background grid to define the spatial variation of the size, the stretching, 
and the stretching direction of the elements to be generated. The background grid 
consists of tetrahedrons. At the nodes we define the desired element size, stretching 
a,nd stretching direction. This background grid must completely cover the domain to 
be gridded. 
F.3 Using the information stored on the background grid, set up faces on all these bound- 
aries. This yields the initial front. At the same time, find the generation parameters 
(element size, stretching and stretching direction) for the new faces from the back- 
ground grid. 
F.4 Select the next face to be deleted from the front; in order to avoid large elements 
crossing over regions of small elements, the face forming the smallest new element is 
selected as the next face to be deleted from the list of faces. 
F.5 For the face to be deleted: 
F..5.1 Select a ‘best point’ position for the introduction of a new point IPNEW. 
F.5.2 Determine whether a point exists in the already generated grid that should be 
used in lieu of the new point. If there is such a point, set this point to  IPNEW and 
continue searching (go to F.5.2). 
cross any given faces. If it does, select a new point as IPNEW and try again (go to 
F.5.3). 
F.5.3 Determine whether the element formed with the selected point IPNEW does not 
F.G Add the new element, point, and faces to their respective lists. 
F.7 Find the generation parameters for the new faces from the background grid. 
F.8 Delete the known faces from the list of faces. 
F.9 If there are any faces left in the front, go to F.4. 
There are several interesting algorithmic aspects which should be mentioned: 
a) Extensive use is made of optimal data structures to perform the search operations 
involved. In particular, we use heap-lists to find the next face to be deleted (step F.4), 
quad-trees to find the closest given points to a new point (step F.5.2), and linked lists 
to find the faces adjacent to a given point (step F.5.3). We combine quad-trees and 
linked lists to find for any given location the values of generation parameters from 
the background grid (steps F.3 and F.7). The algorithmic complexity of the overall 
algorithm should be of O(N1og N ) .  In practice, we find it to be closer to  O ( N ) ,  as 
we continuously delete domain points from the lists, and the subroutine-calls require 
some overhead. 
b) The checking of face-intersection is a non-trivial problem in 3-D. It also requires a 
large amount of CPU-time due to the algorithmic complexity involved. In order to 
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make this process faster, a layered face-checking approach was implemented [18]. This 
resulted in a significant reduction of CPU time. 
More details about the implementation and the data structures used can be found in 
[ 1 7,181. 
Examples include 
a) Multi-Element Airfoil Configuration (2-D) 
Figure 1 shows a multi-element airfoil case. Figure la gives the boundary information, 
Figure l b  the background grid used and Figure IC the final generated grid. 
b) Missile Launcher (3-D) 
Figure 2 shows a generic missile launcher model. Only half the model is required for 
computational purposes. The surface definition was given by 39 points, 44 lines and 19 
surface segments. The background grid had 48 points and 132 elements. Figure 2a shows 
the complete surface triangulation. The generated grid contains 14,508 points and 75,894 
tetrahedrons. Figure 2b shows the grid along the axis of symmetry, and one can observe 
finer grid zonings close to the missile and the launcher. 
3. THE FLOW SOLVER: FINITE-ELEMENT FLUX-CORRECTED TRANSPORT 
(FEM-FCT) 
The design of flow solvers for compressible flows has reached a high degree of sophisti- 
cation, as witnessed by the many publications dealing with this subject [25-271. At present, 
the central question no longer is:'will it work ?', but rathec'how well will it work for the 
class of problems to  be simulated ?'. Therefore, we define the design criteria we applied 
when constructing our Euler solver: 
a) The solver should be able to operate on unstructured grids. 
b) The solver should be able to operate on moving grids, so that body or interface 
c) The solver should be able to simulate transient compressible flow problems with strong 
dj The phase-accuracy of the solver should be better than second order, so that vortex 
e) The solver should be fast, as transient simulations tend t o  require longer run-times 
Item a) implies that we can only discretize operators, and not stencils. Item b) implies 
that we must formulate the equations of motion for the fluid in an Arbitrary Lagrangian- 
Eulerian (ALE) [28] frame of reference. Item c) implies that the solver must have Total 
Variation Diminishing (TVD) [27,29] properties, and be of first-order accuracy near dis- 
continuities. Item d) implies that for smooth flow regions, the flow solver must reverse to  
a third- or fourth-order accurate scheme in phase. Finally, item e) implies that if possible 
we ought not to use Riemann-solvers, as these require more CPU-time per update than 
ordinary schemes. 
movement can be simulated. 
shocks. 
propagation and linear discontinuities are not spread too fast in time. 
than steady-st ate simulations. 
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We start by writing the governing equations of compressible flow in the following 
ALE-form 
where the summation convention has been employed and 
U =  
Here p, p ,  and e denote the density, pressure and specific total energy of the fluid respec- 
tively, and ui, tu; are the components of the fluid and grid velocities in the direction z; of 
a Cartesian coordinate system. The equation set is completed by the addition of the state 
equation 
which is valid for a perfect gas, where y is the ratio of the specific heats. We now focus 
on the TVD aspects of the flow solver. As is well known, for the compressible flows 
described by Eqn.(l), discontinuities in the variables may arise (e.g. shocks or contact 
discontinuities). Any numerical scheme of order higher than one will produce overshoots 
or ripples at such discontinuities (the so-called 'Godunov theorem'). The idea behind 
Flux-Corrected Transport (FCT), and more generally all TVD schemes, is to  combine 
a high-order scheme with a low-order scheme in such a way that in regions where the 
variables under consideration vary smoothly (so that a Taylor expansion makes sense) the 
high-order scheme is employed, whereas in those regions where the variables vary abruptly 
the schemes are combined, in a conservative manner, in an attempt to ensure a monotonic 
solution. Note that even if the original partial differential equation is linear, the resulting 
scheme will be nonlinear. The temporal discretization of Ecln.( 1) yields 
Unsl  = U'" AU , (4) 
where AU is the increment of the unknowns obtained for a, given scheme at time t = tn.  
Our aim is to  obtain a AU of as high an order as possible without introducing overshoots. 
To this end, we re-write Eqn.(4) as: 
or 
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Here AUh and AU' denote the increments obtained by some high- and low-order scheme 
respectively, whereas U' is the monotone, ripple-free solution at time t = tnS1 of the low- 
order scheme. The idea behind FCT is to limit the second term on the right-hand side of 
Eqn. (6): 
U"+' = U' + Zim(AUh - AU')  , ( 7 )  
in such a way that no new over/undershoots are created. More details on how the limiting 
is performed may be found in [30,31]. As the high-order scheme, we employ a two-step form 
[4,32] of the one-step Taylor-Galerkin schemes described in [1,3]. These schemes belong to 
the Lax-Wendroff class, and could be substituted by any other high-order scheme which 
appears more convenient, including implicit schemes. They have been chosen here, because 
they appear to  offer the best accuracy per cost performance of all the schemes tried. Given 
the system of equations (l), we advance the solution from tn to tn+' = tn  + At as follows: 
a) First stew 
b) Second step : 
n1 
The spatial discretization of Eqns.(8,9) is performed via the classic Galerkin weighted 
residual method [4,32], using linear elements, i.e. 3-noded triangles in 2-D and 4-noded 
tetrahedra in 3-D. For Eqn.(9) the following system of equations is obtained: 
M c  - AUn = R", 
where M c  denotes the consistent mass matrix [1,3], AU the vector of nodal increments and 
R the vector of added element contributions to the nodes. As M c  possesses an excellent 
condition number, Eqn.( 10) is never solved directly, but iteratively, requiring typically 
three passes [l]. We can then recast the converged solution of Eqn.(lO) into the following 
form: 
M L  . A U ~  = R +  ( M L  - M ~ ) .  nuh. (11) 
Here M L  denotes the diagonal, lumped mass-matrix (see [l]). We remark that this high- 
order scheme is better than second-order in phase-space, as the consistent mass adds addi- 
tional information beyond nearest neighbors when iterating. Numerical experiments (see 
below) show that this scheme, when applied on a structured mesh, is comparable to a 
fourth-order accurate scheme. As the low-order scheme, we use the same discretization for 
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the fluxes and source-terms, but revert to a lumped mass and an added numerical diffusion 
term on the right: 
M ~ . A U ’ = R + D I F F .  (12) 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
a) Passive Advection of a Square Wave 
This is the same example as was used by Boris and Book [33] to demonstrate the 
accuracy and monotonicity of their FCT-schemes. As the equation being solved (the 
transport equation) is linear, both amplification- and phase-errors can be identified easily. 
The wave extends over 20 gridpoints, and is convected with a Courant-number of C=0.2 
for 800 steps. In Figure 3 we compare the solutions obtained when using, in the high-order 
scheme, a lumped mass-matrix and a consistent mass-matrix. Observe that the consistent 
mass-matrix gives better phase-accumcy. After 800 steps the initial discontinuity is spread 
over only 5 gridpoints. 
b) Passive Advection in 2-D 
This is the same example that Zalesak [34] used to test his FCT-algorithms. Again, as 
the equation solved is linear, both amplification and phase-errors can be identified easily. 
The problem statement may be found in [34]. The mesh used for this case, as well as the 
results obtained are depicted in Figure 4. 
c) Sod-Problem (1-D) 
This classic example, taken from [35] , solves the Rieniann-problem for the compressible 
Euler equations in l-D. The same grid as in [35] is employed, and the solutions are shown at 
times t=7.36 and t=14.75. Figure 5 shows the results obtained for the described FEM-FCT 
Euler solver. 
d) Shock-Reflection at a Wa.11 
This problem has also been used extensively to assess the accuracy of schemes used for 
the solution of steady state problems [29]. As in all the following steady-state examples, 
local timestepping was used. The problem statement, as well as the pressure distributions 
obtained for the original Ta.ylor-Galerkin scheme and FEM-FCT are shown in Figure 6. 
Observe that the shocks are captured so sharply that the underlying grid structure becomes 
visible in the contour-plots. The steady state solution for this problem took 300 iterations, 
the residuals dropping 4 orders of magnitude. Figure Gd depicts the variation of the density 
along the line y=0.5, and, as one can see, no over/undershoots are present. 
e) Flow Past an Airfoil in Transonic Flow 
This example shows that acceptable solutions can be achieved with the present algo- 
rithm for the transonic flow regime. The case at hand is a NACA-0012 airfoil, and the 
Mach number at infinity and angle of attack were set to A l ,  = 0.85 and Q = 0.0. The 
grid-point distribution was taken from Jameson’s FLO52-code [36] , and corresponds to a 
96 by 16 mesh. The cp  -distributions on the airfoil-surface obtained for FEM-FCT and 
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the original two-step Taylor-Galerkin scheme presented in [4,32] are given in Figure 7. 
Although the solution achieved by FEM-FCT is better than that of the ordinary Taylor- 
Galerkin scheme, for steady-state aerodynamic applications, where shocks are only locally 
important, the additional cost of the high-resolution schemes does not make them attrac- 
tive for production runs. Adaptive refinement [4,7,11,321 is a much more effective way of 
obtaining sharp shocks for steady flows. 
f )  Sunersonic Flow Past an Obiect in a Ca.vitv (3-D) 
This example shows a 3-D solution for a fairly complex geometry. The problem state- 
ment, as well as the grid employed and the solution obtained, may be seen in Figure 8. The 
grid consisted of 5,426 points and 27,462 tetrahedra. The free-stream Mach-number was 
set to Mw = 1.5. The flow impinges on the back wall of the cavity, creating a recirculation 
zone in the cavity. This is visible in the particle paths plotted in Figure 8c. 
h) Transonic Flow Pa.& Pathfinder in a Wind-Tunnel (3-D) 
This example shows a 3-D solution for the Pathfinder wing-body-tail configuration 
in a windtunnel. The problem statement, as well as the grid employed and the solution 
obtained may be found in Figures 9a-c. The grid consisted of 10,280 points and 55,865 
tetrahedra. The free-stream Mach-number was set to M ,  = 0.82, and convergence was 
achieved in 2000 steps. 
4. ADAPTIVE REFINEMENT 
A very attractive fea.ture of unstructured grids is the ease with which adaptive re- 
finement can be incorporated into them. The addition of further degrees of freedom does 
not destroy any previous structure. Thus, the flow solver requires no further modification 
when operating on an adapted grid. For many practical problems, the regions that need to 
be refined are extremely small as compared to the overall domain. Therefore, the savings 
in storage and CPU requirements typically range between 10-100 as compared to  an over- 
all fine mesh. We find that for the majority of the daily production-type runs, adaptive 
refinement makes the difference between being or not being able to  run the problems to 
an acceptable accuracy in a reasonable time. Without it, we would be forced to  use much 
coarser grids, with lower accuracy, for the same expense. 
1) an optimal-mesh criterion, 
2) an error indicator, and 
3) a method to refine and derefine the mesh. 
They give answers to the questions 
1) how should the optimal mesh be ?, 
2) where is refinement (derefinement) required ?, and 
3) how should the refinement (derefinement ) be accomplished ? 
Many variants of each of these subtopics have been explored and shown to be useful for a 
certain class of problems [4,7,8,9-14,371. Therefore, as was the case with the flow solvers, 
we need to  define our design criteria. before proceeding further. Again, we seek a method 
Any adaptive refinement scheme is composed of three main ingredients. These are 
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that is efficient and reliable for transient conipressible flow problems. This leads us to the 
following design criteria for the error indicator: 
The error indicator should be fast. 
The error indicator should be dimensionless, so that several ‘key variables’ can be 
monitored at the same time. 
The error indicator should be bounded, so that no further user intervention becomes 
necessary as the solution evolves. 
The error indicator should not only mark the regions with strong shocks to be refined, 
but also weak shocks, contact discontinuities and other ‘weak features’ in the flow. 
the refinement method, the design criteria are as follows: 
The method should be conservative, i.e. a mesh change should not result in the 
production or loss of mass, momentum or energy. 
The method should not produce elements that are too small, as this would reduce too 
severely the allowable timestep of the explicit flow solvers employed. 
The method should be fast. In particular, it should lend itself to some degree of 
parallelism. 
The method should not involve major storage overhead. 
An error indicator that meets the design criteria a)-d) was proposed in [37]. In general 
terms, it is of the form 
1i2 \second derivatives1 
h Ifiyst derivatives1 + E \mean  value1 error  = 
By dividing the second derivatives by the absolute value of the first derivatives the error 
indicator becomes bounded, dimensionless, and the ‘eating up’ effect of strong shocks is 
avoided. The terms following E are added as a ‘noise’ filter in order not to refine ‘wiggles’ 
or ‘ripples’ which may appear due to loss of monotonicity. The value for E thus depends 
on the algorithm chosen to  solve the PDEs describing the physical process at hand. The 
multidimensional form of this error indicator is given by 
where Nx denotes the shape-function of node I. 
Two different methods for grid refinement have been explored. These are 1) local 
h-refinement, and 2) adaptive remeshing. Ta.ble 1 compares the relative merits of both 
approaches. We may summarize our experience with both approaches as follows: 
- For steadv-state or mildlv unsteadv problems, adaptive remeshing represents the best 
adaptive refinement method currently available. Particularly if large stretching ratios 
can be realized, it easily outperforins all other methods. 
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- For stronrrlv unsteadv Droblenis, where a new grid is required every 5-10 timesteps, 
local h-refinement seems to  be preferable. Several reasons can be given for this choice. 
Firstly, h-refinement is more robust than remeshing. The amount of things that can go 
wrong seems to be much less than when remeshing. Secondly, 11-refinement is very well 
suited to vector- and parallel processors. Thirdly, conservation presents no problem 
for h-refinement . 
- Table 1 also quotes CPU times measured on the CRAY-XMP-24 at  NRL. While these 
times are approximate and could be improved, they indicate a trend. The described 
grid generator is a scalar procedure. Moreover, the introduction of a new point or 
element requires substantially more operations than the equivalent operation done 
with h-refinement. A partial solution to this problem is to generate first a coarser, 
yet stretched grid, and then to  apply global h-refinement [8]. As vectorization of the 
global h-refinement is straightforward, the savings as compared to just remeshing are 
substantial (a factor of 4 in 2-D, a factor of 8 in 3-D). 
- In our experiments adaptive remeshing maintained the conservation sums very well. 
The change during one mesh change was less than 0.01%. We attribute this very good 
performance to the fact that the elements close to  shocks were uniform in size. 
- The combination of both approaches should be pursued further. In this way, the 
advantages of each approach can be employed to its fullest extent. 
H-Refinement 
- Interpolation/Conservation easy 
- Minimum h-size easy 
- Directional Refinement not easy 
- Body/Interface Movement not easy 
- Parallelizable easy 
- Timings ( p s e c / p t . / g r i d )  120 
Table 1 : H-Refinement 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
a) Shock ImDinging on Two Obstacles 
Remeshing 
not easy 
not easy 
easy 
easy 
not easy 
1800 
vs. Remeshing 
We consider a strong shock ( M ,  = 10.0) coming from the left that collides with the two 
bodies shown in Figure loa. Four levels of refinement were activated. Had the grid been 
refined uniformly, this would correspond to 152,320 points. For the run shown the highest 
number of gridpoints required was about 17,000, and during most of the computation 
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considerably less gridpoints were used. As the physics become more complicated, more 
grid points are required, and correspondingly larger portions of the domain are refined. 
The solutions obtained at different times are depicted in Figures lob-c. We show the 
grid, the density contours, and a blow-up of the velocities at  times T=4.0, T=6.0 and 
T=8.0. For the density contours about 100 levels were chosen, so that any ‘wiggle’ in 
the plot corresponds to approximately 1% deviation from a smooth solution. The adaptive 
refinement procedure is capable of producing very accurate calculations with sharp, detailed 
resolution of flow structures. 
b) Shock-Box Interaction 
In this case we consider a weak shock (Ms = 1.4) that interacts with a box some 
distance from the ground. A maximum of four layers was activated, but we also imposed a 
minimum 11-size limit for the refinement. Thus, in the finest regions of the base mesh only 
three levels of refinement were used. The solutions obtained at different times are depicted 
in Figures lla-c. Again, we typically show GO-80 contour levels for the relevant quantities. 
Besides the obvious shock reflections, one can also see the vortex shedding process that 
begins at the sharp corner of the box. More details and further studies of this class of 
problems may be found in [38]. 
c) Object Falling into Supersonic Free Strea.m 
The problem statement is as follows: an object is placed in a cavity surrounded by 
a free stream at M ,  = 1.5. After the steady-state solution is reached (time T=O.O), a 
body motion is prescribed, and the resulting flowfield disturbance is computed. Adaptive 
remeshing was performed every 100 timesteps initially, while at later times the grid was 
modified every 50 timesteps. No subsequent 11-refinement was used in this case, as the mesh 
adaptation process is not done very often. The maximum stretching ratio specified was 
S = 5.0. Figures 12a,b show two different stages during the computation at times T=20 
and T=175. Initially, the velocity flows counterclockwise around the object. At later tinies, 
this motion is reversed in the cavity. One can also see how the location and strength of 
the shocks changes due to  the motion of the object. Notice how the directionality of the 
flow features is reflected in the mesh. 
5 .  CONCLUSIONS 
We have described several algorithnis for the generation and adaptation of unstruc- 
tured grids in two and three dimensions, as well as Euler solvers that operate on these 
grids. The main purpose of the paper was to demonstrate how unstructured grids may 
be employed advantageously for the economic simulation of both geometrically as well as 
physically complex flowfields. Numerous examples taken from daily production runs were 
shown, demonstrating the capabilities developed. Future developments will center on the 
following areas: 
- extension of Euler-solvers to the Navier-Stokes equations, 
- incorporation of chemistry in the current non-reacting flow models, 
- extension of local adaptive h-refinement and adaptive remeshing to  3-D, and 
- adaptive gridding for time-dependent, viscous flows. 
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Figure l(a). Multielement airfoil configuration: boundary information. 
Figure l(b). Multielement airfoil configuration: background grid. 
I 390 
Figure l(c). Multielement airfoil configuration: generated grid. 
391 
Figure 2(a). Missile launcher: surface triangulation. 
Figure 2(b) .  Missile launcher: grid in plane of symmetry 
392 
(a) High-order scheme: lumped-mass Taylor-Galerkin (niter=l). 
t 
Figure 3. Passive advection of a square wave (1-D); C=0.2, plot every 200 steps. 
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394 
( a )  Solu t fon  a t  t i m e  t = O . O  
1 
(b )  Solu t ion  a f t e r  628 i t e r a t i o n s  (7 r evo lu t ion ) .  The pe r spec t ive  view has 
been r o t a t e d  wi th  t h e  cy l inde r .  
F igure  4 .  Passive advect ion i n  2-D: Zalesak’s  example. 
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Figure 5. Sod-problem ( 1 - D ) .  Solutions at times t=7.37 and t-14.75. 
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p = 1.7,~ = 2 . 6 1 8 5 , ~  = -0.5063,e = 5.806 
p =  1.0 
u = 2.9 
v = 0.0 
e = 5.991 
(a) Grid. 
(b) Pressure distribution obtained for Taylor-Galerkin 
scheme [10,12] (C.I.=O.l). 
(c) Pressure distribution obtained for FEM-FCT (C.I.=O.l). 
"i 
0 
(d) Density distribution along line y=0.5. 
Figure 6. Shock reflexion at a wall (steady state). 
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Figure 7. Comparison of Taylor-Galerkin-Lapidus and FEM-FCT for NACA-0012. 
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( a )  Surface t r i a n g u l a t i o n .  
398 
(b) P res su re  contours  i n  s e l e c t e d  ( c )  Pa r t i c l e  pa ths .  
p lanes .  
Figure 8. Supersonic flow p a s t  an o b j e c t  i n  cav i ty .  
(a) Surface triangulation. (b) Pressure contours. 
Figure 9. Transonic flow past Pathfinder in tunnel. 
. .  
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Velocity vecfon at T=4.0 (eolai rgemer l t  1 
Figure 10(a). Shock impinging on t w o  o b s t a c l e s .  
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Figure 10(b) .  Shock impinging on two obstacles .  
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T '=d 0 ienlargernenr) 
Figure 1O(c). Shock impinging on t w o  obstacles. 
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SHOCK INTERACTION WITH AN ELEVATED RAIL CAR 
k 6 . 0  ms 
(a> 
SHOCK INTERACTION WITH AN ELEVATED RAIL CAR 
k 2 2 . 0  ms 
Figure 11. Shock-box interaction. 
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SHOCK INTERACTION WITH AN ELEVATED RAIL CAR 
tz38.0 ms 
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Figure ll(c) Shock-box interaction (concluded) 
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- Mesh: XELEM=2264. NPOIN=1251 
I 
Pressure: Min=0.60, Max=2.30, Duc=O.OS 
llach-Sr.: Mn=O.OO, .\.la.=1.60. Duc=O.lO 
Figure 12(a) .  Object fa l l ing  into Ma - 1.5 free stream, T = 20. 
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Velocitv Vectors 
Figure 12(a). Concluded. 
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Mesk NELEM=3047, NPOIN=1648 
Pressure: Min=0.40, Max=3.30, Duc=O.OS 
Mach-Nr.: Min=O.OO, Max=1.90, Duc=O.lO 
Figure 12(b) .  Object f a l l i n g  into Ma = 1 . 5  f r ee  stream, t = 175. 
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Densitv: Min=O.56, Max=3.10, Duc=0.05 
Velocitv Vectors 
Figure 12(b). Concluded. 
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